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FOREWORD

1. This military hand hook is approved for use by all Activities and Agencies of the Department of the Army and is
available for usc by all Departments ,afid Agencies of the Department O( Defense.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data that may be of use in
imprnving this document should he addressed to: Commander, US Army Armament Research, Development, and
Engineering Center, ATTN: SMCAR-BAC-S, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ 07806-5000, by using the self-addressed
Standardization Document [improvement ,Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at tbc end of this document or by
letter.

3. This handbook was developed under the auspices of the US Army. Materiel Command’s Engineering Design
Handbonk Program, which is under the direction of the US Army Management Engineering College. This handhook
was written hy the Research Triangle Institute under Contract No. DAAA08-80-C-0247.
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A = tooth thickness code

AGD = American Gage Design

AGMA = American Gear Manufacturers
Association

ANSI = American National Standards Institute

AR = Army Regulation

ASME = American Society of Mechanical
Engineers

ASTM = American Society for Testing and
Materials

AWS = automatic withdrawal standardization
BIT = built-in test

BITE = built-in test equipment

CAIS = computer-aided inspection system

CMDP = “Go” major diameter plug

CMM = Coordinate Measuring Machine

CPCI = computer program configuration item

CPU = central processing unit

CRT = cathode ray tube

DA = Department of the Army

DARCOM =USArmy Materiel Development and
Readiness Command

DID = data item description

DoD = Department of Defense

DOD-STD = Department of Defense Standard

ECP = Engineering Change Proposal

F/number = effective focal length divided hy clear
aperture

FED-STD = Federal Standard

FIM = full indicator movement

FMS = ffexihle manufacturing systems

GCP = “Go” composite plug

GCR = “Go” composite ring

GMDP = ‘-Go” major diameter plug

GT = group technology
H = horizontal

HC = material designation for carbon steel”

ILS =instruction-level simdatm

LED = light-emitting diode

LMC = Least Material Condition

MIL-STD = Military Standard

MMC = Maximum Material Condition

MTBF = mean-time-between-failures

NAS = National Aeronautical Society

NDT = nondestructive testing

NGCP = “Not Go” composite plug

NGCR = “Not Go” composite ring

NGMDP = “Not Go” major diameter plug

NGMDR = “Not Go” major diameter ring

NGSP = “Not Go” sector plug

NGSR = “Not Go” sector ring
Q = tolerance source identifier

QWOT = quarter wave optical thickness

R/number = radius of curvature divided by clear
aperture

RAM = reliability, availability, and
maintainability

RAM =random access memory

RFS =regardless of feature size
RMS = root mean square

ROM = read only memory

S1 = International System of Units

SME = Standard Measuring Equipment

TDP = technical data package

TPI = threads per inch

TTCP = taper tooth composite plug

TTM =tapered tooth master

TTSP = taper tooth sector plug
UUT = unit under test

V = vertical

V&V =validation and verification
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses thepurpose and scope of the handbook, describes the role of dimensional inspection
in the product assurance mission, and alerts lhe reader to related configuration management and standard
drawing practice requirements. Key definitions and a list of related documents are also presented.

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this handbook is to assist personnel involved in the design, procurement, or production of

materiel for the Department of the Army (DA) with the selection or design of inspection equipment for
dimensiomd characteristics. The handbook covers three main topic areas ( 1) measuring equipment and
methods, (2) gage design and use, and (3) automated and computer-aided inspection techniques.

In the area of measuring equipment and methods, a discussion of the principles and applications of basic
instruments includes descriptions of currently available general-purpose measuring equipment. This
discussion is intended to provide some background information for personnel who may be involved in
selecting measuring equipment, either for a specific purpose or for a number of different purposes.

A significant portion of the handbook deals with gage design. This discussion is intended to serve as a primer
and as a policy document for personnel involved in gage selection or design. The intent of including gage
design policy in this handbook is to provide designers, manufacturers, and inspectors with a common
reference point that will result in greater uniformity of design practice.

The chapters that deal with automated and computer-aided inspection equipment are intended to identify
considerations in the design and selection of such equipment. Although it would be nearly impossible to
prescribe the appropriate equipment to be used in any particular set of circumstances, the criteria set forth will
save time and nerhaus allow the nurchaser to avoid some mistake that mieht have been made because an

~
important con;idera;ion had bee; overlooked. This is an area in which c~anges in technology should be
expected. ~

1.2 PRODUCT ASSURANCE
The Army’s produet assurance mission consists of both design assurance and product conformance.

Dimensional inspection is but one facet of that mission. The product assurance program is designed to
enhance quality throughout the life cycle of a product. The concepts, policies, equip merit,’ artd techniques
presented in this handbook are valid for all phases of the life cycle.

1.3 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Product design is a process that attempts to optimize numerous factors. The designer has input from many

interested parties, such as the user and the manufacturer as well as those representing safety, quality assurance,
human factors engineering, and standardization interests. Because of this necessarily complex organization,
numerous changes to the technical data package (TDP) that supports procurement are likely. DA has adopted
a formal procedure known as configuration management to control” these changes and insure proper
coordination and input from all the parties involved. Configuration management also provides an audit trail
that ties together information about the original manufactured item and subsequent changes. This
information is imperative in order to provide proper continuing support for fielded items since many areas are
covered with a change order, waiver, etc.

As noted in par. 1.1, the primary purpose of this handbonk is to provide guidance relative to the design and
selection of inspection equipment for dimensional characteristics. Basic guidance of this type is based on
engineering principles and remains valid over a long time period. Configuration management, on the other
hand, is an evolving process that undergoes frequent change. For that reason, the topic is introduced here only
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to make the reader aware of existing requirements. For additional information see Army Regulation (AR)
70-37, Configuration Management (Ref. 1); Department of Defense Standard (DOD-STD)480, Con@urarion
Control—Engineering Changes, Deviations, and Waivers (Ref. 2); and Military Standard (MIL-STD)-481,
Configuration Control—Engineering Changes, ,De.i@ons, and. Waivers (ShOrt FOrm) (Ref. 3).

0’

1.4 GENERAL DRAWING STANDARDS ‘
Because of the size and geographical diversity of the Department Of Defense (DoD), standardized drawing

practices are essential if engineering drawingi are to be interpreted co!rectly and efficiently by all users.
Guidance on the uniform drawing practices adopted by DoD !an be found in DOD-STD-100, Engineering
Drawing Practices (Ref. 4), and DOD-D- 1OOO,Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lists (Ref. 5).

1.5 UNITS
United States Customary Units are feature.d:in this handbook consistent with the currently predominant

dimensioning practice. The International System of Units (S1) could hpve been used equallY well without
prejudice to the principles established. Unless otherwise noted, all dimension! are spe!ified in the US sYstem.

1.6 KEY DEFI.N’ITIONS
Definitions are, included throughout the text as appropriate and also in the glossary. There are several key

terms, however, that are fundamental to the understanding of this handbook. To sensitize the reader to these
key terms, definitions follow: ,. .

1. Tolerance. The deviation from the specified (basic) size of the feature that will still permit the proper
assembly and functioning of mating parts. Tolerance is specified as %“ or ‘%” from the basic dimension.

2. Gage, An instrument that permits a pass or fail determination of a dimensional characteristic without
knowledge of the actual dimension.

~,... . ..

~” 3. Standard Measuring Equipment (SME). Commercially available measuring equipment commonly
used in a machine shop. In this handbook SME includes measuring instruments ;transferring devices, surface.
plates and accessories, and coordinate measuring machines, ,, ●

,4. Automared Inspection .Eqtiipmen[. Measuring or gaging instruments that make a pass or fail
determination of a dimensional characteristic without human interaction. Automated inspection equipment is
usually integral to a production line and is often computer controlled.

5. Interrupted Diameter. A cylindrical or spherical part whose surface is riot smooth: In this handbook
this, category of parts includes, threads, gears, splines, and kp.urls.

.rj. .Wear Allowance. Extra material left on gaging surfaces to accommodate the wear expected during thg,

useful life of a,gagq.
7. Maximum Malerial Condition (M~,C). The: condition in, which a feature. contains the rnaxirny!p

amount of material within the stated size limits. M MC also refers to a dimensioning concept (based upon the
condition) to insure a noninterference fit between ‘mating, parts. With this concept the allowable tolerance,

varies as the ~e,ature size, departs ,from, M MC,
8. Least Material Co@iri&r ,(LM”C)., The conditiori in ivhich a feature cohtahrs the least: amount O!

material within the sta}ed”,siie lirriiti. LMC also iefers’to a dirireirsioning concept (based upon tie condition) iii
which the allowable tolerance varies as the feature size departs ,from L,MC.’ ,.””

‘, 9. Reg&dle& Of Feature Size (RFS). A dimensioning concept used when the tolerance ii independent’of
the feature size. ,.. ,

.,

1.7 RELATED DOCUMENTS

1.7.1 MILITARY

Document No.

AR 70-37
DARCOM-R 702-2
DOD-STD-1OO

Title

Configuration Management . .

Product Assurance and Test—Quality Engineering for Army Material
Engineering Drawing Practices o
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‘o
DOD-STD480
MIL-STD-105
MIL-STD-109
MIL-STD-110

MIL-STD-111
MIL-STD-I 12
MIL-STD-113
MIL-STD-114

MIL-STD-115

MIL-STD-I 16

MIL-STD-I 17

MIL-STD-I 18
MIL-STD-120
MIL-STD-134

MIL-STD-273

MIL-STD-274

MIL-STD-454
MIL-STD-481

MIL-STD-483

MIL-STD- 1235

MIL-STD-1267
MIL-STD-1472

M1L-STD-45662
MIL-A-002550
MIL-C-675
MIL-G-10944
MIL-G-45654
MIL-G=16382
MIL-G-62454
MIL-G-83984
MIL-G-87955
MIL-O-13830

MIL-Q-45970
MIL-S-8879

DOD-D-1OOO
MS-90406

Configuration Control—Engineering Changes, Deviations, and Wai?er:
Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes
Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions
Gage! Plug, Plain, Cylindrical, Go
Gages, Plug, Plain, Cylindrical, Not Go
Gages, Ring, Plain, Go
Gages, Ring, Plain, Not GO

Gage, Plug, Thread, Go (Class X) for Untfied American National Standard
Internal Thread
Gage, Plug, Thread, Not Go, Unijied American National Standard Internal
Thread
Gage, Ring, Thread, Go, (Class X) and Re[ated Setting PIug Gages, Go arr~ Nol
Go Plain Plug Minor Diameter Acceptance Check Gages for Unlf7ed and
American Na~ional Standard External Threads
Gage, Ring, Thread, Lo (Not Go) and Related Thread Setting Plug Gages; Go
and Not Go Plain Plug Minor Diameter Acceptance Check Gages for Urdjied
and American Nat ional Standard External Threads
Gage, Snap, Plain Adjustable

Gage Inspection
Gage, Plug, Plain Cylindrical, Not Go for Minor Diameters of Standard Classes
3F Internal Threads
Gage, Plug, Thread Setting, Class W, for Go Gages, Unified Standard Classes
2A and 3A and American National Standard Class 3 External Threads
Gage, Plug, Thread, Setting, Class W,for Lo (Not Go), Gages, Un]#ied Standard
Classes 2A and 3A and American National Standard External Threads
Standard General Requirements for Electronic Equipment
Configuration Control—Engineering Changes, Deviations, and Waivers (Short
Form)
Conj&ation Management Practices for Systems, Equipment, Munitions, and
Computer Programs
Single and Multilevel Continuous Sampling Procedures and Tables for
Inspection by Attributes—Functional Curves of the Continuous Sampling “Plans
Dimensioning of Barrel Chambers of Small Arms Weapons
Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment, and
Facilities
Calibration Systems Requirements
Ammunition, General Specljication for
Coating of Glass Optical Elemerits (Antireflectiori)
Gages, Dimensional Control
Gage, Plug and Ring, Thread

.,

Gage, Snap, Thread Roll
Gear, Bevel, Inspection of
Gage, Surface Plate Flatness Checking
Gage, Snap, Adjustable, Dial Indicating
Optical Components for Fire Control Instrument, General Speclficatioh
Governing the Manufacture, Assembly, and Inspection of

Quality Assurance for Wiapons and Support Material
Screw Threads, Controlled Radius Root With Increased Minor Diameter,
General Spectjications for
Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lists

Gage, Ring, Spline (Go-No-Go)
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1.7.2 MILITARY ADOPTED

Document No.

FED-STD-H28
FED-STD-368
GGG-G-15
GGG-G-17
GGG-G-61
GGG-F’=$63
GGG-S-656
MIL-HDBK-108

MIL-HDBK-109

ANSI B1. I-1983
ANSI BI .3-79
ANSI B1.15
ANSI BI.21M-78
ANSI B6. I-68R74
ANSI B17.2-67R78
ANSI B46. 1-78
ANSI B47. 1-81
ANSI B47. IA-79

ANSI B92. 1T70
ANSI/ASME B1.7M-84
ANSI/ ASME B1 .16M-84
ANSI/ASME BI.22M-85
ASTM B244-79

ASTM B567-84
ANS1/ ASTM D1776-79
ASTM E376-69R79

ASME B1 .2-83
ASME BI,13M-83
ASME B47. IAM-82
ASME B94.6-1966
ASTM B487-85

ASTM B499-85

ASTM B504-82
ASTM B530-85

ASTM B568-84

ASTM D1 186-81

Title—

Screw Thread Standards for Federal Services
Quality Control System Requirements
Gage Blocks and Accessories (Inch and Metric)
Gage, General-Purpose
Gage, Plug and Ring, Plain and Thread
Plate, Surface (Granite) (Inch and Metric)
Squares, Carpenters ! L3iemakers’, and Machinists’
Quality Control and Reliability–Sampling Procedures and Tables for Life
and Reliability Testing (Based on Exponential Distribution)
Quality Control and Reliability–Statistical Procedures for Determining
Validity of Suppliers Attributes Inspection of

Umped Inch Screw Threads— UN and UNR Thread Forms
Dimensional Acceptability, Screw Thread Gaging Systems for
Urdjied Inch Screw Threads— UNJ Thread Form
Metric Screw Threads-MJ Profile
Gears, Spur, Coarse-Pitch Involute, Tooth Proportions for—68R74 ‘
Keys gnd Keyseats, Woodruff

Surface Texture (Surface Roughness, Waviness and Lay)
Gage Blanks
Gage Blanks., ~
Involute Splines and Inspection ~
Screw Threads, Nomenclature, Definitions, and Letter Symbols for
Gages & Gaging for Metric M Screw Threads
Gages & Gaging for M&J Series Metric Screw Threads
Coatings, Anodic, Meizsuririg Thickness OJ on Aluminum With Eddy Current
Instruments
Coating Thickness, Measurement o~ by the Beta Backscatter Method
Standard Practice for Conditioning Textiles for Testing
Standard Recommended Practice for Measuring Coating Thickness by
Magnetic Field or Eddy Current (Electromagnetic) Test Methods
Gages & Gaging for Urdjied Inch Screw Threads
Screw Threads “tietric M Proj71e
Gage Blanks
Knurling
Metal and Oxide Coating Thickness by Microscopical Examination of Cross
Section, Measurement of
Coating Thickness by the Magnetic Method, Nonmagnetic Coatings on
Magnetic Base Metals, Measurement of
Meta~lic Coatings by the Coulometric Method, Measuring of Thickness af
Nickel Coatings, Electrodeposited, on Magnetic and Nonmagnetic Substrates,
Measurement of Coating Thickness by the Magnetic Method
Spectrometry, Measurement of Coating Thickness by X Ray

Film Thickness, Dry, of Nonmagnetic Coatings Applied to a Ferrous Base,
Nondestructive Measurement of
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CHAPTER 2
ELEMENTS OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

SELECTION AND DESIGN
Inspection equipment selection and design considerations for various situations encountered in manufactur-

ing are discussed in this chapter. A comprehensive cross-reference table facilitates selection of inspect ion
equipment for a particular requirement. General design sequence and safety, material selection, heat

treatment, calibration, and protection considerations are described.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Many types of inspection requirements are contained in the procurement, production, and maintenance of

materiel for the Department nf the Army (DA). Usually these requirements include the inspection of one or
more dimensional features.

The tolerances specified on a product drawing dictate the accuracy and ultimately the cost of the required
inspection equipment. Especially in cases where positional tolerances are involved, the tolerances and

~

complexity of inspection change with the dimensioning and tolerancing concepts used. For example, the
regardless of feature size (RFS) concept usually requires. more complex and more costly gaging equipment
than the maximum material condition (MMC) concept, but in certain cases the RFS concept maybe the only

applicable tO1erancing cnncept. Therefore, a clear pO1icy must exist regarding tolerancing concepts and design
and selection of inspection equipment. Lack of such a policy can cause excessive rejection of parts and high

I product and rework costs. The policy must be based firmly on the theories of inspection and gaging and upon

~nowledge of modern manufacturing methods.
This chapter discusses the identification of features to be inspected and elaborates upon the basic policy for

the design of inspection equipment enumerated in US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command
(DARCOM) Regulation 702-2, Product Assurance and Test–Quality Engineering for Army Materiel, (Ref.
1), which states that inspection equipment design considerations are an integral part of a total quality
assurance system and that commercially available, rather than specially designed, inspection equipment will
be used whenever possible.

Inspection equipment undergoes changes in size and form due to wear, corrosion, and occasional abuse. All
equipment must be checked and calibrated periodically to insure proper performance. Because of the potential
cost associated with improper performance of inspection equipment and the possibility of accepting

nonconforming parts, the Army has adopted a formal calibration system to monitor periodically the accuracy
of each item of inspection equipment in use. Needed adjustments are made before the equipment is returned to
service. This calibration system is described in Military Standard (MIL-STD)-45662, Calibration Sysfem

Requirements, (Ref. 2). Calibration considerations that affect inspection equipment design are discussed in
thk chapter. ,,

2.2 ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS
All product inspection requirements can be expressed in terms of a tolerance value relating to dimensions,

function, performance, composition, or physical properties of material. Because this handbook covers only
dimensional characteristics, the major inspection requirements discussed are size, form, orientation, location,
and runout, The various source documents for these requirements are also presented.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard Y14.5, Dimensioning and To[erancing, (Ref. 3)
has been adopted by the Department of Defense (DoD) and is the primary reference source on geometric
symbology, dimensioning methods, and tolerancing concepts. As such, it. is referenced throughout this
handbook. Familiarity with thk document is essential to a complete understanding of the material covered
herein.
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To aid in understanding the paragraphs that follow, the definitions o! a datum and a feature are quoted from
Ref. 3:

1. A datum is “a theoretically exact point, axis, or plane derived from the true geometric counterpart of a
specified datum feature. A datum is the origin from which the location or geometric characteristics of features
of a part are established.”.

2. A Jeafure is the “general term applied to a physical portion of a part, such as a surface, hole, or slot”.

2.2.1 TYPES OF INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

2.2.1.1 Size

The size of any feature normally is expressed in terms of linear dimensions or in a combination of finear and
angular dimensions and their associated tolerances, aid size is generally considered to be one of the
requirements most easily verified by inspection. Note that unless otherwise specified, the limits of size of a
feature also prescribe the limits of allowable variations in geometric form (par. 2.7, Ref. 3). Form is discussed
in par. 2.2.1.2. Thus if inspection of the form tolerance is justified, the inspection method used to verify the size
must also verify the form or the form requirement must be treated separately. A positional requirement also
may be contained in the same callout, but it is a distinctly separate requirement and must be so treated.
Positional requirements are discussed in par. 2.2.1.5.

2.2.1.2 Form

Form is a general term used to define the geometrical characteristics of a part. Form requirements may be
expressed in terms of tolerances for straightness, flatness, roundness, and cylindricit y.

“Slraig/rfrress is the condition in which an element of a surface or an-axis is in a straight line” (Ref. 3).
“Flatness is the condition of a surface in which all elements are in one plane’?. (Ref. 3).
“Roundness (Circzdarily) is a condition of a surface of revolution where

1. For a cylinder or cone, all points of.the surface intersected by any plane perpendicular to a common axis
are equidistant from that axis.

2. For a sphere, all points of the surface intersected by any plane passing through a common center are
equidistant from that center” (Ref. 3).

“Cy/irrdriciiy is a condition of a surface of revolution in which all points of the surface are equidistant from a
common axis!’ (Ref. 3).

2.2.1.3 Orientation

Feature orientation requirements may be expressed in terms of tolerances for angularity, perpendicularity
(squareness), and parallelism—all of which relate to a datum.

“Angularity is the condition in which a surface or axis is at a specified angle (other than 90 deg) from a datum
plane or axis’’. (Ref. 3).

“Perpendicularity is the condition in which a surface, median plane, or axis is at a right angle to a datum
plane or axis” (Ref. 3).

“Paral/dism is the condition in which all points of a surface are equidistant from a datum plane or all points
of an axis are equidistant from a datum axis” (Ref. 3).

2.2.1.4 Profile

“Profile is the outline of an object in a given plane. Profiles are formed when a three-dimensional object is
projected onto a plane or when cross sections are taken through the figure” (Ref. 3). Similarly, projecting a line
or a surface onto a plane produces the profile of the line or the surface, respectively.

2.2.1.5 Location
Location requirements control the location of features—such as holes, slots, bosses, and tabs—on a part

and also the center distances among these features. Location requirements are expressed in terms of position,
symmetry, and concentricity.

●

●
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Position can be defined as the location of features in relation to each other or to a datum. Basic dimensions
establish the true (theoretically exact) position of the feature. A positional tolerance defines a zone within
which the feature is allowed to deviate from the true position. The method of specifying tolerances for position
is known as positional tolerancing, which is the basis for functional gaging. Sjvrrrrzetry is the condition in which

a feature is (or features are) symmetrically disposed about the axis or center plane of a datum feature (Ref. 3).
Although older drawings may show symmetry as a separate locational requirement, Ref. 3 now calls for such a
requirement to be specified in terms of positional tolerances.

Crrncerrtrici[y is the condition in which the axes of all cross-sectional elements of a srrrface,of revolution are
common to the axis of a datum feature (Ref. 3). Because irregularities in the surface of the feature to be
inspected make it difficult to establish its axis, determining the conformance of a product to a concentricity
requirement may require excessive inspection time. Therefore, unless the need to control the axis rather than
the surface is compelling, use of a run out or positional tolerance is recommended. Run out is discussed in par.
2.2.1.6.

2.2.1.6 Runout

Runout is the composite deviation of a surface of revolution from the specified form and is measured normal
to the surface by full indicator movement (FIM) through one complete revolution of the part about the datum
axis.

Circular rurrout is the composite deviation of an individual circular element of a surface of revolution from
the specified form as measured through one revohztion of the part. Circular elements are generated when a part
is rotated pasta fixed point. Fig. 2-1 shows circular runout relative to a datum diameter. The representation of

this inspection requirement on the product drawing is shown in Fig. 2-l(A), and the proper method of
performing the inspection is shown in Fig. 2-1(B). Where the requirement applies to a portion of the surface as

opposed to a singular circular element, each circular element must be within the specified runout tolerance. A
circular runout tolerance represents the combined effect of variations in circularity and coaxiality. When

applied to a surface perpendicular to the datum axis, circular runout controls wobble.
Total runou/ is the composite deviation of all part surface elements from the true geometrical form, attitude,

and Dosition. The remesentation of total run out relative to a datum diameter is shown in Fig. 2-2(A), and the
pro~er method of irispecting the requirement indicated is shown in Fig. 2-2(B). The entire surface must be
within the specified runout tolerance zone—O.02 FIM in this example—when the part is rotated 360 deg about
the datum axis with the indicator placed at every location along the surface in a position normal to the true
geometric sha~e without resetting the indicator. Thus the total runout tolerance forms a sleeve of constant
~hickness defined by forms coaxial with the datum axis. As such, it controls the cumulative error due to
variations in circularity, straightness, coaxiality, angularity, taper, and profile of a surface.

2.2.1.7 Projected Tolerance Zone

Projected tolerance zone is a concept used to prevent alignment and interference problems between mating
parts that can be caused by variations in perpendicularity y of threaded or press-fit holes. The tolerance zone is
“projected” to a point in space where the improper alignment could cause the assembly to malfunction or
where interference could occur. Fig. 2-3 shows use of a projected tolerance zone to avoid interference between
mating parts. Fig. 2-3(A) demonstrates the problem that can result if the tolerance zone is limited to the length
of the threaded or press-fit hole, and Fig. 2-3(B) shows how the problem can be avoided by using a projected

tolerance zone. Fig. 2-4 shows a projected tolerance zone used where alignment is important even though there
is no interference between parts. In this case the projected tolerance zone insures that the rocket does not
wobble in flight. Thus projected tolerance is concerned with the location and variation in perpendicularity of
the threaded or press-fit holes only to the extent that they affect a mating or functioning of parts at some
distance from the hole. The tolerance then also identities maximum permissible dimensions of the mating part.

2.2.2 SOURCES OF PARAMETERS TO BE INSPECTED

The DA uses severaf different documents to communicate inspection requirements to the vendor or shop
floor. In the usual order of precedence the documents are the contract, the product drawing, and product
specifications. The relevant portion of the specification is Section 4, “Quality Assurance Provisions”.
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(A) As Represented on the Drawing

0.02 FIM

Datum Axis A

C7

—

Rotate
Part

Applies to Portion
of Surface Indicated

I (B) As InsDected

Adapted from ANSI Y14.5M-1982, Dinwuioning and Tokrancing. @copyright 1982 by The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure 2-1. Circular Runout Relative to a Datum Diameter (Ref. 3) .“

In ‘vi@tally all hardware procurement activities, a product drawing is the primary document used to define
the product, and it defines each product feature in terms of dimensions “and tolerances. Additionally, the
drawing may define the functional and performance requirements of the product by notes and by references to
military specifications or purchase descriptions.

Study and analysis of the component drawings are the most important phases of inspection equipment
design. They serve as an engineering check on the drawings from the perspective of interchangeability of parts
and ease of inspection, and they provide feedback to the engineer where necessary. To eliminate ambiguities,
omissions, and errors, the following steps are recommended:

1. Insure that the drawing is correct and as specified in the contract by checking the part number and
revision level.

o
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Datum Axis A
Part

(B) As’Inspected

Adapted from ANSI Y14.5M-1982, Dimensioning and To/erancing. @copyright 1982by The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure ,2-2. Totaf Rirnout Relative to a Datum Diameter (Ref. 3)

2. Ascertain that no conflict exists among any of the documents on which inspection equipment design is
to be based, such as the drawings, specifications, and quality assurance provisions.

3. Insure that the product characteristics are adequately defined to be practical for inspection purposes.
Specification of datum and tolerancing concepts such as MMC should be defined clearly.

For callouts, symbols, dimensioning, and tolerancing, refer to the dimensioning and tolerancing standard
specified on the product drawing. If technical data fail to comply with any of these requirements, the ability to
design inspection equipment maybe seriously impaired, and engineering change PrOpOsal (ECp) action must
be initiated.

2.3 SELECTION OF INSPECTIONEQUIPMENT
The selection of an appropriate inspection method and type of equipment is basically an economic decision

because the designer seeks to achieve the inspection objectives at the lowest cost. In addition to the purely
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True Position Axis
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(A) The Problem
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1:
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(B) The Solution

Adapted from ANSI Y14.5M-1982, Dimensioning and To/errzncing.@copyright 1982 by The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure 2-3. Use of Projected Tolerance Zone to Avoid Interference Between Mating Parts (Ref. 3)
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economic considerations, numerous physical considerations impact thedecisiorr. Both types of factors are

discussed in thk paragraph.
Inspection of dimensional characteristics can be accomplished in two different ways, namely, through

inspection by variables or inspection by attributes. Inspection by variables involves measuring individual ●
product elements. Standard, aswellas special measuring andindicating, instruments areused, The major

advantage ofknowing the absolute value ofeachdimension isthatthis information can be used to control
manufacturing tools and processes.

Inspection by attributes, however, does not require knowledge of tbe absolute value of product dimensions.
Rather, special devices (gages) are used to establish upper and lower limits of product acceptability. Violating
eiiher limit results in product rejection. Although inspection by attributes is often more economical, it does not
provide information sufficient for manufacturing process control. The organization of much of the remainder

of this. handbook is based upon tbe distinction between inspection by variables (measuring) and inspection by
attributes (gaging).

At the outset the equipment selected must be suitable for the dimension to be inspected and appropriate for
the tolerance specified. Table 2-1 cross references inspection requirements with inspection methods and is
provided tohelpthe designer narrow the field of inspection equipment that might be appropriate for any
particular requirement. Table 2-2 lists characteristics of standard and special measuring equipment.

References to additional information contained elsewhere in this handbook are also indicated in these tables.

2.3.1 PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

‘2.3.1.1 Part Geometry

To a large extent, part geometry determines the type of inspection equipment that will be most appropriate.
For example, an external diameter requires inspection equipmerit with measuring surfaces on the inside of the

‘jaws, whereas an internal diameter requires equipment with measuring surfaces on the outside of the jaws.
Therefore, study and analysis of part geometry are imperative.

.2.3.1.2 Part Size and Complexity ●
Part size is an important aspect in the selection of inspection equipment. Smaller parts are usually easier to

handle than larger and heavier parts, and smaller parts can be moved to an inspection station, whereas larger
parts often must be inspected in place with portable inspection equipment.

The degree of part complexity also has a significant impact on the selection of inspection equipment. For
instance, complex part geometry may hamper or prevent simultaneous contact with the datum surface and the
measured surface. In such cases special inspection equipment must be designed or tbe part design modified.
Inspectability must be considered during the part design process.

2.3.1.3 Location of Inspection Station

The location of the inspection station can be an important consideration in the selection of inspection
equipment. The location of the inspection station may be dictated by part characteristics or size, but it is
equally likely that the location may depend on inspection equipment requirements or economic factors.
Temperature, humidity, vibration, dust, and corrosive fumes are examples of environmental factors that can
affect the performance of inspection equipment. Therefore, the inspection equipment must be able to
withstand \he effects of the operating environment and still perform at the desired accuracy. Thus location of
the inspection station is one of many factors that must be integrated into the decision process. A discussion of
various locations follows:

1. Af [he Machine. Rework of apart is often impossible after it is unloaded from the machine; this makes
inspection’ at the machine mandatory. A small batch size may render a separate inspection station
uneconomical and thus also dictate inspection at the machine.

2. In the Inspection ,?leparlrrrefi[. When the required inspection equipment is relatively large and heavy or

when it requires an operating environment different from that of the shop floor, parts may have to be
transported to and inspected in separate inspection facilities. Also when parts are produced in low or moderate ●
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TABLE 2-1. CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE-ELEMENTS AND INSPECTION METHODS

Element Inspection Method Par. Remarks

1. Length

2, Diameter (Internal)

3. Diameter (External)

4. Radius (Internal and

external)

S. Chords and Arcs

6. Rounded Ends and Corners

7. Profiles with Arcs

8, Irregular Profiles

Template Gage, Length Gage

Plug Gage
Dial Bore Gage

(Portable comparators for
internal diameters)

Ring Gage
Snap Gage
Dial Snap Gage
Plate Comparator

Template Gage

Template Gage

Template Gage

Template Gage

Template Gage

9. Symmetrical Profiles Template Gage

10. Slotted Holes Flat Plug Gage

11. Counterbored, Countersunk Plug Gage

and CounterdriOed Holes

12, Spot Faces

13. Machining Centers

14. Chamfers

15. Keyways

16. Knurling

17. Rods

18. Tubing and Pipes

19. Screw Tbreads (Internal)

20. Screw Threads (External)

21. Surface Texture

22. Gears

23. Splines (Internal)

24. ‘Splines (External)

SME only

Plug Gage and SME

Template Gage

Key Slnt Gage

SME only

Ring Gage
Snap Gage

Plug and Ring or Snap Gage

Thread Plug Gage Indicating
Plug Gage .

Thread Ring Gage
Thread Snap Gage’
Indicating Thread Gage
Ring Snap Thread Comparator

Comparator Blocks

SME only

Spline Plug Gage.

7.6

7,2
9.5.2,2

7,3
7,4
9.5.2.1
9.5.1.2

7.6

7,6

7.6

7.6

7.6

7.6

7.2.1.2

7.2

7.2

7.6 ..

8.4

8.5

7.3
7.4

7.2,7 ,3,7.4

8.2,1

8’.2.2 ‘
8.2.3

6.3.4
6.3.4

6.2

8.3.1

Spline Ring Gage 8.3.2

Commercially available
adjustable gage

Length ofthread is avery
important measurement.

Length of thread is a very
important measurement..

,.

. . :-,..”. ,:,.
,<.: . . .

,. . . .. ..

(con[’d on next page)
.,. .
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TABLE 2-1. (cent’d)

Element Inspection Method Par. Remarks
a

25, Angles SME only

26. Perpendicularity SME only

27. Location True Position Gage 7.7

28. Small Items Opticsl Projection 3.5.2

29. Depth Flush Pin 7.5

NOTES:
1. Not all product elements or features can be measured by Standard Measuring Equipment (SM E). Special measuring equipment

must be developed to meazure some product elements or features.
2. Gages aretimited insizeonly by band finginconvenicnm, manufacturing limitations, dimensional instab&lity, and costs.
3. Accur%yand reliability ofgagingdepends ongagemanufacturing tolerance, quatitycontrol, andgagemaintenance andcalibration.

quantities b.utinlarge variety, specialized inspection methods maynOtbe ec0n0mical. Insuch situatiOnsa
centrally located inspection station with a variety of capabilities is most suitable.

3. Inthe Assembly Area. Inspection mayhave to bepefiormed intheassembly areajustprior to the
sssembly operation to facilitate and insure a selective fit. For example, inspection in the assembly area might
be preferred when close-toleranced parts produced in small quantities are fitted onto high-cost assemblies.
Even when the production quantity is large, if individual part selection is critical to the performance of the
assembly, it is advisable to locate the inspection equipment in the sssembly area.

4. In the Receiving Depar?men/. Subcontracted and vendor-supplied items may be inspected in the
receiving department before acceptance and/ or use.

2.3.1.4 Type of Construction ●
Inspection-equipment may be constructed in several basic arrangements, each of which has certain

advantages. Depending’on the size of the feature, method of inspection, and durability required, solid,
segmented, or adjustable inspection equipment maybe appropriate. Solid equipment items, made of one-piece
construction, are the most durable, but they are limited to small sizes because of weight considerations.
Because it weighs substantially less than an equivalent solid gage, segmented inspection equipment may be
desired for Iarge dimensions. A segmented gage has a segmented or discontinuous gaging surface, and
inspection is performed by rotating or advancing the gage to make more than one observation. For example, a
segmented thread ring gage contacts only approximately 75 Toofthe thread circumference, andthe gage is
advanced along theentire len@hof thethread topetiorm the inspection. Adjustable inspection equipment
allows a range of measurement.

2.3.1.5 Other Physical Considerations

Other important considerations in the selection of inspection equipment include required operator skill,
durability (resistance to wear and tear), repairability, and weight (ease of use).

2.3.2 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

2.3.2.1 Quantity of Parts to Be Inspected

The quantity of parts to be inspected largely determines whether general-purpose or specially made
equipment is more advantageous. Unless inspection quantities are large, the cost of inspection per part with
general-purpose inspection equipment is usually lower because such equipment can be used for measuring a
wide range of dimensions and characteristics. Specitd-purpose inspection equipment, however, may be limited
to inspecting either a single dimension or a very small range of dimensions. Thus large inspection quantities are
necesssry to justify the use of expensive special-purpose inspection equipment. ●
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The number of parts to be inspected is determined from the inspection plan contained in the quality
assurance provisions of the specification. Although 10070 inspection may be appropriate for shOrt-run, job
shop, or high-cost products, inspection of a statistically valid sample of high-production runs of low-cost items
may be sufficient. In the latter situation the cost of 100VOinspection could outweigh the cost of erroneously ●
rejecting a small fraction of acceptable parts or accepting a small fraction of rejectable parts. Such economic
factors are considered in the development of the inspection plan; therefore, the plan may call for a 100%
inspection, a sampling inspection, or a combination thereof.

A sampling inspection plan maybe incorporated into the specification by reference to documents such as
MIL-STD-105, Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes (Ref. 4), or MIL-STD-1235,

Sin~le and Multilevel Continuous Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes—Functional
Curves of dre Conrinurms Sampling Plans (Ref. 5), or may be unique for the inspection prescribed. Because the
quantity of parts to be inspected usually determines the type of inspection equipment selected and is also an
important factor in the design of that equipment, the inspection equipment designer must review the
inspection plan carefully. The plan may afso contain other information—such as tbe referee procedure or a
requirement that different inspection procedures be used depending upon existing conditions—that the
inspection equipment designer must consider. For example, the plan may require that a IO09Z0inspection be
conducted if more than a specified number of parts are rejected within a certain time and that the 10070
inspection continue until the rate of rejection falls to a predetermined level. Provisions must be made to
accommodate all the specified conditions.

2.3.2.2 Time Required for Inspection

Speed of inspection can significantly affect inspection equipment design. Automated or computer-aided
inspection may be justified for fast production runs or large inspection quantities. Conversely, for slow runs or
small inspection quantities, the use of general-purpose measuring instruments may be more appropriate;
however, in-between cases may warrant special gages or special-purpose equipment.

2.3.2.3 Useful Ltie of Inspection Equipment

If a large quantity of parts is to be inspected, the higher cost of longer lasting inspection equipment may be
●

justified. The life.of inspection equipment can be prolonged by using harder materials or harder coatings on
the wearing surfaces or through design of more durable equipment. When the wear of all elements is not
uniform, the life of inspection equipment can be extended with construction of a multiple-piece gage. A
multiple-piece gage, i.e., a gage for inspecting several part elements simultaneously, is constructed so it can be
disassembled. When a particular element wears out, it can be replaced and the useful life of the entire assembly
prolonged. If, however, all elements of the gage wear uniformly and need to be replaced at the same time, the

only savings achieved would be through reuse of the nonfunctional parts of the gage. Thus, in’this instance the
concept may not be advantageous. Also it may be more difficult to build and assemble a multiple-piece gage
with the desired accuracy than it is to make several one-piece gages.

2.3.2.4 Percentage and Costs of Errors

The reliability of inspection equipment becomes more important as the cost of inspection errors increases.
For example, the costs of errors could be very high if the fitting of a defective part renders a high-cost assembly
unusable, especially if rework is impossible. For low-cost parts on low-cost assemblies, the proportion of ~
allowable errors may be greater because the replacement of parts is not expensive. Even the inspection of
low-cost parts can be critical, however, if failure of the part could result in injury or death. Thus it is very
important to consider the reliability y’of the inspection equipment before it is selected.

2.3.2.5 Effect of Engineering Changes

Engineering changes after the release of drawings for manufacture will impact inspection costs profoundly,
especially if special-purpose inspection equipment is required. A relatively small change in a dimension can
render such inspection equipment completely useless and add to tbe total cost of the product. Therefore, in
cases where many engineering changes are likely, general-purpose equipment with greater versatility and wider o
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dimensional ranges should be selected because this equipment often can accommodate engineering changes at
little or no additional cost.

2.3.2.6 Availability of Commercial Inspection Equipment

If commercially available equipment can be used for a particular inspection requirement, inspection

equipment costs are usually lower than they would be if specially designed inspection equipment were used.
For this reason, Army policy dictates the use of conimercial inspection equipment in preference to specially

designed equipment (Ref. 1).

2.4 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND POLICY
2.4.1 FUNDAMENTAL RULES OF DESIGN

Because the established tolerance represents the extreme limits of acceptability for the requirement
specified, any product that falls within the limits is acceptable, and any product that fafls outside the limits is
unacceptable. As a matter of policy, the acceptability of a product must be proven, but an indicating of
nonconformance is sufficient for its rejection. When approved inspection equipment is properly maintained
and used within its specified calibration limits, any part “accepted by that equipment has been proven to be
within its specified limits. However, because the tolerance limits on drawings are always absolute and no
allowances are made for the tolerances and wear allowances of the inspection equipment, rejection of a part by
that equipment does not necessarily prove that it is not within specified limits. Therefore, manufacturers often
use slightly smaller tolerances for in-process inspections than those specified. This guarantees the acceptance
of a larger number of parts during final inspection.

As a practical matter, initial rejection of a certain number of acceptable parts is to be expected. Use of
inspection equipment with greater accuracy may prove some of these parts to be acceptable. The reinspection
of an initially rejected part is known as a “referee decision”. A typical referee decision clause is contained in

par. 4.3.3.3, M1L-A-O02550, Ammunition, General Specff7cationfor*, (Ref. 6):
“Referee decisions. In the event that gage or other equipment accuracy limits operate to reject any part, it

shall be tbe responsibility of the supplier to satisfy the Government Quality Assurance Representative, using a
mutually agreed upon procedure, that the part is in fact within the limits permitted by the component tolerance
specified. When it is demonstrated that the part conforms thereto, it shall be accepted, provided it otherwise
complies with all other applicable requirements.”.

It is necessary to introduce the concept of functional gage design to understand the design principles that
follow. Because the sole purpose of dimensions and tolerances is to insure that a part functions satisfactorily,
this concept seeks to inspect parts functionally through the use of a gage that simulates the mating part and
uses fixed elements, such as pins and bushings, to inspect individual part elements. Because functional gages
inspect several requirements simultaneously, the number of gages needed is reduced. Functioned gaging
methods also have a beneficial effect on practical tooling, in-process gaging requirements, and gage design.
For example, when used in conjunction with positional tolerancing, true position dimensioning, and MMC
callouts, functional gaging tends to reduce the cost of inspection. This concept is discussed further in
Chapter 7.

2.4.1.1 Principles of Product Design That Affect Gage Design

The principles of product design that affect gage design follow
1. Because it is impossible to produce finished parts that are exactly alike, part tolerances are specified to

establish limits to control the variation in finished part features.
2. Gage designers should not have to make arbitrary decisions regarding size and location of gage

elements; all dimensions should be readily extractable from product drawings or specifications. Gage
designers should be involved only in designing a gage structure that properly aligns and relates the fixed gaging
elements and in tolerancing the size and location of these elements within the acceptable limits.

*A limited coordination document prepared by the US Army Armsment Research, Development, and Engineering Center.
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3. The number of datum reference frames, i.e., three mutually perpendicular part datum features, should
be minimized because any increase in the number of datum reference frames will increase manufacturing and
inspection costs.

4. The datum reference frame specified on tbe drawing should be used for manufacturing and inspection.
When a feature is selected as a datum, it must be of sufficient size to be used as a datum during manufacture

and inspection.
5. Product tolerancing corr6epts-MMC, RFS, and least material ~onditions (LMC)—significantly affect

gage design. The tolerarrcirzg concept specified on the product drawing dictates gage element sizes and the
method of locating the datum feature for inspection. For example, fixed-size gage elements can be used for
datum and related features when MMC or, in most cases, when LMC is specified. In contrast? fixed-size gage
elements cannot be used with the RFS concept, and expanding devices maybe requ;red to locate the centers of
datum features.

2.4.1.2 Principles of Gage Design
‘A discussion of the principles of gage design follows:

1. The fundamental rule governing the design of inspection equipment is that the inspection equipment
must never accept a product that exceeds the specified limits. Because it is impossible to manufacture
inspection equipment without tolerances, the possibility of error exists because of those tolerances. The
extreme limits of product acceptability must be modified by subtracting this potential error from product
tolerances t6 insure adherence to this fundamental rule. The end result is that the inspection equipment will not
accept a product that exceeds the specified limits, but it may reject p! Oducts that are within, but clOse tO, thOse
limits. This is often called tolerancing the inspection equipment in the direction of safety. When wear
allowances are applicable, they are also applied in the direction of safety. See MIL-A-2550, par. 4.3.3;1, for
additional information on wear allowance and tolerance.

2. The datum reference frame specified on the drawing must be used for inspection. This insures correct
inspection of the specified dimensions by preventing introduction of additional errors drie to the change of
datum reference frame.

3. A fixed element functional gage should simulate the mating part at the part/gage interface to insure
that the part assembles properly with the actual mating part.

4. As many related dimensions as are possible or convenient should be iricorporated in the’’G0° gage,

whereas separate “Not Go” gages should be provided for each dimension (Taylor’s Principle).
5. All functional gage elements should “Go’’into or over part features concurrently,”if possible, because all

actual part features—.bolts, pins, etc.—must be in place concurrently in the mating parts.
6. Functional gage fixed elements must be located at basic locations (true position) of a part feature.

Especially when an MMC callout is used, a gaging element of fixed size and location automatically will allow
hole location and perpendicularity to vary as finished bQ1es vary in size.

7. Because the available clearance is a rn”inimum at, M MC, a receiver gage is functional only when it
physically simidites the MMC mating part. Inspection at this condition guarahtees,proper assembly with the
‘actual mating part. (A receiver gage is i gage that receives the part and insures that the part is within specified
limits. The name applies only to gages that consist primarily of internal surfaces or portions of iriternal
surfaces arranged to inspect part dimensions:)

2.4.2 MINIMIZATION OF REQUIRED SKILL AND EFFORT
All variables that can adversely affect the accuracy of the inspection results must be controlled to the

maximum extent possible in order to conduct the inspection pro’perly. The inspection equipment designer
must create a design that will minimize the effect of the uncontrollable variables on the inspection performed.
Although the operator or user of tfie inspection equipment must be regarded as one such uncontrollable
variable, the designer may assume that the operator will exercise reasonable care in the use of the equipment.
The accuracy of the inspection, however, should not depend on a particular operator skill or talent. Simplicity
of operation and elimination of procedures requiring operator judgment should be regarded as primary design
objectives.
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2.4.3 MINIMIZATION OF EQUIPMENT SOPHISTICATION

The goal of inspection equipment design is to specify the least-cost combination of equipment and
procedures that will accomplish the required inspection adequately and completely. Equipment sophistication
is one cost component and is added to reduce inspection time, to permit simultaneous inspection of multiple
features, or to anafyze the detected error—any of which could prove advantageous under certain
circumstances, but at added cost. For example, analysis of the error could assist the production contractor by
detecting tool wear, which would enable him to correct a machine setting before product limits were exceeded.
Analysis of errors may also be advantageous to the Government in the areas of product development or
product improvement. Increased sophistication often decreases versatility, however, and the advantages of
sophisticated equipment can be nullified through design or production changes. Therefore, inspection
equipment should be as simple as possible, and other features should be added only to reduce inspection costs.

2.4.4 DESIGN OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT FOR REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE

(RFS) TOLERANCES

RFS is a term used to indicate that a geometric tolerance or datum reference applies at any increment of the
feature size within its size tolerance (Ref. 3). As such, the form or positional tolerance is independent of the
finished size of the feature. Also when used as a mndifier for a position control callout, RFS can be applied to
the datum feature surfaces and to the other features whnse axes or center planes are controlled by geometric
tolerances.

With this concept the actual axis of a part datum feature must be used for inspection regardless of the part
datum finished size of the feature. Therefore, this type of inspection equipment usually is characterized by
expanding devices, tapered locators, vee blocks, spring-loaded devices, or other units capable of locating the
centerline or central plane of the datum feature. Because the position of the datum can vary, fixed elements are
not appropriate for ascertaining the location of other features. Therefore, when a positional tolerance is
independent of feature size, these designs frequently use dial indicators, air gages, or other devices capable of
versatile measurement.

It is obvious that inspection equipment designs of this nature would apply to situations in which the callout
for positional tolerance directly states the RFS requirement. When no modifier is specified, refer to the
dimensioning and tolerancing standard specified on the product drawing.

The basic advantage nf the RFS type of inspection equipment design is its abilit y to perform a measurement
accurately and independently of feature size variations. In some cases, such as inspecting for alignment of
diameters of large components on a common axis, RFS is the only practical inspection method. Also designs
for RFS callouts usually employ dial indicators, which provide easy recalibration because wear adjustments
are an inherent part nf their design. This ease of recalibration also provides an easy means of compensating for
revisions in product size or tolerance requirements. Such revisions may result from product redesign or
inclusion of permissible product wear limits to be used with maintenance or to rebuild program inspections.
When dial indicators or similar units are incorporated into the design, RFS inspection equipment can
determine not only whether or not the product is within its specified limits but also the magnitude and
direction of any error that exceeds those limits. This concept is particularly advantageous in the operating and
support phase of the life cycle, in which the product rebuild design may provide for adjustment to compensate
for wear. Under these circumstances RFS is the only appropriate tolerancing concept.

The disadvantage of the RFS concept is that the cost of the required inspection equipment is generally
higher, as is the level of operator skill needed. Also, an infinite range of gage element sizes would be required to
gage a part dimensioned with an RFS modifier, and this modifier does not allow use of fixed-size gaging
elements.

2.4.5 DESIGN OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT FOR MAXIMUM MATERIAL

CONDITION (MMC) TOLERANCES

MMC is the condition in which a feature contains the maximum amount of material within the stated size
limits. Thus it is either the maximum specified size of an external feature or the minimum specified size of an
internal feature. When assembly is involved, the MMC is the most crucial size of a part feature.
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Geometric tolerances modified with an MMC modifier are v~iable, and when the size of a feature is
anything other than MMC, the stated form or positional toleran~ is automatically increased by the amount of
the size difference. This fact makes the MMC method more practical than the RFS method because, as the size of
the finished hole varies, a fixed-size gaging element will automatically allow the part hole location and
perpendicularity to vary. The inspection equipment required to verify MMC requirements usuafly is of speciaf
design and is generally characterized by fixed-size locators and gaging surfaces at fixed locations. Gages
designed to inspect this type of callout are alternately known. as “Go” composite gages, receiver gages,
functional gages, spanner gages, and fixed-size pinhole location gages. The product is acceptable if it mates
with the gage without interference.

MMC usually is used to insure noninterference fits between mating parts that require either a positive
clearance or a transition fit to assemble properly. The MMC concept can be applied to form, orientation, and
location tolerances.

One of the advantages of the,gages used to verify MMC requirements is that they are relatively inexpensive

to design and fabricate because they normally do not require moving parts. Assembling the product with the
gage makes simultaneous inspection of complex relationships possible and thus reduces inspection time.
Compensatory tolerance of size and location is automatically interrelated in a manner that does not require
operator decision. This feature reduces both the need for operator skill and the possibility nf operator error.
The absence of precision moving parts and adjustments reduces the need for calibration surveillance. Becarise
a functional gage simultaneously inspects location and the “Go” size when “O” tolerance of form or location at
MMC is specified, a separate “Go” gage is not needed. MMC also allows the manufacturer to choose his own
working tolerance when he chooses the drill sizes for holes.

The primary disadvantage of the MMC concept is that the gages for large dimensions maybe heavy and
unwieldy because the gage must fit over or in the features being inspected. For instance, a pin is required to
gage the inside of a hole, and a gage to inspect several large holes is likely to be quite heavy. In contrast, an RFS
gage need only locate the center or axis of the feature, an action that can be done without contact with the
entire surface. Another disadvantage of the MMC concept is that any change to an M~C pOsjtional
dimension will necessitate a modification in the gage or may render it useless. An RFS gage, on the otheihand,
may still be useful without modification.

2.4.6 DESIGN OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT FOR LEAST MATERIAL CONDITION

(LMC) TOLERANCES

LMC is the condition in which a feature contains the least material within the stated limits of size, i.e.,
maximum size of an internal feature (hole diameter) or minimum size of an external feature.

Form or positional tolerances modified. by LMC vary with the actual size of the feature. If the feature is
finished at its LMC limit of size, the tolerance is limited to the specified value. When the finished size of the
feature departs from its LMC limit of size, an increase in the tolerance, equal to the amount of departure, is
allowed. The maximum permissible variation is reached when the feature is finished at its MMC limit of size.

Similarly, a datum feature referenced with an LMC modifier implies that it is the axis or center plane of the
feature at its LMC limit. When the finished size of the datum feature has departed from LMC, a deviation is
allowed between its axis or center plane and the axis or center plane of the datum. In short, additional
tolerance of form or position is gained as the feature departs from its LMC, and the amount of this gain equals
the departure from LMC.

The LMC concept is rarely used in cases of functional fit. It is specified, however, when MMC fails to
provide tbe desired control and RFS proves too restrictive—e.g., in cases in which wall thickness is critical, in
which alignment of critical parts of features is important, and in which play between parts and fixtures must be
controlled. Application of functional gaging techniques is relatively more difficult for LMC than for MMC.
Functional gaging is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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2.5 DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONOF INSPECTIONEQUIPMENT
2.5.1 SELECTION OF MATERIAL

Selection of the material from which a gage is to be fabricated is a critical step in inspection equipment
design because the material selected affects inspection costs not only through initial equipment cost but also
through maintenance and replacement costs. Selection of the construction material is often one of the more
difficult steps for the gage designer because no guidelines exist to indicate the appropriate material for a
particular purpose. Material selection is often a matter of experience and judgment. Fortunately, many
requirements can be met with commonly specified materials whose characteristics are well-known. Additional
information on the commonly used materials is found in Chapter 7. The subparagraphs that follow describe
the more important selection criteria in general terms. ,-

2.5.1.1 Wear Resistance
The required frequency of gage calibration and of rebuilding of wearing surfaces depends in large part on the

wear resistance of the surfaces. Wear is a function of the number of parts to be inspected per gage, and the wear
resistance—wh]ch often can be improved by al lo ying or heat treating—of any material is directly proportional
to its hardness. Depending on their constituent elements, different materials can be hardened to different
degrees; these processes are discussed in par. 2.5.3. Because they heat and cool more evenly, uniform sections
should be used for gages that must be heat treated. For applications involving nonuniform sections, materials
that need limited heat treatment should be specified. Additional wear resistance can be achieved by chromium
plating, which is discussed in par. 2.5,2. For very high production extremely hard materials, such as cemented
carbide, may be substituted for the wearing surfaces. Although most gaging and wearing surfaces are made of
hardened alloy steel, selection of a particular material depends on its final application.

2.5.1.2 Useful Life
Wear is a major factor in determining the useful life of a gage. Chromium plating, cemented carbide

surfaces, alloying, and various hardening techniques that increase wear resistance also extend the useful life of
a gage, When alloy steel gages wear out, they can be chromium plated and lapped down to size. Depending on
the potential need to extend the life of a gage, a material that facilitates rebuilding processes, such as plating,
should be selected. Besides wear, however, the life of a gage also depends on the abrasive action of the material
being gaged, the condition of surfaces, and the care taken when the gage is used.

2.5.1.3 Thermal Compatibility

All materials change size with changes in temperature, but the degree of thermal expansion or contraction
varies with the material. Temperature will not affect inspection results if the workpiece and the inspection
equipment are constructed of the same material provided both are in thermal equilibrium. Depending upon
the mass, surface area, color, and thermal conductivity y, however, a workpiece may take several days to reach
equilibrium. If the workpiece and the inspection equipment are of different materials and the equilibrium
temperature is not the internationally acceptednorm.of 68° F, inspection accuracy can be significantly affected
unless the temperature effects are considered. Necessary adjustments can be calculated based on the thermal
coeffici&t of expansion. Additional operator care will be required, however, to insure inspection accuracy.
Therefore, selection of a material that has the same coefficient of thermaf expansion *the workpiece is
recommended.

Temperature changes and nonuniform temperatures on the shop floor can be caused by bad ventilation,
ill-fitting doors and windows, radiators, heat-generating operations (such as metal cutting), direct sunfight,
and shutting off of environmental control units during weekends and holidays. Because measuring
instruments are usually small,.they have low thermal inertia and are quickly affected by locaf heating sources.
Large measuring equipment is usually made fighter through the use nf lightweight alloys. These alloys have
high coefficients of expansion and thus are greatly affected by temperature changes. Wood maybe used for

larger portions of gages to avoid excessive expansion, but wood is dimensionally very sensitive to humidity.
Currently, the trend is toward the use of modern composite materials such as carbOn-fiber-10 aded resins
because of their strength, lightweight, and very low coefficients of expansion. :
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2.5.1.4 Weight
Excessively heavy gages can cause operator fatigue. For weight reduction either lighter materials can be

used for the entire gage or a composite gage with wearing surfaces made of wear-resistant material and the rest
of the gage made of lightweight material can be used. With composite gages, however, care must be taken not
to jeopardize the structural integrit y of the gage. Also adjustments may be required to compensate for thermal
effects.

2.5.1.5 Cost
The ultimate objective in material selection should be to minimize cost without sacrificing the ability to

inspect parts at the desired level of accuracy. Selection affects inspection cost per part through raw material
cost; cost of manufacturing, machining, and heat treatment; and cost of storage, handling, and protection.
Costs over the life of the gage are required in order to determine the true per part inspection cost.

2.5.1.6 Availability

Availability and delivery time must be considered and verified during material selection. If an exotic
material is specified that ca&rot be procured within the available time, all the possible advantages of using that
particular material may be nullified.

2.5.2 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL

It is important to protect inspection equipment from the detrimental effects of environmental conditions
and wear. Humidity is the principal environmental condition from which the equipment must be protected
both while in use and during extended storage periods. Corrosion prevention is discussed in par. 2.5.2.1. The
major protection afforded against wear is through plating, which is discussed in par. 2.5.2.2.

2.5.2.1 Corrosion Prevention

Nonfunctioning parts of inspection equipment, such as bases, frames, and handles, should be protected by
an enamel paint or similar commercial finish. A finish of black oxide may also be used on nongaging surfaces.
Black oxide prevents fingerprints, moderately enhances corrosion resistance, and results in a surface buildup
of only 0.000025 in. It should also be applied to all optical staging fixtures to prevent glare. Par. 3.5 of
MIL-G- 10944, Gages, Dimensional Corr[rol (Ref. 7), sets forth the minimum requirements for paint and other
protective finishes applicable to gages. According to this specification, unless otherwise specified the
functional surfaces of basic gages will not require protective finishes. However, functionalsurfaces usually are
plated to prevent corrosion.

If inspection equipment is protected as outlined in the preceding paragraph, the effects of humidity will
probably not be a serious concern while equipment is in day-to-day use. If the operating environment is
particularly harsh or otherwise corrosive, however, the periodic application of a light coat of oil is advisable.
As. an additional precaution, precision instruments should not be handled directly because perspiration
contains acids that can cause corrosion, and heat transferred from the hands can introduce uneven expansion.
For these reasons the use of gloves or tongs should be encouraged wherever possible—particularly during
calibration or the transfer of the gage from place to place.

Inspection equipment in storage must also be protected from the effects of humidity. If left exposed to a
humid atmosphere, most finished surfaces rust or form oxides, and although this film of oxide is not
necessarily visible to the naked eye, it can make a substantial difference in readings taken with precision
instruments or gages. A rust inhibitor, rust-preventing coat of oil, or chemically inert material should be

applied, and the equipment should be cOvered to prevent rust or corrosion. Another way to protect the
equipment from rust is to control humidity with electric dehumidifiers, silica gel, or calcium chloride.

2.5.2.2 Plating

Chromium is the most widely used material for plating gages because chromium-plated surfaces last 2 to 19
times longer than the best tool steels. Chromium plating is used to increase wear life beyond that attainable by
nnrmal hardening techniques, to reconstruct worn-out gages, or to modify gages. The chromium plating
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process involves deposition of a thin layer of chromium on the surface. The hardness of the base metal should
be a minimum of Rockwell C60 to prevent chipping of the plating,

When chromium plating is used as a wearing surface, because of its additional wear resistance, less wear
allowance can be wrecified and ereater accuracv is Lrossib]e. The thickness of chromium Dlate after erindirw to. . A

size is usually spe&ed as 0.0001 to 0.0005 in. When chromium is applied as a wear allowance—usuall~ in
amounts of 0.00005 to 0.0002 in.—a surface finish of 6 Kin. or finer should be specified on the base metal
because the plating follows the base metal with high fidelity. This type of plating usually is limited to plug and
ring gages. During use, a copper sulfate solution is applied to the gage to indicate when the wear allowance is
expended and when it is time to replate the gage because copper will precipitate on any exposed steel but not on
a chromium surface.

To srdvage or modify a gage, plating thicknesses up to 0,02 in. may be used, Expensive inspection equipment
may be refurbished by grinding the worn-out areas, building up the surface with chromium, and then
regrinding to size.

One of the outstmrdingproperties of aluminum is the natural formation of a film of aluminum oxide, which

has excellent corrosion resistance. The anodizing process, a process that is somewhat the reverse of
electroplating, substantially increases the thickness of this protective layer. One of the important advantages
of anodizing is that the change in dimension is insignificant, so there is no need to provide any dimensional
allowance ~ there is in conventional electroplating.

2.5.3 HEAT TREATMENT AND ALLOYING

Hardness of gaging surfaces should be specified on the gage drawings. In most cases Rockwell C60 to C63 is
specified. In some cases, however, different hardness values are specified because the geometric characteristics
of the gage affect the hardenability of gage material such that harnesses equivalent to Rockwell C60 to C63
cannot be attained. When greater hardness is required, an appropriate material must be selected.
Recommended hardness values for various materials used for gages are presented in Chapter 7. Design
precautions to aid the heat treating process are shown in Fig. 2-5.

The hardness and internal stability of most materials can be altered by heat treatment. Properties such as
hardenability, toughness, and ductility can be increased by alloying. Even though the gage designer is not
normally required to specify heat treatment and alloying requirements for gage materials, he should be
familiar with the basics of the major processes. Accordingly, a brief discussion of the major heat treatment and
alloying processes follows. Additional details can be found in any standard textbook on metallurgy.

Steel is a combination of iron, carbon, and other elements that either exist as impurities or are added to
impart certain qualities such as hardness, toughness, or machinability y. The two main types of steels are carbon
and alloy. Carbon steels contain up to 1.0% carbon, whereas alloy steels contain lesser amOunts Of carbOn (UP

to 0.7%) as well as elements such as chromium, vanadium, nickel, molybdenum, and tungsten—all of which
impart special properties. The crystalline structure of iron. and the location of carbon atoms in this crystalline

structure together determine the properties of the steel. The three different states of carbon that exist in steel at
various temperatures are pearlite, austenite, and martensite. Pearlite is formed by carbon and iron in a fully
anneafed steel. With further heat treatment the pearlite structure changes to austenite, a solid sohrtion of iron
and carbon above the transformation temperature. The martensite structure, which is produced when the steel
is cooled quickly from its upper critical temperature range, results in hardening. A slow cooling rite in the
quenching media can provide a small amount of retained austenite that can be detrimental to the final required
properties.

2.5.3.1 Annealing-and Stress Relieving
The purposes of annealing are to soften steel for greater ease in machining, to relieve stresses and hardness

resulting from cold working, or to refine the grain and reduce brittleness. Annealing maybe performed by one
of several methods; the choice depends on the results desired. A discussion of the major methods of annealing
follows:

1. Ful/ Annealing. In full annealing, steel is heated to about 100 deg F above the critical temperature
range, soaked at that temperature for a predetermined time, and allowed to cool very slowly in the furnace.
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Figure 2-5. Design Precautions to Aid Heat Treating
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This slow cooling rate can also be achieved by placing the steel in insulated boxes. In fully annealed steel,

carbon exists as pearlite and the steel is soft, ductile, and free of internal stresses.
2. Subcritical Annealing, The purpose of subcritical annealing is to relieve the steel of all internal stresses

created when large amounts of metal are removed through machining. This process involves heating steel in
containers packed with protective material to just below the critical temperature range and then cooling it at a
predetermined rate that depends on the carbon content. Tbe resulting product is practically free of stresses.

3. Normalizing. Normalizing is a process to make the steel of proper, uniform, and refined grain size and
to relieve stress so that the steel responds well to further heat treatment. It involves heating steel about 100 deg
F above its upper critical temperature range, soaking it at that temperature long enough to transform it
completely to the austenitic structure, and cooling it to ambient temperature in still air.

4. Spheroidizing. The spheroidizing process increases the machinability of high-carbon steel due to the
spheroidal condition of the iron carbide. In this process steel is heated to just above the critical temperature
range, soaked at that temperature for a predetermined time, cooled to just below the critical range, and held
there for a predetermined time. Finally, the steel is cooled slowly to the ambient temperature.

2.5.3.2 Hardening

Hardening is done to increase wear resistance. In steel, carbon is the chief hardening element. Two major
hardening methods are full body hardening and case hardening. These methods are briefly discussed in the
following paragraphs:

1. Ful/ Body Hardening. Full body hardening is a process in which the entire part is subjected to heat
treatment to increase its hardness uniformly: Steel is hardened by heating in a furnace to a predetermined
temperature (usually the upper critical temperature) and quenching in a proper medium. The rate of cooling
determines the hardness of the steel at ambient temperature. The martensite structure, produced when the steel
is cooled quickly, makes the steel very hard and strong but brittle. Too fast a cooling rate can also leave internal

— stresses in the material. Therefore, it is advisable to use the mildest quenching that will cool the steel with

I

sufficient speed to develop the required hardness. The coo)ing rate ajso determines the depth of hardening
from the gage surface. Alloying elements allow deeper hardening by permitting slower cooling rates. The most
commonly used quenches are water, brine, oil, and air. Brine is considered the severest quenching medium
because the salt removes the vapor barrier formed when using plain water. A water medium is used primarily
for carbon steels and medium-carbon, low-alloy steels. Brine quenching frequently is preferred because it does
not form bubbles on material surfaces or leave behind soft spots. Oil is a slower and milder quenching medium
and allows for hardening with less distortion and internal stress. Air is the slowest of the quenching mediums.
However, if it can produce the required hardness, air is the best cooling medium because it is very uniform and
leaves behind the least distortion and internal stress.

2. Case Hardening. This process is known as case hardening because a hardened case is formed around the
softer core. To harden low-carbon steels, the carbon and/or nitrogen content of the material surfaces has to be
increased before heat treatment. The four major methods of case hardening are pack carburizing, gas
carburizing, nitriding, and cyaniding. In pack carburizing the items to be carburized are loosely packed in a
box in the presence of a carbonaceous material such as coal, charcoal, charred bones, bone meaf, and fiide
scraps. The box is then heated to 1,700° F for a predetermined time. Barium, ammonium compounds, soda
ash, and various salts act as energizers and hasten carbon diffusion into the steel. Gas carburizing is done with
a gaseous atmosphere such as carbon monoxide or hydrocarbons—e.g., butane, ethane, methane, or
propane—and provides better control than pack carburizing. Nitriding consists of heating steel in the presence
of nitrogen (usually ammonia gas) for a predetermined time. Extremely hard surfaces can be produced by this
process with little distortion and internal stress. Special nitriding steels have been developed that do not
become too brittle after hardening. Cyaniding—in which steel is immersed in a molten salt bath containing a
cyanide, usually sodium cyanide—is a combination of carburizing and nitriding. Quenching to impart

hardness follows each of the processes.
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2.5.3.3 Tempering

The hardening process can leave a part brittle with a lot of internal stresses. Tempering is carried out to

decrease brittleness, to relieve some of these stresses, and to add toughness to the part. Usually a slight loss of
hardness results from the tempering process. Steel is tempered by reheating the part to the temperature
required to provide the desired hardness, a temperature much below the hardening temperature; maintaining
(soaking) it at that temperature for a predetermined time; and following with any desired rate of cooling. The
color method, austempering, and martempering are the three major tempering processes. Selection of a
particular method depends upon the composition and cross-sectional area of the part as well as on the desired
hardness and degree of temper, Additional information about the interaction of these variables can be found in
metallurgical texts or handbooks. In general, the color method, in which the temperature of the steel is
estimated by its c.oior, is not particularly reliable because color is affected by composition as well as by
temperature. The austempering method, which changes austenite into banite—an intermediate structure
between martensite and pearlite—involves an interrupted quenching process. This method is most suitable for
case-hardened parts, parts with small cross-sectional areas (less than I in. z),and high-carbon, low-alloy steels.
The martempering process also involves interrupted quenching but results in the retention of the martensitic
structure. This process is generally more suitable for high-alloy steels and parts with large cross-sectional
areas.

2.5.3.4 Stabilization
Complete transformation to the martensite.form is the objective of most hardening processes. Internal

stresses created during the hardening process are partially relieved by tempering. The remaining austenite
decomposes at normal temperature and results in a sfightly enlarged product. The dimensional changes are
very small (0.000 1 to 0.0002 in. / in.) and, therefore, affect only very high-precision gages. Transforming the
remaining austenite to martensite through a process called subzero or cold treatment dimensionally stabilizes
the gages. This treatment also increases the hardness and resistance to cracking during grinding. .Duri,ng th? cold
treatment process, the part is heated to its tempering temperature, cooled to ambient temperature,
subsequently chilled to —120° F, and returned to the ambient temperature. This process may have to be
repeated three to four times before grinding and lapping.

2.5.3.5, Alloying
.,

Besides carbon, a number of materials can be added to steel in. varying proportions to increase
hardenability, toughness; ductility,, machinability, and resistance to cracking, distortion, and wear, Table 2-3
shows the effect of each alloying .eiement on steel.

2.5.4 TOLERANCES AND WEAR. ALLOWANCES

The determination of a suitable part tolerance is governed primarily by the functional requirement of the
dimension and secondarily by the cost of manufacture. Where standard fits are involved, such as with screw
threads and antifriction-bearing mountings, the tolerances have been standardized and reference tables are
available. In other cases manufacturing experience may be the best guide for establishing part tolerances.

Inspection. equipment tolerances, wear allowances*, and wear limits** are. always applied within the
product Iimits—i.e., the extreme limits of the inspection device must in all cases fall within the acceptable
product limits. The unilateral method of applying tolerances, in which the variation.is permitted only in one
direction from the specified dimension, is used for gaging dimensions that control extreme product limits. The
bilateral system, in which.the variation is permitted on both sides of the specified dimension, is preferred when
tolerances are applied t.o gaging dimensions that are based on mean or intermediate product dimensions such
as location of holes. Gage tolerances are usually a percentage of the product tolerance, but for many

aPP1icatiOns standard tables Of gage tolerances have been developed.

*Wearallowance is the amount of material applied on fixed gage contact surfaces to provide a small amount of extra material for gage
life.
**Wear limit is the point, i.e., dimension, of wear at which the gage must be removed frOm SeWlc.S.
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TABLE 2-3. EFFECTS OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS ON STEEL

m Element Content, % Comments

s 0,90Carbon (C)

Manganese (.Mn)

Silicon (Si)

Phosphorus (P) and
Sulphur (S)

Chromium (Cr)

Chromium (Cr)

Nickel (Ni)

Tungsten (W)

Vanadium (V)

Molybdenum (Me)

>0.90

50.5

>0,5

0.10-0.30

0.50-2.0

S 0.03 combined

5.0-14.0

11.0-14,0 Cr
and 1.5-2.2C

0.15-0.60

s 1.5

SO.15

0.20-5.25

Increases hardenability

Improves wear resistance without appreciably increasing hardness;
increases hardenability

Present in all steels and adds strength, toughness, and elasticity

As an alloy, increases hardness penetration, allows rapid hardening,
and improves dimensional stabilit~ must be oil quenched

Present in all tool steels

As an alloy, used in conjunction with deep hardening elements such
asmanganese orchmmium to add strength andtoughness and to
help increase hardness penetration

Generally considered to beimpurities, but phosphorus increases ,
machinability and resistance toatmospheric corrosion; sulphur
improves machinability. Better quality tool steels have phosphorus

and sulphur content below 0.015%

Increases hardness penetration and imparts great wear resistance;
facilitates oil quenching in combination with molybdenum, forms
very deep hardening steel suitable for air quenching

Called “high-carbon, high-chromium steels”; imparts high wear
resistance and high dimensional stability; can be oil or air quenched.

Adds toughness andgreater tensile strength; makes suitable for oil

quenching

Increases wear resistance and imparts extreme hardenability in high-
carbon steel

Adds elasticity; if added to plain carbon steel, it increases toughness
butdoes not affect hardness.

Makes suitable for oil or air quenching, minimizes enlargement of
grain, resulting in more retained toughnesx increases bardenability
and wear resistance; also encourages decarburization during beat
treatment.

The wear limit is the boundary of the wear allowance. It represents the point at which a gage must be
withdrawn from semicebecause allofthe wear allowance has been expended. Itisgood practice to show the
wear limit on the gage drawing and/or on the gage itself.

2.5.4.1 General Rules
Ingeneral, for fixed-limit-type gages, thegage tolerance shouldnOt exceed 10% Ofthe prOduct tolerance.

For very large or complex parts, for which the tolerance computed by the 109’orule or frOm a reference table
becomes impractical, the product designer may allow additional tolerance. Master check gages, used for
checking other gages, should have a tolerance of S70 Of the prOduct tOlerance. Due tO ecOnOmicai
considerations, the tolerances assigned are seldom less than 0.0001 in. and are very rirelY less than 0.00005 in.

When product dimen~ons are prescribed as maximum or minimum values without a given tolerance and no
other guidance is available, the inspection equipment tolerance shall be based either ona product tolerance
obtained from tbeproduct designer oronthe sumofthe tolerances ontheoverall dimension to be gaged,
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whichever is less. When the tolerance cannot be determined by either of these methods, the following rules may
be applied:

l. Foralldimensions up to 15.Oin., useagage tolerance ofO.OO1 in.
2. Fordimensions greater than 15.0in., useagage tolerance of O.0002in. /in. ofproduct dimension.

For limit-type inspections, usually two gages are used to verify that a part feature falls within the limits of
acceptability. The “Go” gage represents the MMC of the product, i.e., maximum shaft size or minimum hole
size, and controls theminirrusm clearance between mating parts. A“NotGo’’g agerepresentst heminimum
metal limit, i.e., miisimum shaft size and maximum hole size, and controls the maximum clearance-between
mating parts.

Another rule applicabfi to functional gage designs is commonly known as the 4097 rule. The rule is actually a

gage design procedure whose name is derived from the fact that the basic size of the gage is related to 40’70 of a

known parameter. This rule is specially applicable where geometric considerations such as concentricity and
alignment are not specified on the part drawing, but the implied requirement is that the parts must assemble.
The first step in the application of the 40% rule is to determine the minimum clearance between each of the
mating parts. The assembly operating conditions should be thoroughly analyzed because the minimum
clearance does not necessarily occur when a mechanism is in a rest position.

To establish the basic size of the functional gage, add 40T0 of the minimum clearance to the male part size.
Similarly, subtract 40~0 of the minimum clearance from the female part size to establish the basic size of the
functional gage. The resultant neutral zone of 20% of minimum clearance is essential for interchangeability.
IJse 10% of the minimum clearance as the tolerance for the gage. This amount should not be less than0!0001 in.

norgreater than O.001 in.
Wear allowance is provided on many fixed-gage contact surfaces to provide a small amount of extra metal

to lengthen the useful life of the inspection device. The following gages do not require wear allowances: “Not
Go” gages; adjustable gages, which cambe reset; height, depth or flush pin gages, on which wear occurs on both
surfaces in the same direction; certain, classes ofth,read gages; taper gages with an included angle greater thap,
15 deg; “after painting” gages; and inspection devices with extremel y wear-resistant material such as tungsten
carbide or chromium-plated steel.

., .:, ,,. ,., ., ,,

2.5.4.2 Tolerance Tables

As noted, the tolerance to be provided on a gage depends primarily on the tolerance on the part dimension to
be checked and secondarily on the part dimensiori itself. The gage tolerance should be practical from a
functional-and economical standpoint and should deprive the part of the least ,amount of part tolerance.

The wear allowance to be provided on a gage depends largely on the material used for the wearing surface of
the gage and the part tolerance. The wear. allowance should not be excessive because it reduces the range of
part sizes that will be accepted by the gage. For many applications standard tables of gage tolerances have been
developed that incorporate the previously mentioned rules, and these tables are included in the gage design
chapters of this handbook. As an example, Table 2-4 shows a tolerance table for taper plrsg and ring; flat plug;
fixed snap gages; and depth, length, and flush pin types.

2.5.5 SPECIFICATION OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

The selected inspection equipment can fall into the following three categories:
1, Existing Government designs
2. Standard or commercially available equipment
3. Specially designed equipment,

When Government designs are specified, only the stock number Or drawing. number is “required. For

standard or commercially available equipment, the type of equipment, the required mea;uring capacit y, and
other features essential for performance should be specified. Complete manufacturing drawings should be
prepared, for specially designed inspection requirements.
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TABLE 2-4. SAMPLE GAGE ‘TOLERANCE TABLE

10 This table applies to
l. Taper plug and ring gages (included angle up to and including 15 deg). Fixed snap gages and flat plug gages

(excluding flatcyindricd type) .Wearallowances arerequired.
2. Taper plug and ring gages (included angle greater than 15 deg). Wear allowances are not required,’

3. Maximum and minimum gages—e.g., depth, length, and flush pin types. Wear allowance not required. “Go”
tolerance should be used for both maximum and minimum gages.

‘o

‘o

Size Range (in.) Compo- . Size Ran~e (in.) COmpO-

To and nent. wear Tolerance To ind nent Wear Tolerance

Above Including Toler- Allow- “Go” “Not Go” Above Including ToJer- Allow-, “Go” “Not-G,
,ance ante ante atice

.825 .O!MO’t .00004 1.510
:!25 I.51O

.00040 .00020 .00010
.00006 1:!10 2.510

1.510
.00040 .00020

2.510
.00020

.00008 No “Not 2.510 4,510
2.510

.00030
4.510

.00030 .00030
.mx)5 .00010 4.510 6.5IO .00030

4.510 6.510
.00040

J30013 GO “ Gage
.00030

6.510 8.510 .008
6.510 8.510

.00030 .00040 .00040
.00015 8.510 10.510 SU3030 .00050

8.510 10,510
.00040

.00017 Used 10.510 12.510 .00020 .00064 .00050
10.510 UP .30020 12.510 14.510 .00020 .00070 .00050

.0 .825 .00010 .oi30i35 .)0005 14.510 UP .00020 .00080 .00060

.825 1,510 .Ooo1o 00006 .)0006 .0 .825 .00040
1,510

.00020
2,510

:00010
J300138 .30008 .825 1.510 .00040 .00030 .Otwlo

2.510 4.510 .?43010 .30010 1.510 2.510 .00040 .00030 .00020
4.510 6.510 .001 ‘ .00013 No ‘:Not 2.510 6.510 .GU040
6.510 8.510 .00015 Go~~;;ge 6.510

.m’!o .00030
8.510 .009 ..00040

8.510 10.510
.00050 .00040

.00017 8.510 10.510’ .00030 .00060 .00040
10.510 UP .00020 10.510 12.510 .00030 .00070 .30050

4.510 .3QOI0 .0+3010. .00010 12.510 14.510. .30030 .00080 .1oo50
4:!10 6.510 .c@2 .00020 .00013 14.510 UP .00030 .00090 .X3060
6.510 8.510 .n3020 .00016 .0 .825 .00040
8.510

.30030 .30010
UP .30020 .00020 .825 I.51O .00040 .00030

.0
.00020

.825 .Otwlo .Owlo .00010 I,51O 4.510 .00040 .00040 .00030
.825 4.510 .Ooo1o .rJ3020 .WO1O 4,510 6.510 .00040 .00050 .00040

4.510 8.510 .003 .00010 .00020 .30020 6.510 8.510 ,010 .00040 .00060 .00040
8.510 10,510 .00030 .00020 8.510 10,510 .00040 .00070 .00050

10.510 UP .00030 .043030 10.510 12.510 .00040 .00080 - Jjlj:mj
2.510 .00020, .00020 I2.51O 14.510 .00030 .00090

2:!10
.OIM1O

4.510 J30020 .3Q020 .00Q20 14,510 UP .00030 .00100 .00060
4,510 8.510 .004 ,30020 J30030 .00020 I,51O .00040 .00060 .00020
8.510 12.510 .OoQlo .H3040 ..00020 1:!10 4.510 .00040 .00070 .00030

12,510 UP .00i310 .30Q50 ‘ .30020 4.510 8.510 .012 .1oo40 03080 .30040

.0 2,510’ .00030 .00020 .Ulolo 8.510 12.510 .00040 .00090 .00050
2.510 4.510 .00020 .00020 .00C20 12.510 UP .00030 .30100 .00060

4.510 8.510 .0+35 .00020 .0C4330 .0W20 1.510 .00040 .00060 .00020
8.510 10.510 .00020 .0i3040 .00020 1::10 4.510 .00040 .00080 .00030

10.510 UP .00010 .c0050 .00030 4.510 8.510. .014 .00040 .00100 .00040

.0 2.51o .M3030 00020 .00010 8.510 12.510 .00040 .00120 .00050

2.510 4.510 .IO030 .30020 .o11320 ~ UP .00040 .00140 ~

4.510 6.510 00020 .00030 .00020 2.510 .00040 .30080
6.510

.00020
8.510 .)06 .30020 03030 .00030 2:!10 6,510 .016 .00040 .00100 .00040

8.510 10.510 .tn3Q20 m340 .00030 6.510 12.510 .00040 .00120 .00060
10.510 12.510 .00020 .00050 .30040 - .12.510 UP .30040 .00140 .00+380
12.510 UP S30illo .X3LMa .00040 .0 4.510 .00040 .30100 .00040

1.510 .00040 .I13020 .00010 4.510 6.510 .)0040 .Oo1oo .00060
1:!10

.020
2.510 .00030 .0Q020 .00020 6.510 12.510 .1oo’1o .00150 ..00080

2,510 4.510 SX3030 .0Q030 03020 12.510 UP .W40 .30200 .00100
4.510 6.510 .00+)30 .CW330 .n3030 ,4.510 .00040 .00100 .00080
6.510 8.510 .C437 .004330 .0in340 .00030 4:!10 6.slo .025 .00040 .30100 .m3100
8.510 10.51O .00320 .c0050 .343030 6.510 12.510 up .00040 .00150 .30150

10.510 12.510 JXN20 .Ooi)fo .00040 12.510 UP .00040 .0$200 .@Oloo
12.510 14.510 .)0020 .30070 .00040
14.510 UP - .30010 .00080 .00+350

For component tolerance and/ or uze range not shown, use next smaller component tolerance.
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2.5.6 CALIBRATION CONSIDERATIONS

An established accuracy is a fundamental requirement for all inspection equipment. Therefore, inspection
equipment designs must provide for the establishment and verification of the accuracy necessary to
accomplish the intended purpose. Calibration of standards and inspection equipment shall be conducted in ●
accordance with the procedures in MIL-STD-45662 (Ref. 2). This standard

1. Provides for the establishment and maintenance of a calibration system to control the accuracy of the
inspection equipment

2. Applies to all contracts involving the use of inspection equipment
3. Discusses calibration requirements, the need for a written system description, adequate accuracy of .

measuring equipment, environmental controls, calibration intervals and procedures, and traceability to the
National Institute of Standards and Technology. Also included in the standard are discussions of adherence to
national standards, recordkeeping, inspection equipment labeling, and storage and handling. Calibration of
automatic inspection equipment requires special consideration and procedures, and these are discussed in
detail in Chapter 10.

MI L-STD-45662 (Ref. 2) also stipulates that calibration should be conducted in an environment controlled
to the extent necessary to assure measurements of the required accuracy. This general guidance may be
amplified as in MIL-A-002550 (Ref. 6), which delineates specific temperature, humidity, vibration, and other
requirements. Records that demonstrate adherence to the specific conditions must be maintained and be
available for review by the Government.

Several specialized types of gages are used to insure accuracy. A mrrsfer gage is used as a referee gage to
accept or reject products that were initially rejected by acceptance gages. A master gage is made to one of the
specified (maximum or minimum) product limits to a high degree of accuracy relative to the product tolerance.
For noninterference-type mating parts, master gages simulate the minimum size of the female part and
maximum size of the male part; this simulation permits inspection at a point at which interference should
begin.

A master check gage or ser master gage simulates the product dimensions to be gaged and usually is made
either to a maximum or minimum condition. These gages are used for setting and monitoring other inspection ●
equipment to include gages and master gages. The master check gage is a very accurate gage made to within 570
of the product tolerance.

Thread-setting gages are used for setting adjustable thread ring gages, thread snap gages, and thread
comparators: These gages are made to tolerances contained in FED-STD-H28/ 6, Screw Z?rreadStandardsfor
Federal Services (Ref. 8). Detailed information about these gages is provided in Chapter 8.

The following guidance applies to inspection equipment calibration:
1. Master equipment used for checking inspection equipment should not be used for any other purpose.

Other uses could affect accuracy through accumulated dirt, rust, scratches, nicks and dents, etc.
2. All features and surfaces used as references during calibration should be true to geometric form. The

geometric requirements for gaging and precision functional surfaces should be in accordance with par. 3.2.2,
MI L-G-10944 (Ref. 7).

3. Surface finish and hardness of masters should be adequate to meet the inspection requirements. Surface
roughness can affect the accuracy. If the surfaces being used are not hard enough, they will be nicked and
dented witbin a short period of use and rendered inaccurate.

4. Handling should be minimized while gages are being checked because heat transfer and sweat from
hands can adversely affect readings. The use of gloves, tongs, etc., is advised whenever gages must be handled
during checking.

5. A definite order of events or procedures is essential to insure repetitiveness of test conditions and to
eliminate the possibility of error caused by step omissions.

6. Calibration should be accomplished in the following sequence:
a. Isolate the values of all specified acceptance limits to be tested or inspected.
b. Isolate all variables inherent in the inspection equipment design that can affect the accuracy of the

results. ●
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c. Analyze each variable relative to its effect on the final test results, and establish an acceptable
tolerance range for each.

d. Ascertain that the design permits achievement and verification of each tolerance limit established
during initial construction of a gage.

- & Based on consideration of wear, fatigue, abuse, and/ nr unauthorized adjustment, isolate all points

that require periodic recalibration during the life of the equipment.
f. Provide notes as necessary to explain adequately unusual or complex calibration procedures.
g. Note on the design whether the design is known to possess an inherent instability that may require

unusually frequent recalibration.

2.5.7 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

The safety of inspection personnel must be a major consideration in the design or selection of inspection
equipment. Inaddition, foreconomic reasons theprotection of the product should also be given adequate
consideration, i.e., products that are damaged or destroyed during inspection can significantly increase
manufacturing costs. The subparagraphs that follow describe techniques helpful in achieving human and
product safety.

2.5.7.1 Explosion-Proof Designs
If products are flammable o’rexplosive, inspection equipment must be designed to minimize the chances of

such occurrences. This protection is accomplished by using explosion-proof electrical designs and by making
maximum use of nonsparking materials.

2.5.7.2 Remote Monitoring Facility
Where handling of the product or proximity to the product could be hazardous to humans, inspection

controlled from aremote facility should be specified.

2.5.7.3 Static Electricity-Free Designs
Accumulation of static electrical charges that can cause injury should be prevented. This prevention maybe

achieved by keeping equipment and personnel atthesame electrical potential, usually ground.

2.5.7.4 Adequate Grounding
Whenever a current-carrying conductor makes contact with the conductor enclosure—raceways, cabinets,

exposed metal parts of tools, etc.—the enclosure assumes the same voltage as the current-carrying conductor
and causes a flow of current through the path of least resistance from the energized conductor to ground. A
person who touches such an exposed metal surface may provide a path through his body back to ground and
receive a painful or even lethal shock. Sparking or heat could also damage the product or other equipment.
These problems can be avoided by ( 1) interconnecting and independently grounding all metal parts to the same
ground or (2) installing a ground fault interrupter in the main power circuit. The ground fault interrupter
senses anyleakage occurrent to ground and instantaneously disconnects the power source.

2.5.7.5 Sharp Edges and Pinch Points
An edge is called a sharp edge if the radius at the edge is less than 0.005 in. If left exposed, sharp edges can be

hazardous; therefore, rounding or chamfering should be specified to eliminate nonfunctional sharp edges.
Pinch points on inspection equipment should, if possible, be eliminated or covered to avoid injury. If pinch

points are left exposed, the use of personal safety equipment should be strongly encouraged.

2.5.7.6 Inspection Equipment Weight Considerations
Lifting of heavy inspection equipment can result in back or muscle injuries and should be avoided if

possible. Common sense and recurring instruction in proper lifting techniques are the best means of preventing
such injriries. MIL-STD-1472, Human Engineering Design Criteria for Mi/itary Sysfems, Equipment, and
Facilities, (Ref. 9) contains additional information relative to lifting capabilities and limitations.
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CHAPTER 3
STANDARD MEASURING EQUIPMENT (SME)

This chapter describes measuring instruments, transferring devices, w-faceplates, surface plate accessories,
and coordinate measuring machines. Considerations involved in selecting the right kind of instrument, device,
or surface plate accessory for any application are discussed. lhe major performance characteristics oj
standard measuring equipment (SME~accuracy and inspection speed—also are discussed.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Depending primarily upon the speed and frequency with which an inspection must be made, an inspection

requirement can be verified either by measurement or by gaging. The distinction between the two methods is
that the inspector must compare a measurement with the tolerance dimension specified, whereas a gage
allows the inspector to render a pass or fail determination without knowledge of the exact dimension. Gaging
is faster and less prone to operator error, but the gages have very limited applicability, i.e., the use of any
particular gage is restricted to a smafl range of dimensions. In some cases gages are unique to one part feature.
Measuring equipment, on the other hand, is more generally applicable and, therefore, less costly when a small
quantity of parts is to be inspected.

Various types of measuring equipment and some special measuring applications are discussed in this

chapter and the following two chapters. This chapter also deals with measuring equipment typically available
from commercial sources and commonly known as standard measuring equipment, or SME. Because there is
no universally accepted definition of SME, for the purposes of this handbook, SME includes various
measuring instruments, devices for transferring dimensions, surface plates and accessories, and coordinate
measuring machines. Each of these categories is covered in the paragraphs that follow. The material in this
chapter is, by necessity, mostly introductory in nature. Additional information maybe found in any metrology
textbook; a partial list of these textbooks is provided in the bibliography.

3.2 MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
3.2.1 STEEL, RULES

The steel rule shown in Fig. 3-1 is a basic measuring instrument used for making linear measurements. Use of
the steel rule involves making a visual comparison of the dimension and the scale. For this reason, the rule is
only accurate within 0.01 in. and, therefore, is considered a nonprecision instrument.

... ., , :.!::,.-,’,. . . . . .. . .. -..;.” ,:.~..

Courresy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-1. Steel Rule

Height and depth gages have an arm that slides upon the rule, contacts one end of the dimension, and
simultaneously points to the appropriate division on the scale. This design is a variation of the steel rule, and
both of these gages are sometimes equipped with vernier scales. A vernier depth gage is shown in Fig. 3-2.
Height gages are commonly considered surface plate accessories and are discussed in par. 3.4.3.

3- I
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Compliments of MITUTOYOI MTI Corporation.

Figure 3-2. Vernier Depth Gage

Basic rules are classified according to either the system of graduation of the scale or the type of construction.
Steel rules are available in lengths ranging from a fraction of an inch to 4 ft or more. No established selection
criteria exist for steel rules other than to select a rule of appropriate accuracy and of the type of construction
most appropriate to the inspection requirement.

Three major types of errors are associated with the use of steel rules. The first is inaccurate alignment of the
scale and the product feature to be measured. The second occurs when the direction of observation is not
normal to the line being measured, which distorts the view of the scale and point to be aligned. The error thus
introduced is known as a parallax error. The third type of error is introduced into the measurement by wear on
the ends of the rule.

The major advantages of steel rules are their simplicity and the speed with which they can be used. The
primary disadvantages are lack of sensitivity and accuracy.

3.2.2 PROTRACTORS

The protractor is a basic instrument for measuring angles and is also used to transfer angles. The principles
●

of use for protractors are similar to those for making direct linear measurements, but the referencing technique
is different. A Iineardistance is defined by two points, but two straight lines are needed to form an angle.
Therefore, the aligning members of angle-measuring instruments are provided with functional elements that
represent straight lines. The measurements are made either by encompassing the two bounding elements of the
angle or by using a common reference plane, such as resting the product and the protractor on a surface plate.

The two major types of protractors are plain and universal bevel protractors. The plain protractor is shown
in Fig. 3-3, and the universal bevel protractor in Fig. 3-4. Although one type of protractor maybe easier to use
in a particular situation, the instruments are interchangeable; this versatility leaves accuracy as the only
selection criterion. Protractors without verniers are typically accurate within 30minof a degree, and those
with verniers are accurate within5 minof a degree.

3.2.3 COMBINATION SQUARES

A combination square is basically a 12-in. steel rule equipped with several attachments to enhance its
versatility, The attachments, which slide in a groove in the rule and can be locked in place by a thumb nut,
allow the instrument to be used as a protractor and as a height or depth gage. A combination square set is
shown in Fig. 3-5. The centering head and the fixed 45-deg and 90-deg references on the sliding head also make
the combination square extremely useful in layout work. A spirit level provided on the sliding head facilitates
the measuring of angles in relation to the horizontal or vertical plarie. When detached from the rule, the sliding
head can be used as an ordinary level.

Several applications of the combination square as a measuring instrument are illustrated in Fig. 3-6. The
accuracy and sources of error associated with combination squares are the same as those previously discussed
for steel rules and protractors. Because the sliding head makes positive contact with one end of the object being
measured, however, the extent of alignment errors is reduced. ●
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Compliments of MITUTOYO/ MT1 Corporation.

Figure 3-3. Plain Protractor
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Provided by the Fred V. Fowkr Co., Inc., Newton, MA.

.Figure 3-4. ‘ Universal Bevel Protractor

,,

Provided by the Fred V. Fowler Co., Inc., Newton, MA.

Figure 3-5. Combination Square Set
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B D E

From [nsptwion and Gaging by C. W. Kennedy and D. E. Andrcws. a copyright 1977 by Industrial Press, Inc., New York, NY,

Figure 3-6. Applications of Combination Square

3.2.4 MICROMETERS
Micrometers are precision measuring instruments, accurate within 0.0001 in., used for measuring internal

and external dimensions. Micrometers have a fixed measuring surface known as the anvil and a movable
measuring surface called the spindle, which is operated by the thimble. The thimble is turned until both the
spindle and anvil are in contact with the workpiece. The measurement is displayed on two scales—a linear scale
that registers direct axial advance and a circumferential scale that indicates partial rotation of the thimble.
Finer measurements can be achieved by incorporating a vernier with the circumferential scale.

Micrometers are categorized according to the type of measurement they make. For example, Fig. 3-7 shows
an outside micrometer with the typical “U’’-shaped frame. The inside micrometer, shown in Fig. 3-8, differs
only in the shape of the frame, Both the outside and inside micrometers can be adapted for special applications
wit h different frames, anvils, or spindles. Several other less common micrometers used for special applications
include the super micrometer, the indicating micro meter, and the inside micrometer calipers. Sources of error
associated with the use of the micrometers are parallax and measuring pressure.

,,

,.,
,,f::

..’.

Compliments of MITUTOYO/ MTI Corporation.

Figure 3-7. Outside Micrometer
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Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA.

Figure 3-8. Inside Micrometers
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3.2.5 VERNIER cALIPERs

a

The basic vernier cafiper consists of a graduated rule known as the beam, a fixed jaw (called the base or cross
beam), and a sliding jaw. The useful measuring range of vernier calipers varies from a few inches to several feet.
Like the micrometer, verniers are available for inside or outside measurements, depending upon the
construction of the jaws. Many vernier calipers, like the one shown in Fig. 3-9, are equipped with jaws that
permit both types of measurements. Generally, vernier calipers are accurate to within 0.001 in.

Some vernier calipers also have a depth gage tongue that projects beyond the end of the body. Although this
feature is useful for making quick measurements, the precision of these depth measurements is not considered
equivalent to measurements between the jaws of the same instrument.

, -,. ,! :-. Y. . .
.: .,..’.. ,. :.,....

,,,,,, ,,,; ,,,.,.:,, B,,,..,.,,:,,,,,,
. .. . . . .

~

Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA

I Figure 3-9. Vernier Caliper

‘o 3.2.6 FEELER GAGES

Feeler gages, also known as thickness gages, are commercially available sets of metal leaves of known
thickness ‘rr~ed for measurirw! the widths ‘of narrow szam, slots. recesses. or clearances. Because a I-.. .
measurement—rather than a simple pass or fail determination—is made, these “gages” are, in actuality,
measuring instruments. They are known as feeler gages because the operator must rely on his sense of feel to
determine when both sides of the gage are in contact with the product. Consequently, considerable experience
is required to make consistently accurate measurements.

As Fig. 3-10 shows, a set of feeler gages may consist of 25 or more leaves or blades mounted on a common
sr)indle. The leaves are hardened and tempered steel and can be detached from the set if necessary. The leaves
made to dimensions in English units usually increase in steps of from 0.0005 to 0.002 in., and the thickness is
marked on each blade. When a measurement lies between available leaf thicknesses, leaves can be combined to
construct the desired dimension.

Feeler gages frequently are used as “Not Go” instruments. For example, when a gap between two assembled
parts is specified as “.010 in. max”, a .OIO-in. feeler would be specified as a“Not Go’’ gage. Because the leaves of
feeler gages are quite delicate, they are easily bent, burred, or worn. Therefore, when the gages are in constant
use, they should be checked regularly and the worn or damaged leaves replaced.

3.3 TRANSFERRING DEVICES
Where accessibility is limited, direct measurement of a dimension is not always possible. Several devices that

temporarily record the dimensions for subsequent transfer to a measuring instrument are available for use in
such instances. Similarly, a dimension may be transferred from a measuring instrument to the workpiece or
between workplaces. Some of the more common transferring devices are discussed in the paragraphs that
follow.

o
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Figure 3-10. . Feeler Gages

“3.3.1 CALIPERS

“’ ‘Calipers”are transferring devices that consist of two adjustable legs joined at the apex. They differ from the
dividers discussed in par. 3.3.2 in that the contact points are rounded rather than pointed, and the ends Of the
Iegsare bent’to contact the product feature positively. Rounded contacts provide greater rigidity than sharply
pointed contacts do and still allow a point contact that is particularly advantageous for working with inside
diameters. Inside and outside calipers, the two basic types, are shown iir Fig. 3-11. As the names imply, these

devices are used for transferring inside and otitside dimensions, respectively. Other classifications exist within
each category according to the method used to secure the legs. For examp!e, several tyPes Of inside caliPers are
available—i.e., the spring calipeL screw-adjusting, firm joint calipeq and firm joint caliper. The gear tooth
vernier caliper is a specialized device discussed in par. 6.2.5.1.

Toolmaker’s spring calipers are available for size ranges of 2 to 8 in. Spring calipers are more accurate than
other types are because the hoop spring tension holds the legs firmly against the adjusting nut. This feature
enables the operator to develop a sense of touch for the instrument. Firm joint caliper;, for which friction in the
joint holds the legs in position, are available for larger dimensions (3 to 36 in.), and these calipers sometimes

are equipped with an adjusting screw to facilitate fine adjustment in setting the legs.

o
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Compliments of MITUTOYO/ MTI Corporation.

Figure 3-11. Inside and Outside Calipers

Another type of caliper known as a transfer caliper, shown in Fig. 3-12, is used”in situations in which ~he legs,
once set, must be moved to withdraw the instrument from the tiork. The transfer is accomplished through the
use of a stationary auxiliary arm attached to one leg. Once the caliper is adjusted to the work, the auxiliary arm
is set to make contact with the movable leg. Th6 auxiliary arm then indicates the position to which the movable
leg must be returned to transfer the measurement accurately.

Measurements transferred ~kh calipers are subject to the accuracy limitations of the measuring instruments
used. For example, calipers set with a micrometer will be more accurate than those set with a steel rule. In both
cases, however, additional inaccuracies may be introduced by leg movement during transfer.

3.3.2 DIVIDERS

The divider, shown in Fig. 3-13, is a transfer device used primarily as a scribe. Arcs, radii, or circles are laid
out on castings or machined parts from distances set from a rule. The divider consists of two sharply pointed
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Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA,

Figure 3-12. Transfer Caliper

..

,,”

,.

Courtesy of The L. S, Starrett Company, Athol, MA

Figure 3-13. Divider

legs that are held apart by a spring or friction (firm) joint, and an adjusting screw is often provided. As with
calipers, dividers are categorized by the type of leg connection, and the two major types are knnwn as spring
and firm joint dividers. These dividers are available in sizes from 2 to 12 in. Previous comments relating to the

accuracy of calipers also apply to dividers; however, divider points must be kept sharp to insure accuracy. ●
3-10
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Another transferring device that is neither a caliper nor a divider is the hermaphrodite caliper. It has one leg

of a divider, and the other is the curved leg of a caliper. This device is used for scribing a line parallel with an
edge and for Iocatingthe centers of barstock. Even though its use is limited to these specialized applications, it
is a very important tool.

3.3.3 BEAM TRAMMELS

A beam trammel is a multipurpose transferring device that performs tbe same functions as dividers and
calipers and is subject to the same accuracy limitations. A beam trammel consists of a steel or wooden beam to
which “trams” can be fastened. For improved accuracy one of the trams may be equipped with a fine
adjustment screw. The instrument can be configured as a divider, inside or outside caliper, or hermaphrodite
caliper by mounting various accessories on the trams. Abeam trammel configured with divider points is shown
in Fig. 3-14, and several accessories are shown in Fig. 3-15. The hollow hemispherical accessories are centering
devices that enable a dimension to be taken from the center of a hole.

I
y,.:.:,~,:,~,....,,,..:..:.,.,,.,,,.,..,.,.

[

:,..:..
,::,;;,
,,.,.,,.,.
!..
,.,.,

,:,

. .

Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company. Athol, MA.

Figure 3-14. Beam Trammel

The usual range of beam trammels is from a few inches to 2 ft, although this range can be increased through
the use of extenders. Thus its customary use is for dimensions beyond the normal range of dividers and
calipers.

3.3.4 SPLIT SPHERE AND TELESCOPING GAGES
Split sphere and telescoping gages are not gages in the sense that the term is used in this handbook. Rather,

they are transferring devices used to transfer inside dimensions. Also both are expanding devices operated by a
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Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA.

Figure 3-15. Beam Trammel Accessories

screw. The split sphere gage, four of which are shown in Fig. 3-16, uses a split hollow sphere to record the
dimension. The range of these instruments is usually 0.125 to 0.5 in.

A telescoping gage is shown in Fig. 3-17. The expandable portion is a hollow cylinder that opens and closes
in the same tiranner as a telescope. This instrument is used for dimensions from 0.25 to”6 in. As with other
transferring devices, the iccurac y of split sphere and telescope gages depends primarily on the acc’uracy of the
instrumerrtused to measure or set the dimension, An inside dimension measured from a split sphere gage with
an outside micrometer will be more accurate than will the same dimension measured with a vernier calipe,r.
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Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA

3.4
3.4:1

Figure 3-16.

SURFACE PLATES AND ACCESSORIES
SIJRFACE PLATES

Split Sphere Gages

I
I

i)

A surface plate is a massive block of cast iron or granite that has been finished to a very high degree of
flatness and is used as a platform upon which to perform inspections. The surface plate itself only provides a
stable, flat, and firm surface for reference. Actual measurements are accomplished with measuring
instruments or accessories that are mounted on or used in conjunction with the surface plate and take
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Courtesy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-17. Telescoping Gage

advantage of its accurate flatness. Examples of”these instruments and their applications are contained in
subsequent paragraphs. Generally, measurements are taken from the surface plate up. Thus the surface plate
serves as a datum for the inspection.

Cast iron surface plates are available in sizes ranging from 8 in.XIO in. and weighing 22 lb to 48 in.X 144 in.
and weighing 6000 lb. Ribbed castings are used to enhance rigidity. Legs are also part of the casting and make
the platform more stable by preventing rocking.

There is no American standard covering the size or accuracy of cast iron surface plates, but American gage ●
manufacturers generally guarantee that deviations from themeanplane of cast iron surface plates will not
exceed 0.0002 in. perft and that there will bean average of 18 bearing spots per in? Usually the surface is
prepared by planing or hand scraping because grinding and lapping result in a surface finish that tends to cause
thesrrrface plate and other flat objects to wring together.

Typical granite surface plates are shown in Fig. 3-18. Granite surface plates, covered in Federal

Specification GGG-P-463 (Ref. 1), offer several advantages. Granite is granular in structure and is composed
of quartz, a very hard material, and softer materials such as feldspar and mica. When. fapped, the sOfter
materials are abraded more quickly and leave natural bearing points of the harder quartz. The resulting
surface permits gage blocks, instruments, and tools to slide easily across the surface without wringing or
freezing. Granite is also harder than cast iron and chips rather than distorts if objects are dropped on the
surface. Distortion affects theaccuracy ofacast iron surface plate, but minor chipping does not affect the
accuracy of a granite surface plate. Granite surface plates have low coefficients of thermal expansion and are
not appreciably affected byordinary temperature changes. Because abrasives will not imbedin the surface,
they can be”irsed in proximit y to grinding operations. The fact that granite is rustproof and nonmagnetic is also
an advantage. Granite surface plates for general machine shop applications are available in sizes from 8 in.X 12
in. to72in.X144 in. and with flatness accuracies from 0.0005t00.004 in.

The accuracy of a surface plate obviously affects the accuracy of any measurements taken directly or
indirectly from that datum. If damaged, granite surface plates can sometimes be relapped. Cast iron surface
plates can bere!inished torestore their accuracy, but rescraping isanexpensive operation done by hand..
Proper care and use of a surface plate is the preferred alternative. The major sources of error in surface plate
use can be avoided if the following commonsense precautions are observed:

1. Surface plates should be kept free of oil and grit and should be covered when not in use. For rough
castings, forgings, and other large work, use of parallels (See par. 3.4.4.) will protect thesurface plate from
imbedded grit or hard scale that may be on the workpiece. o
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Courtesy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-18. Granite Surface Plates

2. Heavy parts, blocks, andtools should beslidfrom theedge of theplate into working position. This
practice tends to push foreign material out of the way and also minimizes the risk of dropping an object on the
surface plate, which would scratch or otherwise mar the surface.

3. Accessories should not be left on or clamped to a cast iron surface plate for an extended time because of
the increased likelihood of corrosion.

3.4.2 GAGE BLOCKS

Gage blocks are blocks of a precisely known width or length made of hardened alloy steel, tungsten carbide,
or chromium carbide. They are usually square or rectangular in cross section, and their measuring surfaces are
lapped and polished until optically flat. The distance between the measuring surfaces is the dimension of the
block, and in gage terminology it is called the length. Gage blocks are commonly used as(1) basic measuring
instruments and (2) standards for calibrating other instruments, and they are available individually or in sets of
blocks that range in size from 0.01 to 20 in. Different dimensions are obtained by wringing together blocks
whose lengths sum to the desired dimension. Because of their resistance to wear and resulting long life,
chromium-plated blocks often are used in working sets of blocks. Although complete sets of solid carbide
blocks are manufactured, such blocks are most often used as wear blocks at each end.of a stack because of their
excellent wear resistance.

Gage blocks are the customary industrial standards of Icngth. Normally, a hierarchical system of primary
and secondary standards is used. Such a system conforms to the calibration system requirements introduced in
par, 2.5.6. The primary standard is a set of master gage blocks used only. to check the accuracy of working sets.
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These master gage blocks are certified to a secondary standard or grand master set of blocks. The grand master
set, in turn, is traceable to or certified by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Federal Specification GGG-G-15, Gage Blocks and Accessories (Inch and Metric) (Ref. 2), prescribes gage
blocks for use by the Federal Government. This specification classifies gage blocks according to the following
criteria: (1) style, (2) grade, and (3) class and type. Style refers to the shape of the block, grade to the accuracy,
and class and type to the material of construction and surface coating. There are two types of grades, namely,
tolerance grades and accuracy grades. Tolerance grades pertain to block length, and accuracy grades pertain to
flatness and parallelism and are specified only when a specific accuracy is required over the entire gaging
surface. The specified classifications are

1. Styles (Shapes):

Style 1. Rectangular
Style 2. Square, with center accessory hole
Style 3. Other shapes as specified

2, Grades:
a. Tolerance Grades:

Grade 0.5. (Formerly Grade AAA)
Grade 2. (Formerly Grade AA)
Grade 3. (Compromise between former Grades A and B)

b. Accuracy Level Grades:
Accuracy level grade.1 pin.
Accuracy level grade 2 Min.

3. Classes and Types (Material):
Class 1. Steel
Class IL Faced blocks, steel

Type (1) Chromium-plated
Class III. Carbide

Type (1) Chromium carbide
Type (2) Tungsten carbide.

Tolerances on length range from+ 1.0 pin. to + 8.00 gin. and –40.0 Kin., depending upon tolerance grade and
gage block size.

The total error in a stack of blocks rarely exceeds twice that of a single block because the allowable error is in
both directions and a random assembly of blocks will contain both long and short blocks.

Blocks of angular construction can be stacked similarly to build any angle between O and 90 deg. Angular
gage blocks are used for many applications—including checking the dividing accuracy of rotary tables and
dividing heads, setting tools or work stands at the desired angle, and inspecting angular features of products.
Flexibility in building angles is achieved by the additive and subtractive properties of a pair of angles. As
illustrated in Fig. 3-19, for example, a 30-deg block and a 15-deg block can be stacked to form angles of 15 deg
and 45 deg. When a stack of blocks is wrung together, a compounding error can be introduced if the blocks are
not aligned’ properly. For this reason, side faces are made perpendicular to working faces within 30 sec or
better. Thus a stack can be readily checked visually for a common virtual vertex by verifying that block sides
align as shown in Fig. 3-20. This is commonly accomplished with angle blocks. Angle blocks are discussed in
par. 3.4.5.

Proper use and care are essential to maintaining the accuracy of any gage block. Gage blocks arrive from the
nianufacturer with a coating of rustproofing that must be removed prior to use. As with other instruments, the
presence of grease, oil, or grit will affect accuracy. Particular care should be observed when gage blocks are
used to measure hardened products because if the object to be measured is as hard as the measuring surface of
the block, the danger of scratching the measuring surface is greatly increased.

3.4.3 HEIGHT GAGES
As noted in par. 3.2.1, a height gage is a variation of the basic steel rule. The height gage is so universally

associated with surface plates, however, that it is considered an accessory. A height gage equipped with a
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(A) For a 45° Angle (B) For a 15° Angle

Figure 3-19. Use of Angular Gage Blocks

--

Align”ment of Longitudinal Sides

Figure 3-20. Proper Afignment of Angular Gage Blocks

vernier scale is shown in Fig. 3-21. The gage consists of a base, a graduated beam, and a sliding frame equipped
to accept several attachments. The height gage in Fig. 3-21 is configured with an adjustable jaw aasembly. In
addition, height gages can be used with dial indicators and scribing or depth gage attachments. Measurements
can be made under a surface if the indicator is used.
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Figure 3-21. Height Gage With Vernier Scale

The height gage is an extremely versatile tool. It can be used in layout work, as a measuririg instrument, or as
a gage. Measurements can be obtained when the difference between readings taken at both ends of the product
is calculated or when the height of the gage is raised with gage blocks to create an arbitrary zero position. If
several parts are to be inspected, a height gage with either an adjustable jaw or a dial indicator can serve as a

gage to make a pass or fail determination without the operator’s knowledge of the actual product dimension,
Height gages are available in heights of 10 in,, 18 in., and 24 in. and are generally accurate within 0.001 in.

However, accuracy can be affected adverse] y,by dirt or grit; damage to the height gage base; and wear, warp, or
lack of parallelism of accessories, Proper use and care will prevent most of these problems. As with steel rules,
alignment is the major source of error, particularly for instruments without vernier scales,

●’
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Parrdlels are divided into three categories—bar parallels, box parallels, and tapered parallels. The first two

types are used primarily to support objects for inspection on a surface plate. The third type, tapered parallels, is
actuafly a type of transferring device.

Bar parallels are shown in Fig. 3-22 and box parallels in Fig. 3-23. Bar parallels are used for smaller products
and are available in sizes from 6 in. to 12 in. long and 1 in. to 3 in. wide, and they are usually made of hardened
alloy steel or granite. Their height variations are finished within 0.0002 in., and their sides are parallel within
0.0001 in. in 6 in. Bar parallels usually are supplied and used in matched pairs to reduce the possibility of error
that results from machining to different limits within the tolerance zone.

Box parallels are used for larger workplaces. Another common use is as an elevated base for a height gage
that, in effect, increases the range of the height gage. Box parallels are made of cast iron or granite and are
available in lengths of up to 16 in. and in various rectangular and square sizes from 4 in.X4 in. to 6 in.X 14 in.
Because nf their size, box parallels are not as accurate as bar parallels. (Their height variations are within
0.0005 in., and their sides are parallel within 0.00025 in. in 6 in.). A complete specification for box parallels
must include a tolerance for squareness—normally 0.0005 in. in 6 in.

Tapered parallels are used for an entirely different purpose than bar or box parallels. As previously
mentioned, they are actually transfer devices used to record an internal dimension. As Fig. 3-24 shows, when
used as a pair, these blocks provide two parallel surfaces and a mechanism for varying the distance between
them. The surfaces that contact the workpiece are rounded to insure a linear cnntact when a hole diameter is
measured, but tapered parallels are equally useful for checking the width and parallelism of slots and for
establishing the center distance between holes. The most common means of measuring the dimension recorded
by the parallels is with a micrometer. The accuracy of tapered parallels depends primarily upon the accuracy of
the measuring instrument, althnugh wear, nicks, and burrs can cause errors, Tapered parallels are available fnr
dimensions from 0.125 in. to 2.25 in.

3.4.5 ANGLE BLOCKS

Angle blocks are accessories that provide a perpendicular surface against which a workpiece may be rested
or clamped. They are also known as angle plates and are commonly used in machining operations as well as
during inspection.

The basic angle block is the universal right angle blnck shown in F]g. 3-25. Other types of angle blocks are
variations that have been developed for specific purposes. The universal right angle block is available in many
sizes, ranging from 3.75 in. X 4 in. X 5 in. to 8 in. X 9 in. X 16in. Small angle blocks are accurate within 0.0002

<“,
: .:,

‘,.,...,, .,.

Courtesy of TIML. S. Starrett Company, ‘Athol, MA.

Figure 3-22. Bar Parallels
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courtesy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-23. Box Parallels
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Tapered Parallels Used to Measure Inside Diameter
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Courtesy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-25. Universal Right Angle Block

in., and the larger ones are guaranteed within 0.0003 in. Because of their accuracy, these instruments are also
-

used as height blocks on a surface plate.

Slotted angle blocks, as the name implies, have slots cut in the legs. These slots facilitate the bolting of
products to the blocks. They are particularly useful for heavier parts and are available with leg sizes from 4 in.
to 16 in. and in widths from 5!4 in. to 18 in. A slotted angle block is shown in Fig. 3-26.

The measuring iron shown in Fig. 3-27 is a narrow angle block equipped with a bolt with which it can be
fastened to a surface plate or machine table. Its primary purpose is to provide a vertical surface from which

horizontal distances can be measured. Because these irons are narrow and do not require much table space,
they are frequently used as jigs for machining operations.

A toolmaker’s knee, shown in Fig. 3-28, is an angle block used for small precision products. The sides and
faces are ground square within 0.0001 in. The legs are of different lengths—usually 2.5 in. X 3 in. and 2.5 in. X 4
in. —to accommodate workplaces of different size.

3.4.6 V BLOCKS

A V block is a precisely made rectangular parallelepipeds of hardened tool steel into which two V grooves
have been cut. A pair of blocks is shown in Fig, 3-29. Its major purposes are to restrain cylindrical products and
precisely locate their axes. V blocks commonly are used in the inspection of runout and other requirements for
which a cylindrical product must be rotated about its axis. V blocks are also used in layout and machining.

V blocks are usually sold in pairs and, as shown in Fig. 3-29, come with a pair of clamps that are removable
when the clamp screw is released. The sides and ends of the blocks are square or parallel within 0.0002 in., and
the groove faces are square or parallel to the other surfaces within 0.0003 in. Thus V blocks can be used lying
flat, turned on the side, or standing vertically. The most common angle of the V is 90 deg, although blocks with
angles of 60 and 120 deg are available for special purposes such as inspecting round products for triangle effect
and for inspecting three-fluted drills. ●
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Courtesy of Taft-Peirce Manufacturing Company, Cumberland, RI.

Figure 3-26. Slotted Angle Block
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Courtesy of Taft-Peirce Manufacturing Company, Cumberland, RI.

Figure 3-27. Measuring Iron
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Courtesy of Taft-Peirce Manufacturing Company, Cumberland, RI.

Figure 3-28. Toolmaker’s Knee
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Courtesy of The L. S, Starrett Company, Athol, MA.

Figure 3-29. V Blocks

A major drawback of V blocks is they are unreliable if the product being inspected is out of round, This
condition, also known as Iobing or the triangulation effect, is caused by manufacturing operations such as
centerless grinding. Two or more lobes may result. When out of round products are inspected in an open setup
with a V block, there is a difference between the measured and effective diameter. The magnitude of the error
depends on the spacing and height of the lobes. Each V angle is sensitive to specific Iobing conditions and
masks others. For example, a 60-deg V block magnifies the diameter of a 3-lobed product, whereas a 5- or
7-lobed product in tbe same V block appears perfectly round.

Abuse, corrosion, lack of cleanliness, and wear are the factors likely to affect the accuracy of V blocks.
Periodic visual inspection and an occasional check for wear should suffice to insure good service.

3.4.7 SQUARES
Squares are used for assessing the perpendicularity of interrelated or adjoining surfaces. The four main

tYPes Of squares are(1) steel squares,(2) granite blOcks, (3) cylindrical squares, and(4) optical squares, which
are discussed in par. 4.2.2.6. Precision steel squares are the most common and versatile of these instruments,
They are either of one-piece construction or have a thin blade mounted in a beam as shown in Fig. 3-30.
Although both types serve the same purpose, the one-piece square is sturdier and, therefore, more likely to
retain its accuracy for a longer period of time. On the other hand, the thin blade square is manipulated more
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Compliments of MITUTOYO/ MTI Corporation.

Figure 3-30. Thin Blade Steel Square

easily. Steel squares are available in sizes up to 20 in. X 36 in. Accuracy is expressed as the amount of allowable
deviation per unit of blade length and is calculated by the equations that follow:

For straight edge squares

Allowable deviation = 0.00008 +
length

in.
100,000

For bevel edge squares

Allowable deviation = 0.0002-1-
length

in. (Ref. 3).
50,000

Tbrrs for a blade length of 8 in.. the allowable deviation ranges from 0.00036 in. to 0.00016 in.
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For all squares except the optical square, perpendicularity is assessed by bringing the surface being
inspected in contact with the perpendicular surface of the square, If the surface is perpendicular to its base,
perfect contact between the surface and the instrument will result, If not, the contact will not be complete. A
light source behind the setup facilitates viewing the gap between the surfaces. Normally, a gap of as little as
0.0005 in. can be detected visually in this manner. If the absolute value of departure from the perpendicular is
required, the gap can be measured with a feeler gage (See par. 3.2.6.) at a specified distance from the base.
Difficulty in measuring the gap and inaccuracies in the instrument are the major sources of error associated
with the use of squares.

The main use of right-angle granite blocks is to provide very accurate perpendicular and parallel reference
surfaces for inspection setups. A stepped right-angle granite block, the most common type, is shown in Fig.
3-31. The advantages of using granite as a material for a reference surface are given in par. 3.4.1. Right-angle
granite blocks range from 6 in. to 18 in, in height and are accurate within 2 sec of arc in squareness. The larger
blocks are manufactured with radial holes that lead to various positions on the bottom of the block from a
common inlet hole at the top. Compressed air, which allows easy and accurate movement of the heaviest
blocks without any surface wear, is then used to form an air cushion under the block.

Courtesy of DoALL Company.

Figure 3-31. Granite Square

Two different instruments are classified as cylindrical squares. One is a very precise right circular cylinder,
shown in Fig. 3-32, that is used as a reference for setting a dial indicator mounted on a spe,cial stand. The stand
is unique in that the front of its base is curved to insure a point contact with the lower portion of the cylinder.
After the dial indicator is adjusted to the desired height, the instrument is set to zero when the indicator and
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Figure 3-32. Cylindrical Steel Square .
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base are in simultaneous contact with the cylinder. With this setup the deviation from the perpendicular plane
of the two selected points can be checked. The cylinders are made of alloy steel and are accurate withh 2 sec of
arc. The most common size is 5 in. in diameter and 12 in. high.

Direct-reading cylindrical squares are used to measure perpendicularity directly. One such instrument—a o
very precise circular cylinder whose base is not perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder—is shown in Fig. 3-33.
The shape of the base is, therefore, elliptical rather than circular. When resting on this elliptical base, the angle
that a plane tangent to the surface of the cylinder makes with a line perpendicular to the base and intersecting
the line of tangency of the plane and the cylinder depends upon the orientation of the cylinder. For example,
the plane tangent at the point of intersection of the minor axis of tbe ellipse will be parallel to the line, and the
maximum deviation will occur when the plane is tangent at the point of intersection of the major axis. Thus
when the cylinder is rotated past a vertical or near-vertical surface, the points of contact will form a curve on
the cylinder. These are the graduated lines scribed on the cylinder and shown in Fig. 3-33.

In actual use the cylinder is rotated in contact with the surface being inspected until the least light gap is
reached. The perpendicularity can then be read directly from the curve where the contact is made. Accuracies

of 0.0002 in. over a length of 6 in. are possible with these instruments.

3.4.8 STRAIGHTEDGES

Straightedges are used for checking the straightness of a surface or the alignment of distinct points.
Straightedges are made of hardened steel and manufactured in sizes ranging from 12 in. to 6 ft in length. A set
of steel straightedges is shown in Fig. 3-34. The edges are semicircular in cross section to form a line contact
with the piece to be inspected. Accuracies of 0.00012 in. per ft are common.

A variation of the steel straightedge is known as the leveling straightedge. It is made of cast iron and contains
a spirit level. Although it is much more accurate, the leveling straightedge is comparable to the common
mason’s level in appearance and function. The leveling straightedge is particularly useful for leveling and
setting up machinery and fixtures.

The straightness of a surface is checked by sighting between the instrument blade and the product in the
manner discussed in par. 3.4.7 for inspecting perpendicularity. Because deflection of long straightedges can
also introduce errors, these instruments should be supported laterally, if possible, ●
3.4.9 SINE BARS

Sine bars are instruments used to measure or set acute angles. The trigonometric principle employed is that
the ratio of the length of a side to the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is the sine of the angle opposite
the side. A sine bar consists of three precision parts—a bar of known length and two cylinders of equal
diameter. In operati~n, the bar forms the hypotenuse of the triangle, and a surface plate constitutes the side
adjacent to the angle to be measured. The length of the third side, which determines the sine of the angle, is
measured or set—usually with gage blocks.

A sine bar is shown in Fig. 3-35. As illustrated by the figure, the diameters of the cylinders are relatively
immaterial provided they are the same. The diameters must, however, be large enough to contact the surface
plate and be small enough to contact the bar properly.

Sine bars are available in a variety of shapes, widths, and thicknesses and with base attachments for special

applications. Bar lengths are fairly standard at 5 in. or 10 in. If the accuracy of the instrument (usually gage
blocks) used to measure the opposite side is equal to or better than the accuracy of the center-to-center distance
between the cylinders (usually 0.0002 in.), accuracies of 5 to 10 sec are possible with sine bars.

3.4.10 PLANERGAGES

A planer gage is a very versatile surface plate accessory that can be used either as a transferring device or as
an adjustable reference surface. It operates on the same geometric principle as tapered parallels do. As Fig.
3-36 shows, the main member is a 30-60-90-deg triangle that can restcm either side. ‘The adjustable compone~t I
slides along the hypotenuse and can be clamped at any location. This mechanism provides a very quick and
convenient means of securing a dimension or a height above a surface plate. Fig. 3-37 shows a pl&er gage

o
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Courtesy of Brown& Sharpe Manufacturing Company, Compliments of MITUTOYO/ MTI Corporation.
North Kingstown, RI.

Figure 3-33. Direct Reading Cylindrical Square Figure 3-34. Steel Straightedges

o Courtesy of DoALL Company

Figure 3-35. Sine Bar
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Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, MA.

Figure 3-36. Planer Gage
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Figure 3-37. Planer Gage Used as a Transferring Device

being used as a transferring device. Planer gages can secure dimensions between approximately 0.25 and 7 in.,
although the upper limit can be extended 3 in. by an extension that screws into the sliding component.

3.4.11 DIAL INDICATORS

Dial indicators are mechanical instruments for sensing and measuring variations in dimensions. The basic
dial indicator is shown in Fig. 3-38. The linear displacement is converted into rotational movement thrnugh a
rack and pinion. The rotary motion is amplified mechanically by one or more sets nf driving gears and then
displayed by a pointer that rotates over the face of a graduated dial. Because of the amplification capability,
dial indicators are very sensitive, especially when tbe measuring range is spread over several revolutions of the
indicator hand; therefore, very accurate dial indicators have a small measuring range. The mnst accurate dial
indicators can indicate a 0.00005-in. deflection. Other advantages of dial indicators are that they are rugged,
compact, economical, and retain their accuracy over a long time period.

It must be remembered that dial indicators generally provide comparative rather than direct measurements,
i.e., a dial indicator only records displacement from a reference or datum. The datum must be established and
the instrument “zeroed” before any meaningftil reading can be obtained.

Dial indicators have two major uses: to assess the deviation of a product dimension from a reference for a
number of identical parts and to assess the variation in the surface of an individual part. This latter assessment
involves taking readings at a number of points on the product surface. Atypical example of this application is
the determination of run out discussed in par. 2.2.1.6. Other applications of dial indicators are demonstrated in
the examples in par. 3.6.

3.5 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES

Coordinate measuring machines (CMMS) locate, measure, and determine the size and shape of product
features in two and sometimes three mutually perpendicular planes—i.e., along the x-, y-, and sometimes
z-axes. These very accurate machines were developed from precision layout machines to satisfy the need for
increased inspection rates and high accuracy. The basic elements of a CMM are a staging table, a movable
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Figure 3-38. Dial Indicator

membe~ (the “gage head”) that carries a s,ensing device, and a displacement-measuring device. The movable
member operates in guideways thit allow smooth and precise travel in the axial directions. In some machines
the staging table afso is mounted in guideways and is movable in the two horizontal directions, which afford
additional flexibility. The product to be inspected is mounted on the staging table, the sensing device’ is
brought into contact with the reference surface, the displacement reading is zeroed, the sensing device is
brought into contact with the surface being inspected, and the displacement of the probe is displayed or
recorded by zdisplacement-measuring device. Because CMMS often are manufactured for a specific purpose,
the range of maximum dimensions that can be inspected varies from a few inches to 10 ft or more.

CMMS are classified according to the type of displacement-measuring device used. The most common types
are dial indicators, optical comparators, electronic measuring devices, combinations of optical and electronic
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devices, and computer-aided measuring devices. Each of these categories is discussed in a subsequent
paragraph.

For complex measurements of a limited number of parts, the general advantages of CMMS compared to
other SME are

1. Increased inspection rates
2. Improved accuracy
3. Uniformity of inspection
4. Reduced operator skill requirements and minimization of operator error

5. Reduced inspection frxturing and maintenance costs.
Because CMMS measure displacement along all three axes, the operator must insure that sufficient readings

are taken to define the feature being inspected. For example, a minimum of three points is required to define a
circle. Thus inspection with a CMM of the diameter of a hole would require at least three “hits” of the sensing
device on the surface of the hole. Likewise, there are a minimum number of points required to define
completely any other geometric feature. In CMM parlance this is known as the “minimum number of hits” for
adequate inspection. The minimum number of hits for some of the more common geometrical shapes is shown
in Fig. 3-39. The inspection of form or of more complex features, such as runout, requires additional hits.

Disadvantages of CMMs are that extreme operator care and frequent calibration are required to achieve the
stated accuracy. Also inconsistent orientation of the sensing probe through a set of readings can contribute to
errors caused by misahgnment between the probe and the table, runout in the probe, or perpendicularity errors

among the x-, y-, and z-axes.

3.5.1 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES EQUIPPED WITH DIAL INDICATORS

Tfris is the most basic CMM and also is known as the mechanical coordinate measuring machine. The x-, Y-,
and z-coordinates are read directly from three continuous-travel dial indicators. The accuracy of this machine
is + 0.005 in.

3.5.2 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES WITH OPTICAL COMPARATORS

Three types of CMMS are equipped with optical comparators that project a magnified shadow of the part
onto a screen. Basic opticaf comparators are discussed in detail in par. 4.2.1.2. In one type of instrument the
comparator is simply an accessory used in conjunction with a mechanical coordinate measuring machine. In
another type the part is located with reference to marks on the screen, and point-tO-Point displacements are
then obtained by measuring the movement of the staging table afong the two axes. The third type of instrument
requires less manual control because displacement is measured directly by an optical sensor that senses light
and shadow and also measures the distance between the reference point and the leading and trailing edges of
dark and light areas on the screen. CMMS with optical comparators have accuracies to within 0.00005 in.

3.5.3 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES EQUIPPED WITH ELECTRONIC

MEASUREMENT AND DIGITAL READOUT

These CMMS measure the displacement of the moving head electronically and display it in digital form.
Different electronic measurement methods are used. The manufacturer of one such machine claims an

accuracy of 50 pin. In addition to being highly accurate, these CMMS allow extremely rapid movement of the
gage head.

A variation of the electronic CMM uses the Moire fringe concept, in which photoelectric cells convert
information about the movement of the interference pattern of diffraction gratings into electrical signals. The
output of any of these instruments can be converted readily to a continuous digita[ readout. Digital readout
has the obvious advantage of reducing both inspection time and the need for interpretation of results by the
operator.

3.5.4 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES WITH AUTOMATIC PRINTOUT

Most CMMS can be equipped with a printer that produces a permanent record of inspection activities.
Again, the advantage is that operator involvement and inspection time are decreased. The permanent record
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serves many purposes, including verification that the inspection was conducted and also its results. In
addition, if problems arise concerning the fit or function of the product, the record may serve an important
diagnostic purpose.

3.5.5 COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES WITH COMPUTERS

The addition of a computer to a CMM, as shown in Fig. 3-40, enhances considerably the capabilities of this
already versatile machine. Some of the additional capabilities offered by the computer are

1. Comparison of actual with specified dimensions and the recording of deviations
2. Ability to specify different output modes, such as paper, punched tape, or visual display on terminal
3. Conversion between cartesian and polar coordinates
4. Automatic crdculation and processing of dimensions from the coordinates registered by the probe
5. Generation of a numerical control tape that can be used to produce duplicate products
6. Compensation for misalignment of the probe.

In addition to computational assistance, computers often are used to control CMMS directly. Computer

control improves accuracy, reproducibility, and productivity because, as a general rule, computer-controlled
CMMS are three to four times faster than are manual operations.

3.5.6 UNIVERSAL MEASURING MACHINES

These machines are known as universal measuring machines because in addition to coordinate

measurements they can check product contours, tapers, radii, roundness, and squareness. The staging tables
traverse along x- and y-axes and rotate about at least one axis. Because of their extremely rigid construction
and precise product positioning capability, universal measuring machines are the most accurate and reliable of
the CMMS. The precise product positioning capability is combined with an excellent tracking system to allow
these machines to measure linear as well as angular displacements very accurately. A universal measuring
machine is shown in Fig. 3-41.

Two types:of universal measuring machines are commonly in use. The first type uses an optical magnifying

device that is sometimes complemented by an electronic microindicator for accurately reading the scales.
Output signals from the rnicroindicator can be indicated or recorded On charts. The second system uses a
ure&ion ieadscrew with a lar& maduated drum and vernier to make highly accurate measurements.
‘ Machines equipped with. eit~e~type of measuring device can measure ~cc~rately within 0.000035 in. along
either “axis and””have a spindle rotation accuracy of 0.000005 in. total indicator reading.

3.6 OPEN SETUPS
The “term-’’open setup” refers to an arrangement of SME used to verify the conformance of the geometric

characteristics of a product to the specified values. “Open setup” commonly is used to connote inspection by
variables as opposed to inspection by attributes (gaging). The term usually refers to a collection of equipment
assembled for one inspection “rather thair to a single unit, such as a CMM.

To inspect a product properly, the inspector must have access to a product drawing with complete and
unambiguous specifications. The accuracy and repeatability of the measurements then depend mainly upon
the accuracy of the inspection equipment and adherence to proper procedures in setting up the product and tbe
inspection equipment. Following is a step-by-step procedure for open setup inspections:

1. Identify the primary, secondary, and tertiary datums on the product drawing.
2. Identify the primary reference plane of the inspection equipment to be used-either a surface plate or

the table of a coordinate measuring machine.
3. To the extent possible, collocate the primary datum of the product and the primary reference plane of

the equipment.
4. Identify the secondary and tertiary reference planes of the inspection equipment. (These are usually

surface plate accessories ”such as angle blocks, but sometimes the primary reference plane serves as a secondary
or tertiary plane by rotating the product to bring other product datums into contact with the primary reference
plane.)
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Compliments of M ITUTOYO/ MTI Corporation

Figure 3-40. Coordinate Measuring Machine With Computer
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Figure 3-41. Universal Measuring Machine

5. If the product drawing indicates datum targets, locate the product with point; rather than line or

surface, contacts; For stability the primary datum.musf be contacted by at least three points, i.e., the secondary
datum by two points and the tertiary datum by one’ point. Point contacts are usually provided by staging
buttons. These buttons have either flat or spherical heads that establish datum planes by contacting the
product datum feature at the datum targets. Because the b~ttOns have a small cOntact area, it is nOt necessarY
to finish the entire surface of the product datum feature.

6. Conduct the inspection and make sure that the angularity of the axis of a featu~e within the allow?ble

tolerance zone is considered.
7. Dep&ding upon the required accuracy, correct the measurements for errors caused-by temperature

variations.
8. Consider the significance of errors resulting from clamping the product, inaccuracies in the inspection

equipment, and operator error. (Clamping errors can be reduced by appliing the minimum fOrce necessarY tO
secure the product. Calibration can compensate for some inspection equipment inaccuracies. Under no
circumstances, however, can a single meastiremerit be mnie accu’rate than the least accurate piece of inspection

. . ... . -, .
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equipment used. Rarely can anything be done regarding operator error, but its existence should always be
acknowledged.)

Examples of applications of S ME in open setups to inspect several requirements follow. ●
3.6.1 PARALLELISM

See Fig. 3-42.
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Figure 3-42. Open Setup for Inspecting Parallelism o
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I 3.6.2 PERPENDICULARITY

,0
See Fig. 3-43.
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Figure 3-43. Open Setup for Inspecting Perpendicularity
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3.6.3 RUNOUT
See Fig. 3-44.

MIL-HDBK-204A(AR)
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Figure 3-44: Open Setup for Inspecting Total Runout
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3.6.4 TRUE POSITION

●
See Fig. 345.
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Figure 3-45. Open Setup for Inspecting True Position
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3.6.5 LOCATION

m 0 .ol’@~]

See Fig. 3-46. Inspection for the location of the pins in Fig. 3-46 with an open setup is performed as a
regardless of feature size (RFS) requirement even though the drawing specifies maximum material condition
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Figure 3-46. Open Setup for Inspecting Location
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(MMC). The following step-by-step procedure must be followed in conducting the inspection (Step 6, par.

3.6):
.,

1. Measure and record the diameter of each pin.
2. By using a surface plate, dial indicator, and a height reference, such as gage blocks or a height master,

measure and record the distance to the top of one pin. Subtract one half of the pin diameter from the distance
to calculate the distance to the center of the pin. If the pin diameter is at MMC and the distance to the pin
exceeds minimum or maxirimm limits, reject the product:

. . . . .

3. If the “pin is at. the least material condition (LMC), the pin “location dimensions can include the
difference between MMC and LMC. If the position is acceptable, proceed to the next pin. [Note: Although the
use of pin size .deviations from MMC will produce the same results that would be obtained with a true position
gage (See par: 7.7.), a true position gage is strongly preferred to an open setup.] .’

4. If the first pin is located properly, repeat the procedure three more times, i.e.; two inspections from the
-A- surface and two inspections from the -B- surface.

5. A minimum dimension from the bottom must combine with a mean dimension from the side to he
acceptable. Many of the dimensional combinations of side and bottom lengths w~ll have to be calculated to

determine whether they fall in the acceptable zone. (See Fig. 3-47.) Fig. 3-46 serves to illustrate how
complicated an error-prone setup inspection can be for some dimensions.

My LengthFro.Side~~ . ~Tcdemncr3Zcme ~

-— ._—

‘L ““‘ Max Length From
—

~~~ m—-——
L
.

1:
Min

Bottom.

ength From Bottom

lAinLengttrFromSide-~ ~f%sition”Locationsin

Crosshatched Areas
Are Not Acceptable.

Figure 3-47. Tolerance Zones

3.6.6 USE OF WIRESIN MEASURING PITCH DIAMETER OF SCREW THREADS

See Fig. 3-48. Appendix A4 of Federal Standard H28, Screw Thread Standards for Federal Services, (Ref.
4) covers methods of wire measurements of pitch diameter of 60-deg threads. This appendix contains tables
that present wire diameters and recommended measuring forces to be used in measuring USA Standard 60-deg
threads and taper threads.
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Figure 3-48. Three-Wire Method for Checking Screw Thread Pitch Diameter
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CHAPTER 4
OTHER MEASURING EQUIPMENT

This chapter describes equipment for making dimensional measurements through noncontact or other
nondestructive techniques. For each type of instrument, a brief description and illustration is provided, and
principles of operation. applications (including advantages and disadvantages), accuracy, and sources of error
are discussed where appropriate.

4.0 LISTOF SYMBOLS
D = displacement, in.

d = diameter, in.

d~ = measured dimension, in. ,,

Em = error in measured part dimension, in.

E; = error due to tilt angle a, in.

f= focal length of objective lens, in.

Vb = speed of measurement beam, in./s

V,P= transverse speed of measured part, in. /s

a = tilt angle, sec

f3 = angle of displacement, deg
,4 = wavelength, pm

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Optical and other noncontact or nondestructive meaauring techniques have been developed because there

are applications that require measurements of very small and very large dimensions, inaccessible parts of

products, and delicate nr deformable products. The uses of devices employing these techniques are indicated
for the following types of measurements:

1. Measurement of very small dimensions
2. Measurement of very large dimensions, especially where straight lines, flat planes, parallelism, etc.,

must be maintained to a high degree of precision
3. Measurements of products, parts of which are inaccessible, e.g., wall thickness of closed tanks
4. Measurements of soft or delicate products that would be damaged or deformed if measured by cnntact

methods, e.g., thickness of freshly applied coatings
5. Measurements of products for which it is desirable to maximize manufacturing tolerance (No gage

wear tolerance is needed.)
6. Measurements that cannot be made by other means
7. Measurements of products on a manufacturing line where a high production rate must be maintained.

Most optical instruments use the principles of geometric optics in which beams of light are refracted or
reflected by lenses and mirrors, respectively, are mechanically aimed, and are focused on a receptor such as an
observer’s eye, a viewing screen, or an electronic detector. Classifications of optical equipment addressed in
this chapter include optical inspection instruments, manual alignment instruments, automatic and photo-
electric alignment instruments, interferometric metrology instruments, and electro-optical instruments.

Other categories of noncontact or nondestructive techniques included in this chapter are pneumatic
measuring equipment and indirect measuring equipment.

4.2 OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Light is a versatile and precise tool in dimensional inspection because it may be passed through the optical

system of a microscope or projector to provide a magnified image of a test object. Parallel, or collimated, rays
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of light may be used to establish reference lines and planes, and the bands from waves interfering with each
other may be used as an tdtraprecise measuring tool through interferometry.

Light obeys certain fundamental laws that are employed by the equipment and processes described, i.e.,
1. Law of Rectilinear Propagation. In a medium”of constant densit y, light t ravels in a straight line and at a

a

constant speed.
2. Law of Refraction. When passing from a medium of lesser density to one of greater density, light is bent

toward the normal. When passing from a medium of greater density to one of lesser density, light is bent away
from the normal.

3. Law of Reflection. The angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence and lies on the opposite side of
the normal. The angle of incidence is the angle formed between the ray striking the surfaceand the normal.

4.2.1 OPTICAL 1NSPECTION INSTRUMENTS

4.2.1.1 Toolmaker’s Microscope

The toolmaker’s microscope shown in Fig. 4-1, is a basic engineering instrument for measuring and
inspecting small parts. It consists of a compound microscope mounted on a fixed base on which a stage is also
mounted.

The toolmaker’s microscope is used to measure profiles; hole locations; angles; and the locations relative to
datums of profiles, angles, etc., particularly on thin, flat stock. One of its original applications, for which it is
uniquely quafified, is the inspection of screw threads. It is particularly suited for screiv thread inspection
processes that require linear and angular measurements to a high degree of repeatable accuracy.

The stage is illuminated with adjustable lighting units and can be moved in two mutually perpendicular,
horizontal directions by means of micrometer screws. Displacement of the stage can be read to 0.0001 in. on
the micrometer drum. The range of the micrometer screws on a medium-sized model is 2 in, longitudinal and 2
in. latitudinal, although measurements in the longitudinal direction can be extended 2 in. by the insertion of a
2-in. gage block (Ref. 1), Angular measurements are made on scales graduated in minutes; this graduation
permits accurate estimation in half minutes. -

The toolmaker’s microscope possesses the following advantages over other types of direct measurement ‘o
instruments (Refs. 1 and 2):

1. Noncontact measuring
2. Measurement of dimensions that are otherwise inaccessible
3. Compactness and ease of transportation
4. Ease of setup and operation

5. Measurement of linear and angular dimensions
6. Rotation of retitles into place on a turret (Chart gages are not needed as in the use of an optical

comparator.)
7. Measurement of objects at high temperatures without the objector the microscope being affected (This

may require telescopic extension of the object field as in a telemicroscope.)
8. Simultaneous measurement and inspection
9. Low-power illumination to eliminate possible heat effects on the object

..10. Clear image, not a projection on glass
11~Long life and comparatively low cost.

Sources of error in application of the toolmaker’s microscope include parallax and, in measuring thick
products, aberration or fuzziness because of the depth of the product. Light that is too intense, too close, or at
the wrong angle results in a reflection or “halation effect” under which it is difficult to register a hairline on the
true edge of the product.

.,..
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Courtesy of Mitutoyo.
Figure 4-1. Toolmaker’s Microscope
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4.2.1.2 Optical Comparator

The optical comparator, shown in Fig.4+2, projects the enlarged image of an object on a viewing screen ~
where it is compared to a drawing or master c,hart. The image is usually a silhouette, but it can be a detaik

Courtesy of J&L. Figure 4-2. Optical Comparator
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image if alight concentrator is used for surface illumination. The use of a comparator involves three basic
elements:

1. Comparator
2. Screen layout or chart gage
3. Holding device (staging fixture-refer to par. 7.8 for design principles).

An optical comparator maybe used to determine the size and form of products that would be difficult to
measure by other methods because of size, material composition, or dimensional characteristics. It is

applicable tO fOrming tOO1s, threads, cams, gears, jigs, dies, fixtures, bobs, and other irregularly shaped parts
(Ref. 2).

Basic optical comparator applications may be categorized intn three types: gaging, measurement, and
measurement by translation. When conformance to tnlerance limits is required, gaging is employed. Gaging is
essentially a “Go” or “Not-Go” inspection made by comparison of the image to a chart gage that serves as a
master. Analytical inspections that involve actual measurement of dimensions entail micrometer measurement
of the horizontal or vertical table movement. Measurement by translation employs tracer techniques to
measure indirectly features that cannot be projected directly by a light beam. Inspection by this method
involves the use of a tracer fixture. This fixture consists of a stylus that contacts the surface being inspected and
a follower that by translation travels through the same motions as the stylus and whose movement is projected
to the viewing screen. The movement on the viewing screen is compared with a chart gage (Ref. 3).

Theoretically, distances of approximately 0.0001 in. at the product can be measured with an optical
comparator. The actual linear measuring accuracy is limited to approximately 0.0002 in. (Ref. 1).

The chart gage determines the effective use of the optical comparator and serves as the reference point in
gaging or measuring. The viewing screens of most comparators are also chart gages with horizontal and
vertical centerlines, although many also include one or two angular lines. Viewing screens of these types are

used to make measurements.
Most chart gages are produced on glass or plastic. Glass chart gages show very clear chart lines, are

impervious to oil or grease, are less sensitive than plastic to standard cleansing agents, and are affected
minimally by temperature and humidity variations. Plastic charts are less expensive, lightweight, and easy to
handle and store. There are three types of chart gages:

1. Replacement. A replacement chart gage always should be produced on glass. It is used in place of the
standard viewing screen and should have the same thickness, flatness, and surface texture as the original
viewing screen.

2. Overscreen. Overscreen chart gages are fastened over the projector viewing screen and are preferable to
replacement chart gages if frequent changes in setup are necessary or if a small chart on a large screen will
suffice,

3. Overlay. Overlay chart gages differ from overscreens in that they are hand held and positioned by the
operator. ‘Overlay chart gages are not intended for use as permanent setups but offer advantages in simplified
staging.

Effective error is the layout errnrdivided by magnification and is equivalent to agagemaker’s tolerance. The
layout error of handscribed overlay chart gages should not exceed 0.005 in.; however, machine-scribed chart
gages can be produced with.a layout error of 0.001 in.

Overlay chart gages should first be pencilled and then traced w~t~ full strength ink or piotographic~ly
processed. Care should be taken to maintain uniform line thickness and to blend radii and corners..

The following suggestions may help to produce satisfactory layotits: ‘
1. When brnken lines are required, the line is ruled in completely and then parts of the line are erased. This

procedure will insure a straight and uniform line.
2. When circles and radii are drawn, a good nonslip center for divider or compass points is made by

attaching two or more small pieces of cellulose or draftsman’s tape, one upori the nther, to the surface of the
layout.

3. For greater accuracy, a set of points is fitted to the jaws of a vernier caliper or special gage block
accessory for measurement.

4, In the lower magnifications many of the commercially manufactured OPtical cOmParatnrs PrOject
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reversed and inverted images on the screen. This situation should be taken into consideration before tbe screen
layout is prepared.

5. The inside or outside of the line should be to the dimension but not the center nf the line. Indicate on the

chart whether the inside or outside of the line is to the dimension.
The functinns of the staging fixture are to hold the part securely, to reduce setup time for repetitive

inspections, and to orient the part with respect to the chart gage (Ref. 1). Commonly used fixtures such as those
shown in Figs. 4-3 through 4-5 include V blocks, centers, and riser blocks; a rotary base with self-centering
jaws; and a rotary glass staging fixture, respectively. The V blocks with matched centers are designated to hold
cylindrical parts with center holes (either male or female) or cylindrical parts in a V block. Larger diameter
partq can be staged on ‘the matched riser block set under the standard V blocks. The rotary base with
self-centering jaws clamps small cylindrical, flat, and multifaced parts on tbe centerline of the base. The rotary
glass staging fixture is used with vertical comparators. Also available are staging fixtures for electronics parts,
screw machine products, flat tools or products, small cylindrical products, and products with right angles.
Some parts will require the design of special staging fixtures. The design principles for fixture gages presented
in par. 7.8 also apply to the design of staging fixtures. Contact wear in a staging fixture is rarely a problem.

Photograph courtesy of Gage Master Corporation.

Figure 4-3. V Blocks, Centers, and Riser Blocks
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●

Photograph courtesy of Gage Master Corporation.

Figure 4-4. Rotary Base With Self-Centering Jaws

●

o F‘hotograph courtesy of Gage Master Corporation.

Figure 4-5. Rotary Glass Staging Fixture
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The advantages of an optical comparator to other gaging and measuring methods are (Refs. 1 and 2)
1. No deformation of the gaged object
2. No gage wear
3. All of the dimensions and part interrelationships that occur in a common observational plane can be

●
gaged in a single setting without retooling or additional instrumentation.

4. Standard charts are available for gaging repetitive forms such as circular arcs with different radii,
angles, thread forms, and gear contours.

5. Areas not accessible to standard gages, such as surface contours, are made accessible by the use of a
tracer fixture or optical sectioning accessory.

The optical comparator also has the following advantages over the toolmaker’s microscope:
1. The projected image can be viewed simultaneously by several people.
2. The instrument is sturdier than a microscope.

3. It can accommodate larger and heavier test objects.
4. For a given magnification the field of view exceeds the field of view of the microscope.

Disadvantages of optical comparators compared to other gaging and measuring methods include the
requirement of relatively large amounts of floor space and limits to the size of the workpiece that can be

accommodated. Although much larger workplaces can be measured by successively indexing, the field size—a
function of screen diameter and magnification-ranges from 0.8 in. to 3.0 in. in diameter in most standard
optical comparators. Another potential limitation of the optical comparator is operator error. To achieve
accurate measurement, the workpiece must be properly staged, the charts accurately placed, and the
comparator sharply focused. Additional sources of error include the backlash inherent in screw-type
measuring devices, deflection of staging members, distortion, field curvature, unsharpness of edges, chromatic
aberration, spherical aberration, and low contrast,

Accessories available for optical comparators include standard chart gages, fixturing devices, tracer
attachments, optical sectioning processes, tungsten halogen light sources, reflectors, and computer controls
with digital readout and printers to produce hard-copy records of measurements.

Standard chart gages include radius chart gages, grid chart gages, protractors, toolroom chart gages, thread ●
chart gages, and many scales. Numerous sizes of standard fixture bases are available to fit projector tables with
standard keyways, Tracing attachments, optical sectioning accessories, tungsten halogen surface illumination,
photographic attachments, computer control with digital readout (measurements in increments of 0.00005
in.), and printers are some of the available options.

4.2.1.3 Optical Flat

The optical flat is a highly accurate, transparent test surface that gages by the use of light-wave interference.
Applications of the optical flat include checking the flatness of optically flat surfaces and checking a working
gage block against a master block. The accuracy of steel balls, plug gages, and the amount of taper in male
parts may be checked as Well (Ref. 2).

When gaging is by light-wave interference, the light wave is the fundamental unit of measurement; therefore,
for optimal use of the optical flat, a monochromatic light source is needed. Most commercially available light

sources employ yellow helium lamps. The wavelength of helium light is 0.59 pm. Other commonly used light
sources are sodium vapor and mercury vapor.

The working surface of an optical flat generally has one of four degrees of flatness and is classified as a
commercial, working, master, or reference flat. The degree of flatness of a commercial flat is 8 pin., i.e., no
point deviates in height from any other point by more than 8 pin. Working flats are 4 pin., master flats are 2
#in., and reference flats are 1 pin.

When the flatness of a surface is tested, the optical flat is placed on the product and the monochromatic light
is directed onto the flat. (The angle of incidence should be reasonably close to perpendicular.) If the product
surface is not flat (so there is air space between the flat and the surface), light waves reflect from the work
surface and from the underside of the flat to form dark interference bands. Fig. 4-6 (Ref. 4) illustrates five
typical shapes assumed by the interference bands. In Fig. 4-6(A), the tested surface is spherical; because the
rings are more widely spaced at the center than at the edges. If, when the flat is pressed at the center of the rings, a
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“)@(B)~~~
(D) (E) .

From Engineering Precision .?-feosuremenoby A. W. Judge. Copyright@ by Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1957.

Figure 4-6. Typical Optical Flat Interference Results

the fringes move away from the center, the product surface is concave, whereas if the fringes move toward the
center, the product surface is convex. Fig. 4-6(B) shows a perfectly flat surface, but contact between the flat
and the product surface is at an angle. Fig. 4-6(C) indicates that the product surface is either convex or concave
near the lower right-h~nd edge. Fig. 4-6(D) denotes a ridge or valley. Fig. 4-6(E) shows a perfectly fl”atsurface
under test.

The point or line of contact between the flat and the workpiece is indicated by a pronounced light spot or
line. A series of straight interference bands, such as those illustrated in Fig. 4-6(B), indicates a slight air wedge
between the flat and the workpiece. Each interference band indicates an airspace thickness of one half
wavelength (0.295 #m for helium light); therefore, to calculate the total height difference, the total number of
interference bands is multiplied by one half of the wavelength of the light used. Fig. 4-7, in which an optical flat
is shown at an exaggerated inclination to the product, illustrates the production of interference bands.

The advantage of using light-wave methods to compare gage blocks is that the comparison can be made

Monochromatic Light J

Figure 4-7. Production of Interference Bands
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without handling the gages: consequently, temperature errors are avoided. General disadvantages to using
optical flats include

1. To make accuratemeasurements, the operator must understand clearly the meaning of interference

bands.
2, Inspection with the optical flat is. a slow process.

The primary source of error when the optical flat is used is the presence of contamination, such as grit, dust,
and oil, on the product or the flat.

4.2.2 MANUAL ALIGNMENT INSTRUMENTS

The use of manual alignment instruments and accessories for dimensional inspection is referred to as optical
tooling. Optical tooling combines the principles of surveying and optics @ an approach to dimensional
inspection. Although generally employed in the inspection of large products, the approach is flexible enough
to be applied to almost any type of precision measurement task. For the purposes of this handbook optical
tooling may vary from a simple alignment telescope and target to layouts involving several telescopes, tooling

bars, stands, and targets, which cover a considerable area. ~

4.2.2.1 Autocollimator
The autocbllimator is a sensitive optical device used to measure small angles and from which flatness and

parallelism can be determined. As illustrated in Fig. 4-8, the. autocollimatorc?nsists basically of a telescope,

with an illuminated reticle, focused at infinity. The illuminated reticle projects a beam of collimated light
through the objective lens onto a plane mirror normal to the optical axis in front of the telescope. The
collimated light is reflected back through “the objective lens to form a second” image of the reticle directly
superimposed on the first, Rotation of the mirror by the angle O about any axis perperidicrdar to the optical
a~is will cause the return image to be displaced by an amount D. The displacement D is determined by the
relation

D = ~tan(2t9), in. (4-1)

where
0 = displacement angle, sec

J“= fOcal length Of Objective lens, in.

The reticle may be graduated so that D, 2D, 0, or 20 may be read directly.

o

Figure 4-8. Autocollimator
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Other alignment instruments—i.e., those that can be adjusted to infinity focus or to which autocollimating
attachments can be added—can be converted into autocollimators of somewhat lesser capability. Some
alignment telescopes are commonly used with autocollimating attachments. Theodolites with illuminated
retitles can be focused at infinity and used as autocollimators (Ref. 5).

The sensitivity of the autocollimator is generally limited to 0.1 sec. Sensitivity and accuracy are functions of
the focal length of the objective lens and the power of the eyepiece. Increasing objective focal length permits the
linear spacing of the graduations to increase, which allows the reading of smaller angles. The barrel may
become unwieldy if the focal length is increased too much; folding the optical path avoids this problem,
Increasing the power of the eyepiece reduces the field of view, which results in a limited range of the graduated
scale. An autocollimator of 10 in. focal length will discern mirror tilt of 1 sec (Ref. 5). Under average inspection
co~ditions, however, 0.5 min is more practical.

4.2.2.2 Alignment Telescope
The alignment telescope, illustrated in Fig. 4-9, is a relatively inexpensive instrument used to establish a line

of sight and to measure vertical and horizontal displacement from the line of sight. Most alignment telescopes
can be focused from very near objects—usually 18 in., although some will focus down to the front surface of
the objective lens—to infinity. Magnification at infinity focus ranges from 30X to 60X. As the telescope is
focused on closer objects, magnification decreases to about 4X, and the angular field increases correspondingly

(Ref. 5). Most alignment telescopes have micrometer-measuring capability along one or two axes in the image
plane.

The sensitivity of the alignment telescope to target displacement from the line of sight is a function of target

distance. As the distance to the target increases, the apparent size of the target in the field of view decreases
despite the increased magnifications. As the apparent size of the target decreases, the viable effect of the optical
micrometer also decreases because it represents linear measure in the true scale of the target plane. The
sensitivity of the alignment telescope is generally accepted to be + I part in 200,000 versus objec~dis~ance (Ref.
5), which corresponds to+ 1 sec. Displacement from the line of sight can be measurable to+ 1/ 200,000 of the
object distance (Ref. 5). The overall accuracy may actually be slightly less because of variations in the direction
of line of sight with a change of focus.

4.~.2.3 Theodolfte

The theodolite, shown in Fig. 4-10, usually is used in surveying to measure angles in both the horizontal and
the vertical planes. Unilluminated reticle can beadded for autocollimation. Thetheodolite consists of a
telescope in an altitude-azimuth mount on a leveling base with full circle horizontal and vertical scales, all
mounted on a tripod or other instrument stand. The instrument typically has 30X magnification and is capable

J Mmmt OpticsAxis

Figure 4:9. “Alignment Telescope Construction
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of reading angles in the horizontal and vertical planes to 1 sec. The minimum focusing distance of the
theodolite is 6 in.

Theodolites can be characterized—based on their capabilities—as first, second, third, or fourth order. The
categories are based ongeodetic survey triangulation. The(US) Federal Board of Surveys and Maps defiries
the aflowable “average error of closure in the triangle of each system as (Ref. 5):

First order 1 sec
Second order: 3 sec
Third order: 6 sec
Fourth ordec undefined.

The required instrument accuracies are not explicitly defined but can be assumed to be higher because the
allowable error represents total error. Forexample, first-order theodolites can beread directlyto l/10 secand

allow estima,tion ofsmaller angles. First- orsecond-order theodolites aregenerally used foropticalt6oling
applications (Ref. 5).

Courtesy of Kern.

Figure 4-10. Theodolite
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4.2.2.4 Sight Level

The sight level, shown in Fig. 4-]i —ako referred toastilting level oropticaf tooling level-is used to
establish a horizontal line of sight, i.e., perpendicular to the force of gravity, and to determine small vertical
displacements from it through the use of an optical tooling scale. It consists of a telescopic sight mounted on a
verticalspindIe, gravity references (usually a circular spirit level and avial-type spirit level), and means of
making the spindle approximately vertical (Ref. 5). Most sightlevels used in the field are automatic levels that
are manually set to the approximate level and then automatically centered by a compensator.

The tilt axis of the sight level must be placed directly in line with the azimuth axis, otherwise the height of the
line of sight might change with a change in direction of sighting.

Leveling can be performed with varying degrees of convenience and accuracy with a number of instruments
other than sight levels, such. as jig transits, theodolites, or alignment telescopes (Ref. 5).

The accuracy of a qualit y sight level is considered to be 1 sec (Ref. 4). Displacements from the horizontal that
areaccurate tothousandths ofaninch can redetermined atdistinces up to 100 ftfromthe sight level. The
accuracy of projecting the level line of sight to varying distances is a function of the accuracy of the focusing
slide mechanism in the telescope (Ref. 5), which is a potential source of error. Other sources of error include a
column of hot or cold air along the line of sight, a partial obstructing along the line of sight, or dirt or dust on
the lens,

4.2.2.5 Alignment Transit
A number ofinstruments—including thejig transit sfrownin Fig. 4-12, transit squares, and cross-axis-

telescnpe transit squares—can declassified as alignment transits. They are all derived from the surveyor’s
transit and have the basic function of establishing a plane vertical or normal to the line of sight.

The alignment transit consists of a telescopic sight mounted on horizontal axis trunnions that, in turn, are
mounted on a vertical axis. The telescope can be tilted up and down, and the whole assembly can be rotated 360
deg in both the vertical and horizontal planes.

The alignment transit is the most nearly universal of all optical instruments for optical tooling. Its principles

Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.
Figure 4-11. Sight Level
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Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.

Figure 4-12. Jig Transit
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of operation are to some degree those of the theodolite, the sight level, the alignment telescope, and the
autocollimator; this similarity depends, however, onthemode ofapplication andthe accessories employed
(Ref. 5).

The alignment transit can measure deviations from the generated plane to the order of 0.001 in. at 17 ft, or
about 1 sec(Ref. 5).

4.2.2.6 Accessories

The paragraphs that follow list and briefly describe accessories available for use in optical tooling systems.
Although ‘some of the accessories, e.g., mirrors, targets, and instrument stands, are integral parts of opticrd
tooling systems, they are included here because of their applicability to different optical tooling instruments
and because of the variety available.

The alignment collimator, shown in Fig. 4-13, is a target instrument commonly used with alignment
telescopes. The collimator is used for alignment testing overlong distances, particularly inside bores. With the
alignment telescope, measurements oflinear andangular displacement can bemade(Ref. 1). Itisalsousedas

an instrument in the inspection of optics, as discussed in par. 5.2.1.
In the front part of the alignment collimator is a target with radial lines defhiing the center. A collimating

lens with an illuminated reticle mounted in its focal plane is behind the front target. Light rays from the reticle

●

Courtesy of K+ EElectro-Optical Products.

Figure 4-13. Alignment Collimator
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are collimated and projected through the lens. The centers of.the front target and the illuminated reticle
represent the optical axis of the collimator. Fig. 4-14 is a diagram that illustrates the principles of operation of
a collimator viewed through an alignment telescope.

Mirrors are used mainly to establish a plane perpendicular to the Iine of sight in autocoliimation and
●

autoreflection. A front surface mirror flat to one-eighth wavelength of sodium light or better is recommended
for use with the autocollimator. An axle mirror is a front surface mirror that is optically flat within one-quarter
wavelength of light and can be screwed on either end of the telescope axle of a jig transit. The magnet blank
mirror consists of an opticaliy flat, circular front surface mirror within one-quarter wavelength of light with
one to three magnetic feet cemented to the back of the mirror. The plumbing mirror, illustrated in Fig. 4-15, is a
horizontal mirror used to establish an optical plumb line. The leveling mirror, illustrated in Fig. 4-16, is a pair
of vertical parallel reflecting surfaces that can be used in the place of an alignment telescope level (Ref. 6).

TdescoIx
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From Handbook of Dimensional Measurement by F. T. Farago. Copyright ~ by Industrial Press, inc., 19b8.

Figure 4-14. Collimator Viewed Through Alignment Telescope
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From Oprical Toolingfor Precise hfanufacrure and Alignmenr by P. Kissam. Copyright @by Lockheed-California Company,
1962.

Figure 4-15. Plumbing Mirror o
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Fig. 4-17 shows the optical cube or cube mirror. Optical cubes and polygons can be used to deviate the fine of

sight through a known angle in calibrating rotary tables. The cube also simplifies checkout of coordinate
motion of machine tools such as lathes, milling machines, and boring mills. The optical square, shown in Fig.
4-18, can be used with the alignment telescope to establish a plane perpendicular to the line of sight through the
use of a pentaprism, which performs the-”same functions- as a jig transit. As illustrated in Fig. 4-19, the

f.,.
Ba

Foot

From Oplica/ Tooling for Precise A4anufacwc rmrdAlignment by P. Kissam. Copyright @by Lockheed-California Company,
1962.

Figure 4-16. Leveling Mirror

a Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.
YJ????ggjii$g;,~

Figure 4-17. Cube Mirror
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Figure 4-18. Optical Square

>

/’

//

Courtesy of Keuffel & Esser Company.

Figure 4-19. A Pentaprism Turns a Line of Sight 90 deg Independent of Its Orientation
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pentaprism turns the line of sight 90 deg independent of its orientation. Although the optical square is harder

●
to aim and to setup and cannot be used for projections, it holds its adjustments almost permanently, whereas a
jig transit may not (Ref. 6).

The optical micrometer, shown in Fig. 4-20, moves the line of sight parallel to itself—up and down or right
and left—by a distance indicated on a scale. Measuring ranges of typical instruments vary from +0.100 to
+0.200 in. in 0.00 l-in. increments, An optical micrometer with vernier scale can be read to 0.0001 in.

Various eyepiece accessories are available for optical tooling instruments. The autocollimation conversion
unit, shown in Fig. 4-21, converts a sight level or alignment transit into an autocollimator. Angle eyepieces are
available that turn the line of sight between 45 and 90 deg. The projection eyepiece is used in place of the

of Brunson Instrument C

Figure 4-20. Optical Micrometer‘o

,0 Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.

Figure 4-21 Autocollimation Conversion Unit
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standard eyepiece. of transits and telescopes so that the reticle pattern may be projected onto the target object.
Fig. 4-22 shows a combination autocollimation, projection, and right-angle eyepiece.

Four types of targets, as shown in Fig. 4-23, are commonly used in optical tooling: alignment, displacement, ●
autoreflection, and mirror. Alignment targets are used to establish a point of reference. The displacement
target also establishes a point of reference and additionally has horizontal and vertical scales to measure
displacements of as much as 0.300 in. from the line of sight. The autoreflection target is placed over the end of
the telescope to give a reference point on the line of sight for autoreflection. A mirror target is used to establish
a point of reference and also, by autoreflection and autocollimation, to control the tilt of the object upon which
it is mounted.

Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Compa

Figure 4-22. Combination Autocollimation, Projection, Right-Angle Eyepiece
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(A) Alignment
(B) Displacement

●

(C) Autoreflection

Courtesy of K+E Electro-Optics! Products.
Figure 4-23. Targets

Optical tooling scales are used to make measurements in horizontal or vertical directions. As shown in Fig.
4-24, optical tooling scales comprise a series of paired line targets repeated at precise one-tenth-inch intervals.
When observed through an instrument with an optical micrometer, tooling scales can be used to make
measurements in thousandths of an inch. Optical tooling scale extensions can be used for measurement
between two objects, long measurements, or other measurements not suitable for optical tooling scales, (Ref.

- 6), As Fig. 4-25 indicates, these extensioris consist of a sit of l-in. -diameter bars in protective sleeves that are
designed to be screwed together to make long measurements. A standard kit contains four 20-in. -lon~ two
10-in.-long; and two 5-in. -long bars. Optical tooling tapes often are used to make precision measurements over
distances ranging from 20 to several hundred feet. The tapes cnnsist of %-in. -wide strips of steel or aluminum,
and the .workirrg surface is graduated in IO-in., intervals.

0
.,
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Figure 4-24. Typical Optical Tooling Scales

d

Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.

Figure 4-25. Optical Tooling Scale Extension Klt

Optical toolitig instruments are supported by instrument stands and tooling bars. Instrument stands provide
rigid support for optical tooling instruments. Fig. 4-26 shows an instrument stand with lateral slide-on casters.
Tooling bars provide a means for measuring linear distances ranging from a fraction of an inch to 100 ft and
more. The horizontal tooling bar, shown in Fig. 4-27, provides a means for placing an instrument along a line
of sight. This’placement establishes a plane perpendicular to the line of sight. Distances along the bar usually
are measured by micrometer bars, a gage bar, or an optical tooling tape. A vernier attached to the carriage
slides along the scales and permits horizontal placement of the instrument to 0,001-in. accuracy. The vertical
tooling bar, shown in Fig. 4-28, is constructed and used in almost the same way as is the horizontal tooling bar.
Messrrremmzts are taken in the same manner, to an accuracy of 0.001 in.

The striding level, shown in Fig. 4-29, is used for especially accurate work. It clips onto the collars of the
telescope axle and is used to level the telescope with an accuracy to within 1 sec.

o
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Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.

Figrrre 4-26. Instrument Stand

Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company. . . .

Figure 4-27.. Horizontal Tooling Bar
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o

q Figure 4-29. Striding Level
Courtesy of Brunson Instrument Company.
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4.2.3 AUTOMATIC AND PHOTOELECTRIC ALIGNMENT INSTRUMENTS

The characteristic that distinguishes automatic and photoelectric alignment instruments from manual
instruments is the ability of the automatic and photoelectric instruments to generate an electric signal that
indicates aligriment error (Ref.” 5). An automatic alignment instrument must be capable of sensing an
alignment error of some minimum magnitude. The optoelectronic system for accomplishing this consists of
(Ref. 5).

1. A means for transmitting coded light between the alignment instrument and body
2. An element on the body to modify the coded light so the magnitude and direction of misalignment are

indicated
3. A means for developing an optical error signal from the reflected light received by the alignment

instrument
4. A detector to convert the optical error signal to an electrical signal that can be processed conveniently.

4.2.3.1 Automatic Autocollimator
The automatic autocollimator measures the angle of displacement of an object from axes normal to the line

of sight. Only the automatic autocollimator and the automatic alignment telescope “can be used to measure
alignment in two axes. Fig. 4-30 is a functional diagram for the two-axis autocollimator (Ref. 5). They-axis is
normal to the page, and the y-detectors are not shown.

In the automatic autocollimator, radiant power detectors are used to monitor the “amount of light reflected
back to the reticle plane. An autocollimated image lateral displacement causes an im’balance of light to fall on

oppOsing detectOrs. The magnitude of the imbalance indicates tbe amount of displacement, and the polarity of
the signals indicates the displacement direction.

The automatic autocollimator is used to determine accurately straightness, flatness, and” small linear
displacements and is ideally suited for short-range work. Operating distance is limited to 10 to 30 ft, depending
on the instrument.

To”obtain optimal performance, the automatic autocollimator aperture should be at least”2 in. in diameteq
an autocollimating mirror of high reflectivity at least as large as tbe automatic autocollimator aperture should
be used; and there should be no significant mirror translation; a relatively’small am6ient temperature variation
along the entire optical path, insignificant external light, and no significant shock or vibration. In addition, the

‘o

y-Detector Inputs
and Filter

x-Axis Autocollimation
Detectors

Fist Objective
Mirror Lens

Sensing Prism

Modulated Light Source

From Handbook of Oplics edited by W, G. Driscoll. Copyright a by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978.

Figure 4-30. Functional Diagram for Two-Axis ‘Automatic Autoeolfimator
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instrument should have a sensitivity of at least 0.02 see, a signal bandwidth of less than 10 Hz, an angular
acquisition range of 0.34 to 3.4 rein, and a measuring accuracy of 0.1 to 170 of full scale (Ref. 5). If these
conditions are attained, the normal performance limitation is air shimmer. Depending on air temperature
variation and movement, optical path length, optical path enclosure, and signal bandwidth, limiting error
resolution ranges from O.0002 sec to 0.2 sec are attainable. Generally, a resolution of from 0.02 to 0.002 sec can
be expected (Ref. 5).

The automatic autocollimator is capable of achieving a higher degree of accuracy and sensitivity than the
manual autocollirnator. Operator fatigue is reduced because only preliminary adjustments are made with the
eyepiece. Another advantage is that the image displacement corresponding to a given tilt angle is independent
of operating distance. In addition, continuous measurements of drift, tilt, twist, or platform movement can be
made over a period of time, and the electronic signals from the power amplifier can be used to control a servo

system. Maximum operating efficiency, however, is probably only achievable in a laboratory environment,

4.2.3.2 Automatic Alignment Telescope
The automatic alignment telescope measures the translation of a remote body normal to the line of sight

F]g. 4-31 illustrates the operating arrangement of a two-axis automatic alignment telescope (Ref, 5). As the
figure shows, a trihedral retroreflector serves as the target on the monitored object. The reticle prism nose is
focused on the trihedral, and when the trihedral is centered on the alignment telescope axis, the autoreflected
image is superimposed on the nose. Lateral displacement of the monitored object causes the trihedral to move
off the telescope axis, and the nose image correspondingly displaces laterally. Operation of the automatic
alignment telescope is based on the straight-line propagation of light.

The automatic alignment telescope is identical to the automatic autocollimator except for the trihedral
retroreflector. The automatic alignment telescope, however, is more limited in application than the automatic
autocollimator for several reasons (Ref. 5). One reason is that body orientation is generally more significant
than is lateral displacement from a line. Also because the autocollimato remploys a collimated beam, it can be
used over a wide range of distances without adjustment, whereas the alignment telescope must be refocused for
each change in distance, which introduces a source of error. Furthermore, most automatic alignment telescope
tasks can be performed by laser alignment systems or by automatic autocollimators focused on a trihedral.

The automatic alignment telescope has certain advantages relative to laser alignment devices (Ref. 5). All
active optical and electronic functions are performed in the instrument, and it has a longer unattended life than
laser alignment systems do and can achieve more precise alignment accuracy due to beam drift in lasers,
Automatic alignment telescopes, however, are relatively uncommon; this is mainly because an automatic
autocollimator can be used as an alignment telescope.
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Figure 4-31. Operating Arrangement of Two-Axis Automatic Alignment Telescope
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To attain optimal performance, the conditions discussed in par. 4.2.3.1 for the automatic autocollimator
must be met (Ref, 5). Expected performance falls within the same range of 0.02 to 0.2 sec (10-7 to 10-6 in.
resolution at 1.1 yd). Air shimmer is commonly the performance-limiting factor (Ref. 5).

4.2.3.3 Automatic Alignment Polarimeter

The automatic alignment polarimeter measures body rotation about the line of sight. Its operation depends
on the polarization property of light” and is basically independent of image quality and straight-fine
propagation (Ref. 5),

The automatic alignment polarimeter consists of a polarizing transmitter on the observed body and a
receiver, The operating arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4-32 (Ref. 5). The polarizing transmitter is composed
of a light source, collimating lens, coding polarizer, and polarizing modulator. The receiver is composed of an
analyzing polarizer, condenser, and detector. When the polarizing direction is orthogonal to the coding
polarizer, the analyzing polarizer rejects almost all of the incident light. As the polarizers depart from
orthogonality, small amounts of Iight”are transmitted. The quantity of transmitted light is a function of the
rotation about the line of sight of the source of polarized light, i.e., the body being observed. The transmitted
light is collected by the condenser lens and focused on the detector.

The polarizers are the most critical elements in the automatic alignment polarimeter. Requirements for the
polarizers include linear polarization with a very low extinction coefficient, high transmission in the spectral
range of interest, and good stability. Although expensive and fragile, natural crystal polarizing materials—
such as calcite—give the best results (Ref. 5).

Normal automatic alignment polarimeter operation should conform to the optimal performance conditions
discussed in par. 4.2.3.1 for the automatic autocollimator. If these conditions are achieved, performance is
limited by photoelectron noise from 0.1 to 1 ~rad error resolution provided the receiver polarizer is well
aligned about the other axes normal to the line of sight (Ref. 5).

I Alignment polaiimeter performance is not affected adversely by ail shimmer, but it is extremely sensitive to
refrac~ive and-reflective optics in the optical path. Moreover, bey&rd normal operating distances the plane of
polarization can be rotated by several prad due to the effects of the earth’s and other magnetic fields (Ref. “5).

4.2.3.4 Autocollimator Plus Alignment Polarimeter
As illustrated in Fig. 4-33, the autocollimator plus alignment polarimeter combines tilt- and twist-

measuring techniques in a single instrument (Ref. 5). The instrument meaarrres the total angular deviation of a
body in terms of its components about the line of sight and two orthogonal axes normal to the line of sight.
Automatic autocollimator and automatic alignment polarimeter techniques are combined by superimposing
polarization and polarization modulation directly on a two-axis automatic autocollimator while not affecting
its autocollimating operation (Ref. 5).

Collimating Lens Polarizer

L
s

riser

Detector

From Handbook of Oplics edited by W, G. DriscoU. Copyright@ by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978.

Figure 4-32. Operating Arrangement of Alignment Polarimeter
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Figure 4-33. “”Operating Arrangement ofThree-Axis AutocoIIimator-Polarimeter

The automatic autocollimator operates, e,xactly ss described previously, except for the polarization
modulation in the collimated beam, which does not significantly affe,ct the, aut ocollirnat or.

The single-ended alignment polarimeter uses polarizing prisms that transmit two directions of polarization—
one on-,axis and the other several degrees off-axis. The axially collimated beam is initially polarized, the
direction of polarization is oscillated by tbe polarizing modulator, and the beam is transmitted through tbe
polarizer at the body. ,After the light is reflected back through the body polarizer, it,is axially directed, linearly

polarized in the direction “of the body polarizer, andpragtically rrnrnodulated. The plane of polarization, is
again oscillated as it passes through the polarizing modulator. Most of the light, containing tilt information
from the autoc?llimating mirror, passes axially through the alignment polarimeter polarizer Autocollimator
detectors atthe sensing prism detect this light. The alignment polarimeter polarizing prism div+s the small
orthogonal polarized componerit introduced by the polarizing modulator and twist misalignrnirrt to”“an
off-axis image point in the focal plane. The diverted component that contains twist information is detected by
the @ignrnent polarimeter detector (Ref. 5).

Normal autocollimator PIUSalignment polari,meter operation is constrained by the same optima!’conditions
discussed for the automatic autocollirnator in par. 4.2,3.1. Expected perfortriance also falls within the same
range. .,

4.2.3.5” Laser Range Finder
The laser range finder measures the distance to a body, based on the round-trip transit time of light. The

measurement is made either by gaging the actual traosit time of optical pulses or by determining the number of
radio-frequency-modulated light wavelengths between the instrument and the body. Fig. 4-34 is a schematic
diagram of a laser range finder (Ref. 5).

To attain the highest level of accuracy, a retroreflector should be used as a target, although good results can
be obtained from diffuse surface reflection by the use of powerful it@uments. The most straightforward type
of range finder employs unipulse range measurement. A single light pulse is transmitted to the object and turns
on a high-speed counter as it departs. The reflected pulse turns off the counter, and the distance to the body is
proportional to the number of accumulated counts.

The velocity of light is known to an accuracy of about 1,part in 106 parts, Therefore, the maximum specific
measuring accuracy of the laser range finder is 1 part in 10b parts. This accuracy can be maintained for
distances from a few miles.up to at least 60 miles. Because of the use of a laser source, performance should not
be affected adversely by extraneous light during the day. Component or photon noise can limit performance,
but this limitation can be overcome through use of a powerful laser source combined with appropriately large
optics (Ref. 5).
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Figure 4-34. Schematic Diagram of Optical Range Finder

4.2.3.6 Automatic Optical Probe
The automatic optical probe uses triangulation techniques to measure very small changes in distance—

normally << 1 yd—to a nearby body (Ref. 5). Operation of the optical probe depends on the straight-line
propagation of light and its short wavelength. Fig. 4:35 illustrates the operating arrangement of the optical
probe~Ref. 5).

‘Ii operation the converging beams of the autofrratic optical probe are focused on the object. As the object
moves toward or away from the optical probe, the beams separate laterally and in opposite directions. Two
detectors are arranged to discern the imbalance in reflected light resulting from beam separation. The
difference in detector output indicates the magnitude of object movement.

The automatic optical probe has a specific accuracy Of about 1%. It has the advantage over most
noncontacting sensors of requiring an extremely small reflecting area—O.004 in. or less in diameter—on the
observed object from a distance of several inches (Ref. 5).

~>e
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#
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From Handbook of Optics edited by W. G. Driscoll, Copyright@ by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978.

Figure 4-35. Operating Arrangement of Optical Probe
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4.2.3.7 Laser Alignment System
The laser alignment system shown in Fig, 4-36 serves the same function as does the alignment telescope. The

visible beam of light takes the place of the alignment telescope line of sight. The laser alignment device consists
of a continuous discharge laser—normally helium-neon (He-Ne)—mounted in a heavy-walled steel cylinder
finished to 2.25 in. (adaptable to standard optical tooling mounts). The operating system includes a target with
photodiode detection for readout or feedback. Auxiliary equipment includes the laser power supply, two
displacement readout units, a calibration plate, and a finder screen.

Laser alignment system applications are the same as those for alignment telescopes. The accuracy of the

laser alignment system is such that it can theoretically measure to 0.0025 in. at 200 ft (Ref. 5). In addition to
being more accurate than the alignment telescope, the laser alignment device is rugged in hostile environments,
and the He-Ne laser has a long life.

●

4.2.4 INTERFEROMETRIC METROLOGY INSTRUMENTS
1nterferometers traditionally have been classified by two methods: the number of interfering beams and the

method of beam separation. For this handbook, however, interferometers are classified by three functions:
distance measurement, angular measurement, and optical component testing.

Dimensions in the range ordinarily measured by shop and machine tools can be measured by laser

interferometric distance measuring systems (laser interferometers) (Ref. 5). Fig. 4-37 is a schematic of such a
system. Laser interferometers operate principal y on the phenomenon of light-wave interference. Light waves
are a useful measurement tool because they constitute the smallest unit of measurement used in metrology and
as such are capable of the most accurate length definition known. Because of the effects of ambient atmosphere
on the wavelength and the effects of temperature on materials and structures, compensation factors must be

applied either manually, Or automatically. Each laser interferometric distance measuring system is unique
(Ref. 5).

Laser interferometers are used specifically to evaluate positioning accuracy of machine tools and measuring
machines, to calibrate positioning systems and secondary length standards, and to function as linear-
displacement transducers in machine tools and measuring machines. ●

The basic accuracy of the laser interferometer is *(1 pin. / in. + 3 pin.) over distances up to 150 ft in industrial

shop environments. Because of the stabifity of single-frequency laser sources, accuracies in the range of 1 part

Courtesy of K+E Electro-Optical Products.

Figure 4-36. Laser Alignment System
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in 106 to nearly 1 part in 107 can be achi&ed. The measuring environment, however, must be stable, and
material or machine temperature must be held close to the standard 68° F to achieve such accuracies (Ref. 5).

Angles as small as 0.02 sec can be measured with a pointing interferometer (Ref. 5), as illustrated in Fig.
4-38. Interferometers are generally very sensitive to vibrations; however, with the interfering paths paralle”l,
vibration tends to affect the arms equally, which reduces the problem.

The pointing interferometer exceeds the accuracy and sensitivity of the autocollimator and maybe used in

most autocollimator applications. Additionally, because it is sensitive to changes in the length of the light path
of one beam relative to another, it can be used to measure differences in refractive index, absolute refractive
index, thickness of thin films, sphericity of ball bearings, and other mechanical properties (Ref. 5).

The pointing interferometer is inherently accurate because of the stability of the wavelength of mercury

light-the monochromatic light source. For a measurement of 40 min from the zero-order fringe, the angle
error would be 0.005% (Ref. 5). The accuracy of the pointing interferometer, however, is subject tO the changes
in the refractive index of air due to changes in humidity, pressure, or temperature; therefore, the air path
should be kept as short as possible. It may be desirable or even necessary to enclose the air path if the
environment cannot be carefully controlled (Ref. 5).

The testing of optical components is one of the principal uses of interferometry. The oldest and most
common form of interferometry is the observation of Newton’s fringes bet ween a surface being fabricated and
an optical test plate. Differences between the test object and test plate appear as fringes of equal thickness. For
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Figure 4-38. Pointing Interferometer

two adjacent, normal fringes the departure between the surfaces being compared is A/2, where A is the ●
wavelength of the light used in the test.

Two factors limit the use of test plates to test optical components:(1) the test surface is subject to damage
through ctmtrict with the test plate and (2) a different test plate must be used for each radius of curvature. These
problems can, however, be overcome through the use of the interferometer systems for optical testing.

Interferometer systems are available that can be configured in a variety of ways simply by setting up the

appropriate accessories. Fig. 4-39 shOws One such system that is capable of evaluating specular piano,
spherical, cylindrical, or aspheric surfaces in reflection or elements or systems in transmission. The nucleus of
this system is the mainframe, which is composed of a laser and its power supply, a spatial filter-beam diverger,
a collimating objective, a video camera, a.video monitor, zoom optics, aperture focusing optics, an automatic
alignment system, and a fringe acquisition system.

The field-replaceable laser head is an He-Ne laser. The interferometer output is a fringe pattern that can be
viewed on a low-distortion video monitor and simultaneously recorded on film. The ability to focus the
aperture on the article under test is an integral part of the mainframe because it eliminates fringe distortion
induced by Fres,nel diffraction at the edge of the aperture. The automatic alignment system aligns accessory
transmission elements with the optical axis of tbe mainframe. The fringe acquisition system is designed so that
the article under test can be aligned to produce fringes in a matter of seconds.

The basic accuracy of the interferometer system is A/ 20 for piano testing, A/ 10 for spherical testing, and A/4
for cylindrical testing over the clear aperture (A = 0.053 #m for the He-Ne system),
Options and accessories available include

1. Large aperture (12-, 18-, 24-, and 32-in,) or small aperture (0.5 in,) systems
2. Transmission spheres with various F/numbers in 1.3-, “4-, and 6-in. aperture diameters.

Transmission spheres are beam splitters that produce a reflected reference wave front and a transmitted
measurement wave front. ●
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Courtesy of Zygo Corporation.

Figure 4-39. Interferometer System

3. Transmission flats with 1.3-to 32-in. clear apertures and either4 or 90% reflectivity on the beam splitter
surface

4. Reference ffats with 1.3-to 32-in. clear apertures and either 4 or 90% reflectivity on the reference surface
5. Reference spheres with either 0.51 or 0.68 R/numbers and either 4 or 90% reflectivity y on the reference

surface
6. Attenuation filters with 2-, 4-, or 6-in. aperture and mounts and stands and 12-, 18-, 24-, or 32-in.
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aperture attenuation screens with mounts and stands I
7. Tables and pads that provide isolation from external sources of vibration
8. Various mounts for components and systems being tested
9. Radius scales for measuring the radius of curvature ●

10. Vertical slide with vertical measurement channel.

4.2.5 ELECTRO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Electro-optical instruments are particularly well suited for in-process gaging to achieve closed loop adaptive
control of manufacturing processes. In general, electro-optical instruments are comprised of systems that may
be described in terms of five interacting functional groups (Ref. 7):

1, Microprocessor. Controls, coordinates, ,and monitors operation of the entire system
2. Data Encoder and Interface. Compresses the raw data provided by the optics and passes it onto the

microprocessor in a suitable format
3. Optics and Electronic Image Transducers. Basis of the noncontact measurement technique; the major

source of raw measurement data
4. Mechanical Articulation and Part Handling. Comprised of the mechanisms that physically move the

optics and /or the object being inspected while measurements are taken and also the sorting mechanisms that
act on the outcome .of the inspection prgcedure

5. Operaror Controls and Panel Display. Allow the operator to interact directly with the microprocessor
to direct instrument operation and data output.

The discussion of ’electro-optical instruments in this handbook will focus on the optics and image sensors
employed, which affect applications -and accuracy of measurements. The types of technique-s covered include
the fiber-optic probe, photodiode array, shadow projection, image dissector, and scanning laser beam. Each
technique is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

4.2.5.1 Fiber-Optic Probe

Fig. 4-40 is an illustration of the bifurcated fiber-optic probe (Ref. 7). Applications of the fiber-optic probe ●
include vibration monitoring (amplitude, frequency response, wave shape, and nodal patterns), rotor
dynamics (shaft vibration, displacement, bending under load, whirl characteristics, torque), and surface
condition (flaws, texture, and finish). This probe is composed of numerous coated glass fibers randomly
arrayed, layered, or otherwise arranged in the common end. At the bifurcation point, generally one-half of the
fibers are brought to one useful leg and the other one half to a second useful leg. One set of fibers transmits light

from the instrument to the target surface, and the second set of fibers returns reflected light to the instrument
where it is converted to an electrical signal proportional to the gap between the probe face and the target
surface. The instrument creates a response curve that graphically compares the amount of reflected light and

the amount of displacement between the probe and the target surface. Fig. 4-41 illustrates atypical response
curve generated as the common end of the probe is moved forward and away from the target surface (Ref. 8).
The standoff distance for the peak of the curve is fixed for any given probe or probe configuration. The
magnitude and sign of the peak represent the measured variable, but the position of the peak along the x-axis
does not change.

Advantages of using fiber-optic probes include high sensitivity, noncontact measurements, application to
either metallic or nonmetallic surfaces, small size probe diameter that enables sensing through a small access
area, a sensing element not subject, to and not causing magnetic or.electrostatic disturbances, special probes
that can withstand temperatures up to 600° F and that can operate in high pressure or a vacuum, in-process
measurements, and speed of measurement. (The information signal is processed in milliseconds.) Fiber-optic
probes are of limited use in machine shop environments because the articles being measured must be kept clean
and dry. The “common” end of the probe also should be cleaned periodically (Ref. 8). In addition, the
reflectivity of the target surface must be uniform.

The dimensional accuracy achievable is a function of detector amplification, source illumination, and

material reflectivity y. For example, consider a probe with a common end measuring 0.020 in. by 0,020 in.,
peaking at a standoff distance of 0.0045 in., and measuring ground steel. The voltage output peak is ●
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Figure 4-41. Characteristic Curve for 0.020-in. Probe
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approximately IS V, as Fig. 4-41 illustrates. In the front slope of the curve, 1 mV corresponds to 0.2 pin. If a
voltage readout accuracy of O.l1%is assumed, the standoff measurements of the front side of the curve can be
defined to a precision of tO.000002 in., or 2 pin. Analogously, for the back position of the curve, the same
meter will yield an accuracy of any given reading over +16 pin. and thus facilitate dimensional readings in
0.0001 in. (Ref. 8).

4.2.5.2 Photodiode Array
Electro-optical systems that use photodiode arrays are well suited to gage small parts. The position of each

photodiode is known within a few microinches. Each photodiode is interrogated by a synchronous clock, so no
loss of positional accuracy occurs during readout. Because it functions as an electronically clocked

interrogation of spatially discrete detectors, it interfaces naturally with a digital processor. Both linear and
matrix arrays are available to offer a wide choice of resolution and sensitivity. Densities range from 16
elements on 0.016-in. centers to 1872 elements on 0.0006-in. centers (Ref. 9).

Electrn-optical instruments that use photodiode arrays can be applied in the area of industrial control and
process quality assurance for the noncontact measurement of size, shape, and position. These instruments can
be used to gage shapes and features not easily accessible by conventional measurement instruments, allow for
the more thnrough inspection nf larger sample batches in qualit y contrnl audits, increase throughput in on-line
inspection situations while reducing escapes, reduce quality control personnel requirements, and form the

basis for a closed loop production process. Photodiode arrays, however, are limited to the measurement of
objects that do not move about more than a fraction of an inch and to dimensions of fractions of inches (Ref.
10).

4.2.5.3 Image Dissector
Fig. 4-42 shows an electro-optical system that employs an image dissector. Electro-opticai systems that use

image dissectors are particularly suited for applications that require high-speed, precision-accuracy

measurement; sorting; and classification of parts. For example, tfiese systems can be programmed to gage

I

Courtesy of J&L.
Figure 4-42. Image Dissector Electro-Optical System
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printed circuit boards, microswitches, ball bearings, drills, taps, fuze parts, wire gages, spark plugs, fuel pump

o

diaphragms, door latches, and microsurgical instrmrrents.
When this type of electro-optical system is applied, the part to be gaged is placed in the staging area, either by

hand or by an automatic handling system. Staging may consist simply of random placement on a glaas plate or
of loading a fixture. The part is backlit by collimated illumination from a parallel beam light projector, and the
resulting shadow image is pr6jected through the telecentric objective lens onto the image dissector tube. This

‘tube is the only type of image analysis tube that permits random addressing of the position of the shadow
image of the workpiece. The focused shadow image is broken down electronically into a corresponding
photoelectron image, This image is then oriented electronically and measured against stored master part
dimensional data or measured to absolute dimensions. The input terminaf can be used to select the amount and

form of output from various options. Output options include simple acceptor reject lights, accept/rework/
reject classification, printout of rejected or all dimensions, signals to adjust specific process equipment, or
cathode ray tube (CRT) display of the part being meaaured.

Advantages of inspection systems that use image dissectors include reduction in personnel requirements;
elimination of human judgment in inspection; establishment of process capability from data produced; and the
economy of software flexibility, which limits the cost of hard gaging. Use of this type of system is limited to I

environments not subject to extreme temperature variation, appreciable vibration, and airborne pollutants or
particles.

A representative, commercially available system, using proper linearization with a suitable grid master I
(recommended once a month), will attain the accuracy shown in Table 4-1.

,.
!

TABLE 4-1. ACCURACY OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEM EMPLOYING

AN IMAGE DISSECTOR

e ‘

1:1Lens 2:1 Reduction Lens

Field of view l-in, 8 2-in. @
Absolute accuracy +0.0001 in. *0.0002 in.
Repeatability +0.0005 in. *0.000 1 in.

*d = diameter

,.
If maximum accuracy is not required, the system can be operated to produce the required measurements at a
faster rate. Scan time for the accuracy in Table 4-1 is approximately 0.”1sec per measured point. The minimum
scan time is 0.04 see, at a reduced accuracy, Radii require three measured points; holes require six measured

, points.
Accessories include

., 1. Automatic loading ‘with random or fixed-part orientation
.:2. Vertical projection for parts that can be inspected only with a vertical light beam,-
3.2:1 reducing telecentric objective lens for parts that require a larger field of view (2-in. diameter) than

the normal 1-in. diameter
4, Folded optics to view two different areas of the same workpiece simultaneously
5. High-speed printer
6. Options to input programs to the system, including high-speed paper tape readers, magnetic tape

drives, &d disc and diskette drives
,7. Parametric programs that enable dimensions and their tolerances to be changed.

4.2.5.4 Scanning Laser Beams
Scanning laser beam systems such as the one shown in Fig.” 4-43 can provide very accurate noncontact

●
dimensiorial measurements of very small objects. The collimated, scanning laser beam moves at a “high,
constant, Iiriear speed and appears as a line of red light, When in object is placed in the beam, it casts a precise

shadow, The receiver colIects and photoelectrically senses the laser light transmitted past the object being
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Courtesy of Zygo Corporation.
Figure 4-43. Scanning Laser Beam System

gaged. The data are sent to the controller where the dimension is calculated. The calculation is based on the
precise timing of the edge positions and the scanning speed of the laser beam. The gaged dimension or the
deviation from the nominal app&& on a digital display:

Laser scanning systems are particularly well suited to in-process gaging of extruded products on the fly
because the effects of periodic vibrations can be canceled by averaging several readings provided the
movement is not synchronized with the scan. Products that, are routinely gaged with this type of system include
wire and cable, glass, plastic and rubber tubing, cigarette filters, windshield wipers, and weatherstripping.
Precision bar and rod products with taper at both ends also can be gaged with laser scanning systems. Types of
measurements made by these systems include diameter, position with respect to a fixed reference, multiple
dimensions, and ovality.

Laser scanning devices exhibit several advantages inherent to electm-optical instruments: noncontact
measurement, accommodation of large distances between the. sensor and object, rapid response time limited
only by the photodetector and its electronics, and conversion of light variations directly to electrical signals
(Ref. 10). In addition, no routine calibration or adjustment is required, the system is relatively insensitive to
external thermal and mechanical stresses and object motion, all electronics and the laser can be replaced in the
field, problems are self-diagnosed, and marginal or incorrect signals arerejected.

The accuracy.of laser scanning measurements is affected by the alignment of the object being measured, the
motionof the object being measured, atmospheric effects, aid dirt and dust ”(Ref. 11). If the gaged object is
tilted with respect to the scan line, the error illustrated in Fig: 4-44 is introduced (Ref 11). The error Ea is given

4.7!2
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Used with permission of Mr. Carl A. Zanoni and the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Bellinghsm, WA.

Figure 4-44. Error Introduced by Gaged Object Tilt

by

‘“=’(+=l)’” (4-2)

I where
d = diameter of srart. in.

‘o
. .

es = tilt angle, sec.

Motion of the part in the direction of motion of the measurement beam introduces an error in the measured
part dimensions Em given by

Etn = d~( V,P/ Vb), in. (4-3)

where

d~ = measured dimension, in.
VIP= transverse speed of measured part, in. / sec
Vb = speed of measurement beam, in./ sec.

Part motion transverse to the motion of the part through the gaging region introduces another error. If the
motion is unidirectional, the error cannot be reduced by averaging, but the error introduced by vibratory

motion may be reduced substantially by averaging. Although individual measurements can fluctuate due to
atmospheric turbulence and temperature variations, averaging reduces this error source. Particulate matter or
other light-beam-interrupting substances in the measurement region will modulate the light beam. Collimated,
large diameter beams are less sensitive to this type of error than are narrowly focused beams. Oil films, grit, or
dirt on the gaged object can introduce errors.

Laser scanning systems are commercially available that will gage dimensions ranging from 0.01 to 8.0 in.
Repeatability varies from +0.00001 in. in the 0.01-to 2.O-in. measurement range to +0.0005 in. in the 0.38-to
8.O-in. range. Accuracy is of the same magnitude as repeatability.

Commercially available accessories and options include
1. High- and/or low-limit alarm activated when preset tolerances are exceeded

‘o 2. Signal retention of the smallest and/or largest dimension observed over a preselected period
3. Transparent object measurement option to suppress noise signals created by light that leaks through

transparent objects
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4, End taper inhibit option to ignore measurements taken near the ends of processed rods or bars
5. Process controller to provide closed loop control of continuous processes
6. Solid-state external relays to convert digital outputs to 100, 200, or 220 VAC rated contact closures
7. Air window accessory to keep the optical windows clean
8. 90-deg turning mirror to bend the measuring beam through an angle of 90 deg
9. Terminal with keypad and monitor to interface the operator with the laser scanning system

10. Video monitor that provides a CRT display of measurement and error message information.

4.3 PNEUMATIC GAGING EQUIpMENT
A pneumatic gaging system—pneumatic comparator or air gage—indicates whether a part is in tolerance by

measuring variations in air flow or pressure, The principal elements of a pneumatic gaging system, as
illustrated in Fig. 4-45, include (Ref. I)

1. Continuous supply of pressurized air
2. Pressure-reducing valve
3. Metering device (controlled ohstructiorr)
4. Indicator (pressure or flow rate)
5. Gage head “‘- -.

6. Setting master.
Pneumatic comparators are recommended for repetitive measurements or measurements that must be carried
out under conditions unfavorable for sensitive measurements, e.g., in-process gaging. It is the most practical
method for gaging bores in the diametei~lzerange f: Orn:O.020 to gre’’ater than 36 in. (Ref. 12). Applications for

air gages categorized by geometric conditions inclride (Ref. 1)
1. Inside and outside diameters
2. Average material size of cylindrical part
3. Distance from a reference point

. .

4. Departures from a nominal plane
, ,, 5: -CO@tency of size or regul?r~ty, of form

“‘ 6~ Interiehited dimension<,’ e.g., tapered bores, ‘wall thickness, ‘d~a-meters”at “diff&erit’ Ik’vek, distances
between opposite bore walls, diameters at different orientations, and thickness at different points

7. Interrelated positions or geometric conditions. . ..
““‘ 8. Size matching of mating component’ paifs” “ ‘‘ ~‘

9. Multiple dimensions
10. Contours.

. . ~:

‘. ”...., . . .. . .,:

,,
., :.,..,.:. ,—, ... ,, ,,, :.. . . ..... .

. . . . . ,...,,.,,.:,. ,,, . .

of Pressurized Atr... .:.
,.. . ,. ..,.:.; ,. ;:.,

,.. : ... .’’... ~

,..

Fro,rn -Hotidbobk~o~ DirneksiOrial~ehstir~rne~~’6y “F.‘T ‘Fu&x Copyright a ~y lndusitia’1‘Press, lnc”:~ 196s. ~‘ ‘‘
,, .:. .. .:, .. ..+.:.:.: .,, .. :.,..+.., ,., ;.,;, ..: ..O

Figure 4-45. Principal Elements of Pneumatic Gaging System . .,
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The two basic methods of air gage sensing can be classified as the director open-jet method and the indirect

or contact method. The direct method is the preferred system” of sensing for most applications. “.
Direct-sensing air gage heads use the direct flow of air from the, nozzle to contact the surface of the test

object. Tlie head may”have a single jet, drial jets, or multiple jets. Single, open-jet tooling che~ksjnclude height,

depth, aid straightness. Dual-jet applications include gaging true diameter, out-of-roundness, squareness,
angularity, thickness and amount of bell mouth. The dual jets’ark diametrically opposed so that the’ test object
does not have to be placed precisely. In multiple-jet gage heads the jets are evenly spaced to allow measuring of
average inside or outside diameters (Ref. 12).

‘Triarigrrlar out-of-roundness is checked with three-jet plugs. Av~r~ge diametir readings C~ri ~e~aken with
four jets, and six jets can be used to show aveiige determinations for both two-jet and tliree-jit:coriditioris
(Ref. 1).

A contact-tvDe sensirw air ea~e head has a mecbanicalmember b~t~een the air let and the:test.Object.’The. . .= -
mechanical member can be a ball, a lever, a plunger, of a blade. Displacement of the mechanical inembei,
when’it is in contact with the test object, changes the air flow rate from the jet. C&iditiops that require the use
of contact-type sensing me,mbers in air gages include (Refs. 1 and 12)” ,,. ,

I: Surface rnughness, generally rougher tfiah 63 Min.
,,.

2. Interrupted surfaces, e.g., at the edge’ Of a hole
,.. .

3. Narrow lands
4. Porous materials “‘

.’, ,,, . ., ,:

5, Extended gaging range, e.g., checking stock removal in lathe iurning

6.’Location inaccessible to open jets
7. Surface of irregular form located from ‘a reference plane. ‘

Inherent advantages of pneumatic gaging iriclride (Refs. 1, 2; and i 2) ~

1. Noncontact gaging when’ open-jet circuits”ar~ used
‘2. Cleaning of the test object by the air jet to mifiirni~e errOrs due tO foreign ”ma$~er On th? test ~uxace

‘ 3. No sliding rnembc’rs;which elimiriates: ih~ source of gage wear “and me,asuierhent error -
4. Operation by unskilled personriel” ‘ “ ‘- ,.

.,
5, Small overall size of the sensing members to permit access to hard-to-reach surfaces” ‘
6. Inspection of multiple dimensions
7. Remote gage head location—up to 100 ft from indicator with a free flow system—without loss of

response speed or accuracy
8. Interchangeable tooling for different gaging applications
9. Interchangeable amplification to accommodate a wide range of tolerances and accuracies

10. Relatively low initial, operating, and’ maintenance costs
11. Continuous indication that permits measurement of moving parts
12. Averaging and combining’capabilities of multiple gages
13. Time savings in gaging multiple dimensions.

The major limitation to applying air gaging is the range of size variations that can be measured, Open-air jets
can be used only if the range is less.than 0.003 in., whereas contact-t ype sensing members can be used for ranges
as high as O.10-in. (Ref. .12). Also, open-air jets cannot be used under extremely dirty conditions. Air gage
indications are also seirsitive “to test object geometry. Setting masters of essential y identical geometry to the
test object must be used.

The accuracy that can be att?irr}d with ah air gage system is a function pf the amplification. For examP1e, fOr
a standard 9-in. column irist}riinent of one. manufacturer, the tolerance ranges from 0.005 in. at 1000:1
amplification tip to 0.00015 in. at 40,000:1 amplification”. On-a super-amplification, long-range, 15-in. column
instrument. the tolerance iin~es from 0.0024 in. at 5000:1 amplification to 0.00012 in. at 100,000:1
amplification’(R{f~12):: - ;. ~;---- ‘-

Practically all ik gaging applicati;nk can be performed autorna~ically. The basic unit of automatic
pneumatic gaging systems is the back-pressure air-to-electric transducer. The transducer signals a pressure
change as small as 0.05 psi, is unaffected by vibration, and has high response speed. Boih open-jet and contact
gage heads can be used in automatic iiysterhs”(R’ef: 12)’ : ~‘ -”: ~ “’””” - -”’- “ ‘;~’”
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An electric transducer can be applied when tolerance limits are gaged. When a test object is out of tolerance,
an electrical impulse is supplied that may be used to activate signal lights or to actuate solenoids or relays.

Two additional transducers, the differential and the variation transducers, can be used to automate
pneumatic circuits (Ref. 12). The differential air-to-electric transducer is used with two gage circuits to indicate
the amount of difference between two given sizes. Its applications include the measurement of taper,
parallelism of holes, center distance, and location gaging. The variation transducer is used with a single circuit
to gage the amount of variation of a single test object dimension by comparing it to a preset value. It is used for
gaging out-of-roundness, cloverleaf, face-to-axis runout, and concentricity,

The two general types of air gage systems are free flow and back pressure. Free flow air gages operate by

sensing variations in the’air speed. Fig. 4-46 is a schematic of a free flow air gage (Ref. 12), Gages that operate
by measuring the air flow rate represent the simplest and least costly air gage system in terms of initial cost and
maintenance. This system has the additional advantages of giving a quick indicating response regardless of the
distance of the gage head from the indicator, of clearly displaying the indications on a scale, of amplifying
indications up to 200,000:1, and of having a compact design (Ref. 12). Flow-type air gages, however, cannot
actuate auxiliary switches, recorders, etc.

Back-pressure air gages consist of a regulated, constant pressure air supply entering a control orifice of
predetermined size and passing into the gaging element through an appropriate conduit, e.g., a Venturi tube.
Pressure variation between the control orifice and the conduit is a simple function of the dimension being
gaged and is usually indicated by an indicator dial. All back-pressure gages are based on the thermodynamics
of an adiabatically expanding perfect gas (Ref. 13).

There are several types of back-pressure gages including basic back pressure, differential back pressure,
water cnhrmn back pressure, and Venturi back pressure. Fig, 4-47 illustrates a basic back-pressure air gage
system. The types of back-pressure air gages differ in the method used to measure pressure variations, but the
characteristics of the gages are similar. The major advantage of using a back-pressure gage is that it can be
equipped with electrical contacts to activate signal lights and relays (Ref. 2). Back-pressure gages require more
maintenance than free flow gages because the moving parts are subject to wear. Back-pressure gages also
provide lower amplification and have longer response times, especially when the gage head is separated from
the indicator by several feet

+
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Figure 4-46. Schematic of Free Flow Air Gage
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Figure 4-47. Basic Back-Pressure-Type Air Gage System

4.4 INDIRECT MEASURING EQUIPMENT
Much indirect measuring equipment employs techniques that generally are used for nondestructive testing

(NDT) puiposes. NDT normally performs flaw detection and sorting and evaluation of materials for various
physical properties. NDT methods may aiso be used to do dimensional gaging and measuring. The NDT
methods discussed in the paragraphs that follow are eddy current, ultrasonic, penetrating radiation, magnetic
field, and electric current, For additional information on NDT methods; see Chapter 5.

4.4.1 EDDY CURRENT
The response of an eddy current test system” “can be irsed to measure” the thickness of relatively thin

conductive or nonconductive materials, Eddy’ +ents are alternating electrical currents that are electro-
magnetically induced into a conductive material and penetrate. to varying depths that depend on the specific
conductivity of the material and the frequency of the alternating current..

4.4.2 ULTRASONIC
Ultrasonic measurement techniques can be used to determine”the thickness of a range of materials such as

ferrous and nonferrous, metals, glass, ceramics, wood, concr,ete, rubber, and plastics (including composites).
Two basic time-modulated measurement methods, pulse echo and resonance, generally are used. In the pulse
echo method the echoes returning from various boundaries .in the gaged product are “timed, and a known or
assumed velocity M‘used to determine the thickness. In the resonance method the frequency of the sound wave
is modulated such that a fundamental acoustic standing wave is, established in the specimen when the
rorhrd-trip ‘distance equals one wavelength. . .“ .,,
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4.4.3 PENETRATING RADIATION
Penetrating radiation from X-ray or radioisotope sources can be used for in-process thickness gaging and

the measurement of pipe or tube wall thickness, Two basic techniques, transmission and backscatter, can be
used. When the transmission technique is employed, a source of penetrating radiation is placed on one side of
theprodutt and a detector on the opposite side. The quantity of radiation penetrating the product is inversely
proportional to the weight per unit area of the product. In the backscatter technique the intensity of the

backscattered (reflected) radiation is proportional to the thickness of the product.

4.4.4 MAGNETIC FIELD
Magnetic field testing can be used to gage the wall thickness of nonferrous metals, glass, plastic, wood, or

similar materials by the probe measurement method and the thickness of ferromagnetic materials from one
side by the Hall generator method. In the probe measurement method a gradient probe is placed on one side of
the product and a permanent magnet on the other. The magnetic field strength measured by the probe is a
function only of the distance from magnet to probe. When making a measurement with the Hall generator, a

three-pronged yoke electromagnet is placed on the test object, and magnetic flux is induced in the center
prong. The increase in flux that results from placing the yoke on the product is proportional to the wall
thickness and saturation magnetization of the wall material.

4.4.5 ELECTRIC CURRENT
The direct current conduction method can be used to measure the wall thickness of an electrically

conducting object. In this method four electrodes are placed in contact with an electrically conducting object,
A current I is passed between two of the electrodes and produces a potential V across the other two electrodes.
The ratio V/I is directly proportional to the wall “thickness of the product.
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CHAPTER 5
SPECIAL MEASURING APPLICATIONS

klerrsurementsfor which noncontuct or nondestructive techniques may be applied and for which special

methods have been developed are described in this chapter. Each measurement method or type.of equipment is
briefly described and illustrated, and principles of operation, advantages, limitations, and accuracy are
discussed.

5.0 LISTOF SYMBOLS
A = size of collimator reticle, in.

A’ = measured size of image, in.
d~ = mean diameter, in.
Ed = estimated standard deviation expressed as percent of diameter, %
F. = focal length of collimator objective lens, in.
F. = focal length of test lens, in.
f= focal length, in. ~
h = fringe width, pin.

N = refractive index, dimensionless
n = number of fringes, dimensionless

(lVA), = numerical aperture of ith collimator or surface position, dimensionless.
QWOT = quarter wave optical thickness, Min.

R = radius of curvature, in.
R~ = measured radius of curvature, in.
R, = radius of curvature of surface being tested, in.
R* = radius of curvature of shop standard glass, in.

r = radius Of sphernmeter ball feet, in.

rm = mean range, in.
S = length of side of an optical component, in.
s = distance spherometer plunger moves, in.
s”= effective sagitta, in.
s, = distance from O to point on axis of curvature intersected by radius of first Newton’s ring, in.
S2 = M minus effective sagitta, in.

, = film t~~~kness, pin.

= physical thickness of coating, Km
x = radius of first Newton’s ring, in.

xv = radii of Newton’s rings, in.
Ax = fringe shift, #in.

y = distance frOm Center of a spherometer ball foot to center of phrnger, in.

6 = axial focus error, in.
u = number of Newton’s rings, dimensionless

f. = angle error, dimensionless
.(, = focus error determined “from ith wave front measurement, in.
k = wavelength nf light, in. or pin. ,.

,!
,,
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter examines special techniques for determining the material integrity of selected nonmetallic

materials. In some cases standard test methods have been developed for particular applications, and in others,
instruments have been developed specifically for particular measurements.

Applications discussed ,in this chapter. are the measurement of optical element and system ptirameters;
thickness of elastomeric materials, cloth, paper, and coatings; cloth length and width; fiber diameter; and
sucface texture.

5.2 OPTICAL ELEMENTS AND SYSTEMS
The measurement of various optical element and system parameters is discussed in this paragraph. The

parameters covered include focal length, radius of curvature, thickness, angles, optical coating thickness, and
surface quality,

5.2.1 FOCAL LENGTH
The most straightforward method of illustrating focal length is through the use of a thin convex lens. Fig, 5- I

is a graphical representation of the focal length~of a thin convex lens, which” may be defined either as ( I) the
object distance of a point object on the lens axis whose image isat infinity (The rays originating from the first
focal point are rendered parallel to the optical axis,) or (2) the image distance of a point object on the lens axis
at an infinite distance from the lens (The parallel rays originating at the point object are focused at the second
focal point.) (Ref. 1), For a detailed discussion of first-order optics—including definitions and equations for
the cardinal points (first and second focal points, first and second principal points, and first and second nodal
points)—refer to Chapter 6 of Ref. 2.

First Focal Point Second Focal Point

& -’ , ~~

Second Focsl Point First Focal Point

-—--L
++ $,.— - ~-—- .—. -—

,..

k-f-+++ Lf-+--f-+l

F. W, Sears and M. W. Zemansky, University Physics, ‘@1955, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA. Pg. 767, Fig. 42-5. Reprinted with
permission.

Figure 5-1. Graphical Representation of Focal Length

The optical bench or lens bench can be used to measure effective focal length. Basically, a lens bench consists
of a collimator, a device for holding the optical system under test (lens holder), a microscope, and a means for
supporting these components (Ref. 3). The collimator consists of a well-corrected objective lens or lenses and
an illuminated target at the focus of the objective, For visual work the objective is usually a well-corrected
achromat; for infrared work a paraboloidal mirror is used. If a focal collimator is desired, the target maybe a
pinhole, a resolution target, or a calibrated scale. The lens holder can range in complexity from a simple
platform with wax to stick the lens in place to a T-bar nodal slide that generates a flat image surface. The
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microscope is usually equipped with at least one micrometer slide and often with two or three orthogonal slides
to insure accurate measurements. (Ref. 3).

The two basic lens bench techniques for measuring focal Iengtb are the nodal slide method and the focal
collimator (Ref. 3). The test setups for these methods are illustrated in Fig. 5-2.

+------
A

1 I

L d,Focal Collimator ‘,. . . (B) fbca[ Collimator M~thod

N“, = first nodal poirit
N2 = second nodal point

. . . A = size of collimator reticle
A = measured size of image
~ = focal length of collimator objective lens
~ = focal length oftestlens ..-

From Modern Optical Engineering: The Desi.?n IIf OPIica/ STJrems by W. J. Smi!h. @ 1966 by McGciw- Hill Book Comp:! t,!.
Reprinted with permission. :,

Figure S-2. Test Setups for Measssring FocaI~ength ona LenJBench

Fig. 5-3 is a photograph of a nodal slide. The essential part of the nodal slide is the provision for moving the
lens longitudinally with respect to the vertical axis of rotation. Fig. 5-4 is a schematic representation of [he tes[
setup. When effective focal length is measured, the lens under test is illuminated by a collimator and the
microscope isplaced toviewthe image of thecollimator reticle ..Thelens is then moved t’orward or backw, al-d
along the nodal slide until the point is reached at which rotation of the lens through a small angle produces no
Iateral shift of theimage seen in the microscope. This point is the second nodal point of the lens, The focal
length is then the distance between the second nodal point, i.e., the axis of rotation of the nodal slide. and the

appropriate focal point of the microscope.
Theprimary limitation ofthis method isthelocation of thenodal point. Theprocedure forcha]]gil]gtlle

location of thelens androtating itistedious anddiscontinuous, anditis difficult tonlake anexactseltit]g. If
theaxis of thetest lens is not centered accurately at the nodal point, no position w)illexista[ whicbtheimngc
stands still. Also measurement of the distance from the nodal point to the position of the aerial image is subjccl
to error if the equipment is not calibrated carefully.
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SL = Iight source
Lc = collimating system
LX,= syatem under teat

Figure 5-4. Measurement of Focal Length by Useof Visual Nodal SIide

A focal collimator consists of an objective with a calibrated reticle at its focal point (Ref. 3). The focal length

of the objective and the size of the reticle must be accurately known. When the measurement is made, the test
lens is set up and the size of the image formed by the lens is measured accurately with the measuring
nlicroscope. Asshownb yFig.5-2,t hefocall engthF,Oft hetestl ensis.(Ref.3) ‘

(5-1)

where
A’= measured size ofimage, in.
A = size ofcollimator reticle, in.
F,, = focal length of collimator objective lens, in.

The calculated value of the focal length is subject to any inaccuracies in the values of A’, A, and F.. Also if an
error is made when the longitudinal position of the measuring microscope, is set, it will be reflected in F,. Both
the nodal slide and focal collimator methods assume the test lens is free of distortion. If appreciable distortion
exists,’. the “tests must be made over a small an”gle; this angle size limits the accuracy possible.

5.2.2 RADIUS OF CURVATURE . . . . .

The method employed to measure the radius of curvature of an optical surface is;afunction of the required
precision and the size of the lens. Methods presented here include the use of a template, microscope and lens
bench, sphcrometer, test plate, and autocollimator and interferometer.
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5.2.2.1 Template
The curvature of an optical surface can be measured quickly and convenient! by noting the fit to that

surface ofaplate ortemplateof known curvature (Ref, 5). The edge of the template is held against thesurface.
and a bright light is placed beside the templa’te opposite the viewing side. Openings on the o]-dcr of a
wavelength may be seen. Smaller openings will exclude longer wavelengths, and light from a whi[e source will
become blue, The te.mplate,~s,hould be moved longitudinally t.o indicate whether a. particular OpclIing is
associated with a malformation of the template—the opening will move with it—or is a deliation of [hc surface
from the desired curvature. .

Measurement of the radius of curvature by comparison to a template is limited 10 the numbe]- of diffcrcnl
templates available in a particular test location. In addition, the optical surface may be damaged through
iontact with the template. [n this regard, cleanliiui+i is very important becatise a single bit of dust can scratch
the test surface.

5.2.2.2 Microscope and Lens Bench.. ~.:
Small and medium-sized optical components commonly are measured with a microscope and Icns bench

(Ref. 5). Fig, 5-5 illustrates the test setup, The rnicrbscopefirsl’is focused on the surface of the compnn.n[ and
then on the center of curvature. When concave surfaces are measured, either the microscope or componcn[

may be moved. When convex surfaces are measured, h6wever, a well-corrected lens with a conjugdte distance
larger than the radius of curvature is requiredj Iri this case, it is more convenient to move tbc compmrcnt.

; . :
Component,,

[

,.Under ~e~l....

# .
. .. . .

::5 .’.’ . . . . . ..., .

/’
\,. ~f.,:..-.; \.:,. :

Inside Micrometer

Reprinted with permission. @ 1978 by John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

Figure 5-5. Test Setup For Microscope and Lens Bench Method “ofRadius of Curvature
Measurement

....!:. . ...,...,.:..,., ,,.

.,.1 . . I ‘ ,; .>, , ),,, <l !..: , ..-::’ !.. , ?. 2,.,. :,

‘~’ The rnethod”ofrneasuringthi radius bfcufiatire, i.&.’~ihi~fit<riL&’’rn&veddependsds orithi desired, accuracy,
“Anaiciiracy of tO.004 in”.”can be ith”ievid by u,sirig a V<rnier iiale ~,~hk?coniponent carriage and a good metal
rule on the opti~til”b&i~h. Ah “inside’’o i” bar’niiii;rnetir sh6fikl:be”used tb’obtiin an accuracy of 10.0004 in,

5.2.2.3 SDherometer
..$,>..,,...: ,.,

‘ “ ‘The ip~e~Oeiieter-illustiatid”’iir”Fig. 5~6—comrn6rily ‘i<Uied “to “rneisui~ the radius Of curvature’ of an
6p~icalsu\~ice’with a:diarne~er kh”theiorder of ’1’to 3’iri. but it ilso can be used on optical components with a..,-, . .:, ... .,.
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Fi@re~5~6:. S#ierometer: ,., .!,~;.
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, ..
diameterslirger.tEanthesp.herometer~Its:preciiibnisafunction0ftEer~~i~s of turvaturq.b~ina measure~.and:
ofithe:characteriitits: ofithe:p.articular!instrument (R~ff 5).!.

The.spEerometer~fUnctionssbyjmeasurin&ttie:sag~ttai0f h“ip,art!Of~the.sp,h@re:.The.iwtrument ttakes.many~
f6rmss Fbr.example:tHe:part'oftHe:spHere.tieihgmeasured.canbe:delifieated:by:acup:0rrifigthatt0uch!st~e
sp.tiere-i~~cif c16:.MOst(Often;.i~:*jprecisiOn-sp.fierOmeterr.t~ree.eq!ally: spaced7feet(st eel'balis)`definean
equilateral triangle: Iirtfie.center:ofttils:trianglea ground steel pjtingerlwitffmicrometer grad~ali~nsii’u$ed.to
measure.tfie;sagittw .Tfie:plimgerlis:kep}lin-contact !with-the.surface.being. measured by: a counterbalancing:.
weight iwitticord$.!and~p,ulleyy.

In.use; tfksp,fierorqeteriifirst placedon .aflat surfticeto cfiecktEezerO Of t~escal~ (K~f: 5). It.i$ next pJ’~c~d
ontlie.surfice: to:lie.measured~ and;tfie:plimge riiiadjtisted. until it j@.t”tOu@s.thesphere. .T.hen the sag!tta is.
read from tfiescaleomtlrephmger? .Tfie surfaceonwfiictit hedevicesitsha$ ~rad ius Of durvat u re?R ( Refs: 2/ 5?.
and:6))

,.. ~t=~~-+ ~*:~j,in:.
2? 2ss

(5s2) ;

wtiiie:: (,..!.,!!. .~’~, .!.,..,,, , ,,, :!!,.,?.1I!!,),*.. :,)~{=-distance.spherometer:plungertmovesf,m$
P:..-Inr. ,AA,,I,...”,,-. ,,,...~,,,, k:,i,,’tt,,! ,,* .nl,,.,,,r)t,.,,.I ., ~..., ,, L,, !-

}, ‘:dlst~nce:frOrn~ nterrOf each-ball fOOt’Of@herOmeter’tO cefIter!Of plunger, i;:7. ,:,, ,,, ,. ,,. ,,, ,’, ,~..!.f .,,
},=:radms!of?ball feet;m? ~

... ,
5+7,
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The plus sign associated “with the r term in Eq. 5-2 is used for concave surfaces, and the minus sign for convex I
surfaces.

Precision can be determined by differentiating Eq. 5-2 to obtain (Ref. 5) ●
dR–l _ -$, dimen~iOn]e~~

ds 2

or

AR= &(l – ~), in.
s

(5-3)

(5-4)

Commercial spherometers are available withy values from 0.4 to 4.0 in. or even larger. If a representative y
value of 2 in.,and a A$—the precision of reading the plunger scale—of 0.0002 in. are assumed, the radius of any
sphere smaller than -5.5 yd can be ascertained to a precision of better than 2% (Ref. 5).

Two main sources of error, particularly of large components, are associated with using the spherometer to
measure curvature. These are (1) the difficulty of determining the effective radius of the circle passing through
the ball feet points of contact and (2) the exact location of the point of contact between the plunger and test
surface.

As shown Fig. 5-7, the electronic column spherometer uses a Iinearvokage differential transformer probe in
place of a plunger, Dimensional variations are displayed on the viewing scale by high-intensity light-emitting
diodes (LEDs). The instrument offers a choice of 12 different operating ranges for different gaging
requirements. For the smallest operating range (+0.00025 in.), the resolution is 0.00001 in. (Each LED
reoresents0,0000l in. ) The measurement rerreatabilitv is 10 Min.

5.2.2.4 Test Glass
In this method. the optical surface is compared interferometrically to a shop standard glass of predetermined

radius of curvature. The radius of curvature RI of the shop standard glass should vary only slightly from the
radius of curvature R, of the surface being tested. Thesuiface S, being tested is placed on top of the shop
standard glass S~ as shown in Fig. ”5-8. Dark ciriular fringes seen around the point Owith white light sources are
called Newton’s rings or Newton’s fringes. The central fringe is black at point O when S~ and S2 are in contact
because there is a phase difference of one-half vibration between the reflections at S, and S, (Ref. 2). The
“effectives agitta’’s’inFig. 5-8isgivenby (Ref. 2)

,.

s’ = S! — s2, in. .(5-5)

where
s, F distance from O to point “on axis of curvature intersected by radius of first Newton’s ring, in.
S2 = s, minus effective sagitta, in.

and the radius x of the first Newton’s ring is

*2 = 2RI S, — S? = 2RN2 — s1, in.2 (5-6)

where
R, = radius of curvature of surface being tested, in.
R? = radius of curvature of shop standard glass, in.

Neglects; ands; in comparison with 2R1s1 and 2RNJ, respectively, and substitute the expressions forsl and S2
from Eq. 5-6 into Eq. 5-5. The result is

●
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Electronic Ccdumn-Spherometer from Rogers and Clarke Manufacturing Company, Rock ford, IL

Figure 5-7. Electronic Column Spherometer
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f~,,_ ~ .L._J2 ‘1’!

:,b==Jp=J.,~A’inn.,v.~=—-112233....~i,,,....

.ha-a
where-

x~, ‘-’r~’di’ti$of lNi”Wttiri’Jvthhrifi~: ,ii?.
- -, ..,. ‘,. ,,,. ..: .,.< ..:-..”. :- .,,..,.v<’~’nlirnb%irof !Newtons rmgs;dlmenslon less

~~==W~Vel~fi#h$Of ~~g~~~,in~

●

o
(5:7) ‘

(558))

(5~9)j
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El

(A) Test Lens Cent.~ of Curwaturc Coincides With FOCLN

of Light From Transmission Sphere

(B) Test Lem Surface Coincides With Focus of

Light From Tramrnissio” SPh.rc

(C) Test Setups for ComeX Surfaces
From the Operalicm Moinlmanre klanwd and Wammr), for the Zygo I“Lerfemmcler System. 0 1978 hy the Zygo Corporation,
Middlefield, CT.

Figure 5-9. Test Setups for Radius of Curvature Measurement With an Interferometer System
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If the ability to judge fringe straightness to within 1/10 fringe is assumed, Fig. 5-10 prOvides the accuracy Of
radius measurement as a function of the R/number of the surface under test. For example, an R/ 1.5 surface

-can be measured to 1 pm and an R/7 surface to 25 Km (Ref. 7).

250

E
100

. 1

1 2 4 8 16

RINumber, dimensionless

From the Opera( ion Maintenooce Manual and Warran]y for the Zygo Interferometer System. S 1978 by thc ZYEOCorpomt ion.
Middlefi.eld, CT.

Figure 5-10. Accuracy of Radius Measurement

5.2.3 THICKNESS
The thickness of a lens or plate c&rbe measirredto an accuracy of +0.0004 in. with micromct~rs’or dial g*gcs

(Ref. 5); however, these i.rrstrurnents might scratch th? surface and, therefO!c, are nOt recOmm~nd~d I“he
accuracy can be increased by an order of magnitude to +0.00004 in. when a Michelson interferometer is used

to compare the component to a reference plate with approximately the same thickness and the same oplical

material (Ref. 5). When the measurement is made, the two end mirrors of the dispersion-co,mpcnsated
Michelson interferometer are replaced by the, component to be tested and the reference plate. Fig. 5-II
illustrates the setup of the Twyman-Green form of the Michelson interferometer. ,Light from ~perture a, is
‘collimated by lens L, and split into two beams by beam splitter B,. The two resultant beams travel to the end
mirror: Ml and M, and are reflected at normal or near normal incidence so that they return to B! and form two
recombined. beams that travel via LI and L?, respectively, and are brougpt tO fOcus at al and az. Observation Of
the interference effects is usually made at aj (,Ref: 8).

5.2.4 ANGLES
An angle is the figure formed by two lines extending frogr the same point or by two surfaces diverging from

the same line. Angle measurement of optical components is accomplished ,by the use of divided circles and
comparison standards.

5.2.4.1 Divided Circles (Refs. 4 and 5) . . . .
The simplest form of a divided circle is the protractor, which consists of part of an angular scale or a

complete circle divided into degrees. Readings ac&rrate to O.I deg can be made with a vernier scale.
Goniometers or precision spectrometers, as shown in”’Fig. 5-12, are more precise devices that use a complete

circle. An accuracy of 1 sec or smaller can be attained but depends on the care expended when the circle is
divided and the readout systems are devised. A goniometer is particularly useful for measuring prisms of acute
angles that are truncated at the pointed end.
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I 17roml,4PPlipd.0p jic.sariJOplical Engineeringhby.K>MHBaird. aid. GRRfiHanes?@ q965,by,AcademicWresscOrlarido;;FL
.. . $-,:..,...- ...~;~,.. .;-:.~:.,. -

FFjgureW1 1., “3T,wymarr<GreenH?oirni6fiMfctieIionl Inteifirometer.l~,,,,,, ,.. .,... . .. . . . . . .,,..
:.. .. .. . .. :,, . .

Iln’stnrments:are{avtilbbleftiith two]atitomitidl autoktillimato;f,for;" simtiltaneotisly2iietiiQgidiamefric&lly

ooppokite Li{cle graduations! lihesiinstruments autorn&iFillycorn’pensa t& fc%,apy. erroi,in cefiteri~giheppti;al
ccornponentibetween ;thet autocollimator.

., .,
., ,.

55:2!4!2 @ornpa~ison”~Standa”ids
,,.

~~~nglesiare’;freq ueritlyimeasured~b y;iornp’irison ,to staridifd,angle{ tfabricated,from ]metil>bqglais do]h~gh

pprec~siori “@ef5 5) fCompirisoncari~belma de!tiith\anautoc6llimator~or.ariiinte-flerometerfiAn.ititocollimator
~with, aschlegriduatedt o`10!O04inrcai\ beusedito,bbthin. an.accuracy,ofi measurement, ofii6sec;{hoyev er;ithis
aaccuracy; cari]belincreas& d>bylan)oider.) 6f]maghittid6f iftan\ automitic~autocWimator~ ismsed. ‘‘

TTo\mhkekhe;cornpiriso n!tiith afi,intefiferometer;SX yyman"-Greenlinte-fierometercanbeus6d"(REf~5)lThe
t]opticilcornpo nent{ arid ithe staridafd'areplaced{ tggitheilin,one; arm16f,th&linteofierom etertaridt are i.djusted so

rin&,fringescross ith~planesepari tingithemTThey,a relthen rotated, together;,tiith care takemnottoi movetone
rtfelitive,to~the6 the~.soith6\fringes, onithe'staridaid areparallelto,tbeseparitingplani?,The aggle.e~ror.f~inkhe

ccornponent\isl propo"rtionhl\to itheinurnber,6f~fri nges)ti ithat cross ~thes,eparating~ plan.i {:R6f55):a”fid,iy ~lvenby
,,. ,.

., -;ldimensionless
“ ~ __nnk

$t----
22s

u%here
AX=;.Watielength,ofilight;iin,
.fs:+length,o fsideofian,opticklc ornponent;iin.

(.(5:11)
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1~!gure;5;12. @Precision$pectrometer

55125 CORTICAL<COATIN.GIT.HIGKNESS
lThe}mtil~iple)bearn] intelferometei~siused>frqqueri~ly,for!meastiri~gltheithickness]ofithiriifilm~ (Ref?~)lTihe

pprin~iples ithatifollowiarel associated\* ith\a)meihod>by;S lXolans~ylthatlhas] been\ ppplied dOtma@ifferent
tyypesiifithickness] measurements.

FFJg55; 131illustrateslth~!preferredt arraggement~totmeasure ithicknessesrofit hin`ifiims~byiu~igg! mul{iple~bcaIl~
ffrigges-,formed>by:,reflectlon. “(R~f.!l).~Aqrnic~o.rnetertgy~Piec?CcOntaiiriCgiany~ suitable.ir~~ickwismeed?d ~to
nmeasure-jfriggeitii dttrsiarid Ithe)frigge. shifts lthaboccun at jthe e~geJofi~ifilmi d~pO~itedlpp On sucfaceiS4i~nd
ccoveredtwith a,.uiiiform coatigg~f;,for exarnfil~;kilvex; iSillustrated\i fi:FJgW 4%~?p0rated cO~tiUgslOf sii~er
aaridoothemmetalspproducem,”sha~p;’st$p) ltheInh~ghto6fwwhich; qquals\ithefifilm tithickness.l The; ev?pordted
oovercoatigglmust ~be,stifficieri~!y> ppaque;so.ithe> phase: chagges>OntreflectiO niatiSaaremO@~Q ged?y. Ithe
ppresenceof)the substrateorith6fllm':~The,pptica!l$flatsurfac6S~\must\b~,placed,in :close contact~wlt h surface;$
t,to,obtain,rEfiabl emeasurementsof ith&filmithickn ess4As <howritiri~ig; 5;-,1~,lthe,usua,hpract ice.isto.lay,pl ate’p t

ddirec!ly~ypon) plate? Pziaftefilthe~pperator,lhas~insured:lthatIno.;la~geldus\~paiticles~are/present{t@1incr.ease
s!se~aritiositbet weenlthe Silvered surfaces! lIt\is:good~practi ce,tolmakeithef frigges.?pproxi matgly,pefpend icular
t,~o~theedge~AB~a iIiri-~1g55;l 5.

I
lThelilmlthickness ffisctilculated~ af,follows (Ref22)

,( )~t.=’.-e ,A;lpjn, ((5}1~)
;z;Nh .“ ,’ ., .:’ , ,,

● “
wwheie

.,,. ,,

flN-=:,r6fractiv6 iiridex>of1plat&El iitfimerisioideis
,. ..,- ,.. ,,, .

55+:15
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Micrometer
Eyepiece ~

lm.3ge ,
Plane

Retie

Filter for
Monochromatic Ligh~

w t
Ij
‘1., II
1/‘

,> .’=L,- s“-

7-”
.

●

////
II

//

/

I
Beam Splitter

\
— Objective Lens

P.

P2

Figure 5-13. Arrangement for Measuring Thickness of Thin Films

A.\-= fringe shift determined with the aid of micrometer eyepiece, @in. ~~
h = fringe width determined with the aid of micrometer eyepiece, pin.

It is presumed that [ is so small that the fringe shift is less than one fringe width. This method, however, is not
well suited to measure thicknesses for which the fringe shifts Ax exceed the fringe width h.

The attainable precision is restricted by the roughness of the polished glass surfaces that ordinarily serve as
the reflectors. The range in peaks and valleys of these surfaces is between 0,039 and 0,236 Min. in height and
depth. Correspondingly, the sharp fringes will not remain straight under increasing magnification but will *
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uniform, Substantially Opaque

●
C0a1in9”0f Silver, etc.

Height
of Film

_ Film to be
Measured

Figure 5-14. Method of Preparing Sample Film for Thickness Measurement in Multiple Beam
Interferometer

Narrow FrinQe . .

● lit’hi+’
—

v

~

Shifted Fringe
of Order v

.,

h— —h—

V+l

... ,.

,1”+2

I
Figure 5-15. Appearance of Narrow Fringes When Thickness of Film 1s a Small Fraction of a

Wavelength and Film Occupies Portion Below Edge AB
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kbeco.me. so irregular.ias.toqbe~d.ifficu!t to; W@ .“iThe.,ircegu.!ar, fxigges.,are. ya!uab!e, for. cornp?hi.ng :diffe re.n~
~methods ,o[,polishi~g!and.lmold.i~g the, sur.faces.of optic? l~e!wlwts.

!Tihe,ellipsometerc an>be.lused ,tot.rneasufe J.he Jhickness@f ,oxjde jil.rns to,a few thousandths of,away?!epgt.h

f (Ref@); F.igfi5+!6isaschemati? r$pK?s?nt?tion..of the e!lips~m?fer:v, .:.tb?itight smvc?mot thO.wn,:ilJ.v.rn.i.nates
t .the..collimator. ,through. ,the,~pirrhole. ?~he j~ght; :in:general, sho.u!.d~be.,,rno.noc.h r,o,malic. j~,he,~p,inho!e, rn,ust~bc

iilimited:in size ,tolrna~nt ain ,the,necessary: coll.irnati6nfor lbest U,w.orktFrom t he!o!li. rna!or~wrs ,!h?,bs?M,I?as$?s

t thro.ughi?:polarizec,,which .is)proyided~w.ithia: grad.ua!ed:circle,, and through, a q qarter.~way~..p !?!e. o r-.Sok.i I
~cornPensator,havi~ g@lo,w,n:graduated: cir@e.”

,//

\

~>,
‘.:,~nh~le >.

..

\
‘\ ~..

CCOllirna

p?olariz.

pFrom!fipplied;20p!ics., and;Op!ical:@gin.eer{ flg,,~y;K,.MjBaird.a$djG %R;iH.an~ss?11965,byiA5Sde.rnic?~~ess:;Ney/Y,o:~<NY

f@’J!Q~==M!t+rn ‘ (.(5:!3)
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Wlkw
N,=Tr6f{active<inti$i~ofi $oating$dimeniionl;iss

f ‘==ph~sic21th”ick&+<of ~oating$ pin?.

, ..
I,. .._......:-. ‘ ,.. .

eq”iialsapproxlmately:onefifth’”of th>ran"gVofthe' elictions>~~et~ l&k'riessbky-otid.khi& h'iricremirig;thiek' riess.
. . . ,., 1

dties:nbt linCrease.backscatt6 red~radiatiori:is `~ibwn-:as:infinit&.t~l&k'riess;.aridlt li~a:fiirictioir:of ftke:atimnii.
nuiiibkrrof ~th~~rn-at6rial'afi~.itie'tietap`a-flicl~;enerD": A’t‘th’is:ttilck’ries s:th’tim”ostkriefgeti~b~t~~p”afi~~l~~~d~n’ot ~
pbK6Eis’suffi”cierit !efi?fgylt6:penetiatethk:rn-at$iial!and~return to tlr’e:d6t6ctor~.If hmecond~l~yer~offmat6rial’

. .. ..- .

ti&Vin~a~d~ff~reritht6"rnicfiurnb~ris'placed~tipon-tkefirst~rnat6ria1!ttie.interisityioftiackscattired'radiatiotiw}ll ;
chirige:p16pbitiofi3t61 ~jtO-th&th’ick~ness~of :th~secorid~m’at~ri”al! ,THe~gr6atef;th’e:d ifference~i~-atb”miC.”number’
bktweefi~th~ttio”:rnateiiald$ th~:great6rrt~e~sen3 itivityiof fke:m’&rNiiern-eirt ‘(R-eff. 11); .Ttie:equiivth$irt ~atbmii-
niiiribkfbf ~lisib-m-eric 07~rfib'b~r~rn-at6rialishEuldb&asSu@ `~~Tt~b~"c16s?t~~si~ltOi&~~!if~: ~:s~i~~bl~!~~~stfat$:
(R%f!.1 ~})~h~sm2thbd~is~parti&tili?l~l(Wel11sui(ed1t6:t~e:in`prbcess:rneasurernent fofkubtierraiid’el@b”meric.
rnit~fial;:p~iii~?o”veirrnet~ .’rOlii~.

Ai’ariilii b$t2b~ckbcatt6f: m-eastirernZrit<arel~ss~plecisean"d'accurateth'ari:are'radi6isotoptime=urernenti}
wtiiihLg6nZfali~~arF:aCcfifatS~t0wiiKl~nfJl?o(~~f~1 3j!
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suitable substrate (Ref. 12). The greater the difference in the atomic numbers of the two materials, the greater
the sensitivity of the measurement (Ref. 11).

A presser foot and anvil can be used to measure fabric thickness (Ref. 14). Under this test the distance
between two parallel planes—presser foot and anvil—is measured when they are separated by the cloth to
which a known pressure is being applied and maintained. The presser foot diameter should be at least five
times the thickness of the cloth and subject to the constraint that the area of the foot should not be less than
0.25 in.’ and hot greater than 16 in.’ Recommended presser foot areas include (Ref. 14) 0.25 in.’, 1.0 in.2, 2.0
in, 2

, 8.0 in.2, and 16.0 in.z.
It is recommended that a pressure of 0.1 lb/in.2, 1.0 lb/in.’, o;”1O.O lb/in.2 be specified (Ref. 14).

The test specimen sh&rld be free of creases. No attempt should be made to flatten a crease because this
attempt may affect the result of the measurement. The test specimen should be conditioned as described in
Americin National Standards Institute/American Society for Testirig and Materials (ANSI/ ASTM”) D 1776,
S/andard PracticeJor Cemdiliorrirrg Texrilesfor Tesring (Ref. 15). Briefly, samples or specimeirs are brought to
a relatively low moisture content in the speciaf atmosphere for preconditioning, i.e., a relative humidity of IO
to 25V0and a temperature not over 122° F, and subsequently are brought to moisture equilibrium for testing in
the standard atmosphere for testing, i.e., a relative humidity of 65 + 2% and temperature 70 + 2° F. Test
equipment and procedures are described in detail in Ref. 15.

The instrument used to make the measurement should have a frame sufficiently rigid to insure that no
measurable deflection occurs under the loads to be used. The presser foot should be circular, and both the
presser foot and anvil should be plane and parallel. The edges of the anvil should extend at least 1 in. beyond
the edges of the presser foot when they are in contact. The relative movement of the presser foot and anvil
should occur along the normal drawn through the centers of the plates.

A dial indicator can be used to make the measurement: It should be capable of measuring to an accuracy of
1% for fabrics over 0.005 in. in thickness and to 0.00005 in. for fabric under 0.005 in. in thickness. This

capability will require a highly accurate dial indicator.
Before .measrrrernents are made the surfaces of the anvil and foot should be cleaned, the pressure should be

set as prescribed’ by the material specification, and the gage should be set to zero. The conditioned fabric
should b; placed in contact with the anvil without tension. When the measuremerit is made, the distance
between”presser foot and anvilshould be reduced at a rate of about 0.002 in. / sec until contact is made with the
fabric. The thickness reading should be taken after expiration of the time prescribed in the material
specification. If no time is specified, experiments should identify a time of such duration that no appreciable
change in fabric thickness is indicated by the instrument during the lapse of a further 2070 of that time.

At least 10 measurements should be made with different samples or with different places on the same sample
being tested. The thickness should be expressed as the mean.of all of the tests, and the size of presser foot, the
pressure used, and the length of time the foot was applied should be stated.

5.3.2.2 Woven Fabric Length and Width
“ASTM Method D 3773, Standard Test Methods for hngth of Woven Fabric (Ref. 16), defines fabric length

as the distance from one end of a fabric to the other measured parallel to the selvage while the fabric is under
zero tension ‘and is free of folds or wrinkles.

ASTM Method ,D 3774, Standard Test Method{fbi Width of Woven Fabric (Ref. 17), defines fabric width
as the distance froirr’the outer edge of one selvage to the outer edge of the other selvage measured perpendicular
to the selvages while the fabric is. held under zero tension and is free of folds and wrinkles.

The test specimim should be conditioned as described in ANSI/ AST’M D 1776, Standard Practice for
Conditioning Textiles for Testing (Ref. 15), before length or width ismeasrrred.

ASTM Method D 3773 (Ref. 16) presents four options, i.e.,lhe hand, drum, clock, and folding methods, for
measuring fabric length. The hand method is the referee method to which all other methods should be
compared to establish their accuracy. This method calls for the use of a l-yd minimum length steel tape or stick

graduated in 1/ 16-hs. units to measure the fabric when it is laid flat (without tension and free of folds or
wrinkles) to the nearest 1/ 16 in. ASTM Method D 3773 describes the test apparatus, sample lot, and test
procedure for each of the four options. The precision of the procedures has not been established.
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ASTM Method D 3774 (Ref. 17) presents two options for measuring fabric width. The first option incIudes
two procedures for measuring fabric in full rolls or bolts, and the second covers the procedure when only a
short length of fabric is available. In summary, the width is measured to the nearest 1/ 16 in. by a nieasuring
stick or steel tape with 1/ 16-in. graduations. When a full bolt or roll of fabric is available, at least five
measurements are made, and the average is calculated. Method D 3774 describesthe uses, test apparatus, and
test procedure for each option. The precision of the procedures has not been established.

5.3.3 PAPER
Paper thickness can be measured by beta backscatter techniques. Beta backscatter thickness’measurements

are discussed in par. 5.3.1. The equivalent atomic number of paper should be assumed to be close to six to
identify a suitable substrate (Ref. 12). The greater the difference in the atomic numbers of the two materials,
the greater the sensitivity, of the measurement, (Ref. 11).

5.3.4 THREADS
Thread diameter can be measured by the projection method and the Eberhardt fine thread measurement

method. Each method is discussed. I
.

5.3.4.1 Projection Method
When yarn diameter is measured with the Shirley Yarri Diameter Projector, illustratedin Fig. 5-17, an

image, of a short length of the yarn is projected onto the ground glass scale, where the image width is measured.

This method gives an estimate of yarn diameter exclusive of outstanding fibers. The variability of results is a
measure of yarn irregularity.

und Glsss Scale

Yarn

Obiective Lens

Extracts from Handbook 11are reproduced by permission of the British Standards Institution. Complete copies can be obtained from
BSI at Linford Wood, Milton Keynes, England, MK146LE.

Figure 5-17. Shirley Yarn Diameter Projector
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Thread Under Test
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Figure 5-18. Schematic Drawing of Eberhardt Fine Thread Measuring Device

1. “Surface. The surface of an object is the boundary which separates that object from another object,
substance, or space. ”

2. “Nomina[,Surface. The nominal surface is the intended surface contour, the shape and extent of which

is usually shown and dimensioned on a drawing or descriptive specification. ”
3. “Measured Surface. The measured surface is a representation of the surface obtained by instrumental

or other means. ”
4. “Surface Texiure. Surface texture is tbe repetitive or random, deviations from’ the nominal surface

which form tbe three-dimensional topography of the surface. Surface texture includes roughness, waviness,
lay, and flaws. Figure. .: [5-19] is ari example of a unidirectional lay. Roughness and waviness parallel to the
lay are not represented in the expanded views.”

5. “Roughness. Roughness consists of the finer irregularities of the surface texture, usually including
those irregularities which result from the inherent action of the production process. These are considered to
include traverse feed marks and other irregularities within the limits of the roughness sampling length. ”

6.” Waviness. Waviness is the more widely spaced component of surface texture. Unless otherwise noted,
waviness is to include all irregularities whose spacing is greater than the roughness sampling length and less
than the waviness sampling length. Waviness may result from such factors as machine or work deflections,
vibration, chatter, heat treatment, or warping strains. Roughness maybe considered superimposed on a ‘wavy’

●
surface. ”

7. “LQy. Lay is the direction of the predominant surface pattern, ordinarily determined by the production
method used.”
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From ANSI B46. 1-19.78,’Surface Texlure: Surface Roughness; Waviness and Lay. @ 1978’by The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, NewYork, NY,

tigure 5-19. Pictorial Display of Unidirectional Lay Surface (Ref. 18) , ●
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8. “Flaws. Unintentional irregularities which occur at one place or at relatively infrequent m uidcly
varying intervals on the surface. Flaws include such defects as cracks, blowholes, inclusions, checks, ridges.
and scratches, etc. Unless otherwise specified, the effect of flaws shall not be included in the roughness ai)erage
measurements. Where flaws are to be restricted or controlled, a special note as to the method of inspection
should be included on the drawing or in the specifications. ”

9. “ErrorofForm. The error of form is considered as being that deviation from the nominal surface which
is not included in surface texture”.

ANSI B 46.1 (Ref. 18) covers arithmetic average specifications of surface roughness as determined with
tracer-type instruments by using stylus tracers and electrical signal processing and amplification, which
represent the majority of instruments presently used to measure surface roughness, Material presented in Ref.
18 hrchrdes the definition of terms related to the measurement of surface texture, designation of surface
characteristics, stylus-type instruments (tracer head characteristics, traversing length, long wavelength cutoff,
indicating device, instrument accuracy, and operational calibration), precision reference specimens (surface
contour, nominal value, assigned vahre, accuracy, uniformity, waviness, assigned value calculatiorr, ratings,
and materials), and roughness comparison specimens (flaws, roughness average ratings, uniformity and
accuracy, and pilot specimens).

Appendix C of Ref. 18 reviews optical (microscopy, interferometry, reflectance measurement, image
analysis, and holography) and electron-optical (scanning and transmission electron microscopy) surface
quality measurement methods and parameters.

5.5 cOATING THICKNESS
Coatings addressed include organic finishes (paint, varnish, etc.) applied tO prOduce the desired decOrativc

I and/or protective coating and electrodeposited coatings applied to metallic or suitably prepared nonmetallic
bases to provide resistance to corrosion, special appearance such as color or luster, or increased dimensions.
Electroplating is applied to steel, copper, brass, nickel-brass, zinc, zinc-base die castings, aluminum, and
nonmetals—such as plastics—that have first been coated with an electrically conductive material. Plating
materials commonly used include tin, cadmium, chromium, copper, gold, platinum, silver, and zinc.

The American Society for Testing and Materials has published several standard methods for measuring

coating thickness, each of which uses commercially available instruments. The choice of measurement mcthud
depends on the type of coating and substrate. The ASTM standard methods include destructive mclhods
coulometric and cross section—and nondestructive methods—magnetic, beta backscatter, mrd X-ray
spectrometry. These methods are presented in the paragraphs that follow.

5.5.1 COULOMETRIC METHOD
ASTM B 504, Standard Method for Measurement of Thickness of Metallic Coatings by the Coulometric

Method (Ref. 19), is the standard for the cordometric method. Through this method—also known as the

anodic solution or electrochemical stripping method—coating thickness is determined by measuring the
quantity of electricity (coulombs) required to dissolve the coating anodically from a known and accurately
defined area. In general, the range of this method is considered to be between 0.00003 and 0.002 in. Chromium
coatings can be measured to 0.000003 in. Ref. 19 describes factors affecting the accuracy of the method,
equipment calibration, the procedure for making measurements, and accuracy.

5.5.2 CROSS-SECTIONAL METHOD
ASTM B 487, Standard Method for Measurement of Metal and Oxide Coating Thicknesses by

Micrtisiopical Examination of a Cross Section (Ref. 20), is the standard for the cross-sectional method. When
this method is applied, the specimen is cut so that the coating or oxide layer is not altered, and coating
thickness is determined by microscopical examination of the cross section. An experienced metallographer is
needed to attain accurate measurements by this method. Ref. 20 describes sampling, edge protection,
mounting, preparation, etching, measurement, accuracy, and limit of resolution.
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5.5.3 MAGNETIC METHODS
S[andard methods employing magnetic pull-off gages, magnetic flux gages, and eddy current instruments

are presented in the following ASTM publications:

1. AS1-M D 1400, Standard Method for Nondestructive Measurement of Dry Film Thickness of
o

N<,ll[[,!l<jl!clii’[, C’mr(ing.s Applied to u Nmrferrous Metal Base (Ref. 21)
2. AN S 1/ AST M Et 244, Standard Method for Measurement of Thickness of Arrodic Coatings on

A I[tt)?i)runl and of Olher Nonconductive Coatings on Nonmagnetic Basis Metals With Eddy Current
/t?.s/rumcni.s (Ref. 22)

3. A Ns 11A sTM E 3J6, Standard Recommended Practice for Measuring Coating Thickness by

Mug;?eiic Field or Eddy Current (Electromagnetic) Test Methods (Ref. 23)
4. ASTM D 1186, Standard Methods for Nondestructive Measurement of Dry Film Thickness of

Nonnwrgne[ic Cootings Applied to a Ferrous Base (Ref. 24)
5. ANSI/ ASTM G 12, Standard Method for Nondestructive Measurement of Film Thickness of

Pipe/ine Cou[ings ofl Steel (Ref. 25)
6. ASTM B 499, Standard Method for Measurement of Coating Thicknesses by the Magnetic Method:

Nonmugrreti(, Coatings on Magnetic Basis Metals (Ref. 26)
7. ASTM B 530, Standard Method for h4easurement of Coating Thicknesses by the Magnetic Method:

Elect redeposited Nickel Coatings on Magnetic and Nonmagnetic Substrates (Ref. 27).
Magnetic pull-off gages measure thickness through a spring calibrated to determine the force required to

pull a permanent magnet from a ferrous base coated with a nonmagnetic film. The required force is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the applied film. Magnetic flux gages are designed so variations in magnetic

flux or magnetic attraction between the detection unit and the steel substrate can be calibrated to indicate the
thickness of the coating material. Eddy current instruments measure the changes in apparent impedance of a
coil that induces eddy currents into the basis metal. Variations in”apparent impedance, produced by variations
in coil to basis metal spacing, are calibrated to iridicate coating thickness. All of the ASTM publications
previously listed discuss instrument calibratiori, procedure, and accuracy. In addition, ANSI/ ASTM B 244,

ANSI /ASTM E 376, ASTM B 499; and ASTM B 530 discuss factors affecting measuring accuracy. ●
5.5.4 BETA BACKSCATTER

AN S1/ASTM B567, Standard Method for Meaiurernent of Coating Thickriess bythe Beta Backscatter

Me~hcrd(Ref. 12), is the standard for this method, which appiies to both m&tal!iti and nonmetallic coatings on
both metallic and nonmetallic substrates. It is based on the backscattering, which is basically a function of the
atomic number of the material, of beta particles that impinge upon a material.

The beta backscatter method can be applied to a coated body if the atomic numbers’of the coating material
and the substrate are sufficiently different because the intensity of thi. backscatter will be between two
limits–-the backscattei inteirsity 6f”the substrate and thatof the coating—and will be proportional to the
coating thickness. Ref. 12describes instrumentation, factors affecting measuririg accuracy, test procedure,
and measuring precision and accuracy.

5.5.5 X-RAY SPECTROMETRY
ASTM B 568, Standard Method for Measurement of Coating Thickness by X-Ray Spectrometry (Ref. 2g),

is the standard for this method. The measurement is based on the combined interaction of the coating and
substrate with incident radiation of sufficient energy to cause the emission of seccimda”ry radiations
characteristic of the elements that compose the coating and substrate. The”exciting radiation maybe generated
by an X-ray tube or by certain” radioisotopes, This method can be used to determine the thickness of any
metallic coating. Ref. 28 describes factors affecting accuracy, instrument calibration, and procedure.

‘o
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CHAPTER 6

I
MEASUREMENTS FOR INTERRUPTED DIAMETERS

The principal gear inspection methods recommended by the American Gear Manufacturers Association
{A GMA ~are discussed in this chauter. All of the significant defects that can occur in a.gear are defined, and\.––
their individual and composite inspections are discussed; however; detailed discussion is limited to inspection
involving dimensional measurement. Gaging for interrupted diameters is discussed in Chapter 8. Chapter 8
also presents references to appropriate standards for sc)i w lhread inspection.

6.0 LISTOF SYMBOLS
,.

A = addendum of a gear, in.
A, = corrected addendum of a gear, in.

a = gear. rolling test total composite reading, in.

b = total composite variation in gear-rolling test master gear, in.
c = total composite tolerance shown on drawing of gear, in.

C, = addendum comparator reading, in.
E = specified angle of ith gear tooth from a reference tooth, deg
E:= actual angular position of ith tooth from a reference tooth, deg
e; = index error of the ith gear tooth, deg
el = largest index error, deg
e. = smallest” index error, deg
Fi = total transmission error,, in.
FP = accumulated pitch error, in.

fi~fl = effective profile error, in.
f = tooth-to-tooth triinsmission error, in.

~ = adjacent pitch error, in,
A = output from optical encoder measuring rotational motion of driving gear, pulses/s
J = output from optical encoder measuring rotational motion of driven gear, pulses/s

I. = total index variation, deg
i = number of tooth, dimensionless

N = number of teeth in gear, dimensionless
PD = pitch diameter of a gear, in. ., ,.

t = gear tooth thickness, in.

At. = variation in gear tooth thickness, in. ,..

0 = pressure angle, deg

6.1 INTRODUCTION
A cylindrical or conical product with a discontinuous circumference is known”as a product with interrupted

diameters. Examples of products with interrupted diameter!. ire serr?.ted parts, knurled Parts, sPfines, gears,
bobs, and screws. Inspection of serrated or knurled parts does not involve high degrees of accuracy and is
performed by gaging methods discussed in Chapter 8. Measuring methods for splines are similar to those for
parallel axis gears.

The significant gear defects relate either to the gear blank or to the tooth form. Defects related to the gear

blank can be identified by conventional methods discussed in other chapters of this handbook. Defects related
to the gear tooth form include runout and variations in pitch, angular spacing, profile, lead, tooth thickness,
and backlash. Various methods for inspecting gears for these defects are discussed in the paragraphs that
fOllow. Inspection procedures fOr spur, heljcaL bevel, and .herringbQn?. gears are used as examPles where
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appropriate. The procedures, however, are not limited to these gears. Selection of an appropriate inspection
method depends upon the type of defect, amount of manufacturing tolerance, gear size, accuracy of blanks,
available inspection equipment, and cost of inspecting each part. ●
6.2 GEARS

Gears are machine elements that transmit m’otiori by mearis of successively engaging teeth (Ref. I). The
dendr?gram,in Fig. 6-1 shows the major types of gears in industrial use. Gear Handbook Volume 1 (Ref. 1),
published by the American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA), is the primary source for definitions,
ciasiification of gears and defects, and interpretation of inspection process results. Fig, 6-2 illustrates gear
tooth profile nomenclature.

AGMA has classified gears based upon their precision, construction material, and hardness; each class of
gear is represented by a qualit y number, This number consists of a prefix letter that identifies the tolerance
source; a number that identifies the gear quality; a letter that indicates tooth thickness tolerance; and two

I
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1- Nonintersecting
,. Axes
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Figure6-1. Major Gear Types
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From Volume 1 of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classification, Marerials, and Measuring kferhods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03),Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturer Association, 1500King.Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314,

Figure 6-2. Gear Tooth Profile Nomenclature

letters followed by a number that indicate material, treatment, and hardness. An example of a qualit y number
is

Q6A–HC–I

where
Q = tolerance source identifier

.6 = quality number—i.e., pitch, index, and pitch line to index have tolerances conforming to qualit y
No. 6

A = tooth thickness code, i.e., tooth thickness or backlash has tolerances conforming to quality A
HC = material designation for carbon steel

1 = treatment and hardness designator, that means normalize and temper to between 212 and 248
BrineIl. Hardness Number..

Examples of gear class number determination; suggested quality numbers for various applications;
materials, treatments, and hardness values; AG,MA qualit y numbers for various types of gears; and tolerances
associated with gear sizes and elements are presented in Ref. 1..

Process control includes manufacturing planning, cutting tool selection, machine tool setup and

o

maintenance, heat treatment control, and the quality assurance programs associated with each manufacturing
stage. When process control is closely followed, little or no inspection is required for low-precision gears.

In appljcat~ons requiring precise dimensional tolerances, inspection must be performed for, various types of
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defects related to the tooth form. Defects related to the tooth form include runout and variations in Ditch.
profile, lead, tooth thickness, backlash, and angular spacing. The inspection methods used for measurin~these
defects can be classified broadly as elemental methods and performance test methods. Elemental methods ●
involve actual or comparative ineasurement of the dimensional characteristics of the tooth form. As the name
indicates, performance tests insure that the gear will perform according to design requirements and usually do
not involve dimensional measurement. Due to the limited scope of this handbook, performance tests are not
dealt with in depth,

A discussion about the various defects found in gears and the inspection methods associated with each
follows. Recommendation charts are provided with each paragraph to facilitate selection of appropriate
inspection methods. Inspection method selection for each defect is based on AGMA quality number, gear
pitch diameter, and normal diametral pitch, i.e., the ratio of number of teeth in a gear to its pitch diameter.

6.2.1 RUNOUT
Runout is the total variation in distance between a surface of revolution and an indicated surface (Ref. 1).

Two types of runout—radial and axial—are encountered in gears. Depending on the gear type, runout
measurement includes the radial and/ or axial com~onent,

. .

Radial runout is the total variation of an indicated surface from a surface of revolution measured in the

direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the indicated surface. Radial runout includes effects of

eccentricity and out-of-roundness (Ref. l).
Axial runout is the total variation of an indicated surface from a surface of revolution measured in the

direction parallel to the axis of rotation of the indicated surface.
Thus runout is a combined effect of all or some of the following: eccentricity, out-of-roundness, spiral or

helix angle variation, profile variation, spacing variation, tooth thickness variation, and accumulated pitch
variation.

6.2.1.1 Runout Measuring Methods
Runout in a gear asmeasured by the methods described herein is usually measured in a radial direction and “o

is considered a full indicator .movemeht (FIM) between the maximum and minimum readimm during a- . ...
complete revolution of the gear. The commonly used methods for measuring runout in gears include
indicating overpins, probe check, rolling check, and contact pattern check:

1. lrrdicaling Overpins:

The most widely used method for measuring runout, i.e., indicating overpins, employs a very simple
setup, As Fig. 6-3 shows, the gear is mounted between two centers, and a pin of appropriate diameter is placed
in the slot between two adjacent teeth. The pin diameter selected is such that the pin surface protrudes above
the gear teeth when the pin is seated in the slot, The gear is rotated and an indicator reading is taken with the
indicator probe touching the pin at its topmost point, A precisely machined flat plate or inspection parallel
sometimes is placed on top of the pin to insure that the reading is taken at the topmost poirit.’Then the pin is
placed in the next slot, and the measurement repeated. The indicator probe should contact the pin at the same
spot to prevent any ,variations in the pin from affecting the readings, This procedure is continued until
measurements have been taken with the pin placed in each of the slots, i.e., one complete revolution of the gear
to be inspected. The.difference. between the lowest and highest readings is the actual runout. Advantages of
this method are simplicity, high accuracy, and a minimal need for equipment. Also the size of the gear that can
be inspected is not limited. A disadvantage of this method is that it does not account for or compensate for any
variations in gear tooth spacing.

Spur or helical gears can be inspected by this method, but caution is required when a“helical, gear is
measured, The pin tends to roll slightly in the helical slot, and this movement results in an inaccurate reading.
This inaccuracy can be avoided, however, if the gear and pin are rolled under i flat plate or inspection parallel
and the reading is taken over the plate or inspection parallel as it reaches its highest point.

2. Probe Check:
a. .$ingle-Probe Check. In the setup for the single-probe check, the ‘gear is mounted firmly between two

centers, A single probe in the form of a ball, pin, conical point; or rack tooth—depending upon the need—is o
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inserted radially into a slot between adjacent teeth of the gear. (For bevel and hypoid gears the probe is inserted
in a direction perpendicular to the pitch cone.) An indicator reading is taken that shows the relative depth of
penetration of the probe. The gear is rotated and the procedure is repeated for each slot, The difference
between the highest and lowest readings in one revolution of the gear being inspected is the actual runout. Figs.
6-4 and 6-5 show the required setups for a single-probe check of spur, helical, bevel, and hypoid gears. As in the
indicating overpins method, compensation is not made for variations in gear tooth spacing.

b. Double-Probe Check. The gear is mounted firmly between two centers, and a setup with two
probes—one fixed and the other movable—is used. The prObes are pOsitiOned on Op!JOsite sides—

approximately 180 deg at mid-face—of the gear to make contact with the corresponding tooth profiles.
Readings that indicate displacement of the movable probe are recorded. This procedure is repeated for each
set of teeth through one complete revolution of the gear to be inspected, and the difference between the highest
and lowest reading is calculated. One half of this amount is the actual runout. Fig. 6-6 shows runout
measurement for spur and helical gears, and Fig. 6-7 shows runout measurement for bevel and hypoid gears.

3. Rolling Checks. In a double flank rolling check, a master gear is rolled in tight mesh with the product
gear, i.e., the gear being inspected, as shown in Fig. 6-8. A master gear is a gear of known accuracy used for

checking other gears. One of these gears is mounted either orr a weight- or spring-loaded movable center and
the other on a fixed center. Variation in the center distance or mounting distance during the roll test is
measured to indicate the extent of rrmout in the gear being inspected. This measurement, however must be
adjusted to compensate for the effect of runout of the master gear. Frequently, the runout error iir the &astir
gears used in inspection is as much as one third or one fifth. Of the er!O! in the PrOduct gear. If the tOtal
indicator reading is within the runout specification after iirakiirg allowance for’maiter tjiar error, the product
gear may be acceptable. The rolling check is discussed further in par. 6.2.5.
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From Volume I of the AG MA Gear Handbook, Gear Classi$cation, ,%k?rials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-4. Single-Probe Check for Spur and Helical Gears

.,

.
From Volume 1 of the AG MA Gear Handbook, Gear Classz>cation, Materials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Associatim, 1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314,

Figure 6-5. Single-Probe Check for Bevel and Hypoid Gears
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From Volume I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classl$cation, Materials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 3S+3.03).Copyright Q by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 151MKing’Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-6. Double-Probe Check for Spur and Helical Gears

From Volume I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classification, Materials, and Measuring Metho& for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright Q by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-7. Double-Probe Check for Bevel and Hypoid Gears
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Court(Xy of Mitron, A D,

Figure 6-8. Rolfing Check of a Small Gear.

4. Contac( Pa(iern Check. The existence of run out in a gear also cari be observ~d if the gear is run with a
master gear of known rurrout in a rolling test and if the contact pattern of the gear teeth is observed. The
product gear is coated with a marking compound before it is rolled with the mating gear. The mating gear may
be from production, or it may be a master gear. The marking compound removed from the meshksg gear tooth
surfaces indicates the contact pattern of the teeth. Visual observation of this contact pattern indicates the
presegc,e of rpn,oqt, lf runout exists,, ]t will cause a shift in tooth contact from top to bottom along the tooth
flank dur,jng each revolution ,and also tiill.cause cyclic variation”. in the noise level.. Absolute d[meniioisal
measurement of run out is not possible with this method. If the absolu!e ,value is required; it should be obtained
by one of the other methods available to rniasure” ruriout d.ssciibid earlier.

6.2.1.2 Recommended Methods of Inspection
Inspection methods recommended by AGMA are shown in Table 6-1, reproduced from AGMA Gear

Handbook Volume 1 (Ref. l).
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TABLE 6-1. RECOMMENDED METHODS FOR CONTROL OF RUNOUT (Ref. 1)

AGMA
Quality
Number

3,4,5
and 6

7,8,
and 9

10,11,
12,13
14, and 15

Normal
Diametral
Pitch, in.*

1/2
1
2
4
8

16-19.99

1/2
1
2
4
8

16-19.99

‘ 1/2
1
2
4
8

16-19.99

Recommended Methods for Runout Controlt

-v!

1

2J,4_

2,3,4

&

1

1

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4
~

3

1
1
1

2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4

2,3,4
2,3,4
2.3,4-

*The ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch diameter, in.
TRecommended methodx .

_PiJ

6

1’
1
1
1

2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4

2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2.3,4

liametc

12

1
1
1
1
1

2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4

2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3,4
2,3.4

, in.

I
25 50

1 I
1 I
1 1

‘1 1
1 1
1 1

I

I

1

1 1 T
200

100 and over

1 1

1’1

1 1

I 1

1
1

1 1
1 1
1 I

Number [—Process control Number 4—KOll check [comDOslte check)
Number 2—indicating overpins Number 4—In the shaded aria does not ~efer to bevel and hypoid gears
Numhr 3—Probe check (bevel and hypoid) ~

From Volume 1 of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Class!ficarion. Materials, and Measuring Methodsfor Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

6.2.2 PITCH VARIATION, SPACING, AND INDEX
Pertinent definitions of terms relative to gear teeth follow:

Pitch is the Ihtiorerical distance between corresponding points on adjacent teeth of a gear and is the

average of all tooth%pacing readings in 360 deg (Ref. 1).
Tooth spacing is the measured distance between corresponding points on adjacent teeth of a gear (Ref. 1).
Pitch variation’is the afgebraic difference between the pitch and the tooth spacing (Ref. 1).
Spacing variation is the algebraic difference in measurements of adjacent spacings (Ref. 1).
Index is the theoretical angular position of gear teeth about an axis established by a specified surface (Ref.,

1).
Pitch, tooth spacing, and index are interrelated. Therefore, pitch variation—the algebraic difference

between pitch and tooth spacing—can be determined if either the tooth spacing or the index is measured. For
this reason, the measuring methods for pitch variation also include methods for measuring tooth spacing and
index. Pitch variation can be specified in either linear of angular units.

6.2.2.1 Measuring Methodsfor Tooth Spacing

The following methods are employed to measure tooth spacing
1. Pitch-Checking Instruments:

A pitch-checking instrument allows measurement of the distance between corresponding points on

adjacent gear teeth. The essential”elements of a pitch-checking instrument ire a gear-mounting device and a
checking head consisting of two”,fingers, one fixed and the other movable. An indicating device is linked to the
movable finger, and a spring mechariisrn is provided to maintain constant contact’between the tooth profile
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and the fingers. A stop is provided to insure that the checking head is in the same position each time a reading is
taken. A schematic arrangement of a pitch-checking instrument is shown in Fig. 6-9.

For gear inspection the gear is mounted on a rotatable axis, preferably its reference (datum) axis. If it is
not mounted on its reference axis, compensation must be made for the effect of runout between the reference ●
and mounting axes. After the gear is mounted, the head is moved against the stop, a reading is taken, and the
head is moved away. The gear is rotated to the next set of teeth, and the procedure is repeated for all teeth.

A typical pitch-checking machine has a headstock and a tailstock for mounting the gear between
centers, and the gaging head is mounted on a cross slide. The gaging head has a movable finger and a fixed
finger that contact corresponding sides of adjacent gear teeth. For checking helical gears a swiveling barrel is
provided to position the indicating mechanism to the correct helix angle. For checking the circular pitch of
spur, helical, or worm gears, a handwheel is provided to adjust the gaging head so that the gaging fingers
contact the gear approximately at the pitch line. The indicating assembly is carried in a slide capable of moving
at right angles to the barrel axis of the gaging head to permit adjustment normal to the teeth of spur or helical
gears. A hand lever permits withdrawal of the gaging head by a preset distancq this withdrawal causes an index
pawl to rotate the gear through one angular pitch to check the next tooth.

Some machines measu~e tooth-spacing variations and calculate pitch variation. In addition to checking
tooth spacing, this machine also can check rurrout and tooth parallelism on spur gears.

Fig. 6-10 shows an automatic tooth-spacing checker or comparator. It is a motor-driven instrument
with an indexing and sensing finger mounted on a slide that moves cyclically at variable speed along an oval
path in a plane normal to the gear axis. Pitch variations are plotted on a chart through an electrical recording
system. The chart is read when peak points are noted for each tooth. Automatic machines are used widely in
high-production gear shops, whereas manually operated machines are used largely in job shops doing
high-precision gear work.

The most popular size commercially available pitch-chectilng machke can handle gears up to 12 in. in
diameter. Custom-designed machines or portable pitch-checking instruments are required to inspect gears

—
above 24 in. in diameter

Mm.ble
Finger

/

● Checkng Head

Spring

PinionIsRotatedto
NexlFusion when

k. ChedUngHeadIs

From Volume 1 of the AGMA Gesr Handbook, Gear ClassL~cation, Materiafs, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500KingStreet, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-9. Schematic of Pitch Checking Instrument ●
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Courtesy of ITW Illitron

..’.

Figure 6-10. Automatic To&h-Spacing Checker or Comparator

2. Portable Pitch Checking Instruments
A portable pitch-checking instrument measures tooth:spacing variation, from which”pitch variation is

calculated. These instruments are relatively inexpensive. and, therefore, are used widely “in workshops that
produce small quantities of gears. Larger, heavier gears up to 72 in. in diameter can be checked by portable
instruments. The essential elements of the portable pitch-measuring instruments are two fingers, one fixed and
the other movable.

For a correct reading the portable pitch-measuri,ng instrument has to be positioned radially on a

cylindrical surface. Therefore, it is provided with two additional fingers for positioning. Either the outside
diameter or the root diameter land of the gear is used for this purpose. Errors in gear tooth cutting can
irdluence readings taken with the root diameter land as reference. For this reason the outside diameter is
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preferred as a reference, but it must be deburred and finished smoothly. If the positioning surface is not exactly

true with respect to the reference axis, compensation must be made for this error and a very complicated

mathematical calculation is invnlved.

After the instrument is positioned, either on the outside diameter nr the root diameter land, the other
two fingers are made to contact the gear profile at or near the circular pitch. Initially, the indicatnr is set to
zero. The instrument is then moved from one set of teeth to another, and readings are noted. The difference
between each of these readings and the specified pitch gives the pitch variation for each pair of teeth. This
procedure does not give an absolute value but the relative variation from pitch to pitch.

3. Tooth-Spacing Tester
Manual and automatic tooth-spacing testers are available. The manual tooth-spacing tester shown in

Fig, 6-11 is provided with two contact points, one movable and the other fixed. These contact points are
mounted on a bracket that can be withdrawn to facilitate rotation nf the gear between measurements. The
fixed contact point is made to contact one side of the tooth and the movable point at a corresponding point nn
the adjacent tooth. The movable finger actuates the indicator, from which readings are noted for each
successive tooth. A tooth-spacing error of 0.0001 in. can be calculated based upon readings taken by thk
device.

The automatic tooth-spacing tester is usually available in combination with a runout checker. Thk
device is provided with separate gage heads for inspecting pinions and gears. The gear gage head is provided
with three probes to check tooth spacing and runout simultaneously. While one of the probes locates the
position of the gear, the other two check tooth spacing and runout.

The procedure fnr checking the pinion is similar to that for the manual machine. Results are recorded
by an electronic device that establishes a reference line and electronically averages the readings for tooth
spacing about this line. A norm is drawn from the reference line based upon the average reading. The deviation
of each point from this line is measured to determine actual spacing error and maximum tooth-to-tooth error.

Courtesy of The Gleasonworki, Rocheste; fiy
.

Figure 6-11. Tooth-Spacing Tester
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6.2.2.2 Measuring Methods for Index
The four precision angular positioning devices that are the primary instruments for measuring gear index

are the index measuring machine, the indexing head or rotary table, the optical polygon and autocoilimator,

and the theodolite. The fifth method is an algebraic summation of pitch variations obtained from tooth-to-
tonth measurements.

1. Index Measuring Machines
Index measurine machines cwovide a means of fast and accurate inspection of the index of circular

products. They are commonly used for inspecting the index of high-precision gears such as those used in
contrnl devices for navigation, radar, fire control systems, missiles, and computers. These machines measure
and record individually the position of an element, such as a gear tooth, and compare it with a reference
position derived byequallydividing a 360-deg circle. A typical machine is shown in Fig. 6-12 and described in
the paragraphs that follow.

Courtesy of Fellows Corporation, Springfield, VT.

Figure 6-12. Index-Measuring Machine
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This typical machine uses a differential screw calibrated in millionths of an inch to adjust anvil blocks
that precisely control the angle of index and number of indexes. The same two anvil blocks are used to measure
each successive index. The gear to be inspected is mounted coaxially on a spindle that is capable of indexing at
the desired angles: The probe moves forward, contacts the product, the position is recorded, and the probe
retracts. The spindIe is advanced, and the procedure is continued for all elements over the 360 deg. The probe is
attached to a transducer that transmits electrical signals that represent the measurement to a recorder. The
recorder charts the linear error in the angular positioning of the gear tooth. First, a chart is drawn for one side
of the gear teeth. During the second revolution, the probe contacts the opposite side of the gear teeth, and a
similar chart is drawn. For comparison the charts for the two sides can be placed side by side on charting paper
as shown in Fig. 6-13. The chart indicates the relative position of gear teeth at approximately the pitch line. The
error indicated by the chart ii a linear measure that can also be converted to an angular measure.

Fig. 6-14 shows a typical chart for a gear and indicates a method for determining maximum index and

pitch variations. The short plateaus indicate the location of points on individual gear teeth. The inspection is
performed by first checking an arbitrarily selected tooth, then checking all the remaining teeth, and once again
checking the original tooth. The first tooth is rechecked to insure that the gear has been rotated through afrrll
360 deg. The Iocat ion recorded in the second check must be the same as the first one if the chart lines are to be
used as a reference for any location measurements. A datum line joining the first tooth plateau to its second
recording is drawn on the chart. This line will not be parallel to the chart lines if the total index is not 360 deg.
Variations in index are measured from this chart datum line. A correctly mounted perfect gear would result in
a straight datum line that indicates zero index error. Index error or an eccentric mounting results in a
deviation from the straight line as indicated in Fig. 6-14. The total index variation is the difference between the
high and low gear teeth. The maximum pitch variation is the largest difference between two adjacent teeth.

The most common causes of index variation in a gear are faulty manufacturing caused by eccentricity

of the work spindle on the cutting machine or tester, eccentricity of the work-holding equipment on the cutting
machine or tester, or an oversize bore in tbe workpiece, which can result in a workpiece mounting error or an
eccentric mounting in the test setup. Most of the commercially available machines can compensate for
eccentricity and other variations thatcan affect the index reading such as space width variation and runout.
The compensating procedures are usually explained in the documentation accompanying the machine. A
typical machine can inspect gears ,of up to 36.0 in. pitch diameter and a diametral pitch of 120 and coarser.
With proper work-holding fixtu~:s and correct indexing speeds, the accuracy of these machines is in the range

of 2 to 4 sec. Linear accuracy, of course, is proportional to the radius at which the measurement is made.

Lafl Sida of sDace
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●

Figure 6-14. Determination of Maximum Pitch Variation and Maximum Index “Variation

2. Indexing Heads or Rotary Tables:
Variation in the position of a point on the side of a gear tooth with respect to a true angular setting of an

initial starting point can be measured by indexing heads or rotary tables. (Indexing heads are also known as
dividing heads; rotary tables are also called, indexing or dividing tables.) The only difference between the two
is in the orientation of the axis of rotation. Indexing heads have a horizontal axis of rotation, whereas dividing
tables have vertical axis of rotation. The weight and configuration of the product dictate selection of the
device. Rotary tables are selected for heavier products and for products that lend themselves to inspection

● more easily when rotated about the vertical axis. Indexing heads generally are used for lighter products and
fnr products that lend themselves to inspection more easily when rotated about a horizontal axis. These
devices are used for angular positioning of gears during manufacture as well as during inspection. The
discussion that follows applies to rotary tables as well as to indexing heads.

A typical indexing head is equipped with a device for mounting the product. A system is provided to
rotate the work through precise angles and to indicate the angle of rotation. Commonly used rotating systems
are the incremental type and the continuous type. IrI the incremental-type system the rotary movement is
provided by.one of several mechanisms such as a ring with peripheral notches, a worm and gear arrangement,
a gear train, or a face gear arrangement. The product can be moved through a small increment of angle. A
locking device, consisting of a“pin and hole, is used to lock these indexing heads in place. A hand crank drives
the rotating system. .“.

The commercially available indexing heads with a continuous-t yperotating mechanism are equipped
with a worm drive and a large graduated drum or graduated master ring equipped with an accurate. measuring

system. This measuring system can be a microscope or optical system, or it can be inductive gratings to
measure the angular displacement accurately. The accuracy of indexing heads ranges from 0.25 to 45 sec
depending on the sophistication of the equipment.

Fig. 6-15 shows the geometry of the angular measurements made with an indexing head to compute
index variation. A reference point is established on one tooth, angular measurements of the corresponding

points on all the other teeth are made from the reference point, and the index error for each tooth is calculated.
The total index variation for the gear is the algebraic difference between tbe smallest and the largest index
error. Calculation of total index variation 1, is

1. = e] – e,, deg (6:1)

●
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Figure 6-15. Angular Measurements for Index Variation

where
el= Iargesterrorei, deg
e,= smallest index error ei, deg
ei= index error ofith tooth = ,Z– E~, deg
i = number of toOth, dimen~iOnless

E, = specified angle of ith tooth from reference tooth = (360/ N)i, deg
E/= actual angular position ofithtooth from reference tooth,. deg
N= number ofteetb ingear, dimensionless.

3. Optical Polygon With Autocollirnpto~
The optical polygon—combined with an autocollimator and a rotating, indexable table—can measrr;e

gear iridex very accurately. The optical polygon isa multifaced block made either of steel orglass and is
available in single-piece or mrdtipiece construction. The most commonly used polygons have 3,5,6,9, 12,.18,
36, or 72 equally spaced sides. Thus the angular spacing among the faces is 360 deg divided by the nu,m,be,r of

sides. The faces are made flat to a high degree of accuracy (2 see) and finished to an optical quidity. Selection of
the optical polygon depends on the angle being measured. This angle must be a multiple of the angle among the
faces of the polygon,

.

The autocollimator, described in par. 4.2.2.1, can read angles to withh 0.1 sec. The gear and the optical

polygon are mounted on the indexing table with a reference point on the gear aligned with one, on the indexing
table. The polygon is mounted such that it is fixed with respect to the gear and provides an exact reflecting
surface for the autocollimator beam. The autocollimator projects acolfimated light beam with the reticle
image and receives, in return, a reflected image from the optical polygon. After the reference is established, the
indexing table is rotated until a corresponding reference point on an adjacent tooth is aligned with the
established reference point on the indexing table. Because the polygon is fixed with respect to the gear, it also is
rotated through the same angle as the gear and provides a new surface for the reflection of the autocollimator
beam. If this angle of rotation does not exactly equal the angle provided by the optical polygon, its face will not
be exactly perpendicular to the autocollimator beam and thus will provide an image that deviates from the
reticle. This deviation of the image from the actual reticle indicates the error index variation in the gear teeth.
Based on this principle, variations in gear index are measured for all teeth, and total index variation is
calculated asdescribed intbeprevious subparagraph (Ref. 1).

4. Theodolites:
A theodolite is an alignment telescope that is rotatable in both the horizontal and vertical planes

around two mutually perpendicular and intersecting axes. The instrument is described in detail in par. 4.2.2~3.
Sensitive optical dividing devices provided in the theodolite make it capable of precise angular positioning
measurements around both rotational axes. In several types of theodolites, these dividing devices have a
readout resolution to 1 sec.

Theodolites can be focused at a minimum distance of 6 ft and, therefore, can be used to measure the
index ofvery large gears. Oneadvantage ofusing atheodolite tomeasure index isthat, when mounted, it is
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away from the product. Thus an external point can be used as a datum to measure any angular dimension and
one does not have. to rely on the mounting or referencing surfaces of the product, which might contain
manufacturing errors.

5. AIgebrrric Summation of Pi!ch Variations Obtained fronr Tooth-to -Too!h Measurements. When

dividing head equipment is not available, pitch variatioris obtained, from tooth-to-tooth measurements, as
described in par. 6.2.2.1, can be added to yield index error. One major disadvantage of this method, however, is
that a slight error in pitch reading will be accumulated in the calculation of index error. ,Thus, for a small
number of teeth, this method works relatively well. With more than 10 teeth, however, the method gives
inaccurate results.

6.2.2.3 Reco”mmended Methods of Inspection
Inspection methods recommended by AGMAare shown in Table 6-2,,reproduced from Ref. 1.

6.2.3 PROFILE VARIATION
Profile is the geometric shape of a tooth from its root to its tip (Ref. 1).

6.2.3.1 Measuring Methods
Profile is measured with involute profile-measuring instruments or machines, with portable profile-

measuring instruments, through the tooth contact pattern method, or by coordinate measurement machines.
The tooth contact pattern method indicates only the active tooth profile and is ‘discussedin par. 6.2.7.

Involute profile-measuring machines and portable profile-measuring instruments measure the departure of
any point on a tooth profile from a perfect involute in the direction normal to the involute. These machines
compare the profile of the gear teeth with the specified profile and then either indicate or record the deviations.
For this purpose, these machines are equipped with dial indicators capable of measuring to ‘0.000 1 iir. The

TABLE 6-2. RECOMMENDED METHODS OF CONTROL OF PITCH VARIATION (Ref. 1)

RecommendedMethodsof Pitch Variation‘Controlt

AGMA Normal Pitch Diameter,in:

Quality I ,,
Diametral

Number Pkch, in,*

1/2
1

6,7, 2

8,.and 9 .8 4

16-19.99

1/2
‘1

10 2
and 11 4

8
16-19.99

2
12,13, 4
14, and 15 8

16-19.99

*The ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch diameter, in. . . . ..
t Recmrrmendedmethods.
Number l—Process control
N“~bcr 2—Pitch-mear”ri”g imtmmmts or ansular-positioning devices “,.

t

Number l—In the shaded area refers to spur, hetical, and herringbone gears’ only.’-

From Volume I of “the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classification; dfafe~ials, aid Mefl$uring ~l?rhods for fJn&ernbled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright e by American Gear Manufwtumrs Association, 1500King street, suite Pol, Alexandria, VA 22314.
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record is made in the form of a graph of various points on the tooth relative to the base circle. Usually this plot
is recorded on ruled paper wound on a drum. Compensation is made in the spacing between the vertical lines
on this paper to account for the cylindrical path of the recording pen on the drum surface.

Locations on an involute profile can be represented either in terms of degrees of roll angle or scale

graduations. The representation with roll angles is used more widely. Roll angle ranges of active gear profiles
of mating gears are proportional to the gear ratios. Therefore, profile charts of unequafly sized mating gears

based upon roll angle have different lengths. Profile charts based upon scale readings will have the same length
because the scale readings are proportional to the distance traveled by the contact point.

[n measuring profile a timed relationship between the gear tooth rotation and the linear movement of the
indicator probe or sensing device is used to compare the gear tooth profile and the specified profile. Some
machines actually generate the specified profile, whereas others have profile templates for the same purpose.
Profile-measuring machines are classified based on the method and mechanism used to compare the two
profiles. The major types of commercially available profile-measuring machines are discussed next:

i. Involute Profile-Measuring Instruments or Machinex
a. Machines That Use Individual Base-Circle Diskx

This type of machkre generates the specified profile by rolfing a disk of the same diameter as the gear
base circle with a straightedge, without any slippage. The disks are interchangeable to accommodate various
gear sizes.

The gear is mounted between two centers, one of which is the live center that drives the gear. The five
center also drives the base-circle disk that is mounted on the other center. A straightedge maintains constant
contact with the base-circle disk through a spring-loaded mechanism. Friction between the straightedge arid
the disk causes simultaneous linear and angular motion of the straightedge A stylus mounted on the
straightedge contacts the gear to be checked and generates an involute profile with respect to the gear tooth
profile. A“nydeviation of the gear tooth profile from the generated profile is recorded either by a dial indicator
or by a recording device.

The capacity of these machhes ranges from 12 in. in diameter and 18 in. between centers to 36 in. in
diameter and 36 in. between centers. Vertical travel of the stylus ranges from 8 to 18 in. The stylus provided
with the machine can be used on pitches up to 32, but with suitable styli gears of finer pitch can be checked. For
internal gears special goosenecked pointers and mounting adapters are used. Helical gears are checked .by
rotating the indicating pointer to the helix angle of the gear. The accuracy of this machine is checked by a
master involute cam that is calibrated on a dividing head.

b. Involute Checkers With Permanent Master Lkrse-Circle Disk and Proportiorud Compensator:
In thk type of involute-checkkg machke, the master base-circle disk is part of the machine and is not

C!,:tnged for each gear. A compensating disk and bar are provided to adjust for the changing gear base-circle
IIiameters, and compensation is achieved by setting this disk at an appropriate angle. Some models are
provided with angular graduations on the compensating disk, thk feature permits settings to 0.001 deg
through a magnifying device. Capacities of these machines range from 12 to 36 in. in diameter and 14 to 84 in.
between centers, and a face width range of full dktance between centers. The mounting arrangement and
indicating assembly can be adjusted vertically to accommodate different gear sizes. When a model is selected
for a particular application, a relatively large ratio between the diameter of the built-in master disk and the
anticipated product-base diameters should be specified so that the compensator angle setting is less than 45
deg, which prevents high pressures on the cross slide.

The styli provided with the machine usually accommodate diametral pitch up to 20. F]ner pitches
require special styli; internal gears require adapters and goosenecked styli. A special attachment afso is
available to. check tooth spacing.

This type of machine provides a choice of settings to check helicaf profiles. Ekher the stylus or the
whole stylus carrier can be set to the helix angle. Recording devices are available for these machines.

c. Involute Checkers With Mas$er Involute Cam and Compensating Linkage
In these machines the specified gear tooth profile is generated by a cam and a compensating linkage is

provided to accommodate various gear sizes. These machines do not require special disks or setup
cafcrdations.
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When mass production parts are inspected, a special device provided with thk machine insures
duplication of root-angle ranges. The profile of a gear with a roll angle from the base circle to the outside
diameter that exceeds the roll angle capacity of the machine can be inspected provided the roll angle from the
form diameter to the outside diameter can be accommodated.

In the case of helical gears, readings are registered in the plane of rotation. Goosenecked styli,
mounting adapters, and special setting masters are available for intern’al gears, and an optio.nrd recorder is
available.

d. Special Tooth- ho/7[e-Checking Machines:
This classification includes single-purpose machines for very large gears, fine-pitched gears, and

gears with other than involute profiles. These machines are simple to design and build. One type uses the fact
that the involute form of a gear with a high number of teeth can be matched very accurately by a substitute
circle. Matching by a substitute circle is done by rotating the indicating head about a suitably located pivot.
Readings are taken along the tooth profile, and deviations are computed by trial and error. Special tooth-
profde-checking instruments can be used for large gears of 39 to 142 in. outside diameter and 0.85 to 12.7
diametral pitch. They are afso available for fine-pitched gears from the very smallest up to 6 in. in diameter and
from 20 to 120 diametral pitch.

This classification of profile-checking machine has a magnetized straightedge that carries the
indicating mechanism and rolls on an interchangeable base-circle segment. It also is equipped with a recorder.

2. portable profile- hfeasuring In.rtrumentx ~

Portable profile-measuring instmments are used for profile inspection of large gears, i.e., gears too
large to be mounted in conventional work-holding devices such as arbors and centers, and for gears with only a
segment-of their profiles accessible. The profiles of spur and helical gears—either external or internal—with
coarse pitch also can be inspected in thk manner.

Portable profile-measuring instruments use several mechanisms for comparing the specitied”and actual
urofiles. Instruments that use individual master templates are the most common. Iri gear profile inspection
‘.
with these instruments, the transverse profile of the gear tooth is compared with a ternpla~e. One extremely
accurate master template is required for each gear size checked. Desired profile modifications can be included
in the’ template.

When a portable profile-measuring instrument is set up, the starting position of the follower on the
template and that of the indicator on the gear. tooth must be correlated carefully. In addition, because of the
effect of tooth thickness variations on the relationship between the’ master template and the gear teeth,
adjustments may have to be repeated for e,ach type of ,gear.

6.2.3.2 Interpretation of R&ults
A profile trace, or chart, drawn by a profile-measuring machine indicates any departures from true involute,

which is represented by a straight line, magnified to a much larger scale. Thus the ordinates of this plot indicate
the departure of gear tooth profile from that needed for uniform velocity transmission when engaged with a
perfect gear. As shown in Fig. 6-16, excess metal is considered a positive deviation, and insufficient metal a
negative deviation. Gear tooth profile tolerances form a band either at the root or tip of the gear tooth. Fig.
6-17 shows these tolerances and the corresponding plots. If the plot of gear tooth profile lies within this band,
the gear tooth is within the tolerance.

The entire tooth, from the root to the crown, on both flanks, can be measured on a profile-checking
machine. Besides inspecting tooth profiles, this profile plot can be used to control tip chamfer, undercut
radius, radius where the fillet blends with the profile, and the crown. Because there is no standard way of
checking and charting profiles, it is essential that all charts be accompanied by notes describing the procedure
in detrri~

Most profile-measuring machines can magnify the profile error between 250 and 500 times, and some can
magnify it uu to 1000 times. Thus an accurate mactiine with a sharp stYlus can indicate even the surface texture
of t}e gear ~ooth.

The stylus should be sharp, and the effect of other errors—such as eccentricity and variations in base
diameter, pressure angIe, or base pitch on the profile chart—must be compensated for to obtain accurate
readings.
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Figure 6-16. Tooth Profile and Corresponding .Plot
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(AGMA 390.03). Copyright 0 by American Gear Manufacture Association, 15011King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 2231?.!

Figure 6-17. Tooth Tolerance and Corresponding Plot ‘ ~‘ ‘~ ‘

~

6.2.3.3 Recommended Methods of Inspection
Inspection methods recommended by AGMA are shown in Table 6-3, reproduced from Ref. 1.

0

6.2.4 LEADVARIATION
Lead is the sxial advance of a helix through one complete turn (Ref. 1).
Lead’ variation is the difference between the measured and specified lead traces and i? rn’~a!u!~d $ the

direction normal to the specified lead in the gear (Ref. 1).
. . ,. .

6.2.4.1 Measuring Methods .,, :, ., ..,. .,,

The measuring procedure used in commercially available lead-checkhrg instruments, such as that shown in
Fig. 6-18, involves rotating a gear at a specified rate of lead advance per degree of rotation. Simultaneously; a
probe mounted on a carriage is advanced parallel to the axis. The probe is connected to an indicating
mechanism and measures any deviations normal to the tooth surface at or very near the pitch cylinder. The
indicating mechanism can be a dial indicator or an electrical sensor with recorder.

Positioning the stylus to measure the lead of a gear is very important. The required angle of the stylus holder
with the gear tooth depends on the type of gear. For a spur gear the holder is held normal to the gear axis and is
moved in a direction parallel to the gear axis. In the case of a helical gear, the gear is rotated while the stylus
holder traverses in a direction parallel to the axis, and contact is made very close to the pitch line. In actual use,

when helical teeth mesh, contact between the teeth is in a plane normal to the plane of rotation. Therefore, the
lead variation should be checked in this normal plane. For this purpose the stylus holder is tilted from the
vertical by approximately the helix angle of the gear. In this position the up and down motion indicated and
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TABLE 6-3. RECOMMENDED METHODS OF CONTROL OF PROFILE (Ref. 1

AGMA
Quality
Number

8 and 9

10 and 11

12,13,
14, and 15

Normal
Diametral

Pitch, in.*

1/2

1
2
4
8

16-19.99

1/2
1

2
4

8
16-19.99

2
4
8

16-19.99

Recommended Methods of Profile Controlt

U..L

1,2
1,2

2
2

2
2

3

I ,2
1,2

IJ_

2
2
2

2
2

~

Pitcl

6

1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Dkimeter in.

T

12 25

I ,2
1,2 1,2
1,2 1,2
1,2 1,2
1,2 1,2
1,2 1,2

1,2
2 1,2
2 1,2
2 1,2

f

2 1,2
2 1,2

2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2

>

1

1

1
1
1
1

1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3
1.3

1,3
1,3
1,3

&

100

1
1
1
1
1
I

1,3
1,3
1,3
I ,3

1,3
1.3

1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3

200

nd over

1
1
1
1
1
1

1,3
1,3
I ,3
1,3
1,3
1.3

1.,3
1,3

*The ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch diameter, in.
tRecommcnded methodq

Number l—Process control
Number 2—involute-measuring instruments
Number 3—Portabte profile-measuring instrument

From Volume I of the AG MA Gear Handbook, Gear Classz#7cation, Materials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ hy American Gear Manufacturer sAssociation,1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

recorded by the stylus is the deviation from the desired lead. Fig. 6-19 shows the arrangement for measuring
the lead of external spur and helical gears.

Machines are provided with a disk that rolls against a straightedge to measure gears with long leads. A
sinebar or similar device is used ‘to translate the tangential movement of the straightedge ,@o an axial
movement. Sometimes these machines are buih in combination with the involute profile+heckmg machines.

For measuring worms and for gears with short leads, the machines are provided with a mechanism that uses
change gears and a lead screw. The change gears provide the rotary motion while the lead screw provides the
axial advance. In combination they generate a helical form that is used to note the deviations from the specified
lead.
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‘o
courtesy of The Gleason Works, Rochester, NY.

Figure 6-18. Lead-Checking Machine
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From Volume”I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Cl&slYication, Moleriak, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03).Copyright@ by American GeaI Manufacturers Association, 1500King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-19. Setting of Pointer for External Spur and Helical Gears for Lead Check
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Very simple devices are required to check spur gears for lead error. Spur gears have infinite leads. The gear is

mounted and locked to prevent any rotation while a tooth is checked, and then a cross sfide with an indicating
mechanism is moved in a direction parallel to the axis of the gear, and the deviations are noted. o

6.2.4.2 Recommended Methods of Inspection
Inspection methods recommended by AGMA are shown in Table 6-4, reproduced from Ref. 1.

TABLE 6-4. RI

T
AGMA Normal

Quality Diametral

Number Pitch, in. *

l/2
1“

8,9, 2

and 10 4
~.

16-19.99

.1/2
.i

11,12, 2
13,14, .3
and 15 8

16-19.99

OMMENDED METHODS OF CONTROL OF LEAD (Ref. 1)

RecommendedMethodsof Lead Cmrtrolt

Iv&

1,2

2

k!12-

1,2
1,2

2

Pitch Diamete

T

3 6 12

1,2

1,2. !,2
i,2 1,2 1,2
1,2 1,2 1,2
1,2 I ,2 1,2

2
2 2

2 2.2
2.2 2
2 2 2

*The ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch diameter. in
rRecomme”ded method~ ~
Number 1—Process control,
Number 2—Lead-checkhiS instmmem (m lead comparator)
Number 3—Pwtable:measurins instrument

~

25

1,2
1,2
1,2

,1,2

1,2

2
2
2

2
2
2

T
50 100

1,3 1,3
I ,3 1,3
1,3 1,3
I ,3

1,3 ‘ l::
1,3 1,3

3 3
3 3
3 3

w-

200
nd over

1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3

3
3
3
3

‘o
From Volume I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classification, A%wrials, and b- feasurin~Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03). Copyright@ by American Gear-Manufacturers Association, 1500.KinS Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

!.

6.2.4.3 Analysis of Gear Tooth Charts
The gear tooth charts, or graphs, generated by lead-checking instruments indicate the extent that actual lead

of the gear deviates from the desired or theoretical lead.
For a right-hand external helical gear, if the “recorded line deviates from the datum line in the negative

direction, the measured lead is shorter than the specified lead. Similarly, if this line deviates in the positive
direction;.t,he measured lead is longer than thespetiified lead: If the helix is a left-hand type, the direction of
stylus traverse is reversed, but the chart interpretation remains the same—i.e., deviation in a negative direction
indicates a. shorter than specified lead, whereas’ deviation in a positive direction indicates a longer than
specified lead, Figs. 6-20 through 6-23 illustrate the recorded charts for right-hand and left-hand external
helical teeth with long and short leads.

The location and amount of gear teeth crowning also can be verified by lead-checking instruments. Figs.
6-24 and 6-25 show adjacent sides of external spur and helical teeth and their recorded graphs, respectively.
The two graphs are similar when the amount of crowning is the same. The graphs atso indicate the location and
magnitude of ’any displacement of the crowning peak.

Tapir in spur and helical gear teeth also can be checked by lead-checking instruments. When the gear teeth
are perfect, the lines charted are parallel to each. other. As Fig. 6-26 shows, in the case of an external spur gear
with tapered teeth; these charted lines are not parallel to each other. Deviation of the charted line from the
datum indicates departure from” parallelism of the sides of the gear teeth and variation of space width along the
face of the gear.

m
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Figure 6-20. Graph of Right-Hand External Hefical Gear Teeth With Short Lead
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Figure 6-21. Graph of Right-Hand External Helical Gear Teeth With Long Lead
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From Volume 1 of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classification, Materials, and ~ea.wing Methods for Unassembled Geom
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Figure 6-22. Graph of Left-Hand External He~l Gear Teeth With Long Lead
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(AGMA 390.03). Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 150f.King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-23. Graph of Left-Hand External Helical Gear Teeth With Short Lead
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Figure 6-24. Graph of External” Spur Gear With Crowned Teeth
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Figure 6-25. Graph of External Helical Gear With “Crowned Teeth
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(AGMA 390.03). Co~yright @by American Gear Manufacturers Association,” 1500 King $trqet, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314,

Figure 6-26. Graph of External Spur Gear With Tapered Teeth,,, . .

Fig. 6-27 shows lead error and taper in the teeth of a helical gear. Taper in the teeth is indicated by the plotted
lines that deviate more on one side of the tooth space than on the other, and deviation in lead is shown by the
dotted line located midway between the two charted lines.
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From Volwne 1 of the ACM A Gear Handbook, Gem Classt@lion, Materials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03). Copyright@ by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-27. Graph of External Helical Gear With Tapered Teeth and Lead Variation
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6.2.5 COMPOSITE ACTION METHOD OF GEAR INSPECTION
Composite error is total variation caused by more than one of the basic types of errors, such as runout, and

by variations in pitch, profile, and lead (Ref. 1). It is measured as the variation in center distance when the
product gear (a gear being inspected) is rolled in a tight mesh (double-flank contact) with a specified gear (a

reference, standard, or master gear) of spur, hefical, or herringbone type. In the case of bevel, hypoid, or worm
gears-when testing by the double-flank method—composite error is measured as variation in mounting

distance, i.e., the amount of movement of the pinion in a direction normal to the pinion axis.
The composite action method is also known as gear roll testing. The variations that can be inspected by this

method are tooth-to-tooth composite variations; total composite variations; functional tooth thickness; and,
in certain cases, runout. Usually this method is used for mass-produced, medium-to fine-pitched gears.

The composite action gear checker or gear-rolling fixture is used in this method. As Fig. 6-28 shows, this
gear check~r consists of a-fixture with two-shaft cent~rs—one fixed and the other movable—mounted parallel

to each other. A master gear is mounted on one and the product gear on the other. Tight mesh between the two
gears is insured either by a spring-loaded mechanism or a suspended weight that exerts a predetermined force

on the movable center. A reference center distance at tight mesh is established between the two centers, and the
two gears are rotated. Variation in the center distance is ifidicated either by a dial indicator or sensed by an
electrical or electronic device and plotted on a graph.

Fig. 6-29 shows a graph from a typical test. The center distance variation is charted here. Spur gears are
tested on this type of fixture. Nonparallel shaft gears, such as bevel gears and worm gears, are tested in
checkers equipped with an arrangement for mounting the shafts at the appropriate angles. Composite gear
testers are usually available for gear sizes up to 12 in. in diameter, for medium and fine pitches, and for either
straight or helical types. They are accurate to +0.0005 in.

Straight racks or worm sections sometimes are used in place of master gears. Racks have a straight-sided
tooth form that can be manufactured very accurately. Larger gears need 10nger racks, hOwever, and the 10nger
the rack, the more difficult it is to manufacture.

6.2.5.1 Measurement of Tooth-to-Tooth Composite Variation
As each tooth passes through the meshing action with the master, it leaves a definite pattern on the chart.

This pattern includes the effects of tooth-to~tooth variations that result from the cOmbined effect Ofvariations
in pitch, profile, and tooth thickness. The frequency of these variations equals the number Of teeth in the gear.
It is essential for this check that all teeth be clean and free of foreign particles because these particles can
substantially influence the results, especially in fine-pitched gears. A persistent and high “kick.” in the graph is
considered a major defect.

am AuQ-o

m :“
lndc.mor

w
o

weight
7////// ,,

From Volume I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear CLzssi@tion, hfalerial$, and Measuring Me(hods for Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390.03). Copyright@ by American Gear Mmufact.rem Association, 1S00 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-28. Gear-Rolling Fixture With Suspended Weight
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From Volume 1 of the AG MA Gear Handbook, Gear Classz@ozion, ,$faferials, and Measuring Methods for Unassembled GecJrs
(AGMA 390.03). Copyright ‘a by American Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Figure 6-29. Graph of Gear Tooth Variations Obtained From a Rolling Test

a
6.2.5.2 Measurement of Total Composite Error

Total composite error is computed by rolling the gears together several times and taking the average of the
variation readings. On the graph it is indicated by the total amplitude of the resultant curve of one revolution.
Because the reading consists of composite errors in both the product and master gears, compensation has to be

made for the composite error in the master gear. The procedure for accepting or rejecting a gear based upon
total composite error follows (Ref. 1).

Let:
a = total composite reading, as read on chart or dial indicator, in.

b = total composite variation in master gear, obtained from calibration, in.
~ = total composite tolerance shown on drawing,. in.

Then, the following cases apply:

If a + b < c, the product is acceptable.
If a > b + c, the product is rejected.
If a S b + c, the accept or reject decision must be made after phasing. Phasing is done by indexing

the master with respect to the product gear, repeating the test, and analyzing results. The product gear is
acceptable if the highest of the phased readings meets the condition a S b i- c.

6.2.5.3 Measuring Functional Tooth Thickness
In this procedure the thickness of each tooth of the gear determines the depth of penetration of the gears at

mesh, which in turn determines the setup mounting distance. As the gears rotate, the mounting distance varies.
For quick analysis in gear shops, two lines indicating the extreme limits of mounting distance are drawn on a
graph, These lines are obtained when the gear-rolling fixture is calibrated. For the gear to be acceptable, the
trace of the rolling gears must lie between extreme limits on the graph.

The composite action method for measuring tooth-to-tooth composite variation, total composite error, and ●
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o simulate actual operating conditions very closely. All teeth are inspected over the entire active tooth form

because they mesh up to the working depth. Tooth-to-tooth averaging effects are included as they would be in
actual operation. It is a very quick test and, therefore, is used in most general workshop applications. Even
burrs and damage caused to the profile by careless handling, which are not easily detected by other methods,
can be detected with the comuosite action test.

The composite action meth~d has some disadvantages. It indicates only composite error and not individual
variations, so choosing a corrective action is very difficult. Additionally, the quality of the master gear
substantially affects the test result.

I 6.2.6 SINGLE-FLANK TESTING
Single-flank testing is a form of composite testing in which the gears roll together at the proper center

distance with backlash and with only one flank in contact (Ref. 2). The testis run with optical encoders, which
measure rotational motion. The optical encoders may be attached to the input and output shafts of a special
machine for testing pairs of gears, or they can be used portably by attaching them directly to the input and
output shafts” of an actual gear box to inspect the quality of a complete train of gears. The data from the
encoders are processed in an instrument that shows the accuracy or smoothness of rotational motion that
results from the meshing of the two gears (transmission errors). Fig. 6-30 shows schematically the principle of
operation (R sf. 3).

Data generated by single-flank testing can be directly related to involute or profile errors, pitch variation,

runout, and accumulated pitch variation. Lead errors cannot be measured by this method. Fig. 6-31 shows an
example of single-flank testing data as recorded on a strip chart and identifies the individual errors revealed by
single-flank testing (Ref. 3). Refer to Refs. 2 and 3 for a detailed description of single-flank testing and the
measurement, and also for interpretation of the generated data.

Courtesy of The
~z

: Gleason Works, Rochester, NY.

Figure 6-30. ‘Schematic of Single-Flank Testing
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Courtesy of The Gleason Works, Rochester, NY.
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Figure 6-31. Single-Flank Testing Data (Ref. 3)

6.2.7 TOOTH THICKNESS VARIATION
The tooth thickness of a gear is the circular—or linear for racks—thickness at a specified diameter or tooth

height (Ref. 1).
Correct tooth thickness is important for the proper functioning of gears; therefore, all types of gears—crude

to highly accurate—are checked for tooth thickness. .The required accuracy of the check varies with the class of
gear. Extremely accurate gear applications may require examination of all teeth, whereas crude gear

applications may require examination of only one tooth. For in-between cases, four teeth 90 deg apart can be
measured and the average thickness calculated.

6.2.7.1 Methods of Measurement
Various measurement methods are

1, Vernier Tooth Calipers
As Fig. 6-32 shows, the vernier tooth caliper is provided with vertical and horizontal vernier scales,

both of which are equipped with locking screws. A tongue is used as a resting point for the caliper, and the
vertical scale reads the distance between this tongue and the tips of the vernier jaws.

Before the gear is measured, the vertical scale is preset so the jaws reach the specified diameter or tooth
height where tooth thickness is to be measured. Usually the tooth thickness’ is specified at the pitch circle

diameter. Before tooth thickness can be rrieasured, it is necessary to measure the outside diameter of the gear. If
this diameter is larger or smaller than is specified, the setting of the gear tooth caliper must be changed to
compensate for the difference. The amount of compensation should be one half the difference between the
specified and actual diameters, and the direction of compensation is determined by comparing the two
diameters. If the actual diameter is larger, one. half the difference must be added; if smaller, one half the
difference must be subtracted from the setting of the vertical scale of the caliper.

This compensation also can be made by setting the vertical scale at the corrected addendum and then
measuring the thickness on the horizontal scale. The corrected addendum A. is either obtained from tables or
calculated from (Ref. 2)

A. = A ++ (PD)(l – COS, ~, in (6-2)

●✌

●
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Figure 6-32. ,Vertiier Tooth .Caliper”

,’

where’ .,
,. A = addendum, i.e., the perpendicular distance from pitch circle to top of tooth,. in.

PD =.pitch diameter; in. ‘
N = number of teeth, dimensionless.

,.. ~

Eq. 6-2 yields chordal thickness, which must be converted to circular measurement.
The advantages of using gear tooth calipers include low costs, ease of use, and results accurate enough

fornonprecision applications. . ~~ .,

The gear tooth cafiper has several limitations: Becausethe outside diameter is used as a reference, any
runout or other error in this diameter can affect the results. The thickness measuredis chordal and therefore
involves mathematical computation for conversion to circular measurements. Physical Iimitationsof calipers
do not allow tooth thickness measurement of fine-pitched gears. The caliper jaws rest against the tooth profile,
which causes jaw wear and also subjects the results to the effects of tooth profile inaccuracies. Accurate
readings require a skilled operator. Caliper setting accuracy cannot surpass 0.002 in. The addendum must be
corrected for eveiy geaq this requirement makes the process cumbersome and complicated.

2. Span Measurement by Using Vernier Caliper or Plate Micrometer . . :
A vernier caliper or plate micrometer is used to measure the distance over several gear teeth. The

measurement read in this way is always along a line tangent to the base circle.—the circle frOm which. involute
tooth profiles are measured—and, therefore, independent of runout and variations in outer diameter. The
plate micrometer is placed to span each set of teeth and repositioned to register the maximum possible reading.
As shown in Fig. 6-33, several positions exist where the instrument can correctly. indicate this maximum
dimension. Then umberof teeth spanned varies, but three teeth .usually are preferred. ,-.

6-33,
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Figure 6-33. Few of Possible Arrangements Indicating Correct Reading in Span Measurement

The span method has several distinct-advantages. Because the measurements are taken over several

teeth, the variations are averaged; this method results in better accuracy. Because the outside diameter is not
used as a reference, variations in outside diameter do not affect the results. Even large gears can be inspected in
this manner, and a skilled operator is not required.

This method also has some limitations. It cannot be used in cases where, due to tooth geometry, the

caliper cannot span a sufficient number of teeth. (A combination of large helix angle and narrow face width
can create such a situation.) Errors in base pitch, tooth profile, and lead affect the accuracy of the reading. If
even a portion of the tooth profile is a modified inv61ute, the readings are erroneous.

3. Measurements Over Pins or Over Rack-Shaped Blocks. In this method pins or rack-shaped blocks are
inserted between gear teeth, and measurements are taken over these pins or blocks. This method usually is used
to measure tooth thickness of high-precision gears, but its use is not limited to these gears. For.invohrte spur
gears of diametral pitch coarser than 20, ANSI/ AGMA Standard 2002-B88, Tooth Thickness lipec~jlcrrrion

and Measurement (Ref. 4), presents standardized pin diameters, pin measurement tables, and equations. For
standard involute spur gears, the tables present standard pin diameters as a function of normal diametraf
pitch. For spur gears of diametral pitch 20 or finer, ANSI/ AGMA Standard 2000-A88 (Ref: 5), applies.

4. Measuring Center Distrince at Tight “Mesh “” ‘ . -‘ :
; Measuring center distance at tight mesh is an ‘indirect way of measuring tooth thickness and’is used

mostly for mass-produced, high-precision gears. A master gear of known tooth ”thickness is selected and is
meshed very tightly (4 to 6 lb) with the product gear. At this point, tfie center distance between the two gears is
meaiu”red. The:gears are rotated until t he next set of teeth comes in contact, and the reading is recorded again.
Th~ procedure is repeated for all gear teeth. If the variationin center distance is within acceptable limits for the
product gear; it ‘is accepted. Wheir several gears are to be inspected; the maximum and”minimum allowable.
setup center distances are established. A gear whose center distance at mesh with the master gear falls,within
tfie limits his acceptable tooththickness. The absolute value of tooth thickness can be nbtained by substituting
the tooth thickness of the master gear in the.baaic equations derived from the geometry of the meshing,gears:
Accuracy up to iO.0002 in. can be achieved by this method.

“ .

“’Aprimary ‘advantage of measuring center distance at tight mesh is that afl teeth are checked quite
rapidly. Thitooth thickness obtained ii’’effective tooth thickness” because it is measured continuously with
rotation”, and all local tooth thickness variations’ are averaged out aa the teeth cent act along their entire
profiles.

“‘: 5: Measuring of Backlash at Operaling Center Distance. Measuring backlashat operating center distance

is another indirect way of measuririg the functional tooth thickness of gears. The pinion imd gear. are
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accurately mounted at the operating center distance. The backlash is measured as explained in par. 6.2.8.2:
TWs measurement is made at least at four locations 90 deg apart around the gear. The gear tooth thickness is
calculated from the average backlash based on the geometric relationship between them.

6. Addendum Comporatoc
An addendum comparator is a device for measuring tooth thickness by comparing the gear addendum

with that of a basic rack. As shown in Fig..6-34, the comparator has jaws that have the same angle & the
pressure angfe of the gear being inspected. The cornparatorjaws are first set to the proper width by using a steel
block that simulates a rack tooth of appropriate diametral pitch, and the dial indicator is set to read zero. The
gear tooth being checked is inserted between these jaws, and the depth of penetration is indicated by a dial
indicator. When inserted between thejaws,’a thin tooth will penetrate farther than the steel block and register a
plus indicator reading, whereas ? thick tooth wdl not penetrate as far as the steel block and will register a minus
indicator reading. The difference between the rick tooth thickness and the thickness of the gear tooth being
inspected is the variation in gear tooth thlckniss At. and is given by

At” = 2C,tan0, in. (6-3)

where
C,= addendum comparator reading, in.
f? = preessure angle, deg. .,. .

Because this process uses the outside diameter of the gear for reference, any dimensional variation and
taper ‘of the outside diameter of the gear must be compensated for.

6.2.7.2 Recommended Methods of Inspection
Inspection methods recommended by AG-MA are shown in Table 6-5, reproduced from Ref. 1.

. . .

Jaws +; ,,
I
+

I l.,
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Figure 6-34. Addendum comparator in Use
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TABLE 6-5. RECOMMENDED METHODS OF CONTROL OF TOOTH THICKNESS (Ref. 1)

Tooth-Thickness” Method
Tolerance Number Measuring Method* o

1 Process Control.
.0,002 in. or more

,.

2 Tooth Caliper
..

3
,.

Addendum Comparator “’

0.001 in. t00,002in.
.:

4“’ Span Measurement
\ ..

5. Memurement Over Pins (or Over Rack-Shaped Blocks)

0.001 in. or less 6 Measurement of Center Dktance at Tight M&h
7 Measwement of Backlash at Op.+ting@t er.Qistance

. A measuring method giving a higher degree of accuracy maybe used to measure thickness tolerances of any lower degree of accuracy.

From Volume I of the AGMA Gear Handbook, Gear Classi~cation, Materials, and.! feasuri ngkfethodsfor Unassembled Gears
(AGMA 390,03). Copyright @Iby America” Gear Manufacturers Association, 1500 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314.

6.2.8 TOOTH CONTACT PATTERN
The method of tooth contact pattern is used to check the entire active profile of the gear teeth. It is

accomplished on a gear-testing machine or on a setup where gears can be mounted and rolled together. A
numerical evaluation of individual parameters ,cannot be obtained, but the extent of variation is indicated
quite accurately. Teeth of one of the gears are coated with a marking compound, and the gears are rolled to
obtain the tooth contact pattern. The entire area of contact is then imprinted on, the teeth of the other gear.
This imprint is studied and, conclusions are drawn about the accuracy of the gears and their performance.

6.2.8.1 Spur, Helical, and Herringbone Gears
A tooth contact pattern is obtained by mounting the product gear and a master gear on a gear-testing

machine and rolling the two together under a light load for a few seconds. This method is quite accurate; ●
however, the repeatability of readings depends on the m&rnting accuracy and the load applied during
inspection, Both factors must be specified for each test.

6.2.8.2 Bevel and Hypoid Gears
The tooth contact pattern for bevel and hypoid gears can be observed through testing machines with special

adjustments, These adjustments are

1. Axial adjustments for gear and pinion (In this setup the product gear could be a gear or a pinion and the
master gear must be its counterpart.)

2. Repositioning of one axis with respect to the other for hypoid gear testing.
These adjustments facilitate simulation ofactual operating conditions for these gears. Axial adjustment of

the pinion is used to simulate the effect of change in pressure angle, whereas axial adjustment of the gears is
used to control the amount of backlash. The pressure ‘angle 0 is the angle at a pitch point between the line of
pressure, which is normal t? the tooth surface, and the’plane tangent to the pitch surface. The pressure angle
gives the direction of the normal to a tooth profile (Ref. 1). Sometimes vertical movement of the axes simulates
changes in the spiral angle, Necessary changes tci the setup for gear mantifacturing can be estimated if contact
patterns are observed under simulated operating conditions. It is convenient to use the vertical and horizontal
check, previously known as V .?nd H, check, ,~?’”checkj:~nta:t pattern length and bias on spiral and hypoid
gears, For more details on these checks, .refei to “Ref. 1.

6.2.9 BACKLASH VARIATION”
6.2.9.1 Definition and Types .’

Backlash ingears isdefined asclearan~e`'or play between mating tooth sutiaces (Ref. 1).
Normal backlash is backlash at the tightest point of ‘meshat the pi~~hcircle in a direction normal to tooth

surfaces unassembled gears (Ref. :l). ●
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Normal backlash can be converted to transverse backlash by dividing the value of normal backlash by the
prOdu~t of the cosine of.the lead angle, i.e., 90 deg m’irrus the helix angle, and the cosine of the pressure angle 8.

(Ref. 1).
Backlash variation is the difference between maximum and minimum backlash in a given pair of gears. This.

value includes therunout ineachmember (Ref. 1).

6.2.9.2 Measuring Methods for Backlash Variation
Methods fokmeasuring backlash variation are

1. Indica/or Method. The backlasb of a product gear can be measuredwtien it is assembled in”a proper
mesh with a master gear. Proper mesh exists when the center distance equals the sum of the pitch radii of the
master gear and the gear to reinspected. Themaster gear is locked firmly in position, and a dial indicator
p~obe is set against a flank normal to the surface of any tooth of the product gear. The product gear ii rotated
back and forth, and the maximum dial indicator reading is recorded. This reading represents the backlash
between the product gear and the master. Fig. 6-35 indicates the required setup for backlash measurement. The
same procedure is used to obtain backlash variation between a pair of mating gears. The master gear is
replaced by the mating gear, backlash is measured for all teeth, and backlash variation is obtained by
calcrdatingt hediffererrceb etweenmaximumand minimum backlash values.

2. Gear-Tooth Verrrier Caliper. Backlash canalso reevaluated bymeasuring thetooth thicknesses'of
mating gears, which can reobtained byusing thegear tooth vernier caliper asexplained inpar. 6.2:7. Fora
bevel gear, tooth thickness ismemured atthelarge endofthe tooth. o :

Courtesy of The Glesson Works, Rochester, NY.

Figure 6-35. Indicator Method of Blacklash Measurement
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CHAPTER 7
BASIC GAGES

Basic gages are described in detail in this chapter along with design procedures and examples. Where

standards are available, gages have been classl~ed according to American Gage Design Standards.

7.0 LISTOF SYMBOLS
A = outside diameter of countersink-type flush pin gage, in.

Al = diameter of cylindrical portion of flush pin for drilled hole, in.
Az = diameter of conical portion of flush pin for drilled hole, in.
AL = length of bar on bar-type flush pin gage, in.

B = pin diameter on countersink-type flush pin gage, in.
B~ = barrel diameter of barrel-type flush pin gage, in.
BP = distance from end of bar to pin on bar-type flush pin gage, in.
C = barrel length of barrel-type flush pin gage, in.
~ = minimum drilled hole diameter, in.

D, = minimum pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
D2 = maximum pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
D~ = length of conical portion of pin of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
D~ = pin length (gaging dimension) of flush pin gage, in.

G = tolerance zone for pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
L = minimum depth of cylindrical portion of drilled hole, in.
R = corner radius, in. (gaging dimension)
T = tolerance on L. in.
I = gage maker’s tolerance on’gaging dimension, in.

o = angle of conical portion of pin of flush pin gage for drilled hole, deg
O = angle of drill point, deg

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Inspection with standard measuring equipment often involves cumbersome setups, adjustments, reading of

absolute measurements, calculations, comparisons, and calibration. Because gaging does not invO1ve
measurement, it is a quicker method for determining whether a product feature is within specified dimensional
limits. In the case of mass-produced parts, the higher capital cost associated with gaging is more than offset by
the savings resulting from low inspection costs per piece.

The major criteria for selecting standard measuring equipment—required accuracy, ease of operation, and
economy—are afso the primary considerations in gage selection. In addition to these major selection criteria,
factors such as the feature dimension to be inspected and product geometry must be considered. Choice of an
inappropriate gage can result in unnecessary rejection of acceptable products, acceptance of unacceptable
products and increased inspection costs. Procedures are presented in this chapter for choosing a particular
gage design or construction within each major gage category.

A gage that wears during the gaging process should be provided with a proper amount of wear allowance to
prolong its useful life. For example, “Go” gage elements are subjected to constant wear and will quickly depart
from tbe basic size and accept defective parts if sufficient wear allowance is not provided. Alternatively, wear
allowances are not provided for “Not Go” gages because parts are not expected to enter the gages;
consequently, there is no wear. Gage tolerances are provided on all gages because it is impossible tn
manufacture a gage exactly at its basic dimensions. The larger the amount of gage maker’s tolerance, the
cheaper and easier it is to manufacture the gage. Gage tolerance and wear allowance, however, both reduce the
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allowable manufacturing tolerance. Based on experience, 6 to 1070 Of prO duct tOlerance is the generally
recommended gage tolerance. For various product sizes and tolerance ranges, gage tolerances and wear
allowances have been computed and are presented in tabular form in this chapter. The tabular values are
recommended but not mandatory. These tolerance ranges are derived from experience with the most
frequently used gage materials. For special product and gage material combinations, gage tolerances and wear

allowances may be computed on the basis of the gage designer’s knowledge and experience.
The seven gage categories included in this chapter encompass all the major gage types used in

manufacturing. These categories are plug, ring, snap, flush pin, template, .receiv~~, .a~d Progressive gages.

Some of the gages discussed in this chapter maybe known by other names.
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) publication Gage Blanks, ANSI B47. 1 (Ref. 1), is.the

p~imary source of terminology, definitions, and gage classifications used in this chapter. This staridard was
originally developed by the American Gage Design Committee a’nd is commonly known as the American Gage
Design (AGD) Standard.

.,

Gages have been designed by using AGD staridard blanks and other hardware for the most commonly used
categories of gages. Pertinent design data are included in the current military standards (MIL-STD). At one
time, gages manufactured to specifications ii these military standards Were available, but stocks of gages are
no longer maintained.

7.2 PLUG GAGES
A plug gage is used for dimensional control of internal features such as holes and slots. It consists of a

handle, a gaging member (or members), and a suitable’ means of locking them together. The plug gage cannot
detect out-of-roundness, taper, and bell-mouth in holes. If these defects area primary concern, a dial bore gage

(internal mechanical cOmparatOr) shOuld be ~se+
TCIinspect an internal diameter, two cyliridrical gagirig mernb,ers are needed. O~e of these ,members is made

to the minimum limit and the other to the .rnaximrrrn limit rif the “internal diameter. These are known as the.-
“Go” and “Not Go” gaging members respectively. If the “Go” gage enters the hole; the hole, is not too small,
and if the “Not Go’’gage does not enter the hole, the hole is not too large; Thus when the “Go’’gage enters and
the “Not Go” gage does not, the internal diameter is within specified limits.

7.2.1 TYPES

Plug gages can be categorized as either standard or special. The AGD Staridard (Ref. 1) designates four
designs of standard plug gages based on the dimension of the internql diameter to.be inspected,. These designs
are the wire-type, taperlock, trilock, and annular. The special plug gages are designed for a particular product
configuratiori.’ The most frequently used special plug gages include taper, flat, pilot, cylindrical stepped,
recessed, spline, serration, thread’, and ke yway gages. Splirie, seiration; thread, and keyway plug gages are
used” to inspect” interrupted diameters and, therefore, are discussed in Chapter 8.

Plug gages are further categorized as single-ended, double-ended, or progressive, depending upon their
mode of operation. The single-ended gage is a single-purpose gage and has either a “Go”or a“Not Go’’ gaging
member mounted on the handle, In double-ended construction “Go” and “Not Go” gaging members are
mounted on opposite ends of the same’ handle. The progressive plug gage also performs both the “Go” and
“Not Go’’ gaging functions but has the gaging’ menibers mounted in succession on the saiheend of the handle.
These three functional categories are illustrated in ‘Fig. 7-1.

.,:

7.2.1.1 Standard Plug Gages ,:, .

A discussion, of these gages follows:
1.: Wire- Type. The wire:type plug gage is recommended for gaging internal dianieters frbrn great.& thin

0010 in. tb, and including, 1.010 in, It is called’wire-type ”because the diameter of the gaging ”member is small
and’ cylindrical throughout it length: This type of gage is available in single- and double-ended construction.

‘Fig~’7-2 shows details of single-”ind double-ended wire-type plug gages, The wire-type member or members are
firmly heldin k hexagonal, collet-type handle, The gaging member should extend from the handle by at least
the”lerigthof the internal diimeter. After one end is worn-o’ut, the gaging member is”reversed in the collit to
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,, Figure 7-1. Single-Ended, Double-Ended, and Progressive Plug Gages
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From ANSI B47. 1-1981, Gage Blanks. Copyright@ 1981 by The American Society Of Mechanical Engineers. New YOrk. Ny.

‘Figure 7-2. Wire-Type Plug Gages ,:

increase the’ useful life of the gage. Because wire-type plugs weir out first at the tip, the accuracy can be
regairied by grinding off 1/32 to ~s in. from the end of the plug.

2. Taperlock:

The taperlock plug gage is recommended for gaging internal diameters from greater than 0.059 in. to,
and including, 1.510 in. The name taperlock is derived from the shape of the gaghrg member shank and the
method of securing it to the handle. The shank is tapered and fits snugly into a tapered hole in the handle. Drift
holes or slots are provided near the VGo” end of the handle for inserting a pin used,to drive out the gaging
member. After removing the “Go’’gage member, a longer rod maybe run through the hollow handle to remove
the “Not Go” plug. Taperlock plug gages are available in single-ended, double-ended, and progressive designs.
Fig. 7-3 shows details of construction of double:qrded and progressive tape!!Ock plug gages. . ,

Although the taperlock design is simple and inexpensive, its main disadvantage is its size limitation.
This gage design is not preferred for large dini&rsions because a heavy gaging member has a tendency to sagas
a result of the tapered shank and handle, and this sagging causes nonuniform wear and inaccurate gaging.

The progressive taperlock construction has the advantage of allowing a hole to be gaged in a single
motion. However, it suffers from two disadvantages in addition to the size limitation. First, it is more
expensive to build than other types of taperlock gages, Second, when the “Go” gaging member wears out, the
entire gage has to be scrapped, even though the “Not Go” gage may still be within limits and capable of
accurate gaging.
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ProgressiveGaging Member Drill Ijolo or Slot
,

Go,, Gaging Member
Taper Lock Handle Shank
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Tapw Lock Handle

Shank
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,,Not Go,, Gaging Member Gwiw G@q

Drift Hole or Slot Mwntsr Member

(A) D.ublc-Ended (B) Progressive

From ANSI B47. I- 19S1, Gage Blanks Copyright @ 198I by The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY,

Figure 7-3. Taperlock Plug Gages

3. Trilock;
This design is recommended for gaging internal diameters ranging from greater than 0.760 in. to, and

including, 8.010 in. The name trilock is also derived from the method of securing the gaging member to the
handle. The handle has three wedge-shaped Iockirtg prongs that engage with corresponding grooves in the
gaging member. A single screw running through the center of the handle provides a self-centering support and
a positive 10ck; these features result in a very rigid gage, The useful life of the gage c.anbe increased by reversing

the plug within the handle when one end is worn-out.
Standard dimensioris for trilock design handles and gaging members ‘have been established to insure

interchangeability. Single- and double-ended handles, as shown in Fig. 7-4, are available.
Tbe main advantage of the trilock plug gage is that the rigidity provided by the locking arrangement is

as good as that of a single-piece solid gage. There is no chance of a shake or “wink”. Thus the operator can get
the sensitive feel that is necessary in plug gaging. This type of gage also has a long life and is very economical
because of its rigidity and the reversibility of the gaging member.

4. Annular. The annular plug gage is recommended for gaging inteinaldiameters larger than 8.010 in. For
a diameter this large, other types of plug gages would be heavy, bulky, and difficult to handle. The annular plug ●
gage is built like a flywheel with a rim and web; this design results in the lightest gage that meets strength and
performance requirements. The center portion is bored out to reduce further weight, and a set of four tapped
holes is provided on the web for mounting tbe gage on a faceplate during manufacture. Two of these holes are
later used to mount ball handles on the gaging member. Fig. 7-5 shows the details’ of construction of the
annular plug gage.

LockingGrow, 8ingle. Ended ndle

\’ Lw’l”g Prrmg 7rNockHandle
Web

Y“H. - -!”
-“. ~’ -,,.<--,.

,-’ ...-’—

— 1

‘Go,,Gagin~Mwkw o, I
:NolGoGa~gMemty“NotGo,,GagingMember ,,Go,$GagingMember

(A) Si.&Endcd ,, (B) D.ublc-Ended

From ANSI B47. 1-1981, Gage Blanks. Copyrisht @ 1981 by The American” Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure 7-4. Trilock Plug Gages
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“Go” Gaging Member or
“Not Go’rG;ging Member

From ANSI S47.1-1981,Gage Blanks. Copyright ~ 1981 by The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY

Figure 7-5. Annular Plug Gage

7.2.1.2 Special Plug Gages
A discussion of these gages follows:

1. Taper. Taper plug gages are designed to gage the taper in an internal diameter. The principle used is that
the depth of penetration of the gage is directly proportional to the taper in the internal diameter. Complete
inspection of a tapered hole requires two taper plug gages—one to check the diameter at each end of the hole.
Each gage has an appropriately sized step ground into the larger gaging member. If, after insertion, the edge of
the product internal diameter falls between the two levels of the step, as shown in Fig. 7-6, the product is
acceptable. If the product internal diameter does not fall between the two levels of the step, the product is
rejected. The plug diameter and tolerance, taper, and step size and location are mathematically derived from
the product hole diameter—i.e., its depth, taper, and tolerance.

Figure 7-6. Taper Plug Gages

2. Flat:
A flat plug gage does not gage the entire feature being inspected in one application. The main use of a

flat plug gage is to gage large diameter holes for which a full cylindrical plug gage would be impractical because
of its weight. The AGD Standard (Ref. I) recommends the flat plug gage for internal diameters that range from
1.510 in. to 8.510 in. As shown in Fig. 7-7, the standard design of a flat plug gage is the form of a central axial
segment of a plain cylindrical plug gage. Another. primary application Of the flat plug is as a single-end “NOt
Go” gage for detecting oversize conditions that include out-of-roundness. When used for this purpose, a
handle for the gage may be desired. Ref. 1 includes standardized threads, locking grooves, and the screw sizes
necessary to attach handles to the flat plug gage elements. A third application of a flat plug gage is to inspect
slots and noncirctdar holes. Fig. 7-8 shows flat plug gages suitable for this purpose.
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When Ends of Gage Are to Be
Ground, This Recess Is Desirable.v

1

/

m
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i

(A) End View (B) Side View

From ANSI B47. I-1981, Gage Blanks. Copyright@ 1981 by The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure 7-7. Flat Plug Gage for Internal, Diameters

.,,. ,, ,.. .,

Figure 7-8. Flat Plug Gages for Slots and Noncircsdar Holes ●
In addition to the standard plug gage design steps described in par. 7.2,2, the following factors should

be considered when designing a flat plug gage:
a.,An entering chamfer should be provided where the product specifications permit.
b. Holes may. be drilled on the nonfunctional surfaces of large flat plugs to reduce weight.
c. Precision centers used for manufacturing should be left on the gage to facilitate inspection and

reconditioning.
,.. ,

d. Depth-checking, steps may ‘be included in the design of a flat cylindrical plug gage.
3. Pikrr, The pilot plug gage is used when the combined effect of hole size and position or ivhen form

tolerance is such that a pilot is required to center and start the gage in the hole. For instance, the pilot plug’gage
may be advantageous when the difference in the product hole diameter and the plug diameter is so small that a
plain plug may jam in the hole on insertion. The gage is provided with, a pilot that is slightly smaller than the
gaging member, and a corresponding hole is provided in the product. The pilot prevents jamming by centering
and aligning the plug before entry. The pilot also protects the gage because it minimizes the damage caused by
gage entry. Another method of starting a gage in a hole is to use a pilot radius, which serves the same function
as a ~ilot.

~, Cylindrical Stepped
A cylindrical stepped plug gage is a plain plug gage that also has a step ground perpendicular to its axis

for use in gaging a depth. The specifications for the cylindrical gaging features are identical to those for a
standard plug gage. In addition to the standard plug gage design steps described in par. 7.2.2, the following
factors should be considered when designing a cylindrical stepped plug gage:

a. The plug must have a chamfer to clear the radius at the bottom of the hole.
b. The gage configuration must be such that during gaging the step surface on the gage must be ●
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immediately adjacent to the product surface and must be accessibleby the operator for feel purposes or for
sighting with a straightedge.

c. The product-tolerance on depth should be 0.005 in. or greater because the accuracy of inspection
depends on operator feel.

d. Clearance cuts or slots must be incorporated in the design to clear any obstructions due to product
configuration.

e. When the product tolerance exceeds* 1/64 in., the use of scribe lines is acceptable in lieu of a step.

If only one limit of adepth—either maximum or minimum—is gaged, a single step is used. A single step
may also be provided on “Not Go” gages used for gaging hidden surfaces to indicate whether the gage has
entered up to or beyond the permissible limit. Two steps are employed when the gaging of both limits of a
depth is required. If the tolerance on the diameter and depth of the hole are very small and the mating part
entering the hole is a close tit, it becomes necessary to use both a stepped plug gage and a depth gage. The single
step on the plug is used to insure that the bole is of proper diameter to its minimum depth, whereas the flush pin
is used to check only the depth limits of the hole. The tolerance on the single step of the plug must be reversed
(minus) to prevent conflict with the flush pin inspection. In this manner, the plug will insure that the diameter
of the hole is correct to the proper depth, but it will not actually gage tbe hole depth. The hole depth will be
gaged by tbe flush pin gage. Flush pin gages are discussed in par. 7.5.

5. Recessed. Some situations necessitate the design of a recessed plug gage that contains various types of
slots, cutouts, and counterbores, which will clear protrusions located within the product hole being gaged. If
possible, this type of plug gage should be adapted from an AGD Standard blank and may be designed either to
clear the obstructions or to perform a functional check on the location within the hole of the needed
protrusions.

7.2.2 DESIGN OF A PLUG GAGE
Plug gages that use AGD Standard blanks have already been designed, and general dimensional data for

diameters ranging from 0.3 to 2.500 in. are listed in the Ml L-STD-l 10, Gages, P/ug, Plain Cylindrical, Go
(Ref. 2), and MIL-STD-I 11, Gages, P[ug, Plain Cylindrical, Not Go (Ref. 3). Following is the step-by-step
procedure for designing a plug gage; also listed are the criteria necessary to complete each step:

1. Select Type of Plug Gage
The selection criteria include product geometry, the dimension to be inspected, and the performance

requirements. Product geometry dictates whether a standard plug gage can be used or whether a special plug
gage is required. If a standard plug can be used, the size of the internal diameter to be inspected determines the

appropriate AGD Standard design. Performance requirements then mandate the gage construction.
The product geometry selection criteria are given in Table 7-1.
If a standard plug can be used, the choice of an AGD Standard design is based on the dimension to be

inspected as given in Table 7-2.
Performance requirements may dictate tbe choice of gage construction as given in Table 7-3.

TABLE 7-1. PRODUCT GEOMETRY TABLE 7-2. CHOICE OF STANDARD
SELECTION CRITERIA PLUG GAGE DESIGN

Type of Internal Diameter Type of Plug Gage Size

Cylindrical hole Standard
Above, “To and Including, AGD Standard

Segment of a hole Flat
in. in. Plug Gage Design

Tapered hole Taper 0.010 1.010 Wire type

Interrupted diameter Spline, serration, and 0.059 1.510 Taperlock

screw thread 0.760 8.010 Trilock
8.010 and above Annular

10
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TABLE 7-3. TYPES OF GAGE DESIGN OR CONSTRUCTION

Type of Inspection Plug Gage Design or Construction

For applications requiring accurate centering and starting of the gage Pilot design
in a hole

For depth inspection Cylindrical stepped design

For inspecting a hole with protrusions Recessed design

For inspecting one dimension in one pass—either “Go” or “Not Go”. Single-ended construction
Also for setting adjustable instruments or ring gages

For inspecting “Go” and “Not Go” dimensions in different passes Double-ended construction
with the same gage

For inspecting ‘<Go” and “Not Go” dimensions in one pass, i.e., for Progressive construction

faster inspection

2. Select Material “of Construction:
Table 7-4 lists recommended materials for various gage components. Hardened tool steel is

recommended for most gaging surfaces, including those of all standard gages. Gage life can be extended

through the use of wear tolerances and more resistant materials. For large inspection quantities the materials

listed in Table 7-5 are recommended (Ref. 4).

TABLE 7-4. RECOMMENDED GAGE MATERIALS FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS

Gaging Anvils and
Material Bases and Frames Posts, Blocks, etc. Moving Parts Surfaces Miscellaneous

Tool Steel ‘For Small Bases For Small and For Precision Used for Most Handles Integral

[hardened) That Have a Medium-Sized Parts Parts Subject to Gaging Surfaces Whh Gaging

Gaging Surface That Require Wear Requiring Normal Members
Hardening. Wear Life and on

All Standard Gages

High-Speed Where Carbide Is Used With Carbide
Steel Inserted and Brazed, Inserts to Maintain
(hardened) and Post (Block) Required Hardness

Must Retain After Brazing
Hardness

Drill Rod ,, Substitute for Tool Small Precision
Steel to Reduce Parts
Machining on
Round Parts

Machine For Medium- For Large Parts For Large Gaging Handles, Stops,
Steel Sized Frames and That Can Be Left Surfaces That Do etc.

Bases That soft Not Receive
Require Excessive Wear
Hardening (Harden)

Cold Handles, Stops,
Finished etc.

Steel
.(conta on next pagej
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TABLE 7-4. (cent’d)

o

Gaging Anvils and

Material Bases and Frames Posts, Blocks, etc. Moving Parts Surfaces Miscellaneous

Caat Iron For Medium and Applicable for

Large Frames or Free Moving

Bases of Intricate Parts

Shape

Caat Steel For Large and For Intricate Parts For Parts That
Intricate Shapes That Can Remain Are Too Intricate
That Require Soft (Caat ‘Integral to Machine and
Hardening W]th Base or for Which a

Frame) Precision

Hardened Fit Is
Required

Sapphire For Small Plugs

and Rings. Non-
sparkling Uses

Magnesium For Large
Alloy Frames That

Must be Portable
to Aid Inspection

Aluminum For Large Handles

Frames That
Must be Portable
to Aid Inspection

Plaatics and Handles, Braces,

Wood and Supports

Music W]re Springs

Carbide Used as Inserts Inserts for Large

on Precision Gaging Surfaces
Parts to Increase Receiving Excessive

Wear Life Wear

Braas Bushings for Springs, and

Bronze Rotating Fits Identification

Copper Tags

TABLE 7-5. MATERIALS
RECOMMENDED FOR LARGE

INSPECTION QUANTITIES (Ref. 4)

Inspection Quantity Gaging Surface Material

Moderate (1000 to 5000 Alloy steel
passes)
High (6000 to 10,000 Chromium plate ~

passes)
Very high (10,000 to Cemented carbide
1,000,000 passes)
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Weight, cost, and material availability also should be considered in selecting gage material. For

example, for large plug gages weight is a major factor; therefore, materials lighter than steel should be
considered. Another weight-saving technique is to specify composite gage construction that uses lightweight
materials for nonfunctioning components. The cost incurred due to special manufacturing needs, however,
should be included as a gage material cost component. The use of readily available materials will save time and
money. Table 7-4 should not be viewed as all-inclusive and is not intended to discourage the use of other
materials in appropriate circumstances.

3. Se/ecI Gage Maker’s Tolerances. Gage maker’s tolerances can be obtained from Table 7-6. Use of this
table is recommended but not mandatory. Alternatively, tolerances can be derived by using the 10910rule that
states that the gage maker’s tolerance may be up to 10% of the prOduct tO1erance but shOuld never be less than
0.00005 in. / in., and to avoid gage manufacturing difficulties, is usually not less than 0.0001 in. /in. When no
tolerances are indicated for the product dimensions to be inspected, the tolerance on product dimension is 0.01
in. and thus makes the tolerance on gage dimension 0.001 in. It is a good design practice, however, to use no
more than 10% of the total product tolerance for combined gage maker and wear tolerances. This generally
agrees with Table 7-6 and tables for MI L-STD gages.

4. Select Wear AI/o wances. Based on experience with commonly used materials, standard wear
allowances have been estimated and are listed in Table 7-6. Again, use of this table is recommended but not
mandatory. Alternatively, up to 5q0 of product tolerance may be specified as wear allOwance. SPeciallY

hardened surfaces, e.g., chrome flash, do not require a wear allowance.

5. Calculate “Go” and “Not Go” Gage Dimensions:
“Go” dimension = Maximum material condition (MMC) product size + wear allowance
“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus
“Not Go” dimension = Least material condition (LMC) product size
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied minus.
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TABLE 7-6. GAGE MAKER’S TOLERANCES

Size Ramze (in.) Compo- Col. 1 Col. 2 I Col. 3 Size Range (in.) compO- Col, 1 I
Wear

Col. 2 co]. 3
To and nent Tolerance To and nent Wear Tolerance

Above IncIudi”g Tole,- AOow- “Go” “Not Go- Above Including TOLer- AOow- “Go” “Not-Go’
mm ante ante ante

.0 0.825 0.00004 0.00004 .0 I.51O 0.00040 0.00020 0.00010
0.825 1.510 0.00006 1,510 2.510 0.00040 0.00020 0.00020
1.510 2.510 0.00008 NO ‘<Not 2.510 4.510
2.s10 4.5[0

0.00030 0.00030 0.00030
0.0005 0.00010 4.510 6.510 0.00030 0.00040 0.00030

4.510 6.510 0.00013 Go” Gage 6.510 8.510 0.008 0.00030 0.00040 0.00040
6.510 8.510 0.00015 8,510 10.510 0.00030 0.00050 0.00040
8.510 10.510 0.00017” Used 10.510 12.510 0.00020 0.00060 0.00050

~ “p 0.00020 12.510 14.510 0.00020 0.00070 0.00050
.0 0.825 0.0001o 0.00005 0.00005 14,510 up 0.00020 0,00080 0.00060

0.825 1.510 0.00010 0.00006 0.00006 .0 0.825 0.00040 0.00020 0.00010
1.510 2,510 0.00008 0.00008 0.825 1.510 0.00040 0.00030 0.00010
2.510 4.510 0.00010 0.00010 1.510 2.510
4.510 6.510

0,00040 0.00030 0.00020
0.001 0.00013 No “Not 2,510 6.510 0,00040 0.00049 0.00030

6.510 8.510 0.00015 Go” Gage 6.510 8.510 U.009 0.00040 0.00050 0.00040
8.510 10.510 0.00017 Used 8.510 10.510 0,00030 0.00060 0.00040

10.510 “cl 0.00020 10.51O 12.510 0.00030 0.00070 0.00050
.0 4.s10 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 12.510 14.510 0.00030 0.00080 0,00050

4.510 6.510 0.002 0.00020 0.00013 14.510 P 0.00030 0.00090 0,00060
6.S10 8.510 0.00020 0.00016 .0 0U825 0.00040 0.00030 0,00010
8.510 “D 0.00020 0.00020 0.825 1.510 0.00040 0.00030 0.00020

.0 0.825 0.00010 0.00010 0.0001o 1.510 4.510 0.00040 0.00040 0.00030
0.825 4.510 0.00010 0.00020 0.00010 4.510 6.510 0.00040 0.00050 0.00040
4.510 8.510 0.003 0.00010 0.00020 0.00020 6.510 8.510 0.010 0.00040 0.00060 0.00040
8.510 10.510 0.00030 0.00020 8.510 10.510 0.00040 0.00070 0,00050

10.510 uLl 0.00030 0.00030 10,51O 12.510 0.00040 0.00080 0,00050

.0 2.5 IO 0.00020 0.00020 0.00010 12.510 14.510 0.00030 0.00090 0.00060

2.510 4.5[0 0.00020 0.00020 0.00020 -– 14.510 P 0.00030 0.00100 0.00060

4.510 8.510 0.004 0.00020 0.00030 0.00020 .0 1“5 I o 0.00040 0.00060 0.00020
8.5[0 12.510 0.00010 0.00040 0.00020 1.510 4.510 0.00040 0.00070 0.00030

[2.510 UD 0.00010 0.00050 0.00020 4.510 8.510 0.012 0.00040 0.00080 0.00040

.0 2.s 10 0.00030 0.00020 0.00010 8.510 12.510 0.00040 0.00090 0.00050

2.510 4.510 0.00020 0.00020 0.00020 12.510 “D 0.00030 0.00100 0.00060

4.510 8.510 0.005 0.00020 0.00030 0.00020 .0 1.510 0.00040 0.00060 0.00020
8.510 10.510 0.00020 0.00040 0.00020 1.510 4.510 0.00040 0.00080 0.00030

10.51O up 0.000 I o 0.00050 0.00030 4.510 8.510 0.014 0.00040 0.00100 0.00040

.0 2.510 0.00030 0.00020 0.00010 8.510 12.510 0.00040 0.00120 0.00050

2.510 4.510 0.00030 0.00020 0.00020 12.510 up 0.00040 0.00140 0.00060

4.510 “6.510 0.00020 0.00030 0.00020 .0 2.510 0.00040 0,00080 0.00020
6.510 8.510 0.006 0.00020 0.00030 0.0003C 2.510 6.510 0,016 0.00040 0.00100 0.00040
8.510 10.510 0.00020 0.00040 0.00030 6.510 12.510 0.00040 0.00120 0.00060

10.510 12.510 0.00020 0.00050 0.00040 I2.51O o 0.00040 0.00140 0.00080
!2.510 up 0.00010 0.00060 0.00040 4:5 I o

.0
0.00040 0.00100 0.00040

1.510 0.00040 0.00020 0.00010 4::10 6.510 0.020 0.00040 0.00100 0.00060
1.510 2.510 0.00030 0.00020 0.00020 6.510 12.510 0.00040 0.00150 0.00080
2.510 4.510 0.00030 0.00030 0.00020 . I2.51O UD 0.00040 0.00200 0.00100
4,s10 6.510 0.00030 0.00030 0.00030 .0 4.510
6.510

0.00040 0.00100 0.00080
8.510 0.007 0.00030 0.00040 0.00030 4.510 6,510 0.025 0.00040 0.00100 0.00100

8.510 10.5IO 0.00020 0.00050 0.00030 6.510 I2.51O UP 0.00040 0.00150 0.00150
10.510 12.s10 0.00020 0.00060 0.00040 I2.51O UD 0.00040 0.00200 0.00200
12.510 14.510 0.00020 0.00070 0.00040
[4.5fo “D 0.00010 0.00080 0.00050

Forsize ranzeor tolerance notshown. .senext smalier size tolerance. For flu.h Di"a"dadi"stabl ezazes. Column 2isa~~licable for
both maxim”um and minimum mleraricees.

NOTES,
Wear allowance is “ot provided on the following
1. Taper pl”g, a“d ri.gs gages with iml.d.ed a“glmgreatwthan 15deg
2. Adjmtable snap gages

‘0

3. Flush pin gages
4. Ga~esfor [en~thsandde~th,.
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6. Specfy Lzngth Requirements, Chamfers and COrner Radii, and Shoulders Or Scribelines:
The plug gage element must be equal to or longer than the depth of the internal diameter being gaged.

When it is necessary to control the internal diameter to a certain depth, a minimum depth step or scribeline
should be provided onthe’’Go’’ plug gage. To facilitate gage entry into blind holes, an air groove or a flat
should be provided. To facilitate manufacture, all plug gages less than 0.25 in. should have a flat, not a groove.

Flat andgroove dimensions aregiven in Table 7-7( Ref. 5).

For extremely shallow counterbores the plug edge should be left sharp. If the “Go’’p lug gage is
provided with steps for depth gaging, then to avoid contact between the gage and the fillet, a chamfer should be

provided on the “Go” element end. Also this chamfer should be larger than the maximum allowable fillet at the
bot~om of the cavity.

7. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.

TABLE 7-7. FLAT AND GROOVE DIMENSIONS (Ref. 5)

Plug Diameter, in. Flat Depth, in.
“Go” and “Not Go” plug gages should he chamfered as
follows

Up to 0.6 0.005 * 0.001
0.06 to 0.10 0.010 * 0.002
0.10 to 0.15 0.012 * 0,005
0.15 to 0.25 0.015 * 0.010

Plug Diameter, in.
Air Groove Size, in.

[width (in,) X depth (in.)]

0.25 to 0.625 0.03 * 0.01 x 0.03 * 0.01

Plug Dianieter, in. Chamfer, in. X deg

0.030 to 0.075 0.008 * 0.005x 30
0.075 to 0.28 I 0.015 + 0.005 x 30
0.281 to 0.510 0.030 * 0.005 x 30
0.510 to 1.510. 0.030 * 0.005x 30
1.510 to 2.010 0.050 * 0.005 x 30

0.626 to 1.00 0.04 * 0.01 x 0.04* 0.01
1.001.and larger 0.06 + 0.01 X 0.06+ 0.01

TABLE 7-8. RECOMMENDED SURFACE FINISH VALUES FOR GAGING ELEMENTS

Size Range Apply fi-i,e. 4-pin. Surface Finish—to All Gaging

Above To and Including Tolerances Lying B< veen These Values

0.029 0.825 0.00003
0.825 1,510 0.00004
1,510 2.510 0.00006
2.510 4.510 0.00007
4.510 6.510 0.00009

I 6.510 9,010 0.00012
9,010 I2.O1O 0.00015

c

Apply ~—i.e., 2-I.Ik~.
surface tinish-tn gaging
tolerances below these
values

0.00009
0.00011
0.00014
0.00017
0.00022
0.00028

0,00035
1

m
For component tolerance and/ or size range not shown, use next smaller component tolerance.
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TABLE 7-9. RECOMMENDED SURFACE FINISH VALUES
FOR NONGAGING SURFACES

GENERAL
1. The numerical values specified in these tables represent the maximum allowable roughness on the designated

surface.

2. Requirements for natural finishes-castings forgings, etc.—should not be specified on drawings.

Recommended Values

Surface Finish Values, Min.

Types of Fits, Surfaces, etc. J q ~ y ~ Iv 250

Critical Slide and Bearing Fits x

Less Critical Slide Fhs (Flush Pins)* x

Feeler or Sighting Surfaces x

Precision-Located Snug, Push, Drive, or Press Fks* x

Reference Sucfices for Measuring Purposes x

Free or Running Fhs x

Nonprecision-Located Snug, Push, Drive, or Press Fits” x x

Overall Cleanup Finishes (Hand Gages) x

. Overall Cleanup Finishes (Bases or Other Unimportant Machined Surfaces) x x

●The class tit should be considered when specifying the required finish. Deviations from the recommended values are permitted if
just~led.

TABLE 7-10. RECOMMENDED HARDNESS VALUES
FOR COMMONLY USED GAGE MATERIALS

I \ Rockwell Hardness \
Type of Steel Thickness, in. or Equivalent Remarks

Tool Steel LrP to 0.0625 C50 to C55 The hardness should be based on the

Tool Steel 0.0625 to and c55 to C60 thinnest section of the gage.

including 0.125

Tool Steel Above 0.125 C60 minimum

Threads and C60 minimum
Serrated Gages
(Tool Steel)

Spring Steel C45 to C55 Intermediate range permissible within
C45 to C55

Machine Steel 15N 90 minimum Csze or pack harden 0.02 in. minimum
(Low Carbon— depth after grinding
Hot Rolled)

8. Select Standard Blank Size and Specfy Other Gage Hardware. Refer to the AGD Standard (Ref. 1) for
standard sizes of gage blanks and other hardware such as handIes, screws, etc. If non-AGD Standard handles
are specified, the hardware must be selected to suit the requirement. Knu’rling maybe specified for the handle
to facilitate gripping.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec@ations. [f the designed gage is not available commercially, gage
drawitigs should be prepared according to Department of Defense Standard (DOD-STD)-100,Engineerireg
Drawing Practices (Ref. 6); DOD-D- 1000, Drawings, Engineering and Associate Lists (Ref. 7); ANSI
Y 14.5M, Dimensioning and Tolerancing(Ref. 8); and MIL-G-10944, Gages, Dimensional Control (Ref. 9). [f
the gage is commercially available, the details of the gage should be included in the gage specification.
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7.2.3 EXAMPLE OF PLUG GAGE DESIGN
An example of a plug gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7,2.2 follows.

7.2.3.1 Requirement

Design a plug gage to inspect a product with the following configuration:
Through Hole Diameter = 3.000 + 0.006 in.
Thickness = 0,45 in. max.

7.2.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Select Type of Plug Gage
Product Characteristic Gage

Cylindrical hole Standard plug gage

3.000 in. diameter Trilock design.

2. Select Material of Construction. (from Table 7-4) Tool steel.
3. Select Gage Makerk Tolerances: (from Table 7-6)

Tolerance

Product “Go” Gage “Not Go” Gage

3.000 in. diameter and 0.006 in. tolerance 0.0002 in. 0.0002 in.’

4. Select Wear Allowance (from Table 7-6)

5.

6.

7.

Product Wear Allowance

3.000 in. diameter and 0.006 in. tolerance 0.0003 in.

Calculate “Go” and “Not Go” Dimensiorm

“Go” dimension = MMC size of hole + wear allowance
= 3.000 + 0.0003 = 3.0003 in.

“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus
= + 0.0002 in.

Wear Limit = 3.0000 in.
“Not Go” dimension = LMC size of hole

= 3.0060 in.
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied minus

= –0.0002 in.

Spect~y Length Requirements, Chamfers, Corner Radii, and Shoulders and Scribelines:
Length of “Go” plug >Length of hole

>0.45 in.
= 0.50 in.

Chamfer on “Go” plug = 0.050+ 0.005 in. X 30 deg
Chamfer on “Not Go” plug” = 0.050 Z! 0.005 in. X 30 deg

Specify Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8 and 7-10).
Surface Finish Hardness

Plug Gage Surfaces 8 pin. C60 min

8. Select Standard Blank Size and Specfy Other Gage Hardware (from Table 9, Ref. 1)
Standard blank sizes for “Go” and “Not Go” plug gaging members suitable for Handle No. 7 and the

size range of, 3.000 to 3.006 in
Plug Gage Diameter

3.000 in.

are listed in Table 14; Line 1: o~Ref. 1.
Recommended Hardivare

Double-Ended Handle No. 7 with Screw No. 2

0

0
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●

9. Prepare Gage Drawing and[or Specij7catianx
Because this is a commercial y available AGD Standard gage, specification of the gage is sufficient for

its procurement. The gage specification should include the following
Double-ended handle size number 7

“Go” dimension and tolerance 3.0003 + 0.0002 in.

“Not Go” dimension and tolerance 3.0060 – 0.0002 in.

Length of “Go” member 0.5 in.

The product and plug gage tolerance relationship for this example is shown in Fig. 7-9.’ Although not
required for procurement, the gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-10.

m

Figure 7-9.

&
,,=O,.,

Gage

45 in. Maximum

i

,;!

1! I

,,
Prcd”ct

—

%.w..r.....c..~15..~hGagemaker’s Tolerance (.COJ1in.)
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Ilzzame’er(’”m’n’)
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Figure 7-10. Plug Gage Design Example
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7.3 RING GAGES
A plain ring gage is a circular ring employed for external diameter size control. The advantage of a “Go” ring

gage is that it simulates the mating part, However, because out-of-roundness or excessive taper cannot be

detected if the largest product diameter is within the tolerance limits, ring gages are not considered good “Not
●

Go’’ gages. Another disadvantage of ring gages is that the product must be taken off the machine and deburred
before inspection.

7.3.1 TYPES
A ring gage is categorized as either standard or special. The AGD Standard (Ref. 1) designates four designs

of standard ring gages based nn their construction and use: (1) the solid ring gage with bush, ings, (2) solid,
one-piece ring gage, (3) flanged ring gage, and (4) flanged ring gage with handles. These four standard ring
gages are shown in Fig. 7-11. There are also several designs of special ring gages based on product size and

geometry. The most common special ring gages include the twin, taper, stepped, spline, and thread ring gages.
Spline and thread ring gages are used to inspect interrupted diameters and are discussed in Chapter 8. For all
ring gages an annular groove cut in the outer knurled surface of the “Not Go” gage distinguishes it from the
“Go” gage.

7.3.1.1 Standard Ring Gages
A ring gage is the best “Go” gage because it usually controls maximum envelope size and, therefore,

guarantees assembly. The AGD Standard (Ref. 1) includes the following ring gage types:
1. Solid Ring Gage Wilh Bushings. The solid ring gage with bushings is constructed by press fitting a

hardened bushing (usually steel) into a soft metal (usually mild steel) plate. The use of a soft metal for the gage
body reduces costs and facilitates manufacture of this gage. This type of ring gage is used for relatively small
external diameters, i.e., from 0.010 in. to and including 0.510 in.

2. Solid, One-Piece Ring Gage. The solid, one-piece ring gage is made of a single cylindrical piece of
hardened metal (usually steel). This design is standard for gaging all external diameters from 0.510 in. up to
and including 1.510 in. Use of the solid, one-piece ring gage is optional in the range 0.010 in. to 0.510 in. ●

13.sldng
Go” TyP3

@“
(A) SolidRing Gag. With Bushing

au

Flange i Hub

o

~;::
,....;
,..;,...:

Hub ,:f
,.,:.:

i
;::,,,.
:...1
~.<:
:,;.:

(C) Flanwd Ring Cage

(B) S.lid, O..-l%c. RinSGag.

(D) F’lmS.d R,nSGaS, Wi,h S.1)Hand].,

From ANSI B47. 1-19S1, Gage Bkmks. Copyright@ 1981 by The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY.

Figure 7-11. Ring Gages o
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3. Flanged Ring Gage. The flanged ring gage is made in the form of a solid ring with a flange on the
periphery. This construction is recommended for gaging external diameters above 1.510 in. up to and
includkrg 5.510 in. because a solid ring gage would be very heavy.

4. Flanged Ring Gage Wirh Bal/ Hand/es. The flanged ring gage with ball handles is a flanged gage with

two ball handles mounted on the periphery. The gage blanks have two tapped. holes 180 deg apart to
accommodate the ball handles. The flanged construction reduces unnecessary weight, and the ball handles
facilitate handling. This design is recommended for dimensions greater than 5.510 in. up to and including
12.260 in.

.

7.3.1.2Special Ring Gages
A discussion of special ring gages follows:

1. Twin. Thetwin ring gage isusedmostly forsmall dimensions. The`` Go'' and``Not Go''elements are
built into a single frame. This construction facilitates inspection of small products by saving the time usually
spent looking for and handling two separate gages. The “Go’’and “Not Go’’ gaging elements are made

distinguishable by placing the “Not Go” ring next to the chamfered end of the frame.
2. Taper. Taper ring gages are employed to gage the taper on shafts. The principle of operation of taper

ring gages is the same as that for taper plug gages (See par. 7.2. 1.2.), and two taper ring gages are ,required for a
complete inspection of a tapered shaft. Fig. 7-12 shows a pair of taper ring gages. If the end of the product lies
within the step, the taper is within limits. If the end of the shaft lies beyond the step, the taper is too small, and if
it does. not reach the step, the taper is too large.

3. Stepped. A stepped ring gage, shown in Fig. 7-13, is a plain ring that has a step ground perpendicular to
its axis for use in gaging the length to an adjacent shoulder. In addition to the ring gage design steps presented
in par. 7.3.2, the following factors should reconsidered when designing a stepped ring gage:

a. Thering should have achamfer toclear the fillet on the product.
b. The step surface on the gage should be immediately adjacent to the product surface and accessible for

the purpose of operator feel or for use with a straightedge.

Steps

@ ~Gage

Diameter

“’etu~h
[i ~Product

Figure 7-12. Taper Ring Gages
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c. The product tolerance should be no less than 0.005 in. because the accuracy of inspection depends on
operator feel.

d, Clearance cuts or slots should be incorporated in the design to clear any obstructions.

7.3.2 DESIGN OF A RING GAGE ●
Ring gages that use AGD Standard blanks have already been designed for most applications and are listed

in MIL-STD-I 12, Gages, Ring, Plain, Go, (Ref. 10), and MIL-STD-1 13, Gages, Ring, Plain, Not Go, (Ref.
11).

The paragraphs that follow provide a step-by-step procedure for designing a ring gage. Also listed are the

criteria necessary to complete each step. Although this design procedure includes “Not Go” ring gages, the
reader is reminded—see par. 7.4—that snap gages are preferred for “Not Go” inspections.

1, Select Type of Ring Gage. The selection criteria include the dimension to be inspected and the
performance requirement, If a standard ring gage can be used, the choice of the AGD Standard design is based

on the dimension to be gaged as given in Table 7-11. Performance requirements may dictate the choice of a
special ring gage, as indicated by Table 7-12.

2. Sefecr Material of Construction. The selection of construction material for ring gages, with one
exception, is made in the same manner as that for plug gages listed in Step 2 of par. 7.2.2. Sometimes a soft
metal—usually mild steel—is used for the body of the ring gage to facilitate manufacture and a hardened
bushing is used to provide the gaging surface,

3. Se/ect Gage Maker LrTolerances, Gage maker’s tolerances can be obtained from Table 7-6. Use of this
table is recommended but is not mandatory. Alternatively, these tolerances can be derived by using the 10%
rule, i.e., the gage maker’s tolerance is 10% of the product tolerance. The gage maker’s tolerance should never
be less than 0.00005 in. /in. and to avoid gage manufacturing difficulties, is usually not less than 0.0001 in. /in.
When no tolerances are indicated for the product dimensions to be inspected, the inspection equipment

tolerance should be based on the lesser of the sum of tolerances on product dimensions making up the overall
gaged dimension or 0,01 in. and thus makes the overall gage tolerance dimension 0.001 in..7

4, Select “Wear Allowances. Based on experienc~ ~ith commonly ‘used materials, standard wear
allowances have been estimated and are listed in Table 7-6. Use of this table is recommended but is not
mandatory. Alternatively, 5% of product tolerance can be specified as wear allowance.

TABLE 7-11. R“ING GAGE SELECTION BASED ON SIZE

Size Range, in. AGD Standard Ring Gage Design

From To and Including

0,010 0.510 Solid, one-piece with bushing (solid one-piece optional)
0.510 1.510 Solid, one-piece
1.510 5.510 Flanged
5.510 12,260 Flanged with ball handles

TABLE 7-12. RING GAGE SELECTION
BASED ON PERFORMANCE

REQUIREMENTS

Performance Requirements Ring Gage Design

Tapered Shaft Taper
Small Shaft Requiring Rapid Twin
Inspection

Gage the Length as Well as Stepped
Diameter
Thread Inspection Thread
Spline Inspection Spline
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5. Calculate “Go” and “Not Go” Dimensions

“Go” dimension = MMC dimension of shaft – wear allowance

●
“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied minus

“Not Go” dimension = LMC dimension of shaft
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus.

6. Specz~y Length (Thickness) Requirements, Shoulders, Corner Radii, and Chamfers. If a nonstandard
ring gage is used, the length (thickness) of the gage should suit the feature length requirements of the product.
Internal shoulders may be specified to limit the length to which the feature should be gaged, and a step may be
specified to gage feature diameter and length simultaneously. Corner radii shotdd be provided to clear fillets
on the product, and unnecessary sharp edges should be eliminated by prOviding cOrner radii and chamfers fOr
safety.

7. Specify Surface Finish, Hardness, and Knurling. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be
selected from Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10. If a nonstandard gage is used, knurling
may be specified on the external surface.

8. Select Standard Blank Sizefor Ring. Refer to AGD Standard (Ref. 1) for standard ring gage blank
‘sizes.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specl~ications. If a nonstandard gage is selected, prepare gage
drawings in accordance with Refs. 6,7,8, and 9. If an AGD Standard gage is used, prepare gage specifications.

7.3.3 EXAMPLE OF RING GAGE DESIGN

An example of a ring gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.3.2 follows.

7.3.3.1 Requirement
Design a ring gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows

Product Configuration:
+ 0.000

External diameter (shaft) = 2.000 _ 0,004 in,

● Length = 3.0 in. max.
7.3.3.2 Solution

The solution follows:
1. Se/ect Type of Ring Gage: (from Table 7-11)

Product Characteristics . Gage

2,000-in. diameter Flanged design.

2. Select Material of Construction. (from Table 7-4) Tool steel.
3. Select Gage Maker’s Tolerances: (from Table 7-6)

4

5

Tolerance

Product “Go” Gage “Not Go” Gage

2.000-in. diameter and 0.004-in. size tolerance 0.0002 in. 0.0001 in.

Select Wear Allowance (from Table 7-6)
Product Wear Allowance—
2.000-in. diameter and 0,004-in. size tolerance 0.0002 in.

Calculate “Go” and “Not Go” Dimensiorm

“Go” dimension = MMC dimension of shaft – wear allowance
= 2.0000 – 0.0002 = 1.9998 in.

“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus
—— – 0.0002 in.

Wear Limit = 2.0000 in.
“Not Go” dimension = LMC dimension of shaft

= 1.996 in.
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage. maker’s tolerance applied PhJS

= +0.0001 ii.
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6. Specfy Length (Thickness) Requirements, Shoulders, Corner Radii, and Chamfers: (from Table 30,
Ref. 1)

The shaft is 3.0 in. long, and the ring gage can be slid along its length. Therefore, a standard ring gage
thickness can be used. ●

Product Feature Ring Gage Thickness

2.000-in. diameter and 3.0 in. long 1.5 in.

(from Table 30, Ref. 1)
Other dimensions for this gage are also listed in this table.

7. Specijy Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8 and 7-10)
Surface Finish Hardness

Internal Ring Surface 8 yin. C60 min (Rockwell)
The external surface of the ring is knurled.

8. Select Standard Blank Sizex (from Table 30, Ref. 1)
Product Feature Gage Blank

2.000-in. diameter Ring Size No, 6,

The general dimensions of the blanks are listed in this table. For “Not Go” ring gages the same size
blank with an annular groove on the external surface is chosen.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Gage Specljications:
Because this is a commercially available AGD Standard gage, specification of the gage is sufficient for

its procurement. The gage specification should include the following:
Ring gage Size No. 6

“Go” dimension and tolerance 1.9998 – 0.0002 in,
“Not Go” dimension and tole~ance 1.9960 + 0.0001 in.

The relationship between product and ring gage tolerances is illustrated in Fig. 7-14. Although it is not
required for procurement, the gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-15.

.0

7.4 SNAP GAGES
A snap gage is a caliper-type gage used for controlling external dimensions such as outside diameters,

lengths, and thicknesses. It is characterized by a “C’’-shaped construction, and the gaging elements are located

OppOsite each Other. Snap gages are not practical for large dimensions (greater than 12 in.) or small tolerances
(less than 0.005 in.) A snap gage is an excellent “Not Go” gage because it can positively detect ovality even
below the product minimum limit. The use of a less preferred design should be based only on a full analysis that
shows the choice to be “best” in a special case. The snap gage contacts a product at two points. If the product

‘has an ,oval cross section instead of a circular one, it will have a long and a short axis. If the short axis is below
the product minimum limit and if properly oriented, the product will “Go” into the “Not Go” snap gage and
will be rejected. To find this orientation, the snap gage should be applied at different product orientations, A
snap gage is an adequate “Go” gage for most purposes; however, a ring gage is preferred when a close fit is
essential.

7.4.1 TYPES
A snap gage is classified as one of four types—fixed, plain adjustable, built-up, and special. Fixed and

built-up snap gages can be further categorized as single-ended, double-ended, or progressive. The AGD
Statidard (Ref. 1) includes standard designs for plain adjustable snap gages and double-ended, built-up snap
gages. Special snap gages are required when either product geometry or gaging requirements preclude the use
of standard snap gages. The most common special snap gages are screw thread snap gages, extended frame
snap gages, snap gages with handles, and snap gages with insulated grips, Screw thread snap gages are
discussed in Chapter 8. Typically for all types of snap gages except screw thread snap gages, a “Go” gage is
identified by a radius on the leading edge of the gaging elements, whereas a “Not Go” gage is identified by a
chamfer. m
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7.4.1.1 Fixed (Nonadjustable) Snap Gages
A discussion of fixed snap gages follows:

1. Sirrgle-Ended. As the name indicates,, the single-ended, fixed snap gage consists of a single gaging o
member of one-piece construction.

2. Double-Ended. The double-ended, fixed snap gage has the “Go” and “Not Go” gaging members on

opposite ends of the same gage. Because the “Go’’and “Not Go” members are mounted on the same gage, it is

more convenient to use than two single-ended, fixed snap gages. For large dimensions, however, a double-
ended snap gage can be large and unwieldy.

3. Progressive. The progressive fixed snap gage has the “Go” and “Not Go’’ gaging elements in succession
on the same end of the gage. This is a convenient and efficient arrangement because a single pass of the gage is
sufficient to check whether the part is within the specified limits. It is, however, the most expensive of the fixed
snap gages to manufacture because of its relatively complicated construction.

7.4.1.2 Plain Adjustable Snap Gages ““’
Plain adjustable snap gages arecharacterized by adjustable and replaceable gaging members that areset and

sealed in the metrology laboratory. Because the gaging members are replaceable, these gages are easier to
renovate than one-piece gages. Plain adjustable s,napgages are progressive i.nthat they have the “GOand “Not
Go” gaging members in succession on the same end of the gage; therefore, only a single pass is required to
inspect the product feature, In addition, these gages are more adaptable and economical than the progressive
fixed gages. Plain adjustable snap gages are useful for gaging external diameters, lengths, and thicknesses with
tolerances 0.003 in. or greater.

Plain adjustable snap gages are categorized as Models A,, B, C, “MC, and E in the AGD Standard (Ref. 1).
Fig. 7-16 shows the construction details of these gag&. Models A, B, C, and MC have the conventional “C”
shape, whereas Model E has a” C“ shape with an extended base. Each frame is made of c~t irOn and has a sOlid
web. The frames of Models A, B, and C have been selected so that the same molding pattern can be used for the
casting frames for all three models. The Model MC frame is a miniature version of the frame for Models A, B,
and C. . . .

The gaging ranges of plain adjustable snap gages are as follows:
1. Model A from O to 12 in. inclusive
2. Model B from !4 to 11 H in. inclusive

.

3. Model C from O to 11 % in. inclusive
4, Model MC from O to 0.760 in. iriilusive’
5. Model E from O to 5 11/ 16 in. inclusive.

The gaging members of the plain adjustable snap gages can be pins; @ttOris, Or anvils. Model A emPlOYs

four circular gaging pins, Model B employs four gaging buttons, Models C and MC employ two gaging
buttons and a single-block anvil, and Model E employs two gaging buttons and an extended single-block anvil.
The gaging buttoirs or pins are chamfered or beveled at the forward edge to facilitate product entry. The
distance between the “Go” and “Not Go” gaging members is kept to a minimum. The device for locking the
gaging pins or buttons in position has also been standardized.

The AGD Standard designs offer the following advantages: ;
1. The frames are very rigid.’ “. .;,

2. Weight is minimized, .,

3, Nice balance and feel are achieved by proper material distrjbu~ion.
4. The locking device has been tested for effectiveness.
5. Gaging pins, buttons, and anvils are constructed so that the” gages are rigid and can retain their

accuracy.

6. Adjustment is easy and simple.
7. Limits and tolerances are carefully selected to preserve accuracy and permit interchangeability.

Model C is the most commonly used because it has a solid bottom anvil that provides greater bearing area
than the pins and buttons in Models A and B, which are seldom’ used.’ Model MC is used for measuring
miniature parts. Model E is used in applications for which it is desirableto have a part of the product bearing
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Figure 7-16. Plain Adjustable Snap Gages

on the anvil before the gaging buttons come in contact. The plain adjustable snap gage should not be used if a
setting tolerance of less than 0.003 in.. is required. If it must be used at a tolerance less than 0.003 in., then the
anvils must be lapped to size after setting.

7.4.1.3 Built-Up Snap Gages
The built-up snap gage or snap gage with extended anvil is essentially a fixed snap gage capable Of gaging

external dimensions when the product tolerance is equal to or greater than 0.003 in. It consists of two hardened
tool steel anvils separated by a soft steel or gray cast iron spacer. The three pieces are fastened together with
socket head screws. When the gaging dimension is greater than 1,0 in., the anvils should be fastened by screws
entering from each anvil. The length and width specifications for the anvils are governed by the product sizes.
Because built-up snap gages can be disassembled, they are easier tO renOvate when wOrn than fixed $naP gages
are.
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The built-up snap gage is used in cases in which product characteristics prevent the use of other types of snap
gages. It usually is not used for low production volumes. Built-up snap gages are available in single-ended,
double-ended, and progressive construction. The progressive construction is preferred because it allows faster
inspection, but occasionally product geometry makes it necessary to use a double- or single-ended
construction. Because built-up snap gages usually are designed for special purposes, standardization is
extremely difficult; however, the AGD Standard (Ref. I) does include two size ranges. Construction details for

small (range Oto 0.25 in.) and large (range 0.25 in, to 1.00 in.) built-up snap gages are shown on Fig. 7-17, along
with a progressive built-up snap gage.
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Figure 7-17. Built-Up Snap Gages
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7.4.1.4 Special Snap Gages
Special snap gages are designed to meet special product or gaging requirements that standard gages cannot

meet. Special snap gages can broadly be classified according to the product being gaged or the special gaging
requirements. The special types of snap gages are screw thread snap gages (discussed in Chapter 8), snap gages
for features not accessible by standard gages, snap gages with handles, and snap gages with insulated grips to
prevent heat transfer from the operator’s hands to the gage. An example of a special snap gage for gaging
features that are not accessible by standard snap gages is shown in Fig. 7-18. This gage has an elongated “C”
frame to clear the obstructing product features

1.
(
II

w
(A) Product (B)G.sc

Figure 7-18. Special Snap Gages for Features Inaccessible by Standard Snap Gage

7.4.2. DESIGN OF A SNAP GAGE
Plain adjustable snap gages that use AGD Standard frames and other hardware have already been designed

and are listed in MIL-STD-118, Gages, Snap, Plain, Adjustable (Ref. 12).
The paragraphs that follow provide a step-by-step procedure for designing’s snap gage. Also listed are the

criteria necessary for completing each step.
1. Select Type of Snap Gage . .

The fixed snap gage is the basic type of snap. gage and canbe used fOr small i?spectiOn vOlumes. The
double-ended fixed snap gage is more convenient than the single-ended gage, but it may be bulky if large
dimensions are involved. The progressive fixed snap gage is more convenient than the single-or double-ended
gage but is also more expensive. Therefore, an AGD Standard.(plain adjustable) snap gage is preferred to a
fixed snap gage.

Plain adjustable snap gages are more adaptable, flexible, ind economical than the progressive fixed
snap gage. The choice of an AGD Standard model is based on the performance requirements given in Table
7-13 (Ref. 1).

If product characteristics prevent the use of any of the types of gages indicated in Table 7-13, a built-up
snap gage may be used even though it is rarely used for low inspection volume applications. Product geometry
and convenience requirements dictate the choice of single-ended, double-ended, or. progressive construction.
The progressive construction is preferred because it allows faster inspection. Occasionally, the product
configuration or gaging requirements dictate the use of special snap gages.

2. Select Material of Construction. The “C’’-shaped body of tbe snap gage usually is made of cast iron.

The gaging elements generally are made of hardened high carbon, high chromium alloy steel. For ‘very high
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TABLE 7-13. SNAP GAGE SELECTION. BASED ON
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS (Ref. 1)

e
Size AGD Standard

Type of Inspection Range, in. Snap Gage Model

External dimension (diameter, o. to 12.000 A
length, thickness) 0.5 to 11.250 B

External dimension if O to 11.625 c
convenience and durability are

desired

Miniature product O to 0.760 MC

Product inspection if a O to 5.6875 E

surface should bear on anvil for
convenience and accuracy

inspection quantities, carbide gaging elements can be specified to extend gage life.
3. Select Gage Maker 3 Tolerances. Gage maker’s tolerances for plug gages are selected as described in

Step 3 of par. 7.2.2.
4. Selecr Wear Allowances. Wear allowances for fixed or built-up snap gages are selected as described in

Step 4 of par. 7.2.2 for plug gages. No wear allowances are provided on plain adjustable snap gages.
5. Calculate the “Go” and “Not GO” Dimensions:

“Go” dimension = MMC dimension of product – wear allowance
“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied minus

“Not Go” dimension = LMC dimension of product ●
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus.

6. Specl~y Surface Firzish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.

7. Select Standard Blank rzrrdAnvil Sizes. Refer to AGD Standard (Ref. 1) for standard gage blank, anvil,
and frame sizes.

8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specifications. Prepare gage drawings in accordance with Refs. 6,7,8,
and 9 if a nonstandard gage is selected. If a commercially available gage is chosen, prepare gage specifications.

7.4.3 EXAMPLE OF ADJUSTABLE SNAP GAGE DESIGN

An example of an adjustable snap gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.4.2 follows,

7.4.3.1 Requirement
Design a snap gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows. ~

+ 0,000
Product Configuration. External Diameter = 4.000 in. _ 0,007 in,

7.4.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. ‘Select Type of Snap Gage. AGD Standard Model C,
.2. Select Material of Construction:

Gage Part Material of Construction

Frame Cast iron
Gaging elements High carbon, high chromium alloy steel (hardened). ●
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3. Select Gage Maker k Tolerance (from Table 7-6)
Tolerance

Product Characteristics “Go” Gage “Not Go” Gage

4.000 in. feature size 0.0003 in. ‘ 0.0002 in.

and — 0.007 in. tolerance’
4. Selec~ Wear A//owance. There is no wear allowance on a plain adjustable snaP gage.
5. Calculate “GO” and “NOI Go” Dimensions:

“Go” dimension = MMC dimension of product = 4.000 in.
“Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied minus = –0.0003 in.

“Not Go” dimension = LMC dimension of product = 3.993 in.
“Not Go” tolerance = Gage maker’s tolerance applied plus= +0.0002 in.

6. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardiresi (from Tables 7-8; 7-9, and 7-10)
Surface Finish Hardness

Gaging elements 8 pin. C60 min (Rockwell).

7. Select Standard Frame and Hardware. The’AGC Standard frame and other hardware are selected from
Ref. 1 as follows:

Part

Frame

Adjusting Screw (for Frame
Size No. 8)

Locking Screw (for Frame Size
No. 8)

Lncking Nut (for Frame Size
No. 8)

Source Identifier

Table 61 (includes complete Symbol C-8X (size no. 8)
dimensions)

Table 64 .3950-40 UNS-3A.

Table 65 (includes complete” 190-32 UNF-2A

dimensions)
>.

.

Table 66 (includes complete .190-32 UNF-2B

dimensions)

Locking Bushhg (for Frame
Size No. 8) ~

Gaging Buttons

Table 66 (includes complete
dimensions)

Table 68 (includes complete Button diameters 0.625 to 0.630

dimensions) in,

8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec#7cations: ‘
Because this is a commercially available AGD Standard gage, specification,of the gage will be sufficient

for its procurement. The specification must include the following information: ~
AGD Standard frame and other hardware
designations As listed in Step 7

“Go” dimension 4.000 – 0.0003 in.

“Not Go” dimension 3.9930 +.0.0003 in.

– 0.0000

The relationship between a cylindrical product and the adjustable snap gage in this example is illustrated in
Fig. 7-19(A). Fig. 7-19(B) illustrates the relationship between a rectangtdar productand adjustable snap gage.
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Figure 7-19. Product and Adjustable Snap Gage Tolerance Relationship

7.5”FLUSH PINGAGES
A flush pin gage uses the axial extension of a sliding pin with respect to a reference surface to determine the

acceptability of a part. The pin contacts the measured surface and the operator feels the two surfaces at the

opposite end to determine whether the extension nf the pin is within limits. Usually, flush pin gages are used for
checking the following dimensional features:

1. Depth of straight or tapered holes
2. Height of straight or tapered bosses
3. Location and position of holes, bosses, etc.
4. Perpendicularity.
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Because the accuracy of flush pin gages depends upon the inspector’s sense of touch, they are recommended

●
only for dimensions with tolerances equal to or greater than 0,005 in. An inspector’s sense of touch is
considered unreliable for tolerances less than 0.005 in.; therefore, other methods, such as dial indicators, are
required. The general construction features of a flush pin gage area sleeve and pin with a sliding fit, i.e., the pin
is free to mnve axially within the sleeve without being loose. The top surfaces of the sleeve and pin are
machined accurately perpendicular to their axes at the maximum and minimum dimensions. Either tbe sleeve
nr the plunger has a step cut on the top surface, the depth of which is equal to the product tolerance modified by
the eaee maker’s tolerance. The flush uin gage also has a device to retain the pin within the sleeve.--

Usuafly, gaging is performed by br~ngi~g-the bottom surface of the sleeve in contact with the reference
surface nf the product. The sliding pin is then made to contact the measuring surface. Whether the product is
within acceptable limits is determined by touching the “feel” surfaces of the pin and sleeve. If the feel surface is
outside the step, the product is rejected. Fig. 7-20 illustrates the principles of operation. A properly designed
flush pin gage guarantees assembly because it can also check tapers and improper radii at the bottom of
cavities. ,.
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Use F.N Dog FuintSockel
Head Set Screw to Retnin

or Eath to Reduce Slid. fin. Buno” Head Cap Scrs’.n
F,t FrictionArea

\’”/
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“Figure 7-20. Principles of Flush Pin Gage Operation
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7.5.1 TYPES
The AG,D Standard (Ref. 1) recommends four flush pin gage designs for different size ranges—the barrel

type, the bar type, and the large and small bar-spanner, or bar-countersink, types. There are also several other
flush pin gage designs in use for special applications. The most significant of these special designs are rnultjple
pin, spring loaded, built-up, internal, taper, and flush pin gages for drilled or tapped holes.

7.5.1.1 Standard Flush Pin Gages
A discussion of standard flush pin gages follows:

1. Sfyfe 1, Barrel Type. This gage is called barrel type because of the cylindrical shape of the body. Its use is
recommended in the size range 0.25 to 0.75 in. This and other standard flush pin gages are shown in Fig. 7-21.
The wall thickness of the barrel is at least 5/16 in, The surface of the body is knurled and has two flats at
diametrically opposite positions. The ratio of length to diameter of the pin should be low enough to maintain
stability. A retaining device that consists of a buttonhead socket cap screw is located 0.5 in. from the top
surface of the body.

.190.32 UNF.2AX % In.

. w ~~~

ButronHesd Socket Cap Straw Flat

— ! -.:--,_,_.
,,–.

Tolerance
D,mension
t0&30n Pin
or WY

Ir -

,/>,im TyPicd .,

v, in.

%-in.. ‘I,o-in.Ttick
Soft Marking Plate

,1,sih.x45 deg Typical

Gaging Dimensions

(A) Rccomrnmc.dcdD=six. ofBarrd-TYPcFlushPinG.w “

P@a:.-~:@

/;m.x*~l~Tl~’jin.

‘d-J/i”.L -::., 1 in.
Cmllete,

(S) Rcmrnnm,dcdDesignof Bar-TypeFly,h Pin Gage

From ANSI B47. 1-1981, Gage Blanks. Copyright a 1981 by The American Society of Mechanical E“gimsem, New York, NY.

Figure 7-21. Standard Flush Pin Gages
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2. Sryfe 2, Bar Type. A bar-type flush pin gage has a pin that is free to slide in a rectangular body, also
known as a bar. The bar-type flush pin gage is recommended for the size range 1.51 to 8.51 in. As Fig. 7-21
illustrates, the pin can be located anywhere along the length of the bar. Ref. 1 recommends bar lengths in
2. O-in. increments and a 7/ 16-in. pin diameter as standard. Other pin diameters, however, can be used
depending on the application requirements. Location of the pin on the bar is recommended at 10-in.
increments from one end of the bar.

3. Styles3A and3B, Bar-Spanner, or Bar- Courrfersink, Type. The bar-spanner, or bar-countersink, flush
pin gage is used forgagingdepths of countersunk holes or depth dimensions that a straight pin cannot access.
Ref. 1 recommends two designs based on the size of the countersunk hole. These designs are called small
countersink-type and large countersink-type, respectively. The small countersink-type gage is recommended
for a range of 0.75 in. to 1.5 in., whereas the large countersink-type is recommended for 1.5 in. to 4 in. Both
sizes are shown in Fig. 7-21.
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7.5.1.2 Special Flush Pin Gages
A discussion of special flush pin gages follows:

1. Flush Pin Gagesfor Drilled Holes. The depth of a drilled hole is usually the dimension from the product ●
surface to the bottom of the cylindrical portion of the hole. The depth of the conical portion at the end of the
hole is not included. The intersection between the cylindrical and conical portions of the hole, however, may
not be well defined because of drill wear. Therefore, instead of making contact at this intersection, the flush pin
gage for drilled holes is provided with a smaller tip diameter to make contact on the conical portion of the hole
as shown in Fig. 7-22. This reduction in diameter can also be achieved by using a conical or cylindrical tip. The
additional distance by which the flush pin moves downward to contact the conical portion is added to the
gaging size. Because this gage makes a line contact with the product, it is advisable to use carbide tips to retain a
sharp edge if the inspection quantity is large.

~ w \
~==_7-----

+–~–– - – -

——— --k=–.-.-+ —— — .

b /

Figure 7-22. Flush Pin Gage for Drilled Holes

2. Multiple Pin. This gage is used to gage a stepped hole or shaft. As shown in Fig, 7-23, the basic
construction of this type of gage is similar to that of an ordinary flush pin gage except that it has a second pin
sliding inside the outer pin. The outer pin provides the gaging surface from which the inner pin measures; the

●

.,26
,“

Figure 7-23. Multiple-Phr Flush Pin Gage
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gage body does the same for the outer pin. There are two sets of steps, one for the body and the outer pin and
the second for the outer pin and the inner pin; Because this gage is custom designed and expensive to build, its
use should be considered only for high-volume items.

3. Spring Loaded. A spring-loaded flush pin gage eliminates the need for the inspector to seat the pin on
the product before gaging, the spring establishes contact between the pin and the product. Because the pins are
held in position by springs, the inspector has only to touch the feel surfaces. This feature is especially useful
ivhen a“number of elements are to be checked in one setup; it also speeds up the gaging operation.

4. Buih- Up. This is a special-purpose gage used to check lengths, depths, thicknesses, and locations in one
setup. One or more standard flush pin gages are mounted on a frame or case along with holding, positioning,
and clampiing devices. The shape, number of gages, and size of this type of gage depend entirely on the product
configuration and the gage designer’s creativity.

5. Internal Flush Pin Gages. An internal flush pin gage, shown in Fig. 7-24, is used tO gage the height Of a
boss or other male feature. The design of these gages is similar to other flush pin gages with the following
additional requirements:

a. Length of gage body = Product feature dimension + 3 X pin diameter.
b. For product feature dimensions up to % in., a slot should be provided in the bod y to permit viewing

the contact between the product and pin.
c. For product feature dimensions larger than Y8in., a hole should be drilled in the body to permit

viewing the contact between the product and pin.
d. The lower edges of the receiving hole in the flush pin gage body should be chamfered to clear any

fillets at the base of the male feature of the product.
6. Taper Flush Pin Gage. A taper flush pin gage is used to gage the distance along an axis between a point

on the surface and a datum plane of a tapered cylindrical hole or a boss. These gages operate on the same

#k”
75-.0, !..

Pmd.m

1

S1OIWe W@ *,
b.glhsuplo%,n.

Figure 7-24. Internal Flush Pin Gage
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principle as taper plug and taper ring gages, (See pars. 7.2.1.2 and 7.3.1.2, respectively.) The only difference
between the taper flush pin gage and a flush pin gage for a plain hole is that either the sleeve (body) or the pin is
tapered to suit the taper in the product feature. The gage taper has the same dimensions as the product feature
taper, but the tolerance on this taper should be in the di.rectiOn such that the gaging element cOntacts the cOne
in the desired location.

7, F/ush Pin Grrgesfor Tapped Holes. A flush pin gage for a tapped hole is the same as a standard flush pin
gage, except for the pin diameter, In tapped holes any possibility of interference between threadcrests and the
pin must be eliminated. This is,achieved by selecting a pin diameter smaller—approximately ff,002 in. —than
the minor diameter of the tapped hole. If the mating part has a pilOt that extends intO the tapped hole, the ffush
pin gage should also have a pilot, and the diameter of this pilot must be slightly smaller than the pilot hole
diameter.

7.5.2 DESIGN OF A FLUSH PIN GAGE
7.5.2.1 General Design Procedure

The following is the step-by-step procedure for designing a flush pin gage. Also listed are the criteria
necessary to complete each step.

1. Select Type of Flush Pin Gage:
The selection criteria include the size of the feature being gaged and the performance requirements. The

selected gage must allow easy application and withdrawal of the gage and also must allow easy access to all the
feel surfaces. If a standard flush pin gage can be used, the size of the feature being gaged dictates,the choice of
an AGD Standard design. Performance requirements determine the choice of a speciaf flush pin gage design.

AGD Standard (Ref. 1) recommendations for flush pin gages for various size ranges are given in Table
7-14,

The performance requirements given in Table 7-15 mandate selection of a special flush pin gage.
2. Select Ma(erial of Corrs~rucrion, In most cases the pins and bodies are made of tool steel. Depending on

the application, however, other materials may be selected from Table 7-4.
3. Select Gage Makerk Tolerances. Based on the product size and tolerance, the gage maker’s tolerance

can be obtained from Table 7-6, or the 10% rule (described ii Step 3 Of par. 7.2.2) can be appfied.
4. Select S[andurd Body and Pin Size. Obtain the body and”pin size suitable for the gaging dimension

from Ref. 1. If a non-AGD standard flush pin gage is selected, the sleeve and plunger should be selected to meet
the inspection requirement.

TABLE 7-14. FLUSH PIN GAGE SELECTION BASED ON SIZE (Ref. 1)

Size Range, in. style AGD Standard Design

0.25 to 0.75 1 Barrel

1.51 to 8.51 2 Bar

0.75 to 1.50 3A Bar-spanner or bar-countersink

1.50 to 4.00 3B Bar-spanner or bar-countersink

TABLE 7-15. FLUSH PIN GAGE SELECTION BASED
ON PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Performance Requirement Special Flush Pin Gage

Drilled hole Flush pin gage for drilled hole
Stepped hole or shaft Multiple pin
Multiple elements in one setup Spring loaded

Ease of inspection Built-up
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5. Calculate Maximum and Minimum Dimensions and Tolerance
Maximum dimension = LMC gaging dimension
Minimum dimension = MMC gaging dimension

Step size = product tolerance.
Also provide necessary clearances on the gage body or pin for any obstructions to the gaging operation

caused by chamfers, radii, fillets, and recesses due to drill points on the product. The flush pin gage body and
the pin must always clear the MMC of the product feature.

6. Specl~y Surface Finish and”Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be obtained
from Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.

7. Select Standard Blank Sizes and Specl~y Knurling. Appropriate blank sizes for the flush pin gage parts
may be selected from Ref. 1. Knurling should be specified for cylindrical gage parts that are hand held during
gaging.

8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Speclficaticms. If special gages are used, a full set of gage drawings
should be prepared in accordance with Refs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. For AGD standard gages detailed specifications
should be prepared. All “feel” edges and steps on the surfaces of the body or pin should be sharp to insure
accuracy, and a note to this effect must appear on the drawing.

7.5.2.2 Design Criteria for Special Flush Pin Gages
In addition to the flush pin gage design steps presented in par. 7.5.2.1, the following general design criteria

should be considered when designing special flush pin gages:
1, For the sleeve, a knurled cylindrical body having a minimum wall thickness of 5/ 16 in. with two flats at

diametrically opposite positions should be specified. The flats are for marking purposes.
2. The maximum ratio of the length of the body to the diameter of the sliding pin should be 3:1.
3. A retaining device, such as a buttonhead socket screw or dog point set screw, should be provided.

7.5.3. EXAMPLE OF FLUSH PIN GAGE DESIGN

An example of a flush pin gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.5.2.1 follnws.

7.5.3.1 Requirement
Design a flush pin gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.

Product Configuration, A drilled hole as shown in Fig. 7-25(B).

7.5.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Select Type of Flush Pin Gage
Product Characteristics Gage

Drilled hole Flush pin gage for drilled holes.

2. Select Material of Construction. (from Table 7-4) Tool steel for body and pin.
“3. Selecf Gage Maker 3 Toterarzces. (from Table 7-6 for 1.O-in. dimension and 0.007-in. tolerance)

Gage maker’s tolerance on gaging dimension = 0.0002 in.
4. Select Standard Body and Pin Size. Even though this is a special-flush pin gage, an AGD Standard

barrel can be used. The pin must be dimensioned to suit the drilled hnle. Based on the hole diameter; a body
having the following dimensions is seIected from Table 83, Ref. 1:

Barrel diameter B~ = 1.25 in.
Barrel length C = 1.75 iri.
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5. Calculate Bodv and Pin Dimensiorm
Refer to Fig. 7-25(A). The dimensions for flush pin gages for drilled holes can be calculated from the ●geometric and empirical relationships indicated by the following set of equations:

,4, = D – 0.002, in.

A, = D – 2[1 – cos(fl/2)]l?, in.

AI–AZ
D, = —, m.

2tan6

D, = L + [sin(O/2) – tan@]R, in.

D2=DI+T+
0.5(

—, in.
tan(t9/2)

G = DZ – D,, in.

@ = 0.250; deg.

(7-1)

where
AI y diameter of cylindrical portion of flush pin for drilled hole, in.
AZ = diameter of conical portion of flush pin for drilled hole, in.
D = minimum drilled hole diameter, in.

D, = miniinum pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in. ●

q-

D3 Reference

aT
t

A, – COl

Jr- —=- v<_,y-A2-m

Sharp

D . minimumdiameter
L . minimumdepm

rill

T= tolerance
.t = tolorance
R .,.01 in.

If

tn.

+-----+~+r
(A) Geometric Relations@ for Flush Pin Gage (B) Pmi.ct Co”figuration

Figure 7-25. Flush Pin Gage Design Example—Inspection Requirement
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D~ = maximum pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
D3 = length of conical portion of pin of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in

L = minimum depth of cylindrical portion of drilled hole, in.
T = tolerance on L. in.
~ = gage maker’s tolerance on gaging dimension, in.

G = tolerance zone for pin length of flush pin gage for drilled hole, in.
@ = angle of conical portion of pin of flush pin gage for drilled hole, deg

0 = angle of drill point, deg.
R = corner radius, in. (gaging dimension).

In the example
d = 0.635 in.
L = 1.0000 in.
O=118deg
T = 0.007 in.
f = 0.002 in.

Therefore, by applying Eqs. 7-1,

,41 = 0.635 – 0.002 = 0.633 in.

A, = 0.635 – 2[1 – COS(l 18/2)] 0.01 = 0.6253 in.

@ = 0.25(118) = 29.5 deg

~, = 0.635 – 0.6253 = 0,00680 in,

2tan29.5

D, = 1.0000 + [sin(l 18/2) – tan 29.5] = 1.0029 in.

D, = 1.0029 + 0.007 + 0“5(0’002) = 1.0105 ii.
tan(l18/2)

G = 1.0105 – 1.0029 = 0.0076 in.

6. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardnesx (from Tables 7-8,7-9, and 7-10)
FhrishGage Surface .‘ _ Hardness

Internal surface of barrel 4 pin. C60 min (Rockwell)
Contact surface of pin 8 Kin. C60 min (Rockwell)
Sliding surface 8 gin. C60 min (Rockwell)
Feel surface 16 yin. C60 min (Rockwell)

7. Select Standard Blank Size. The selected AGD Standard body and pin have the following dimensions:
(from Table 82, Ref. 1)

Barrel: Diameter B = 1.25 in. Length C = 1.75 in.
Blank Pin Size Diameter A = 0.625 in. Length C + D = 1.75 + 1.00

= 2.75 in.
8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec~fica(iorrs. Because this is a special gage, a gage drawing must be

prepared to show machining details for the pin. The specification for the AGD Standard body maybe included
on the drawing as shown in Fig. 7-26.
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Figure 7-26. Flush Pin Gage Design Example
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7.6 TEMPLATE GAGES
The template gage is used mostly for checking profiles, lengths, widths, and depths. This gage is a flat plate

shaped to conform to the product contouL therefore, it comes in a variety of shapes and sizes. In template
gaging the inspector’s visual acuity and judgment play an important part in the acceptance decision. For this
reason template gages are not recommended where the product tolerance is less than 0.005 in. per in.

Hardened tool steel % in. to % in. thick is used for making small (up to 10 in. long) and medium (from 10 in.
to 2 ft. long) template gages and the gaging surfaces are finished by grinding to the proper size. Larger gages,
however, are usually made from machine steel, and the gaging surfaces are case hardened and then ground to
the proper size. Usually the manufacturer is allowed to drill holes in the nonfunctional portions of the gage to
locate and mount the gage for gang milling and grinding operations.

7.6.1 Types
Based on its use a template gage is given one of the following two designations:

1. For depths, lengths, and widths
2. For profiles.

7.6.1.1 Template Gages for Depths, Lengths, and Widths
Usually a template gage for depths, lengths, and widths is shaped like the letter “T”. The underside of the

crossbar is the gaging surface, which is ground and finished accurately flat. At the base of the “T”, two steps are
ground parallel to the finished surface on the underside of the crossbar and are separated by an undercut. The
difference between the steps is equal to the part tolerance.

For a product tolerance of 0.03 in. or greater, a template gage is made in an “L” shape and scribelines are
used to indicate the limits on the length. This gage speeds up inspection but is less accurate than the “T’’-shaped
gage. Usually a maximum width of 0.008 in. and a minimum depth of 0.005 in. are recommended for the
scribelines. Figs. 7-27 and 7-28 illustrate some of the principles involved in designing template gages for depth
and length. Fig. 7-28(C) ilhsstrates a “U’’-shaped gage. Gaging width with a template gage is analogous to
gaging length.

7.6.1.2 Template Gages for Profiles
A template gage for checking profiles is made of hardened tool steel ground to the contour of the profile.

Usually a profile template gage is made to the maximum profile, and scribelines mark the minimum profile
limits. The gaging surface is chamfered on both sides to provide a thin sighting surface that ranges in thickness
from 1/32to 1/16 in.

If the profile being checked is not critical, the template gage is designed for a nominal (basic) profile, and
visual comparison and judgment are used in accepting the product. The template gage is held against the
product profile and is either sighted against a light or a feeler gage is used to check the gap. If the accuracy of
the profile is important, it is necessary to have it checked by two template gages, one made to its minimum limit
and the other to its maximum limit.

Beeause profile gaging with template gages involves operator judgment, use of these gages on critical and
complicated profiles should be avoided. If the higher costs can be justified, an optical comparator is preferred.

7.6.2 DESIGN OF A TEMPLATE GAGE
A step-by-step design procedure for a template gage follows:

1. Configure the Gage. The template gage configuration depends on the feature to be inspected. For

gaging depths, lengths, and widths, the gage is shaped fike the letters “T”, “L”, or “U”. For irregular prOfiles the
gage will closely follow the product contours.

2. Select Material of Construction. Usually, for templates up to 2 ft long, hardened tool steel of
commercially available standard thickness (Ys to Y8in.) is specified. For templates longer than 2 ft, machine
steel of appropriate thickness is specified. Dimensional stability must be considered.
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Figure 7-27. Template Gages for Depth and Length
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Figure 7-28. Alternate Designs for a Template Gage for Depth and Length

3. Select Gage Maker k Tolerances for Each Feature:
Straight lines, angles, and radii are common features Of mOst prOfiles. Usually 10VO Of the tOtal prOduct

feature tolerance is provided as the gage maker’s tolerance. This tolerance is added (+) to the minimum (rein)
and subtracted (—) from the maximum (max) gage size.

For irregular profiles the gage profile isdrawn to scale beside the product prOfile and a tOlerance Of IO%
of product tolerance applied. The gage is then manufactured to the drawn PrOfile.’

If nn tolerance fnr angles or radii is specified on the drawing, the gage tolerance will depend on the
criticality of the profile. For nonfunctional profiles tolerance on angles should be +5 minutes and on radii +
5% of the radius.
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4, Spec~~yChamfer on Gaging Edge, A chamfer on one or both sides of the gaging profile should be
specified to provide a relatively sharp (1/ 16 in. to 1/32 in. thick) sighting edge.

5. Spec~~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Use of Tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10 is recommended in selecting ●
surface finish and hardness values for these gages. Usually a surface finish of 16 #in. is provided along the
gaging edge, and the rest of the surface has a commercial finish. The entire gage is hardened to a minimrim of
C60 on the Rockwell scale.

6. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specljicarions. A gage drawing should be prepared in accordance with
Refs. 6, 7, 8, and 9.

7.6.3 EXAMPLE OF TEMPLATE GAGE DESIGN
An example of a template gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.6.2 follows.

7.6.3.1 Requirement

Design a template gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.
Product Configuration, Irregular profile as shown in Fig, 7-29.

7.6.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Corr~igure the Gage. Because the product has an irregular profile, the gage is configured around a scaled
drawing of the product, as shown in Fig, 7-29. The basic gage profile is drawn to coincide with the MMC
profile of the product.

2. Sefecf Material of Construction. Hardened tool steel of a commercially available thickness (% to % in.)
is selected.

3. Select Gage Maker k Tolerances for Each Feature. The,gage maker’s tolerance is 10% of the product
profile tolerance applied as indicated in Fig. 7-29.

4. Spect~y Chamfer on Gaging Edge. A chamfer is specified along one side of the entire gaging profile to
reduce the edge to a sharp 1/ 16-in. edge. ●

5. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardnesx (from Tables 7-8,7-9, and 7-10)
Gage Part Surface Finish Hardness

Sighting edge 16 #in. C60 min (Rockwell)
Rest of the gage Commercial C60 min (Rockwell).

6. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specljications. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-29(A).

..@amp or Etch

.=+03.,.“’B%’;
31 dego min~odeg 3min

(A) Ga$< (B) Pmducr

Place Gage on HorizontalSurface of Product Slide Gage
to Lefl Until It Stops.Observe Gaging Surface. Slide
Gage to Right Until It Stops. Obsewe Gaging Surface. till
Gage, Rotate 1S0deg. and Repeat Check. .

Figure 7-29. Product and Template Gage Configuration
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7.7 TRUE POSITIONGAGE
A true position gage is used to check the location of a feature relative to a datum or to another feature within

a pattern of features. If a pattern of features is being inspected, the relative location maybe between the pattern
and a datum. Often a true position gage is identified by the tolerancing concept used in dimensioning the
positions “offeatures—i.e., MMC, LMC, or regardless of feature size (RFS). (See pars. 2.4.4 through 2.4.6.)
For example, a true position gage used to inspect an MMC-toleranced dimension may be referred to as an
MMC gage.

The MMC gage is designed to inspect positional or form requirements of product features when the
tolerances are modified by an MMC callnut. In this case the available’manufacturing tolerance is a function of
the product feature size and the positional or form tolerance. Because products finished at MMC constitute

the worst case assembly, the product feature dimension at its MMC is its most critical dimension. As the
product feature dimension is finished away from its MMC dimension, the available positional or form
tolerance is increased. This increase is equal to the amount of the departure of the finished product feature
dimension from its MMC dimension. Thus the positional or form tolerances modified by an MMC calloutare
variable. This characteristic of the MMC tolerancing concept makes the M MC gage very practical because it
permits the use of gaging elements of fixed size and location. These fixed elements automatically allow the
position or form of the product feature I.o vary as the finished size of tbe feature varies from product to
product. The most common MMC gages are the progressive plug, receiver, and spanner gages which are
described in pars. 7.7.1, 7.7.2, and 7.7.3, respectively.

Gages designed for MMC dimensions and tolerances usually insure proper assembly of the products.
Therefore, they are also known as functional gages. When the specified feature tolerance at MMC is zero, the
MMC gages incorporate the “Go” gage elements in the functional gage, which eliminates the need for a
separate “Go” gage and saves gage and inspection costs.

MMC gages have many advantages over RFS gages. Usually they are less expensive because they do not
require moving parts or adjusting and centering devices. This lack of moving parts reduces tbe required
frequency of calibration. Because the MMC concept allows the use of fixed gaging elements, these M MC gages
are easier and faster to use. Relationships between the size and positional or form tolerances are incorporated
in the gage. This reduces the need for operator skill and judgment, which in turn reduces errors. It should be
remembered that LMC is that condition in which a feature, part, or datum contains the least amount of
material within size limits —e.g., smallest shaft, largest hole. The specified tolerance applies only when the
feature is at the least amount of material permitted by the size tolerance. This LMC tolerance increases by the
exact amount the part (feature) departs from the LMC toward the MMC. LMC is applied in cases in which
wall thickness is critical, in which play between related parts must be limited, or in which material distribution
around castings or forgings must be controlled to’assure there is sufficient material for subsequent machining.
An LMC position gage is just the opposite of an MMC gage. That is, an MMC position gage verifies tbe “Go”
condition of the virtual position of a hole, whereas an LMC gage verifies the “Not Go’’ condition. Design of an
LMC gage is discussed in par. 7.7.4.

LMC gages have almost the same advantages as the MMC gages when compared with RFS gages—i.e., they
frequently do not require adjusting and centering devices and are less expensive than R FS gages, they require
less frequent calibration, and they are more practical because fixed gaging elements can be used.

The RFS gage is designed to inspect the relative positions of product features when the positional or form
tolerance is modified by an RFS callout. Because the actual finished size of the product feature dries not have
any effect on the form or positional tolerance, the form or positional tolerances are constants. Inspection of the
relative positions of features is done with a gage that has a centering element for the product datum feature. In
practice, the actual finished size of the mass-produced product feature can vary within its size tolerance zone.
As the product feature size departs from its basic size indifferent products, the gaging element size varies.
Therefore, to inspect all possible values of product feature size within the size tolerance zone, an infinite range
of gage element sizes would be required. This difficulty is overcome by using a gage with adjustable gage
element sizes. Thus RFS gages are characterized by adjustable expanding devices, tapered pins, V blocks,
spring-loaded devices, and dial indicators. These adjustable devices also facilitate the periodic adjustment for
gage wear.
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The main advantage of the RFS gage is that in addition to checking conformance of the product with

drawings, the dial indicators usually used in RFS gages also indicate the magnitude and direction of errors.
Identification of the magnitude and direction of errors facilitates production control. Because adjustment for
wear is an inherent part of RFS gage design, recalibration is relatively easy.

One disadvantage of the RFS gage is the need for a gage-centering device. Another is that locating the,center
of a datum feature in each setup requires a great deal of operator skill and is difficult unless the”feature is of
perfect form. Additionally, to accommodate products with different finished feature sizes, either a series of
gages or a gage with interchangeable gaging elements of different dimensions is required. Finally, due to the
incorporation of wear adjustments and the existence of moving parts, this type of gage requires more frequent
calibration surveillance. These disadvantages make RFS gages expensive to build, time-consuming to operate,
and prone to operator error.

In true position gage design the design of the gage element for a datum feature involves slightly different

treatment than that for other features. The actual design method is discussed within the step-by-step gage
design procedure in subsequent paragraphs, but at this point it is important to introduce the concept ,of fit,

allowance. A fit allowance is a special allowance applied to MMC or LMC gaging elements for datum features
to prevent interference between the gage element and product feature. Interference can occur if both the gage
element and product datum feature are produced at exactly their M MC (LMC in case of LMC toleraircing
sizes). The design method referenced is just one type that provides a practical method of gaging. Other
procedures—fit fit allowance and slide fit allowance—may be considered.

Because many true position gages are manufactured with press- or slide-fitting gage elements, namely, pins

or bushings in predrilled holes, additional gage manufacturing tolerances are required. These tolerances are
required to allow for variations in positioning of the gaging elements and runoutof the gage datum element.
The procedure for including the fit allowance and additional tolerance for press-fitting pins or bushings “is
illustrated in the examples that follow. Special formulas that incorporate these allowanc&s and tolerances” have
been de~eioped for calculating gage element sizes..

7.7.1 PROGRESSIVE (COAXIAL) PLUG GAGES
True position gages that have successive coaxial plugs of different diameters are known as progressive plug

gages. They are used to inspect simultaneously location and form of successive coaxial i~ternal diameters.

7.7.1.1 Design of Progressive (Coaxial) Plug Gages
These gages are similar to plug gages except that there is a succession of coaxial plugs of different diameters

on the’”same end of the gage. The steps in a general design procedure for a progressive plug gage follow:
1, Iden(J~y Required Gages. Tfie progressive (coaxial) plug gage will check the positional and ‘form

requirements of the product. For, complete inspection of the product, the feature sizes must also be checked. It
is in this step that all the necessary gages for complete product inspection are listed.

2. Conjigtire the Gage. Based on the product configuration, the coaxial location of each plug in: the gage
can be determined. The gage configuration must satisfy the following requirements:

a. The gage must contact the appropriate datum features.
b.”The gage must have a means of verifying the contact between the gage and product features.
c. The gage elements must be located at the basic product feature locations.

- “d. The’lengths of gaging elements must meet the depth requirements of product features.
3. Selecf ~iferial of Ccmszrucriorr. Usually hardened tool steel is used for the gaging elements. Other.

material; can be substituted for special requirements such as higher wear resistance, weight reduction, or cost
reduction. Materials for nongaging elements should be selected from Table 7-4.

4, Calcrdaie Gage Herrrerrr Sizes. The gage elements for the product datum feature ‘and other related
features must be calculated as follows:

a. Gage Element for Product Datum Feature:

Gage element diameter for datum feature = MMC diameter of product datum, feature ‘–
10% of product positional tolerance
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Size tolerance on gage element for datum = Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2, for

feature gage element diameter and product feature size
tolerance, applied plus.

b. Gage Element Diameter for Other Related Features:
Positional tolerance on gage elements for = 5% of positional tolerance on related product

related features features (Round to next higher 0.0001 in.)

Gage element diameter for other related = MMC diameter of related product feature

features –90% of positional tolerance on related product
feature + positional tolerance on related
features.

Size tolerance on gage element for related = Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2, for
features related feature diameter and product size

tolerance, applied plus.

5. Calculate Length Requirements and Spect~y Reliefs, Chamfers, and Corner Radii. The gaging elements
of the progressive gage must be of sufficient length to gage the entire functional depths of product features.
Usually the product feature length MMC is specified as gage element length. To avoid interference with
obstructions such as fillets, the gages should be provided with reliefs and corner radii. Chamfering of sharp
outside edges should be specified to avoid jrrjury to inspectors and others handling the gage.

6. Design “Go’’and’’Not Go “Plug Gages for Feature Size Gaging. The “Go” and “Not Go’’ gages for each
feature should be designed according to the procedures in par. 7.2.2.

7. Spedyy Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.

8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spectj7cations. Gage drawings should be prepared in accordance with
Refs. 6,7,8, and 9.

7.7.1.2 Example of Progressive (Coaxial) Plug Gage Design
An example of a progressive (coaxial) plug gage design using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.7.1.1,

follows.

7.7.1.2.1 Requirement
Design a progressive (coaxial) plug gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.

Product Configuration. Coaxial internal features as shown in Fig. 7-30.

Figure 7-30. Progressive Plug Gage Design Example-Inspection Requirement
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7.7.1.2.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. lderrtl~y Required Gagex
Inspection Requirement -S

Feature sizes:
Datum feature “Go” and “Not Go” plug

l-in. diameter feature “Go” and “Not Go” plug

Positions of features Progressive (coaxial) plug.

2. Configure fhe Progressive P/ug Gage. Theprogressive plug gage must locate onthe datum diameter
and simultaneously enter the l. O-in. diameter hole. The appropriate gage will consist of two coaxial plugs

appropriately sized and located.
3. Select Material of Construction. (from Table 7-4) Tool steel.
4. Calcula[e Gage Element Sizex

a. Gage Element for Product Datum Feature:
Gage element diameter for datum feature = MMCsize ofproduct datum feature– 10%of

product positional tolerance
= 2,0000–(0.10)(0.003)
= 1,9997 in.

Size tolerance on gage element diameter for = 0.0001 in., applied plus.
datum feature (from Table 7-6, Column 2,
for 2.000-in. diameter and 0.002-in. tolerance)

A wear allowance of O.0001 in. (from Table 7-6, Column I)maybe added tothe’gageelernent
diameter if the inspection quantity justifies its use.

b. Gage Element for Related Feature:
Positional tolerance on gage element for
related product feature

Gage element diameter for related product
feature

Size tolerance on gage element diameter for
related product feature (from Table 7-6,
Column 2, for 1.000-in. diameter and 0.004-
in. tolerance)

——

——
——

.
——

——
——
——
——

5’% of position tolerance on related product
feature (Round to next higher 0.0001 in.) ●
0,05(0.003)
0.00015in.

0.0002 in.
M MC diameter of related product feature –
9070 of positional tolerance on related product
feature + positional tolerance on gage element
for related feature
1.000 – (0.9)(0.003) + 0.0002
1.000– 0.0027+ 0.0002
0.9975in.
0.0002 in., applied plus.

A wear allowance of0,0002 in. (from Table 7-6, Column 1) may beadded tothe gage element

diameter if the inspection quantity justifies its use.
5. Calcrdate Length Requirements and Spec~fy Reliefs, Chamfers, and Corner Radii. Thelength of each

gaging element must be equal to the MMC depth of tbe related product feature, i.e.,
Gage element length fordatum feature= l.O in.
Ga~eelement len~thfor related feature= 1.5 in.
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6. Design “Go” and “Not Go” Plug Gages for Feature Size Gaging. The following “Go” and “Not Go”
gages must be designed according to the step-by-step procedure in par. 7.2

“Go” and “Not Go” plug gage for datum feature
“Go” and “Not Go” plug gages for related feature.

7, Specify Surface Finish and Hardness Values. (from Tables 7-8 and 7-10)
Gage Element Surface Finish Hardness

External surface 8 pin. C60 min (Rockwell).

8. Prepare Gage Drawings end/or Spec@ations. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-31.

7.7.2 RECEIVER GAGES
A true position gage that receives the product external features and verifies the form or positional

dimensions of the product features is knOwn as a receiver gage. T~IS gage cOnsists predominantly of internal
surfaces or portions of internal surfaces arranged to inspect the interrelationship between two or more external
product features. A receiver gage is supplemented by individual basic gages for gaging product feature sizes.
During the gaging operation the product feature sizes are gaged before the form or position are gaged.

The configuration of each receiver gage depends entirely on the product configuration. Ideally, the receiver
gage should simulate the configuration of the mating part. When a receiver gage is configured in this way and a
practical modifier like the MMC callout is applied, the gage assures proper functional assembly of the
products. Therefore, a receiver gage designed for an M MC callout and simulating the mating product is also
known as a functional gage. A functional gage designed with zero tolerance at MMC also eliminates the need
for a separate “Go” gage.

7.7.2.1 Design of a Receiver Gage
Because the receiver gage configuration depends on the product, a gage design procedure cannot be

standardized. However, the following general step-by-step design procedure can usually be followed:
1. tden[l~y Required Gages. A properly configured receiver gage simultaneously checks form and

positional tolerances of product features, but the sizes of these features have to be checked by other types of
gages. In this step all the gages required to inspect size, form, and positional tolerance should be identified.

‘n”““?
p-. ,..—. ,

r:-~1.5 in.–

1.0 in.

8 ~
AGDS Handle No. 5

? ‘~ - ‘-+ ~’
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I ] m ,;i99:in

k Materiab Tad Steel, Hardness
0 ;gg i“. Rcckwell C60 Minimum. Leave
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Z 1.CO02in. I .A- ~

Figure 7-31. Progressive Plug Gage Design Example
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2. Configure the Gage. The designer may use his creativity and experience to configure a gage that meets
the following requirements:

a. The gage must contact the appropriate datum feature.
b. The gage must have a means of verifying contact with the datum feature.
c. The gage elements must be located at basic product feature locations.
d. Tbe depths of gaging elements must meet or exceed product length requirements.

3. Selecf Maferial of Ccwrsmucfiorr. The gaging elements of most receiver gages are made of hardened tool
steel. Special considerations, such as need for additional wear resistance, however, may dictate use of harder
materials, Table 7-4 may be used as a guide in selecting materials.

4. Calculate Gage Element Sizes
Gage element size is calculated so that it incorporates the combined effect of size and positional or form

tolerance, The basic gage element size for the product datum feature is calculated so that accommodation is
made for fit allowance and positional tolerance for mounting the gage elements. A wear allowance for each
gage element may be obtained from Table 7-6 if the inspection quantity justifies its use. Distribution of the
amount of positional tolerance between gage elements depends on the product configuration.

In calculating gage element diameters for other related product features, the size tolerance, positional
tolerance, and wear allowance are allocated to the M MC size of each element, This “design procedure insures
that. the products are within specified tolerance limits even when individual features are at M MC. The
following relationships are used to calculate the gage element “dimensions: -

a. Gage Element Diameter for Datum Feature: .,

Gage element diarrieter for datum = MMCsiie ofproduct datum feature+ 10%of
feature thelesser of thepositjonal tolerances on related

features
Size tolerance on gage element diameter = Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2, for
for datum feature gage element diameter and product size

tolerance, applied yrinus
b. Gage Element Diameter for Other Related Features:

P~sitiOnal tolerance on gage e!ements =
for related features
Gage element diameters for related ——

features

Size tolerance ondiameters of elements =
for related features

5% of positional tolerance on related product
features. (Round up to next higher 0.0001 in.)
MMC size of product feature + positional
tolerance unrelated feature—fit allowance

applied to gage element diameter for datum —
positional tolerance on gage element for related
features
Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2,-for

gage element diameter for related feature and
product size tolerance, applied minus.

A wear allowance obtained from Table 7-6, Column 1, maybe subtracted from gage element diameters
if the inspection quantity justifies their use.

5. Design “Go “and “Naf Go “Ring Gagesfor Each Feature. A plug, ring, or snap gage should be designed
to gage each male product feature to insure that it is within the size limits. For these gages the design
procedures described in pars. 7.2.2, 7.3.2; and 7.4.2 should be followed.

6. Spect~y Depth Requirements, Chamfers, and Corner Radii. Thegaging elements ofa receiver gage
should be long enough to inspect the product feature over the entire functional length of the feature.
Accordingly, depth requirements should be specified for the gage elements, Usually the depth of each gaging
element is equal to the length of the corresponding product feature at M MC. Corner radii should be provided
to avoid interference with any chamfers or fillets on the products being inspected. All sharp edges to which the
gage handlers and inspectors may be exposed should be chamfered to avoid injury.

7. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.
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8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specifications. Because these are special gages, gage drawings should
be prepared in accordance with Refs. 6,7,8, and 9.

7.7.2.2 Example of Receiver Gage Design

I Anexample ofareceiver gage design using thestep-by-step procedure of par. 7.7.2 .l, follows.

7.7.2:2.1 Requirement
Design a receiver gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.

Product Configuration. Coaxial male features as shown in F)g, 7-32.

EB—
II

momu
— 303in. —

—.50 i“.

\
.- —

Figure 7-32. Receiver Gage Design Example—Inspection Requirement
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7.7.2.2.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Identtfy Required Gagex
Inspection Requirement -s

Feature sizes:
Datum feature “Go” and “Not Go” ring gage

2-in. diameter feature “Go” and “Not Go” ring gage

1-in. diameter feature “Go” and “Not Go” ring gage

Coaxiality (position) of the three features Receiver gage.

2. Configure the Gage. To gage simultaneously the position of the two features with respect to a datum
feature, the gage must have appropriately sized and located female features. Therefore, the gage configuration
is a female counterpart of the product.

3. Selecl Material of Construction, (from Table 7-4) Tool steel.
4. Calculale Gage Element Sizes

a. Gage Element Diameter and Tolerance for Datum Feature:
‘Gage element diameter for datum

——

feature

——
——
——

Size tolerance on gage element diameter =
for datum feature (from Table 7-6,
Column 2. for 3.O-in. diameter and

MMC size of product datum feature+ 10’% of
the smaller of the positional tolerances on
related features
3.002 + (O.1)(0.003)
3.002 + 0.0003
3.0023 in.
0.0001 in., applied minus.

0.002-in. tolerance.)
A wear allowance of 0.0001 in.-from Table 7-6, Column l—may be subtracted from the the gage

element diameter if the inspection quantity justifies its use. ●
b. Ga.qe Element Diaineter for other Related Features:

(1) Gage Element for 2.O-in. Diameter Feature:
Positional tolerance on gage element =
for 2. O-in. diameter feature

——
——

.

Gage element diameter for 2.O-in.
——

diameter feature

——
——
——

Size tolerance on gage element diameter =
on 2. O-in. feature (from Table 7-6,
Column 2, for 2.005 -in. diameter and
0.003-in. tolerance)

A wear allowance of 0.0001 in. (from Table 7-6,

5% of the positional tolerances on related
product features (Round to next higher .0001
in.)
0.05(0.003) in.
0.00015 in.
0.0002 in.
M MC size of product feature + 90% of position
tolerance on 2.O-in. diameter feature at MMC –
positional tolerance on gage element for 2.O-in.
diameter feature
2.003 + (0.9)(0.003) – 0.0002
2.003 + 0.0027 – 0.0002
2.0055 in.
0:0002 in., applied minus.

Column I) maybe subtracted from this diameter if
the inspection quantity justifies its use,
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(2) Gage Element for 10-in. Diameter Feature:

Positional tolerance on gage element =
for I. O-in. diameter feature

——
——

Gage element diameter for I.O-in. –—

diameter feature

——
——

Size tolerance on gage element diameter =
on I.O-in. feature (from Table 7-6,

Column 2 for 1.0075-in, diameter and

5~0 of positional tolerance on related product
feature
0.05(0,004) in.
0.0002 in.
MMC size of product feature + positional
tolerance on related feature — fit allowance

applied to gage element diameter for datum —
positional tolerance on 1.O-in. diameter feature.
1.004 + 0.004 – 0.0003 – 0,0002
1.0075
0.0002 in., appfied minus.

0.004-in. tolerance)
5, Design “Go “and “Not Go” Ring Gages for Each Feature. The required ring gages should be designed

accord ing to the step-by-step design procedure in par. 7.3.
6. Specfy Depth Requirements, Chamfers, and Lower Radii. The depth of each gaging feature must

equal the M MC length of product features. Therefore, the depths of gaging features must be as follows:
Datum feature 1.50 in.
2. O-in. diameter feature 1.00 in.
10-in. diameter feature 0.50 in.

7. Specify Surface Finish and Hardnesx (from Tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10)
Gage Element Surface Finish Hardness

Internal surfaces 8 #in. C60 min (Rockwell)
External surfaces Commercial C60 min (Rockwell).

8. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specl~cations. Thenecessary gagedrawing isshowninfig. 7-33.

k-%–i-

●
k.’ I
p+]~.k~,

Figure 7-33. Receiver Gage Design Example
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7.7.3 SPANNER GAGES
A spanner gage is a true position gage designed to check the locations of features such as plain holes,

threaded holes, slots, or protrusions “when the form or dimensional tolerances are modified by an MMC ●
callout.

When the product includes a positionally tolerance screw thread, special design considerations are
required for the screw thread gage element. The design details for such applications are presented in Chapter 8.

There are three categories of true position requirements for which a spanner gage may be appropriate:
1. A pattern of features in which the positions of features are related to each other without involving a

datum. This category also includes the case in which the pattern itself, rather than individual features, maybe
located with respect to a daium.

2. A pattern of two features, one of which is the datum from which the other feature is located
3. A pattern of more than two features in which each feature is located from a datum.

Gaging of the pattern in Category 1 is usually referred to as feature relation gaging. Gaging of the patterns in
Categories 2 and 3 is known as feature relation and location gaging. Most feature patterns can be broken down
into one or more of these categories to simplify gage design.

7.7.3.1 Types
A spinner gage”is classified as male or female, depending on whether it is designed to check the positions of

holes or protrusions. This gage maybe designed to gage the position of a single feature (hole’or protrusion)
from a datum feature (datum hole or protrusion), in which case it is known as a two-pin (male) or two-hole
(female) spanner gage. If it is designed to gage the positions of several features from a datum feature, a spanner
gage is known as either a multiple-pin (male) or a multiple-hole (female) spanner gage.

The male spanner gage consists of a holder into which the pins “are secured. The holder is made of soft
machine steel to facilitate precise location of the pins; the pins are press fitted in the holder and may or. may not
have shoulders. Knockout holes are provided in the holders to facilitate removal of the pins, and the tips of the
pins are chamfered to facilitate entry into the product holes. Usually pin length is selected based on the hole
depth or product thickness. When this length is not limited by the product, however, it is a good practice to ●
have pin length about one and one-half times the pin diameter.

The female spanner gage consists of a plate with suitably located holes with bushings. The use of bushings is
optional, but it prolongs gage life because worn-out bushings can be replaced. The plate is made of soft
machine steel to facilitate precise location of the bushings in the holes. The inside diameters of the bushings are
ground concentric with the outside diameters, and the bushings are press fitted into the plate. The bushings are
made of hardened steel and are chamfered to clear any fillet or radius @ the base of the prOduct protrusions.

7.7.3.2 Design of a Spanner Gage
A step-by-step design procedure for a spanner gage follows:

1. Iden!t~y Required Gages. First, study the product drawing to locate the datums and dimensions to be
gaged. From this information identify the basic “Go” and “Not Go” gages required for gaging feature sizes.
Next, identify the spanner gages required to gage the pattern of holes or protrusions on the product drawing,
and configure the gage to inspect as many features as is practical with a single gage. This decision may have to
be modified in a later step if the selected configuration makes the manufacture of the spanner gage too difficult.

2. Conjigure fhe Gage. This is probably the most creative of all phases of gage design. The designer’s
experience and creativity should play a major role in creating the simplest gage configuration possible that
meets the inspection requirement at minimum cost and with the fewest gage manufacturing problems. If the
pattern of features is very complex, an effort should be made to separate the component into simpler patterns
to simplify the gage configuration. The resulting configuration must satisfy the following requirements:

a. The gage must contact the appropriate datum features.
b. Contact between the gage and product datum features must be verifiable.
c. The gage elements must be located at the ‘basic product feature locations,
d. The lengths or depths of gaging elements must meet the depth or length requirements of product

features, ●
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3. Selec[ Material of Construction. The following materials are usually specified for various parts of
spanner gages:

Spanner Gage Element Material

Pinholder Soft machine steel
Plate Soft machine steel
Pins Hardened tool steel
Bushings Hardened tool steel.

Other materials may be selected from Table 7-4 for longer gage life.
4. Determine Cenrer Distance. The center distance between gaging pins or holes should be equal to the

basic distance between product holes or protrusions. Positional tolerance on this dimensiOn shOuld be 5~o Of
the product positional tolerance.

5. Calculate Garins? Element [Pin O) Bushirw) Diameters, Tolerances, and A IIowancex. . ~.
a. Feature Relation Gaging

Position tolerance on gage element
——

location
(1) For Male Spanner Gages:

Gage pin diameter
——

(2) For Female Spanner Gages:

Gage hushing diameter
——

Size tolerance on gage
——

5% of positional tolerance on product features

MMC diameter of product holes – positional
tolerance on product holes at MMC +.

positional tolerance on gage pins

MMC diameter of product protrusion +
positional tolerance on product protrusion, at
MMC – positional tolerance on gage, bushings
Value obtained from Table 7-6 for MMC gage

element size and its tolerance.

Tbe size and positional tolerances are applied plus to male features and minus to female features. A
wear allowance, obtained from Table 7-6, Column 1, maybe added to gage pin diameter and subtracted from
gage bushing diameter if justified by the inspection quantity.

b. Feature Relation and Location Gaging:
(I) Gage Locating Element for Product Datum Feature:

(a) ,For Male Spanner Gages:
Gage locating pin diameter feature =

(b) For Female Spanner Gages:
Gage locating pin diameter for datum =
feature
Size tolerance on gage locating

——

element

Mkfc sizeof hole – 1070 of positional

tolerance on other related product features

MMC size of protrusion + 10% of positional
tolerance on other related product features
Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2, for

gage locating element diameter and product
tolerance.

The size tolerance should be added to the male elements and subtracted from the female elements of
the spanner gage.

(2) Gage Elements for Other Related Product Features:
Positional tolerance on gage elements = 5% of positional tolerance on other product’
for other related features features (Round to next higher 0.0001 in.).

Gage accuracy is affected by the parallelism of pins and their perpendicularity to adjacent surfaces.
Therefore, gage position tolerances must be applied to the full lengths of pins and not just at their origins on a
surface. Variations in parallelism and perpendicularity are accounted for in the following relationships for
calculating gage element diameters:
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(a) For Male Spanner Gages:
Gage pin diameters for other related =
product holes

(b) For Female Spanner Gages
Gage bushing diameters for other =
related product protrusions

Size tolerance on gage element ——

diameters

MMC size of other holes – 90% of positional
tolerance on product holes at MMC +
positional tolerance on gage pins for other
related holes

MMC size of related protrusions + 90%
positional tolerance on product protrusions at
MMC – positional tolerance on gage bushings
for other related protrusions
Value obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2, for
rraee element diameter and moduct tolerance.

This tolerance should be added to the male gage element and subtracted from the female gage

element.
6. Derermirre Length or Deprh Requirements. The length of gaging pins or depth of gaging bushings must

be equal to or slightly greater than the MMC depth of the product hole or the MMC length of product
protrusion to which they are to be gaged.

7. Design “Go “and “Not Go” Gages for Each Feature. Individual “Go” and “Not Go” gages should be

designed for size control of each product feature. Usually the gages will be of the plug type for product holes
and of the ring or snap type for product protrusions. The gages should be designed according to the procedures
described in pars. 7.2.2, 7.3.2, or 7.4.2.

8. Spect~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Sur[ace finish values for all gage surfaces should be obtained
from Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness values from Table 7-10.

9. Prepare Gage Drawirrzs and/or Specljications. Because these are special gages, complete gage
drawings including component and assembly drawings will be required. These drawings should be prepared in
accordance with Refs. 6, 7, 8, and 9.

7.7.3.3 Example of Spanner Gage Design (Two-Pin Gage for Feature Relation Gaging) ●
An example of a spanner gage design, using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.7.3.2, follows.

7.7.3.3.1 Requirement

Design a spanner gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.
Product Configuration. Two holes involving the feature size and relation dimensions shown in Fig. 7-34.

*
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,-2.Olin.Mmimurn ,
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7405+ .C033 in. Gage Pins

Enlarged Layoutof Drawln9 Limit$ Not to Scale

Figure 7-34. Spanner Gage for Feature Relation Gaging Design Example-Inspection
Requirement ●
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7.7.3.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. fderrt~~y Required Gages. Complete inspection of the product will entail gaging the two hole sizes and
the relation between the holes. Therefore, the following gages are required:

Inspection Requirement w

Hole sizes “Go” and “Not Go” plug

Relation (position) of holes Two-pin spanner.

2. Configure the Gage. The spanner gage for the product in Fig. 7-35 must have two pins appropriately
sized and spaced to check the relation between the holes.

3. Seleci Material of Construction:
Gage Element Material

Pin holder Soft machine steel

Pins Hardened tool steel.

4. Determine Center Distance
Basic center distance between gaging pins = Basic center distance between product features.

5. Calculate Gaging Element (Pin or Bushing) Diameters, Tolerances and Allowances
Positional tolerance on gage pin location = 5% of positional tolerance on product holes

= 0.05(0.01)

Gage pin diameter

= 0.0005 in.
= MMC diameter of product holes – positional

tolerance on product holes at MMC +
positional tolerance on gage pins

= 0.7500 – 0.01 + 0.0005 in.
= 0.7405 irt.

Size tolerance on gage pin diameter (from = + 0.0003 in. (applied plus on a male feature)

Table 7-6, Column 2, for 0.75-in. diameter
and 0.0 1-in. tolerance)

A wear allowance may be obtained from Table 7-6, Column 1, and added to gage pin diameters if

justified by the inspection quantity.
6. Determine Ltv@h or Depth Requirements

Length of gage pin > MMC depth of holes
> 0.50 in,
= 0.625 in

7, Design “Go “and “Not Go” Gages for Each Feature. These plug gages for (0.75+ 0.010)-in. diameter
holes must be designed in accordance with par. 7.2.2.

8. Specify Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8,7-9, and 7-10)
Surface Finish Hardness

Pins 8 pin. C60 min
Pin holder Commercial Commercial.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings and[ or Specljications. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig, 7-35.

7.7.3.4 Example of Spanner Gage Design (Multiple-Pin Gage for Feature Relation and Location
Gaging)

An example of aspanner gage design for multiple-pin feature relation and Iocation gaging, using the
step-by-step procedure of par. 7.7.3 .2 follows.

7.7.3.4.1 Requirement
Design a spanner gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.

Product Configuration. Multiple pins involving feature size, relation, and location dimensions as shown

on Fig. 7-36.
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Figure 7-35. Spanner Gage for Feature Relation Gaging Design Example
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7.7.3.4.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Iderztlfy Required Gages. Complete inspection of the product will involve gaging all the holes for size

andtheir relative locations with respect to the datum. Therefore, the following gages are required:
Inspection Requirement -s
Hole sizes “Go” and “Not Go” plug
Relative location (position) of holes Multiple-pin spanner.

2. Conjigure the Gage. The spanner gage for the product in Fig. 7-37 must locate in Datuni Hole A and
have appropriately sized and spaced gaging elements for the other related holis. Therefore, the proper gage

configuration isaplate, alocating pin for Datum Hole A, andgaging pins for other related holes.
3. Select Material of Construction: (from Step 3 of par. 7.7.3.2)

Gage Element Material

Pin holder Soft machine steel
Pins Hardened tool steel.

4. Derermine Center Distance. Similar to the product holes, the four gage pins must be equispaced on a
circle concentric with thedatum hole locating pin. Thediameter ofthikcircle is determined as follows:

Diameter ofgage pin circle = Basic diameter ofproduct hole circle
= 2;000 in.

5. Calccdate Gaging Element (Pin or Bushing) Diameters, Tolerances, and Allawancex
a. Datum Hole Locating Pin Diameter ~

Gage locating pin diameter for datum hole = (MMC~ize ofhole– 10% Opposition tOleranCe

on other related holes
= 0.7500 –’0.0007
= 0.7493 in.

Size tolerance on gage locating pin = 0.0001 in., applied plus.

diameter for datum hole
(from Table 7-6, Column 2, for 0.7493-in.

~
diameter and 0.002-in. tolerance)

h. Gaze Pin Diameters and Tolerances for Other Related Holes:- ..e.

Positional tolerance forgage pins for other =
related features

——
,. ——

.

Gage pindiameter forother related holes =’

——
——

Size tolerance ”ongage pin diameter for =
other related holes (from Table 7-6,
Column 2, fordiameter 0.515 in. and “.
tolerance 0.010 in.)

5% of positional tolerance on product holes

0.05(0.007) in.
0.00035 in.
0.0004 in. . . .
MMC size of holes – 90% Of positional
tolerance on. product holes at MMC +
positional tolerance on gage pins for other
related holes
0.5150– (0.9)(0.007)+ 0,0004
0;5091in:
0.0003 in.

/

A wear allowance mav be obtained from Table 7-6, Column 1, and added to the gage pin diameters if

●
justified by the inspection q~antity.
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6. Determine Length or Depth Requirements:
Length of gage pins for gaging holes > holedepthat MMC

> 0.435 in.
= 0.5 in.

7. Design “Go’’und’’Not Go’’ Gages for Each Feature. The following plug gages should redesigned
according toprocedure in par. 7.2.2:

a. “Go’’and’’Not Go’’ plug gages for 0.750+0.002-in. datum hole
b. “Go” and “Not Go” plug gages for 0.515 + O.010-in. holes.

8. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8,7-9, and 7-10)
Surface Finish Hardness

Gage pins 8 Kin. C60 min (Rockwell)

Other Surfaces Commercial Commercial.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spect@rtions. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-37.

●
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1 4===
,
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Figure 7-37. Spanner Gage for Feature Relation and Location Gaging Design Example
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7.7.3.5 Example of an MMC Special True Position Gage Design Involving Datum Reference

,0
Frame

An example of an MMC special true position gage design that involves a datum reference frame, i.e., a set of
three mutually perpendicular datum planes, using the step-by-step procedure of par. 7.7.3.2, follows.

7.7.3.5.1 Requirement
Design a true position gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows.

Product Configuration. A hnle located from two datum planes that also has a positional requirement with
respect to the three datum planes of the reference frame as shown on Fig. 7-38.

7.7.~.5.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. lderrt~~y Required Gages. Complete inspection of the product in Fig. 7-38 will reveal that the hole must
be gaged for size and for position with respect tn the datum reference frame. Therefore, the following gages are
required:

Inspection Requirement -s

Hole size “Go” and “Not Go” plug

Relative locatinn (position) of hole Special true position gage.

2. Configure the Gage. The gage for product in Fig. 7-38 must contact Datum Surfaces A, B, and C when
checking the location of the hole. Because this involves a three-dimensional setup, it is impossible to have a
one-piece gage without a sliding part, A tool-steel block can be used to contact the three datum surfaces. A
properly sized hole in the plate perpendicular to the Datum Plane A and an appropriate plug will “Go”
through the product hole and gage hole. A properly sized pin and gage hole will indicate acceptance of the
product by assembling with the product.

3. Select Material of Construction: (from Table 7-4)

4.

Gage Element - Material

Pin Hardened tool steel

Gage body Hardened tool steel.

Determine Center Distance;
Basic distances between gage datum surfaces = Basic distances between product datum surfaces

and gage elements and product features.

0 .500+.005 in.

\ll

e 0.010 in. @lA\BIc{

Q!”*’—.
k“--B-

2.000
1.000

b a
Product

Figure 7-38. MMC Special True Position Gage Design Example—Inspection Requirement
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Therefore, the gage hole, which is to be located at the same point as the product hole, is located at 1.0 in.
from Datum Surface B and 2.0 in. from Datum Surface C.

5. Calculate Gaging Element (Pin or Bushing) Dimensions, Tolerances, and Allowances
Positional tolerance on gage hole ——

——
——

Maximum clearance between plug and gage =

hole ——
——

Tolerance on clearance ——

.

Positional tolerance between portions of plug =
entering product hole and gage hole
Diameter of plug portion entering product =
hole

——
——
——

Size tolerance on diameter of plug portion =
entering product hole (from Table 7-6,
Column 2, for 0.5-in. diameter and 0.005-in.
tolerance)

570 of positional tolerance on product hole
0.05(0.01)
0.0005in.
10~0 of positional tolerance on product hole

0.1(0.01)

0.0010
0.0001 to 0.0002 in. depending on closeness of
product requirements
0.0001 in.
0.0001 to 0.0002 in., depending on closeness of
product tolerance.
MMC diameter of product hole – 90% Of
position tolerance on product hole + positional
tolerance on gage hole + positional tolerance
between portions of plug entering product hole
and gage hole
0:5000– 0.9(0.01)+ 0.0005+ 0.0001
0.5000– 0.009+ 0.0005+ 0.0001
0.4916in.
0.0002 in., applied plus,

A wear allowance of 0.0003 in. —from Table 7-6, Column l—may be added to the plug diameter if

justified by tbe inspection quantity. -
Tbe gage hole diameter is

——

Size tolerance on gage bole diameter is

Diameter of plug portion entering gage hole =
——
——

selected arbitrarily.to suit, i.e., slightly smaller
than plug. portion entering product hole
0.4375 in,
not applicable because the plug diameter will be
adjusted to the actual hole size.
Gage hole diameter – maximum clearance
0.4375 – 0.0010
0.4365 in.

6. Determine Lengllr or Deplk Requirements. The plug portion entering the product hole must be
sufficient in length to enter the product completely.. The plug portion entering the gage hole must be slightly
longer than the gage plate thickness. The gage plate thickness should be equal in length tO the prOduct
thickness and be sufficient for a sturdy and stable construction.

7. Design ‘<Go” and “NOI Go” Gages for Each Feature. “Go” and “Not Go” plug gages must be designed
for the product hole according to the procedure in par 7.2.2.

~. SPeci/Y Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8, 1-9, and 7710) ~

9.

Surface Finish Hardness

All gaging surfaces 8 pin. C60 min (Rockwell)
Other-surfaces Commercial Commercial.

Prepare Gage Drawings and/ or Specljlcations. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-39.
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Figure 7-39. MMC Special True Position Gage Design Exa”mple

7.7.4 LMC TRUE POSITION GAGES
7.7.4.1 Design of an LMC Special True Position Gage .

The step-by-step design procedure for an LMC true position gage is the same as that listed in par. 7.7.3.2 for
spanner gages.

7.7.4.2 Example of an LMC Special True Position Gage
7.7.4.2.1 Requirement

Design an LMC true specia3 position gage to inspect a product with the configuration that follows:
Product Configuration. A hole located from two datum planes that also has a positional requirement with

respect to the three datum planes of the reference frame as shown on Fig. 7-40.

7.’7.4.2.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. ldentlfy Required Gages. Complete inspection of the product in Fig. 7-40 will reveal that-the hole must

be gagedfor size and for position with respect to the datum reference frame. Therefore, the following gages are
required:

Inspection Requirement . .

●
-s

Hole size “Go” and “Not Go” plug
Relative location (position) of hole’ Special true position gage.
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Figure 7-40. LMC Special True Position Gage Design Example—Inspection Requirement

2. Configure /he Gage. The gage for the product in Fig. 7-40 must contact Datum Surfaces A, B, and C
when checking the location of the hole. Because this involves a three-dimensional setup, it is impossible to have
a one-piece gage. Tool-steel blocks can be used to contact the three datum surfaces. A properly sized post in the
plate perpendicular to Datum Plane A and an appropriate plug will “NOt Go” thJOugh !he prOduct hOle and
gage post. A properly sized plug will indicate acceptance of the product by not assembling with the product.

3. Select Malerial of Construction: (from Table 7-4)
Gage Element Material

Pin and post Hardened tool steel

Gage body Hardened tool steel.

4. Determine Center Disiance:

Basic distances between gage datum = Basic distances between product datum surfaces

surfaces and gage elements and product features.

Therefore, the gage post, which is to be located at the same point as the product hole,,is located at 0.625
in. from Datum Surface B and 0.625 in. from Datum Surface C.

5. Calculate Ga,rirw Elemerrl (Pin or Bushing) Dimensions, Tolerances, and Allowance
Diameter ~f ‘Not Go” plug

——
——

Tolerance on “Not Go” plug (size toler?nce =
on product hole from Table 7-6, Column =
2, for 0.75-in. diameter and O.01-in.

——

tolerance)
Positional tolerance on gage post ——

——
——
.
——

——
——
——
——

Diameter of gage post

Tolerance on post

selected arbitrarily to suit
0.12500 in.
50% of size tolerance on product hole
0.5(0.0003)
0.00015in., applied minus

5% of positional tolerance on product hole
0.05(0.015)
0.00075
0.0008 in.
LMC diameter of product hole + positional
tolerance on product – positional tolerance on
gage post – 2 (“Not Go” plug diameter)
0.76 + 0.015 – 0.0008 – 2(0. 125)
0.52420 in.
same as tolerance on “Not Go” plug
0.00015 in., applied minus.
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6. Delermine Lengrh or Depth ReguirenumLc. The post portion entering the product hole must be
sufficient in length to enter the product completely. The gage plate thickness should be sufficient for a sturdy
and stable construction.

7. Design “Go “and “NOI Go” Gages for Each Feature. “Go” and “Not Go” plug gages must be designed
for the product hole according to the procedure in par. 7.2.2.

8. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness: (from Tables 7-8,7-9, and 7-10)
Surface Finish Hardness

All gaging surfaces 8 pin. C60 min (Rockwell)
Other surfaces Commercial Commercial.

9. Prepare Gage Drawings arrd[or Specifications. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-41,

—

—
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.Figure 7-41. LMCSpecial True Position Gage Design ExampIe
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7.8 FIXTURE GAGES
7.8.1 INTRODUCTION

A fixture either holds a product or is held on a product to allow certain operations to.be performed. When

such a fixture is designed principally to gage the product, it is known as a fixture gage. Such a gage differs from
a machining fixture in that it is not designed to withstand the cutting forces exerted by the machine tool.

Staging fixtures are fixtures used with optical projectors or comparators to hold the product in a properly
oriented position. Staging fixtures may have sensing and indicating devices to gage product features, e.g., a
cavity, that cannot be projected. The principles involved in designing staging fixtures are very similar to those
used in fixture gage design.

The design of a fixture gage depends on the product configuration. Therefore, fixture gages are available in a
variety of shapes, sizes, and configurations. Because fixture gage design depends on the gage designer’s
creativity and experience and the availability of a variety of hardware components, fixture gages of various
configurations could be designed for the same product. The objectives in choosing a design should be to select
the design that is most economical to manufacture and to operate.

In a typical fixture gage application, the main performance requirements are product location, product
clamping, and the actual product gaging by indicating and sensing devices. Because of the variety of product
configurations and the availability of numerous types of locating and clamping devices, it is not possible to
standardize aflxture gage desig”n procedure, The fixture gage performance requirements can be met, however,
if the design principles discussed in the paragraphs that follow are applied.

7.8.2 LOCATION
Proper location of the product during inspection is extremely important in determining whether the product

meets the desired requirements. A location system consists of surfaces on the product and corresponding
contacting surfaces on the fixture supports. A well-designed location system should eliminate any chance of
incorrect location and also should restrict product. movement,

Good manufacturing practice recommends the identification of a dat.tim reference frame to be used in the
manufacture and inspection of a product. Depending on the product “function and the manufacturing
operations, the datum frame may be established by points, lines, or areas of contact and is indicated by datum
target symbols on tbe drawing. When points are used to establish a datum reference frame, they are known also

as pickup points. For proper location the fixture gage should have su”rfaces that contact the product at the
points, lines, or areas that establish the datum reference frame. Propei location usually is accomplished by
commercially available locating devices such as dowel pins, buttonhead pins, screws, locating pins, or surfaces,
Additionally, the fixture gage may have a foolproofing device that prevents incorrect location.

Foolproofing can be achieved in several different ways. One way is toprovide a fouling pin or protrusion
that will interfere with the product if it is incorrectly located. Another way includes the use of a product feature
such as a flange or a boss to make it impossible to mount improperly.

7.8.3 CLAMPING
The purpose of clamping is to restrict product movement within the fixture, This is achieved by firmly

holding the product against the locating devices, In the case of a fixture gage, forces acting on the product are
much smaller than those in a machining fixture. Therefore, clamping is only occasionally required on fixture
gages.

In designing a clamping device for a fixture, it is essential to anticipate all the forces that may act upon the
product and the gage during loading, inspection, and unloading, The major forces on the product in a fixture
gage include forces due to its own weight and forces exerted by springs, Clamps must be positioned to exert
force only on well-supported or rigid product features. An unsupported feature, such as a cantilever-type arm,
may distort under clamping forces. If it is necessary to clamp on such a feature, the fixture must be designed to
support the clamping force and the body of the fixture must be strong enough to endure the reactions to the
clamping forces and any other anticipated forces during gaging. The clamp must be designed so that the
clamping forces are sufficient to restrain product movement without damaging the product. Also the clamp
must be safe to operate and must require minimum operator effort. The design and specification of clamps
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involve calculations of the size of each member based on the loading and strength requirements. A clamping
systerri built from commercially available hardware is usually the most economical.

There are various types of clamps used with fixtures. According to Jig and Fixture Design (Ref. 13), the type
of clamp the designer should choose depends on the shape and size of the product, the type of fixture gage

being designed, and the type of inspection. The most commonly used clamps are strap or plate clamps, screw
clamps, swing clamps, hook clamps, quick-acting clamps, and nonmechanical clamps. Quick-acting clamps
use devices such as springs, cams, and toggles to increase the speed of loading and unloading of the product.
These clamps include the cam action clamps, wedge clamps, toggle-action clamps, power clamps, chucks, and
vises. Nonmechanical clamps include magnetic chucks. All of these clamps are briefly discussed here.

As shown in Fig. 7-42, strap or plate clamps are the simplest. These clamps use the principle of levers to exert
a desired clamping force on the product. They can be classified by the type of lever configuration used,
depending on the relative positions of the fulcrum, product, and force. All three types of configurations are
shown in Fig. 7-43. Another classification of strap clamps is based on either the type of hardware or the
clamping motion used. A hinged strap clamp uses hinges, a latch strap clamp uses a latch, and a sliding strap
clamp has a sliding member to lock and exert the clamping force

.
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Screw clamps use screws to provide the torque necessary to exert the clamping force to hold the product in

place. The clamping force may be directly or indirectly applied to the product. The screw clamp is versatile,
relatively cheap, and simple to incorporate in fixture design. The main disadvantage of a screw clamp is that it
is relatively slower in operation than other clamps. Screw clamps combined with other devices are o
commercially available, and combination with other devices enhances its advantages and reduces its

disadvantage. Swing clamps and hook clamps are examples of screw clamps combined with other devices.
A swing clamp shown in Fig. 7-44 is a screw clamp with a pivoting arm. The arm pivots on its mounting

stand, and the screw provides the clamping force, The swing arm also facilitates quick movement to and away
from the product, A hook clamp, a variation of which is shown in Fig. 7-45, is also a variation of a screw clamp
on which a hook mounted on the threaded part contacts the product and applies the clamping pressure. Hook
clamps are much smaller than other screw clamps and are most commonly used when, due either to space
restriction or product configuration, several small clamps have to be used instead of a single large one.

Another category of clamp that is widely used in mass production is the quick-acting clamp. This type of
clamp is equipped with hardware that facilitates quick clamping or release of the product. Such clamps may

have quick-acting knobs, cams, wedging parts, and/ or toggles. The quick-acting knob shown in Fig. 7-46 can
be tilted to slide off a stud. For clamping a product the knob is slid on the stud until it contacts the product,
tilted to engage the threads, and then tightened.
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A quick-acting clamp that uses a cam is known as a cam-action clamp, or cam clamp. As Fig. 7-47 illustrates,

cam clamps are classified based ontheforce and type ofcamused. Thedirect camclamp applies clamping

force directly to the product, whereas the indirect cam clamp applies clamping force to a strap that holds the
product. The types of cams used in fixture gages can be flat eccentric cams, flat spiral cams, or cylindrical cams.

Flat eccentric cams are simple to manufacture and work in either direction from their center position. The
cams lock when they reach the high center position; locking in this position limits the full lock range to a very
small area. Any displacement from this small area loosens the clamp; therefore, it does nnt hold as well as the
spiral-type cam clamp. For this reason, the most commonly used c~m clamps are the ones with flat spiral cams.
These cams have a spiral profile that provides a large locking area. Another type of cam clamp is equipped with
acylindrical cam that activates theclamp byalobe or through aslot cut into thesurface of the cylinder as
shown in Fig. 7-47(E).

Another type of quick-acting clamp uses wedge-shaped parts for clamping and is classified based on the type
of wedge used. Wedges use the friction between inclined surfaces to provide the clamping force, The wedges
can be flat or conical, as shown in Fig. 7-48.

The toggle clamp or toggle-action clamp can be swiftly released and moved away from the product. The four
common types of toggle-action clamps are shown in Fig. 7-49. The hold-down clamp, Fig. 7-49(A), holds the
product down as shown. The pull-action clamp, Fig. 7-49(B), pulls and locks in the product. The squeeze
action toggle clamp, Fig. 7-49(C) applies force on opposite sides of the product to hold it in position. The
straight-line toggle clamp, Fig. 7-49(D) applies clamping force in either direction along a straight line. Toggle
clamps use a system of levers and pivots. In the locked position the pivots are aligned and, when released, the
pivots move in.

For even faster speeds than those of the quick-acting clamps, power-activated clamps are used. They
normally operate on hydraulic, pneumatic, or a combined hydropneumatic system. Such systems provide
better control of the clamping force and work faster. Another commonly used clamping device, especially for
round parts, is a chuck. By modifying the jaws of a chuck, a variety of round products, e.g., stepped shafts, can
be accommodated. Vises can be used similarly to clamp round products as well as products with other shapes.
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When size, shape,or the possibility of distortion of a product do not allow the useof other clamping devices,
nonmechanical clamping devices may be used.These devices include magnetic and vacuum chucks. Magnetic
chucks use electromagnets to hold ferrous metal products, whereas vacuum chucks are used for nonferrous
products. Specially finished surfaces are needed to use the vacuum chucks.

7.8.4 SENSING AND INDICATING DEVICES
Gaging of the product is performed by sensing and indicating devices when the product is mounted in the

fixture. A sensing device contacts the surface of the feature to be gaged, and an indicating device indicates any
variation from the preset value. The preset value is established by using a master and setting the indicators at
their proper values. The most commonly used sensing and indicating devices in fixture gages are dial indicators
with probes and the flush-pin-type arrangements used in flush pin gages: These devices are discussed in pars.
3.4. I I and 7.5, respectively.

7.8.5 HARDWARE
A variety of hardware components can be specified in the design of a fixture gage. Commonly used,

commercially available hardware components include the following:
1. Bushings (Types H, P, S, F, L, HL)—ANSI B94.33-1962, R1971
2. Locking mechanisms for bushings
3. Wing nuts (Types A, B, C, D)—ANSI B18.17-1968, R1975 ‘
4. Star handwheels
5. Wing screws (Types A, B, C, D)
6. Thumb screws (shoulder, regular, wide grip. Type A, B)
7. Clamping screws, screw bushings, and studs
8. Collar head screws
9. Rocking collar screws

10. Shoulder screws
11. Quarter-turn thumb screws
12. Half-turn thumb screws ,.

13. Aligning screw bushings .

14. Collar studs
15. Hand nuts i
16, Jig screw latches
17. Latch nuts
18. Jig feet
19. Screws for jig feet ,.

20. Springs
21. Spring-loaded plungers
22. Tooling balls for measuring holes
23. Mounting hardware for sensing and indicating devices
24. Knobs

25. Washers ,.
.26. Jig buttons :- ,.
27. Clamps.

.:

,. -.,
,.

7.8.6 DESIGN OF FIXTURE GAGES
Because fixture gage design depends on the product configuration, a gage design procedure cannot be

standardized. The following general step-by-step design procedure may be used as a guideline:
1. Configure the Gage. Gage configuration depends on the product configuration. The gage designer’s

creativity and experience should play a major role in creating the simplest possible gage configuration that
efficiently meets the inspection requirements at the least cost and that is. practical to manufacture. For very
complex products it may be necessary to split the inspection requirements among several fixture gages or
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among fixture gages and other types of gages. The basic principles to be adhered to in configuring the gage are
similar to those for true position functional gages, i.e.,

a. The gage must contact the appropriate datum features.
b. The contact between gage and product datum features must be verifiable. a

c. The gage elements must be located at the basic product feature locations.
d. If product geometry or weight can create instability, the product should be clamped.
e. Clamps should hold the products at rigid or well-supported features to prevent distortion.

2. Select Marerialof Consrrucrion, Depending on the inspection quantity and desired useful life, the gage
components subject to wear—such as moving parts and gaging elements—must be made of harder materials,
such”as hardened tool steel, than nonfunctional parts. Nonfunctional parts can be made of machine steel, mild
steel, or—based on the manufacturing process—can be made of cast iron, forged steel, etc.

3. Calculate Gage Element Sizes:

The gaging elements must be designed based on the feature dimensions and the tolerancing concept
used. Procedures for these calculations are similar to the ones used throughout this chapter for other types of
gages.

Depending on the gage configuration, function, and methods of product location and clamping, all the
other fixture gage elements should be designed to be structurally sound, durable, and economical.
Structurally, the design may have to be evaluated for dynamic as well as static loading, depending on the
moving parts in the system. Techniques for analyzing beams and cantilevers, and levers and fulcrums
commonly are used in designing machining fixtures. In fixture gage design similar analysis is done but with
much lower loads because the cutting forces will be absent.

Gage element length and depth requirements must also be specified to meet the inspection
requirements.

4. Design O(her Gages-for Features. For checking features and conditions not checked by the fixture gage,

other gages may be required. These gages should be designed in accordance with the appropriate procedures in
this handbook.

5. Spe@jJ Surface Finish and Hardness. A surface fjnish of 8 to 16 yin. normally is provided on gaging ●
elements. The recommended hardness of these surfaces is C60 minimum on the Rockwell scale, Nonfunctional
surfaces may be left with a commercial finish. The sliding and moving surfaces should have appropriate
finishes as listed in Tables 7-8 and 7-9 ind harnesses from Table 7-10.

6. Prepare Gage Drawings. Gage drawings should be prepared in accordance with Refs. 6, 7,8 and 9.

7.8.7 Example of Fixture Gage Design
7.8.7.1 Requirement

Design a fixture gage for the product shown in Fig. 7-50.

7.8.7.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Corrfigurethe Gagtz

The product is circular in cross section and bas a runout requirement. To inspect it for runout, it should

be rotated while supported on its datum feature. For this purpose a set of supporting rollers is placed
strategically foreven weight distribution, Astoproller isprovided tolocate andprevent lateral movement of
theproduct. The rollers are located byusing theproduct drawing andsuperimposing the fixture layout.

To check the wall thickness variation, a retractable probe with an indicator is necessary. The
arrangement devised bas a pivoting arm mounted on a slide. Movement of the contact roller of this arm is
indicated by the dial indicator placed at the other end of the arm. After the product is placed in the fixture gage,
the pivot arm is slid into position. and the thickness can be checked at various points on the internal surface. A
position pointer that moves along the gage base indicates the position of the contact roller inside the product.
A lock screw allows rigid locking of the slide, Other indicators are placed at the appropriate points to check the
runouf requirements of the product. ●
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Note% 1. Wall Ttdckness .27..04 in. Apphes in This Area.

2. Variationin Wall Thickness in Any Plane Pqwndicular
to the LongitudinalAxis Shall Not Exceed .0S4 i.. i. This Area.

REQUIREMENTS
1, Runoutof FonvardOutside Diameter (Ogive) With Bcdy Outside Oiameter
2. Runoutof Bo.rrelet With BodyOutside D,ameter
3: Runo.t of Outside Oiameter at Rear of Th,ead With BodyOutside ~ameter
4. Runoutof Motor Body%at With Body Outside Diameter
5. Wall Thickness
6. Wall Thickness Variation.

Figure 7-50. Fixture Gage Design Example—Inspection Requirement

The supporting rollers, stop rollers, pivoting arm, and dial indicators are mounted on a common base

plate,
2. .%lecf Maleria[ofConslruction. Fabrication of the fixture gage base from mild steel plates seems to be

the appropriate manufacturing process. Based on this manufacturing method and the functions of each part,
the following materials are selected:

Part Material

Contact roller Tool steel

Support roller Tool steel

Stop roller Tool steel

Pivoting arm Mild steel

Base plate Mild steel

Supporting structure for rollers Mild steel.

3. Calculate Gage Element Sizes, The smaller the supporting roller diameters, the earlier the rollers will
wear out. Too large rollers will be expensive and unwieldy. Therefore, an appropriate diameter is selected. The
pin of each roller should be strong enough to support its proportion of the product weight. The base plate,

o

supporting structures for rollers, and dial indicators are sizedfor proportion and checked for strength.
4. Design Of her Gagesfor Fearures. Gages are required for checking size and taper at different points on

the product and should be designed in accordance with the appropriate procedures in this handbook.
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5. Specl~y Surface Finish and Hardness. The following surface finish and hardness values should be
specified on the gage:

Surface Finish Hardness

Roller surfaces 16 pin. C60 min ●
Base plate and other supporting structures Commercial Commercial.

6. Prepare Gage Drawings. The necessary gage drawing is shown in Fig. 7-51.

SM. amdLcekingKncb
,.

Figure 7-51. Fixture Gage Design Example

... .,

.. . . .
.>+...,
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CHAPTER 8
GAGES FOR INTERRUPTED DIAMETERS

Products with interrupted diameters include screw threads, splines, keyways, and knurls. This chapter
presents references to appropriate standards for screw thread gaging applications and describes gages for
splines, key ways, and knurls. A step-by-step design procedure is provided for each type of spline and keyway
gage.

8.0 LISTOF SYMBOLS
A = nominal diameter of Woodruff keyslot “Go” and “Not Go” gaging elements, in.

B = nominal width of Woodruff keyslot “Go” and “Not Go” gaging elements, in.

C = diameter.of hole for checking maximum slot depths, in.

C~ = form clearance, in.

D = pitch diameter, in.

Di = diameter of base circle, in.

D,h = diameter to chamfer, in.
D~, =’form diameter, external Spline, in.

D~i = form diameter, internal spline, in.

Di = minor diameter, internal spline, in.

D~ = diameter of counterbore for checking minimum slot depths, in.

D. = major diamqter, external spline, in..

~o~ = rear section major diameter, in.

f),, = minor diameter, external spline (root), in.

D,i = major diameter, internal spline (root), in.

d, = diameter of measuring pin for external spline, in.

d,= diameter of measuring pin for internal spline, in.

E = distance from perimeter of gaging element to center of mounting hole, in.

F = diameter of hole for mounting Woodruff keyslot “Go” and “Not Go” gaging elements, in.

N = number of teeth, dimensionless
1’ = diametral pitch, number of spline teeth per inch of pitch diameter, dimensionless

p = circular pitch, in.

p, = stub pitch, in.
s = actual space width, circular, in.

s. = effective space width, circular, in.
( = actual tooth thickness, circular, in.

I. = effective tooth thickness, circular, in.

f, = actual tooth thickness at XX, circular, in.

[Y= actual tooth thickness at YY, circular, in.
r, = actual tooth thickness at ZZ, circular, in.

p = chamfer cutting angle, deg

@ = pressure angle, deg

@ = pressure angle at pin center, external spline, deg

O,= pressure angle at pin center, internal spline, deg

I& = chamfer pressure angle, deg
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
Gaging of screw threads involves checking the conformance of various thread elements with their prescribed

limits. These thread elements include the major, minor; and pitch diameters; lead; pitch; and thread angle. o
Most screw thread applications do not require that all of these features be inspected; therefore, the inspection
method selected should be based on those features important to the end use. Consideration should be given to
such factors as form, fit, function, and fabrication of the threaded product. The cost of inspection should be
weighed against the possible costs that result from the uncertainties inherent in each inspection m.sthod.

Spiines are also included among parts with interrupted diameters.’ Proper assembly and interchangeability
of splines are very important regardless of the end use. “Go” and “Not Go” gages for splines are designed such
that, when assembled with the appropriate mating part, they insure that the minimum specified design
clearance is maintained and the maximum specified design clearance is never exceeded.

8.2 SCREW THREADS
Table 8-1 presents references to the appropriate sections of Federal Standard H28, Screw Thread Standards

for Federal Services (Ref. 1), to the military specification MIL-S-8879, General Spectjicafion for Screw
Threads, Controlled Radius Root With Increased Minor Diameter (Ref. 2), and to appropriate American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards (Refs. 3 through 11). External and internal product screw

threads are inspected for dimensional conformance by using those dimensions and tolerances associated with
those gages and gaging systems described in the referenced standards documents.

The determination of acceptability of the thread is based upon the system selected (21, 22, or 23) per H28/ 20
and ANSI B1 .3. Specification of a system is required on either the thread callout or the quality assurance
documentation. The system specifies the thread characteristics to be measured and the inspection method.

8.3 SPLINES
A machine element that has integral longitudinal keys, teeth, or keyway spaces equally spaced around a

circle or a segment of a circle is known as a spline. Fig. 8-1 illustrates spline terms, symbols, and drawing dati.
Splines are classified based on their tooth profiles. The two basic types of splines are the involute and theo

straight sided (also known as parallel sided). Involute splines include splines with pressure angles of 30, 37.5,
and 45 deg. Splines are also classified based on their fit, namely, side fit and major diameter fit: The mating side
tit splines contact each other only on the sides of teeth. The sides of the teeth transmit motion and also act as
centralizers. Within the side fit class there are two subclasses, i.e., flatroot side fit and fillet root side fit. The
mating major diameter fit splines contact the major diameter for centralizing in addition. to contacting the
sides of teeth. For more information about the construction, design details, and dimensions, refer.to the ANSI
B92. 1, [nvolrde Splines, Serrruions and Inspection (Ref. 12).

TABLE 8-1. PRODUCT SCREW THREADS REFERENCE DO”CU’MENTS.

Subject Federal Standard ANSI/ AS ME Standard

Nomenclature, Definition, and Letter Symbnls for Screw Threads H28/ 1A .B1.7M..

Unified hrcb Screw Threads-UN and UNR Thread Forms H28/2A ‘ B1.1

Unified Inch Screw Thread-UNJ Thread Form MI L-S-8879A B1.15

Gages and Gaging for Unified Inch Screw Threads H28/6A B1.2

Inspection Methods for Acceptability of UN, UNR, UNJ, M, and
MJ Screw Threads H28/20 B1.3

Metric Screw Threads M Profile H28/21B B1.13M

Metric Screw Threads MJ Prntile H28/21B BI.21M

Gages and Gaging for Metric M Screw Threads H28/22 B1.16M

Gages and Gaging for Metric MJ Screw Threads H28/22 B1.22M ●
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Reprinted with permission @I1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-1. Spline Terms, Symbols, and Drawing Data

Inspection of splines can be accomplished in two different ways, i.e., gaging or analytical inspection.
Gaging, or inspection by attributes, is used for routine inspection of mass-produced products. Analytical
inspection, or inspection by variables, is used to supplement gaging when the actual magnitude of variations in
spline dimensions is needed—e. g., to enable tooling adjustments for dimensional control—to reevaluate

products rejected by gages, for small production quantities, or to supplement gaging when individual spline
elements must be controlled to avoid consumption of the entire tolerance by that one element.

Gages required for spline inspection are spline plug and spline ring gages—these gages are discussed in pars.
8.3.1 and 8.3.2, respectively. They differ from plain plug and ring gages in that they ’have a full or partial

~ complement of teeth of appropriate dimensions. A spline gage with a full complement of teeth is known as a
composite spline gage. A sector spline gage has two diametrically opposite sets of teeth. A sector spline plug
gage with only two teeth per sector, as illustrated in Fig. 8-2, is known as a paddle gage. A sectOr spline ring
gage with only two teeth per sector, as illustrated in Fig. 8-3, is known””as a snap ring gage. A progressive spline
gage has two or more adjacent gage elements that perform different functions. The first element or set of
elements may consecutively check first one feature or set of features and then their relationship with other
features. The progressive gage may also combine the “Go” and “Not Go” functions of gages.

Three methods of dimensioning splines are common. One is known as the standard method, and the others
are known as alternate Method A and Method B. Each of these methods is described in detail in Ref. 12. Tbe
spline dimension to be controlled depends on the method of dimensioning. When the standard method is used,
the following spline dimensions are controlled:

1. For Internal Splines:
a. Maximum actual space width
b. Minimum effective space width

2. For External Splines:
a. Maximum effective tooth thickness
b. Minimum actual tooth thickness.

To control these dimensions, “Go” cnmposite and “Not Go” sector gages are required, This combinatiori
guarantees the minimum effective clearance and.checksthe surn.of matching tole!ance ?~d ef{ective variatiOn.
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Figure 8-2. Sector Spline Plug Gage With Figure 8-3. Sector Spline Ring Gage With

Two Teeth per Sector (Paddle Gage) Two Teeth per Sector (Snap Ring Gage)

Alternate Method A requires control of the same dimensions as the standard method. Additionally, this
method prevents the incfeise in maximum effective clearance due to reduction in effective variations. When
maximum effective clearance is an assembly requirement but does not require special control, inspection of
this clearance is optional.

When the alternate dimensioning Method B is used, both limits of actual space width and actual tooth
thickness are marked Refryence. In this case the controlled dimensiO.ns are as fOllOws:

1. For Internal Splines:
a. Maximum effective space width
b.. Minimum effective space width

2. For External Splines:
a. Maximum effective tooth thickness
b. Minimum effective tooth thickness.

TO control these dimensions, “Go’: and “Not Go” cOmpOsite gages are requirsd. These gages check the
minimum and maximum effective clearance but not the effective variation. Fig. 8-4 indicates the spline
dimensions to be controlled and lists the appropriate gage or inspection procedure.

Ckcular
Spa,x Width

Cicular.
Tcoth Thickness ,,

Maximum

r
Eltectiva “Go” Camposite Ring Gage

(A) lnmw.1 (B) External

Reprinted with permission ‘SI1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-4. Involute Spline Space Width and Tooth Thickness Inspection
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usually, the total tolerance and wear allowance on spline gages ampunt tO abOut 10 tO 1570 Of the p.rodu~t
tolerance, but in some instances they can amount tO 2570 Or mOre. It is recommended that, whenever the tOtal

gage tolerance and wear allowance exceed 25% of the prOduct tOliranc% the plug gag?s sh,Ould be-replaced
either by tapered tooth plug gages or indicator gages.

8.3.1 SPLINE PLUG GAGES ,,

A spline plug gage is a gage with a full or partial complement of splines of appropriate dimensions for
checking internal splines. Descriptions of common types of spline plug gages follow, ,

8.3.1.1 Types

Spline plug gages are classified based on their construction and the types of splines they gage. Table 8:2 lists
the major spline gages for internal splines, their uses, and other information relevant to their selection.

,.

TABLE 8-2. TYPES AND USES OF SPLINE PLUG GAGES

Gage Type Dimensions to Be Checked Comment ‘

“Go” Composite Plug Guarantees proper assembly with & least the
(GCP): Side tit
(Fig. 8-5)

“Go” Composite Plug
(GCP); Major diameter fit
(Fig. 8-6)

“Not Go” Composite Plug
(NGCP (Fig. 8-5)

“Not Go” Sector
(NGSP) (Fig. 8-7)

“Go” Major Diameter Plug
(GMDP) (Fig. 8-8)

“Not Go” Major Diameter
Plug (NGMDP) (Fig. 8-8)

Taper Tooth Composite
Plug (TTCP):

Side fit (Fig. 8-9)

Taper Tooth Sector Plug
(TTSP): (Fig. 8-10)

Minimum effective spice width and form
diameter

Minimum effective space width, form
diameter, concentricity between pitch,
and major circles and land at major

diameteq also minimum major diameter
of part

Maximum effective space width for

backlash or effective error control

Maximum actual space width for’
effective error control when load is
critical

design clearance

Guarantees proper assembly with at least the
design clearance

To be used with GCP side tit for light load,
high-precision application. When load is

critical, it should be used with GCP and
NGSP. Guarantees assembly at no more

than maximum clearance. ”

When used with GCP, guarantees than an
excessive amount of material has not been
removed—strength is not affected.

Usuallv has a full complement of teeth thatMinimum major diameter, minimum
effective space width, eccentricity between clear the vart tooth profiles but may also
major and pitch circles, or the fillet

Maximum majnr diameter

Serves same function as the gage it is
substituted for

Same as NGSP

take the ~orm of a s~ctor gage. The sides of
the teeth may have any form provided they
clear the tooth profiles and fillets of the
part.

Guarantees that centrtilzing clearance will
not exceed the ma$]mum design fimit. Does
not have full complement of teeth.
Sometimes may accept parts that exceed the
dimensional limits.

It is a substitute for GCP (side fit) or for
GCP (side fit) and NGCP in light load,
high-precision applications to be used when
the combined tolerances and wear
allowances of all pertinent gages exceed 25%
of part tolerance.

Substitute for’NGSP when combined
tolerances and wear allowances in the set

exceed 25% of the part tolerances.
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8.3.1.2 Design of Spline Plug Gage
The following is a step-by-step design procedure for spline plug gages:

1, Selecl Type of Spline Plug Gage
Selection of a particular type of spline plug gage depends on the following factors(
a. Type of internal spline, e.g., straight (parallel) sided or involute
b. Type of tit of splines, e.g. side fit or major diameter fit
c. The dimension to be gaged and end use of the spline—e. g., circular tooth thickness, circular space

width, or major diameter—and whether the end use of the spline involves light or heavy loading
d. Accuracy required—e.g., if the combination of gage tolerance and wear allowance is greater than

25% of the product tolerance, then a tapered tooth plug gage should be used; otherwise, “Go” and “Not Go”
gages should be used.

“Use of tapered tooth plug gages is preferred because, unlike other plug gages, they do not use a portion of the
product tolerance. The wear allowance provided on the “Go” gage is the only amount the tapered tooth plug
gages use from the product tolerance.

2. Se/ecf Material of Construction. Hardened tool steel is the most commonly used material for spline
gages. Other materials may be selected from Table 7-1 for longer gage life and for other gage parts.

3. Select Tolerance and Wear Allo wanctz
The gage maker’s tolerance for plug gages depends on the method of dimensioning and types of gages

required aa listed in Table 8-3.
Variation allowances for total profile, total index, runout, and lead are listed in Table 8-4; machining

tolerances on actual tooth spacing and tooth thickness are listed in Table 8-5; tolerances on major and minor
diameters are listed in Table 8-6; and wear allowances are listed in Table .8-7.

TABLE 8-3. GAGE MAKER’S TOLERANCES AS A FUNCTION OF
METHODS OF DIMENSIONING AND TYPE OF GAGE

Method of Dimensioning Gages Required Total Tolerance

Standard “Go” composite Variation allowance
“Noi Go” sector + Machining tolerance

Alternative “Go” composite Variation allowance
“Not Go” sector + Machining tolerance

Alternative B “Go” composite Machining tolerance
“Not Go” composite

TABLE 8-4. VARIATION ALLOWANCES” (Ref. 12)

‘pltch~l-ter Q in. Profile Total, Index Total, Runout (FIM)b, in, Total Length, in, Lead
Over Through in. in. Ring Gage Plug Gage Over Through

0.00 2.00 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.00 1,00 0,000

2.00 4.00 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0003 1.00 3.00 0.0002
4,00 6.00 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 3.00 5.00 0.0003

6.00 8SS3 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004

“The accumulation of variations can be checked only in the case of rings fitted to master plugs. The actual space width of the ring may
exceed the actual tooth thickness of the master, at the fit plane, by 0.0004. in, maximum, up to 8.00 in. pitch diameter.

‘Referred to.centers of plug gages and to indicating bands of ci”g gages.
. .

FIM = full indicator movem.mt

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
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TABLE 8-5. TOLERANCES FOR ACTUAL SPACING AND TOOTH THICKNESS
OF GAGES IN HUNDRED THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH (20 = 0.00020 in.) (Ref. 12)

I 5/10 10 10 10
6/12 10 10 10

8/16 10 10 10
lo/20 10 10 10
12/24and finer 10 10 10

*N = number of sDline teeth

If12 14 16 18

10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10

10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10

20

;
10
10
10
10If22 24 26 28

II 12 13 14
10 10 11 12
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10

NOTE: For coar~er pitches, gage manufacturers” recommendations should b<

Reprinted with permission a 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

If30 32 34 36

15 16 17 18
13 13 14 15

10 10 11 11
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10i!lll

60
to

38 40 42 45 50 55 100

1920 ——— ——
16 17 18 19 21 23 25
12 13 13 14 16 18 20
10 10 11 11 13 15 17
10 10 10 10 11 12. 13

TABLE 8-6. TOLERANCES FOR MAJOR AND MINOR DIAMETERS (Ref. 12)

Plug Gage Ring Gage

Major Diameters”, in. Minor Diameter”, in,

Over Over Over Over Over Over
0,00 1,50 6.00 0.00 1.50 6.00

Type of Fit through through through Minor through through through Major
1,50 6.00 8.00 Diameterb 1.50 6.0 8.00 Diameterb

Side 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 Maximum 0.0005 0.0005 0.0010 Minimum
Major Diameter 0.000 I 0.0002 0.0003 Maximum 0.0005 0.0005 0.0010 Minimum

‘Tolerances on truncated gage diameters and on major diameters of master plugs are twice those given in the table for side tit.
bThese are clearance dimensions and do not require close tolerances.

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

TABLE 8-7. WEAR ALLOWANCES (Ref. 12)

Space Width or Tooth Thickness, in. Major Diameter

Standard and Checking
Spline Pitch Alternate A Alternate B Surfaces, in.

5/10 through 8/16 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002
10/20 through 20/40 0.0003 ,0.0002 0.0002
24/ 48 through 48/96 0.0002 0,0002 0.0002

64/ 128 through 128/256 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

For most applications the total tolerance on the “Go” and “Not Go” gages and the wear aflowance should
not exceed 25% of the product tolerance. In cases where they are allowed to exceed this limit, the gages
mentioned in’Table 8-2 should be substituted tn reduce gage manufacttiring costs.

4. Calculate Gage Dimensions and Spe@fy Depth Requirements, Chumfersj and Corner Radii. Equations

for calculating the gage element dimensions are presented in Figs. g-5 through g-10. After the gaging element
sizes are determined, the rest of the gage is sized. Proportions for standard gages have been worked out and are
presented in Ref. 13. Chamfer dimensions are presented in Table 8-8.

5. .Spec~YySurface Finish and Hardness. The surface finish for the functional and nonfunctional portions
of the gage should be obtained from Tables 7-8 and 7-9 and hardness vatues from Table 7-10. All gaging

surfaces should be hardened to C60 minimum on the Rockwell scale, tempered, and stabilized.

&7
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m P%z:’ence

“m”
GageDimmsio. Ewati.m “G.” I E~..ti..$,‘N.tG.” G,wD,memim Equations,,,Go,, I Ew.ti..$. “N.t G.”

Major Di. + mkmncc foamDa, Mrasuring Pin LX. d, l,92CQ/P

Table84, –O,CUX + owl in Mmwrmunt Nw Gag. + !oltcambmd m Tab!,8-5 H.m

Form Dia D, mi. – 2C,
tier Pin, –0.oxc ,.!,,,”- basedm Table8-5

Minor Dia. mm Mustdear form da andmcauring pins Wtar Limit NoTolmncc x., qplimbk

CircularTooth NewGaBe s. min + ear dlmvanu s“ml.
I’hkkxss, {XXIITable8.7
llefcrc.ce

wear Limit . . mi. None

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-5. Composite Spline Plug Gages and Equations “Go” and “Not Go”, Side Fit and “Not
Go” Major Diameter Fit (Ref. 12)

Y
Measurement Tip Chamfers’

Dver Pins /“

/.F’r09’r09vee;

m
Dch .

Enlarged Section

x
of T&th at A-A

.,

Figure 8-6. Composite Major Diameter Fit Spline Plug Gage and Equations: “Go” (Ref. 12)

(cent’d o“ “Cxl page)
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W,~i.w ‘Go”

D,rmi. + war dlmvmct from Table8-7 ~ ~~ ““M ‘able 84. . ..

Dtimin

~n + mkranm from Tab!, 84
+.0KX2
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M.s! ck.r form dia andnuas.ri.g pins

s. min + war tolmme from Table8-7
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D., Rcf

D.. sin 65°
,;” . = andm,+. = &

(. alwaysgreaterthm 9+2ded

.,,=(*-D&-i.v300 +inv,+*)~,d.g

B = 180°–’n + . . . dcg(seeTable8-8.)

TheKarl of chamferfor thisWe mayh assuredvisuallyby.% of thewitnessdiameterDti .x by
dmrmi.ai.n of thr ml] ..8!, m thestar! .{ chamferwheni.spcctcdona involutechecker.

] .9202

P

+,olemnu basedm Table8-5
+,m

No 10Ic,,”cc

,rcd.

Reprinted with permission @ (970 Society Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-6. (cent’d)
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Major Oiameter
Referance (Applies to Two
Tdh sector Sefore Relieving.)

~ outer S.rfa- of Outside

Teeth Reliawd

GageDimension Ewalt..$ “N.I Go” GageDirnmsio. Ew.ti..$. “N.t Go”

Major ma 2D,, + D C,rcular ToothThickness,
‘, * O.WI i“.

3 Reftrmcc , ma.

MeasurementOverPins + O.W, = tokmncebasedon Table8-5

Form II. D, mi. – 2Cr No. of Teeth In SPlin< 630 [ 3144 I 45-58 [ S9-72I 73.86 187-1111] N

MinrJrDia.mu. Mustdearform d., andnwm.ri.g pins N 1“ sector 234567 0,015N

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-7. Sector Spline Plug Gage and Equations: “Not Go” (Ref. 12)
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Gag, Dinmmim Ewa,ion, “Go” Ewa,,..,. “NOI G.”
MajorD,. N,. Iknin + war dlmvmmfromTable8-7

Gage + t.kranct (mm Table84 f,” J:, fl”c, ,ram ,8b,c ,6
O.mxl

w,,, D“ m. Non,
Limit

Minor Dia. ma. MuQdear minordia of part andnxawring pins

CircularToothThickness Mustprivideadquatc top landat <hem.jor dimwcr without interferencewith thefilet radii of the inmmalspli.c
for 1.,.1.,, Teeth wherecornerdmrmct is ..! used.

Reprinfed with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-8. Major Diameter Spline Plug Gage and Equations: “Go” and “Not Go” (Ref. 12)
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$. m“

,. ma,

N. t.lm,mcc

Splina Length .—..
i

Lead
Depandent on Ovar-

Length size Allowance

x Y‘-”-”-”i

—.

\

I I

of All Teeth “J
< ~“~a Ma~&j a, s~,~”~ ~~ a“d Yy
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-
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,,d,,., lb.-h ,“., h ,h,rk. e,, ,,.,, . . . ,.., ,,

TP[ = threadsper i.ch

Reprinted with permission@ 1970 Society of Automotive E“gi”eers, 1..

Figure 8-9. Tapered Tooth Composite Spline Plug Gage and Equations: Side Fit(Ref. l2)
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r-
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3
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Minor D,. ma. M us dear form dia andrneasurin8pins

CircularTooth Thick.ew Refwm.t t’ at xx s min

,, m YY $ma.
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,.

,,.

Reprinted with permission@ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

‘Figuri8-10. Tapered Tooth` Sector Spline Plug Gageand Equations (Ref. l2)
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MIL-HDBK-204A(AR)

TABLE 8-8. CHAMFER CUTTING ANGLE ~ FOR “GO”
COMPOSITE MAJOR DIAMETER FIT PLUG GAGE (Ref. 12)

I
28
29
30

Angle /3,

7t-
deg w

89.0 31
85.5 32

82.9 33
80.9 34
79.3 35

78.0 36
76.9 37
76.0 38
75.2 39
74.5 40

73.9

II
41

73.4 42
72.9 43

72.5 44

72,1 45

71.8 46
71.4 47

1
71.1 48
70.9 49
70.6 50

70.4 51
70.2 52
70.0 53
69.8 54
69.7 55

Angle & Angle p,
deg N* deg N*

69.5 56 67.4 81
69.4 57 67.4 82
69.2 58 67.3 83
69.1 59 67.3 84
69.0 60 67.2 85

68.9 61 67.2 86
68.7 62 67.2 87
68.6 63 67.1 88
68.5 64 67.1 89
68.5 65 67.1 90

68.4 66 67.0 91
68.3 67 67.0 92
68.2 68 67.0 93
68.1 69 66.9 94
68.0 70 66.9 95

1
68.0 71
67,9 72
67.8 73
67.8 74
67.7 75

67.7 76
67.6 77
67.6 78
67.5 79
67.5 80

66.9
66.9
66.8
66.8
66.8

66.7
66.7
66.7

-66.7
66.6

96
97
98
99

100

Angle B,
deg

66.6
66.6
66.6
66.5
66.5

66.5
66.5
66.5
66.5
66.4

66.4
66.4
66.4
66.4
66.3

66.3
66.3
66.3
66.3
66.3

*N = number of splint teeth
Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

6. Select Standard Blank Sizes and Other Gage Hardware. Ref. 13 presents a series of standardized gage
blank sizes and other gage hardware, such as either integral or detachable handles, and mounting hardware,
Use of these standard components is recommended.

7. Prepare Gage Manufacturing Drawings. Manufacturing drawings for spline gages must be prepared in
accordance with Refs. 14, 15, 16, and 17.

8.3.1.3 Example of Spline Plug Gage Design
An example of spline plug gage design by using the step-by-step procedure in par. 8.3.1.2 follows:

8.3.1.3.1 Requirement
Design a spline plug gage to inspect a product with the product specification that follows.

Product Specification: An involute fillet root side fit, Tolerance Class 5,2.5 /5 pitch, 1.5-in. long internal
spline with standard method of dimensioning. From Ref. 12, Table 25:

Number of teeth N
Pitch
Stub pitch p.

8-12

15
2.5 in.
5.0 in.

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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Pressure angle @ 30 deg
Base diameter Db 5.196152 in.
Pitch diameter D 6.000000in.
Maximum major diameter D,/ 6.775000 in.
Form diameter Dn 6.412000 in.
Minor diameter Dj 5.600000 in.
Maximum actual circular space width (tolerance Class 5) 0.6325 in.
Minimum effective circular space widths. min 0.6283 in.

8.3.1.3.2 Solution
The solution follows:

1. Sefecr Type of Sp/ine Plug Gage. Because the standard method of dimensioning is to be used, the
dimensions to be controlled are the maximum actual space width and the minimum effective space width.
Therefore, from Table 74, a “Go” composite plug (GCP) and “Not Go” sector plug (NGSP) are required.

2. Select Material of Construction (from Table 7-4). Hardened tool steel
3. Select Tolerances and Wear Allowances (from Tables 8-4,8-5,8-6, and 8-7 for 6-in. pitch diameter and

1.5-in. length):

Gage Element Tolerance, in.

Total profile 0.0002

Total index 0.0003

Runout (FIM) 0.0004

Lead (FIM) (For total Iengtb 1.5 in.) 0.0003

Tooth thickness 0.0001
(Use values for 5/10 spline pitch because it is sufficient
for a coarser pitch.) (See Table 8-7.)

Major diameter tolerance 0.0005

Minor diameter tolerance must clear product maximum minor diameter.

4, Calculate Gage Dimensions and Specify. Depth Requirements, Chamfers, and Corner Radii:

I a. For “Go” Composite Side Fit Plug Gage:

Major diameter ——

(See Fig. 8-5)
—..

Form diameter ——

(See Fig. 8-5)

——

——

Product form diameter DE + tolerance from Table 8-
6 – 0.0000

6.412 ~ ~:~o~~ (frOm Table 8-6), in,

Product minor diameter D, – 2(form Clearance @

[C~= 0.00ID = 0.001(6)= 0;006]

5.600 – 2 (0.006)

5.588 in.

0.7680 in. (From Table 81, Ref. 12)Measuring pin diameter =

Maximum minor diameter must clear form diameter and measuring pins.

Measurement over pins =

Circular tooth thickness =
(See Fig. 8-5)

——

——

:,

7.1372 in. (From Table 81, Ref. 12)

Product minimum effective circular space widths. + wear
allowance from Table 8-7

0.6283 + 0.0003

0.6286 in.

8-13
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Wear limit (see Fig. 8-5) = 0.6283 in.

b. For “Not Go” Sector Plug Gage:

Maior diameter ——

Form diametet

(~ee Fig. 8-5)

——

——

——

——

——

Measirring pin diameter =

2 (product form diameter Dm)
+ pitch diameter D

3
* 0.001

2 (6.412) + 6.000

3
* 0.001

6.2747 + .0010 in..,

Product minor diameter D; – 2 (form clearance CF)

[C, = 0.00ID = 0.001(6) = 0.006]

5.600 – 2(0.006)

5.588 in.

0.76g0 in. (From Table 81, Ref. 12)

Maximum minor diameter must clear form diameter and measuring pins

Measurement over pins =

Circular tooth thickness =
(See Fig. 8-7)

——

Number of teeth
——

(for 15 teeth in spline)

(See Fig. 8-7)

7.1372 in. (From Table 81, Ref. 12)

Product maximum actual circular space widths max

0.6325 in.

2.

5. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness (from Tables 7-8 and 7-10)

Surface Finish Hardness

Gaging surfaces 8 yin. C60 min (Rockwell)

Nongaging surfaces 63 pin. Commercial.

6. Select Standard Blank, Sizes and Other Gage Hardware:
a. For “Go” Composite Plug Gage. For gage major diameter 6.412 in., the standard blank is 1.5 in. long

with a 2.7504/2.7500-in. hole for the handle. The handle is American Gage Design (AGD) Standard No. GB
9-2 with two washers; No. ‘GB-g-l and No GB-8-3. (From Table 46, Ref. 13.)

b. For “Not Go” Sector Plug Gage. For gage major diameter 6.412 in., the standard blank is 1.0 in. long
with a 2.7504/2.7500-in. hole for the handle. The handle is AGD Standard No. GB-9-2 with washers No.
GB-8-1 and No. GB-8-3. (From Table 46, Ref. 13.)

7. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec@cations. Gage drawings must be prepared in accordance with
Refs. 14, 15, 16, and 17.

8.3.2 SPLINE RING GAGES
A spline ring gage is a ring gage With a full or partial complement of splines of appropriate dimensions that is

used for checking external splines. A discussion of the most-common types of spliire ring gages follows.

8.3.2.1 Types
Spline ring gages are classified by their construction and the types of splines they gage. Table 8-9 lists the

major spline gages for external splines, their uses, and other’ ‘relevant selection information. ●
8-14
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TABLE 8-9. TYPES AND USES OF SPLINE RING GAGES

Gage Type Dimensions to Be Checked Comments

“Go” Composite Ring Maximum effective tooth thickness and

(GCR): side fit form diameter

(Fig. 8-11)

“Go” Composite Ring Maximum effective tooth thickness, form

(GCR): major diameter fit diameter, concentricity between pitch, and

(Fig. 8-12) major circles, and land at major diameter

“Not Go’” Composite Rinz Backlash or effective error. Minimum

(NGCR) (Fig.-8-l 1) - effective tooth thickness

“Not Go” Sector Ring Minimum actual tooth thickness

(NGSR) (Fig. 8-13)

Taper Tooth Master (TTM) Composite spline ring gage and “Not Go”
For “Go” and “Not Go” sector ring gage dimensions

spline ring gages (Figs. 8-14
and 8-15)

“Not Go” Major Diameter Minimum major diameter

Ring (NGMDR) (Fig. 8-11)

Guarantees assembly at no less”than minimum
design clearance

Guarantees assembly at no less than minimum
design clearance

To be used with GCR for for light load, high-

precision application. When load is critical, it
should be used with both GCR and NGSR.

When used with GCR, insures that excessive
material has not been removed and thereby

guarantees tooth strength. Also controls
effective error when load is critical.

Economical, accurate, method of ring gage

surveillance for wear, damage, dktortion, m
metallurgical changes

Guarantees that centralizing clearance does
not exceed maximum design limit. Similar to

plain ring gage. For even number of teeth in
the spline, replace with plain “Not Go” snap

‘o
.

I
\

Mssmmmetrt Wwsen Pins
~h%~&Dn$.YInss,

Thtw Pins.)

WidO+Refersnca

ilmlll‘%%j! “’
.

%\ $$’
lid’ ‘-Not W

Gaw Dimension Ewa,iom. “Go” Equations.“NotGo” GagsDimmsion Equations,‘Go” I Equatioru,‘Not Go”

+ O.MN D + 2D,, Mcas.ringPin Dia 1.7280/P
Minorm. D,<, - (derancz 1

,*0.C031

from Table8.6
Meamrmmnt Rim*find to

Form Dia
L!awcm Pin, tarad tooth master ‘s ‘“ -s ‘cfe=n- ‘= ‘“ ‘in’ “’’=”=

D. ma. + 2C, N“* fmi$i?ed% +OLKKm
Major ma, min

+tr,lmalw b’?s=d
Mustdearformdiaandmeasuringpins without GW -tolmanccbased onTable8-5

Cifcti spa wilk ,“max—w,?,, !nllIcr o“ Tabk 8-5 -o.l-sm

Rcferens NewGaES altowance f, mio wear Notokrmce
fromTable8-7

Not applicable
Limil

WearLinit t, ma. Nom

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-11. Composite Spline Ring Gages and Equations: “Go” and “Not do” Side Fit ad
“Not Go” Major Diameter Fit (Ref. 12)
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\

\
I

Z CircularSpace
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GW Dhunsicm Equations,‘Go”

BushingBare D. ma, – war ,I1ow”w from Tab!. 8-7,

N.cex
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lfcam

Minor Da ~,,,+ O,lmo
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Form D!. D. ma. + 2C,
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Cimdar SpaceWidlh, NewGage - ,, mm. -.,., allowamx!r.m Table8-7
Rekmnce WearLimit t“ ma.

1.7280
MeasuringPin D,. .-. .
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Reprinted with permission @ !970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-12. Composite Major Diameter Fit Spline Ring Gage and Equations “Go” (Ref. 12)
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●

Relieved
Width-RebPm%

Ma@
okmter
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3
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calculated Ring finished + mkrmc, based. . Table8.5
Form D,. D. KIU Who”, mast,, –O,ccc.z

Major Dia.ma. Mustdearformdia.andmeasuringpins No. of TCcth 1“ Spli”e I 6.30 [ 314 45-38 I S9.72 [ 73-86187-IW2I N
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Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure8-13. Sector Spline Ring Gage and Equations: “Not Go” (Ref. 12)
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\
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Diameter Ii
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Diameter \ ‘ “~” ‘e ~ ~- j,,~n-~---’ T,”

~ ‘5~./
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Maximum t,, ty, tz—Referenca Front Face of New ‘- Taper on One Side
Ring Gage Within

Fit Range
of All Teeth

Lines Marked at XX. YY. and 22
Determined by Callbratlon.

Figure 8-14. Tapered Tooth Master for Composite Ring Gage and Equations (Ref. 12)

(cent’d on next pas.)
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Dknensimof Mawr Ew.ti..$. “G.” RingM.$t.r I Eq.aticm,‘NotG.” RingMaster
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Reprinted with permission ~ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-14. (cent’d)
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Figure 8-15.
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Taper on One Side
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.;”Tapered Tooth Master for “Not Go” Sector Ring Gage and Eqrratione (Ref. 12)
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Dimensionof Mauer Ewati..~
~ ~in, + O.ism

M~j.arDim – tolerancefrom Table8.6
For majordiameterfit, rcdumapplicableD. min bytwicemaximumchamfer

FormDm
D + 2D,.

—– O.lnlo in.

Mk,m m mm Mu$Idearformdiaandrntm.ringpin!

CircularTooth ,. at xx ! m“
l’hick-, RefmcE ,, at W , min+ ldcmn= fromTable8.5

Mmsummmtstier Pinsa! XX, YY N. tolerance

CircufarToothThick.= Tqm p8rin.,TP1,Rcfcrcn= To h selectedm wit gagemanufacture,notlessIhan0,@22in.

Lad Lswth Notlessthanwidthof ring,preferablytwicethewidth

Ove”ize Aft..- To besclcctcdto wit W& application

t, – !. + oversizedlowmm

SplintLmglh
+leadlength

TP[

shouldfE Ikwthan6D, prcfcmblylessthan4D. To reduce Icngth,tooth thick..,% I.pr winch is incrcawi
oveisimSI1OW..CZu dccrcaxd,m kth.

No.of TcetbN To k sameasi. SectorS@, seeFig. 8-I3

Reprinted with permission @ 1970 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

Figure 8-15. (cent’d)

8.3.2.2 Design of a Spfine Ring Gage
The following is a step-by-step design procedure for spline ring gages:

1. Select Type oJ Spline Ring Gage. Selection of spline ring gage type is governed by the following factors:
a. Type of external spline, e.g., straight (parallel) sided or involute
b. Type of fit of splines, e.g., side fit or major diameter tit
c. The dimerision to be gaged and end use of the external spline—’e.g., effective tooth thickness, major

diameter, or effective space width—and wbetber the end use of the spline involves light or heavy loading
d. Accuracy required—e.g., if the combined gage tolerances and wear allowances of both limit gages

can be”allowed to exceed Z5Y0of product tolerance, substitute gages can be used to reduce gage manufacturing
costs.

2. Select Material of Corrsmuction. Hardened tool steel is the most commonly used material for spline

gages. Other materials may be selected from Table 7-1 for longer gage life.
3. Selecr Tolerances tind Wear Allowances. Gage tolerances and wear allowances for splihe gages can be

obtained from Tables 8-4 through 8-7. The wear allowance in Table 8-7 is applicable only to the “Go”
composite ring gage, whereas the tolerances in Table 8-7 are applicable to both the “Go’’”composite and “Not
Go’’ composite and major diameter ring gages. Table 8-5 provides values for actual space width tolerances for
the other errors in a ring gage such as profile error, index error, runout tooth length error, and parallection
error.

4. Calculate Gage Dimensions and Specl~y Depth Requirements, Chamfers, and Corner Radii. After the
gaging element dimensions are determined, the rest .of the gage is to be sized based on economy, ease of use,
and gage life. For standard gages the nongaging dimensions are determined by the selected gage blank. For
nons~a~dard gages these dim-erisions should be chosen to provide durability, economy, and ease of use. Depth
requirements should be specified on the gage so that the product is gaged to the required depth, chamfers
should be provided on external nongaging surfaces to’prevent injury to gage handlers, and corner radii should
be provided to prevent interference with burrs or fillets, on the product.

5. Specfy Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish fOr the gaging and nOn@nctiOnal POrtiOns Of the
gage are described in Tables 7-8, and 7-9. The recommended hardness for gaging surfaces is C60 minimum on
the Rockwell scafe with tempering and stabilization. ( ~.

6. Select Standard Blank Sizes and Other Gage Hardware. Ref. 13 presents a series of standardized gage
blank sizes and other gage hardware such as iritegral or detachable handles and irrounting hardware. Use of
these standard components is recommended. .<

7. Prepare Gage Manufacturing Drawing. Manufacturing.drawings for spline gages must be prepared in

accordance with Refs. 14, 15, 16, and 17.
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8.3.2;3 Example of Spline Ring Gage Design
An example of spline ring gage design by using the step-by-step procedure discussed in par, 8.3.2.2 follows.

8.3.2.3.1 Requirement
●

Design a spline ring gage to inspect a product with the product specification that follows.
Product Specification: An involute, fillet root, side fit, tolerance Class 4, 12/ 24 pitch, 3.O-in. long external

splinewith standard method of dimensioning, From Ref. 12, Table 54:

Number of teeth N 54
Pkch 12 in.
Stub pitch p, 24 in.
Pressure angle + 45 deg
Base diameter D~ 3.181981 in.
Pkch diameter D 4.5000 in.
Major diameter D. 4.5830 in.
Form diameter D,c. 4.4400 in.
Minimum minor diameter D,, 4.4000 in.

Minimum actual circular tooth thickness (for Tolerance Class 4) f 0.1448 in.
Maximum effective circular tooth thickness t. 0.1476 in,

8.3.2.3.2 Solution
,.

The solution follows:
1. Selecr Type of SphreRirrgGage. Because thestandmd method ofdimensioning istobeused, the

dimensions to be controlled are the maximum effective tooth thickness and minimum actual tooth thickness.
Therefore, from Table 8-9, a “Go” composite ring (GCR) and a“’’Not Go” sector ring (NGS R) are required.

2. Select A4aterirrl of Construction (from Table 7-1). Hardened tool steel
3. Select Tolerances and Wear Allowances (from Tables 8-4,8-5,”8-6, and 8-7 for 4.5-in. pitch diameter

and 3.O-in. length):
●

Gage Element Tolerance, in.

Total profile 0.0002

Totrd index 0.0003

Runout (FIM) 0.0005

Lead (FIM) (For 3.O-in. total length) 0.0003

Actual spacing 0.00012

Minor diameter 0.0005.

4. Calculate Gage Dimensions and Specify Depth Requirements, Chamfers, and Corner Radik
a. For’’Go’’’Composite Ring Gage:

Minor diameter .—

(See Fig.8-11) =

Form diameter ——

(See Fig. 8-5)
——

——

Measuring pin diameter =

Product form diameter D,c, – tolerance (from Table 8-6)

4.4400 -0.0005 in.

Maximum major diameter D. + 2(form clearance C,)

[CF=O.OOID =0.001(4.5) =0,0045] :

4.583 + 2 (0.0045)

4.592 in.

0.1600 in. (From Table 930f Ref. 12)

Minimum major diameter must clear form diameter and measuring pins.

Measurement between pins = 4.2635 in. (From Table 930f Ref. 12)
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Circular space width = Maximum effective tooth thickness L- wear allowance

(See Fig. 8-1 1) = 0.1476–0.0003

= 0.1473 in.

Wear limit (see Fig. 8-1 1) = 0.1476 in.

b. For “Not Go: Sector Ring Gage:

Product pitch diameter D +

Minor diameter
2 (product form diameter D~,)—— * 0.001

(See Fig. 8-1 1) 3

4.500 + 2(4.440)—— * 0.001
3

— 13.380— * 0.001
3

= 4.460 i .001 in,

Form diameter = Product maximum major diameter

= 4.583 in.

Measuring pin diameter = 0.1600 in. (From Table 93, Ref. 12)

Minimum major diameter must clear forni diameter and measuriirg pins.

Measurement between pins, = 4.2635 in. (From Table 93, Ref. 12)

Circular space width = Minimum actual circular tooth thickness t min

(See Fig. 8-13)

= 0.lfi8 in.

Number of teeth = 4.
(for 54 teeth in spline)
(See Fig. 8-13)

5. Specl~y Surface Finish rmd Hardnesx

Surface Finish Hardness

Gaging surfaces 8 pin. C60 min (Rockwell)

Nongaging surfaces 63 pin. Commercial.

6. Seleci Standard Blank Sizes and Other Gage Hardware
a. For’’Go’’ Composite Ring Gage. Forgage major diameter 4.583 in. thestandard blank has7 in.

outside diameter, 3 Y*in. inside diameter, is 1.0 in. wide, and has knurled external surface (From Table 49, Ref.
13).

b. For’’Not Go’’ Sector Ring Gage. Forgage major diameter 4.583 in., thestandard blank hm7 in.
outside diameter, 3 7Sin. inside diameter, is % in. wide, and has knurled external surface with a groove (From
Tab1e49, Ref. 13).

7. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec1J7calions. Gage drawings must beprepared in accordance with
Refs. 14, 15, 16, and 17.
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8.4 KEYWAYS
The three types of keyways in use are the parallel keyway, taper keyway, and the Woodruff keyway. The

parallel keyway is a square or rectangular slot of specified depth and width. The tapered keyway is also a
square or rectangular in cross section, but its depth is variable with a gradual taper. Both these keyways can be
gaged by a basic gage, such as a flat plug gage discussed in par. 7.2. It is recommended that whenever possible, a
“Go” gage be designed to check the minimum width and minimum depth of a keyway simultaneously.

The Woodruff keyway is a slot with a cross section of a segment of a circle. For gaging this slot, a special gage
known as a Woodruff keyslot gage is used. ANSI B17.2, Wrmdrufj Keys and Keysean (Ref. 18), has
standardized the key and keyseat dimensions. Woodruff keys are of two types: the full radius type and the flat
bottom type. This variation between key types does not affect the keyslots.

8.4.1 TYPES OF KEYSLOT GAGES
The Woodruff keyslot gages are classified in two types—straight handle and the V-shaped handle—based

on their construction. In both types the gaging element is a disk of appropriate diameter and thickness. On the
straight-handle-type gage, the “Go” and the “Not Go” disks are mounted at the two ends of the gage. On the
V-shaped-handle-type gage, the two gaging elements are at the ends of the two prongs of the handle. The disks
are provided with three equally spaced retaining holes for locking them in three different positions in order to
increase their life by exposing different segments to wear. Gaging is done by inserting the “Go” and the “Not

Go’’elements in the slot successively. Fig. 8-16 shows the two types of keyslot gages and their standardized
dimensions.

8-4.2 DESIGN OF A KEYSLOT GAGE
A step-by-step design procedure for keyslot gages follows:

1. Select Type of Keyslot Gage. Selection of type of keyslot gage depends on the size of the keyslot. For
key sizes up to 5/16 in. X 1k in., a strtight handle gage is recommended. The V-shaped handle gage is
recommended for larger keyslots.

2. Select Material of Construction. The gaging disks usually are made of oil hardenable tool steel.
Handles are made of materials such as mild steel or cast iron.

3. Specify Disk Dimensions and Tolerances. Dimensions of disks for standard keyslots are shown in Fig.
8-16. Tolerances are specified on each of these disk dimensions as follows: “~

Dimensions @@ Tolerance, in.

Diameter A “Go” +0.0002
–0.0000

“Not Go” *O.OO1O
Width B “Go” and “Not Go” +0.0002

–0.0000

D]ameter C “Go” +0.0004
–0.0000

“Not Go” *0.0050

Diameter D “Go” and “Not Go” +0.0004
–0.0000.

4. Delermine Handle Size& Handles should be sized to fit the disks.
5. Spec~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish and hardness values for gaging and nongaging

surfaces, should,be obtained from Tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10 respectively.
6. Prepare Gage Drawings. A gage drawing should be prepared in accordance with Refs. 14, 15, 16, and

17.
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“Go” “Not Go”

(B) V-ShaWd Handle

“Go” and “Not Go” Gage

A, in.

O.pxl
o.5cc0
O..fwcl
0.6250
0.6250
0.6250
0. 75C0
0. 75W
0.7500
0,8750
0.6750
0.8750
I.occe
I, CKXJO
I. COOO
1. T250
I. 1250
1.1250
1.2$33
1.2502
I. 25w
1, 3TS0
1.3’750
1.37.50
I.S~
x.5cca
1.500C

—

E, in.

0.0781
0.0781
0.0781
0.cg38
0.0938
0. c938
o. c938
0.0938
0.0338
0, IC94
0.1094
0. Icq4
0.1250
0.1250
0.1250
0.1562
0,1562
0.1562
0. *719
0.1719
0.1719
0.1875
0.1875
0.1875
0.2I87
0.2187
0.2187

~ in. B, in.

0.c615
0.0928
0.1240
0.0928
0.1240
0,1553
0.1240
0.1553
0.1863
0.1553
0.1863
0.2487
0.1863
0.2487
0.3111
0.1863
0.2487
0.3111
0.2487
0.3111
0.3735
0.2487
0.3111
0.3735
0.2487
0.3111
0.3735

“Go” Gage

C, in.

0.1564
0.1878
0.2190
0.2188
0.2500
0.2812
0.2490
0.2802
0.3114
0.2812
0,3124
0.3750
0.3114
0.3740
0.4364
0.3444
0.4070
0.4694
o.4c&
0.4684
0.5310
0.4370
0 4994
0.5620
0.4680
0.5304
0.5930

Om, in.

0.1664
‘o. 1978
0.2290
0. 228a
o.2&m
0.2912
0.2590
0.2922

.0.3214
0.2912
0.3224
0.3850
0.3214
0.3840
0.4464
0.3544
0,4170
0.4794
0.4160
0.4784
0.5410
0.4470
0.5094
0.5720
c1.4780
0.5404
0.6030

“Not Go” Gage

B, in.

0. ti30
0. C$!43
0.1255
0.cq&3
0.1255
0,1568
0.1255
0.1568
0.1880
0.1568
0.1880
0.2505
0.1880
0.2505
0.3130
0.1880
0,2505
0.3130
0.2505
0.3130
0.3755

.0.2505
0,3130
0.3755
0.2.505
0.3130
0.3755

lachinery’s Handbook by. Erik Oberg, Franklin D. Jones, and H@b!ook Horton, Indus ial press. inc., New YOrk. ~Y
:d with permission. Copyright ~ by Industrial Press. Inc.

Figure 8-16. Woodruff Keyslot Gages and Dimensions
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8.5 KNURLS
Knurls are patterns of deep impressions formed on a product surface by displacing material. Usually the

impressions on the surface forma grid of teeth. Based on the shape of teeth and the grid, knurls are classified as ●
straight, diagonaf, or raised diamond: The number of teeth per unit length counted along the product axis is
known as the pitch of the knurl. When the product is cylindrical, the knurls are referred to as cylindrical knurls.
ANSI B94.6, Knurls (Ref. 19), has standardized knurl dimensions by tolerance class as follows:

1. Class L This class of tolerance is applied to straight, diagonal; and raised diamond knurls for which the

outside diameter after knurling is not critical. Such applications are decorative knurling, grips on handles and
thumbscrews, and inserts for moldings and castings.

2. Class II. This class of tolerance is recommended only for straight knurling in applications for which the
outside diameter after knurling is critical.

3. Class 111. This class of tolerance is for straight knurling only and is recommended when very close
control of outside diameter after knurling is required, e.g., when knurling is used to provide a press fit between
products.

Inspection of knurls involves checking for type and measuring pitch and outside diameter. The type of
knurling is checked visually, and the pitch is measured hy standard measuring equipment. The most critical
item, the outside diameter after knurling, is inspected by a standard basic gage such as a ring or snap gage.
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CHAPTER 9
SPECIAL GAGES

This chapter de&ibes andprovides design guidance for special gages such as chamber, interchangeability,
andprofile’and alignment. Mechanical comparators, which can be used as special gages, are also described.

9.1 INTRODUCTION
Special gages are designed for unique inspection applications of products. The inspection of the chambers of

weapons and ammunition are such unique applications. Chambers of weapons are usually inspected with a set
of gages that consists predominantly of male gages known as chamber gages. Rounds of ammunition are
inspected with profile and alignment gages. For gage design purposes weapons and ammunition are classified
as smafl caliber (up to and including 40 mm) or large caliber (greater than 40 mm).

The Army also uses another special gage, called the interchangeability gage, which is used to insure that
products or assemblies are interchangeable. Although the gage serves the same purpose, it is designed
differently depending upon whether or not the product being inspected is to mate with a product designed by
using positional tolerances. Many products are still in use that were designed and manufactured before the
relatively modern concept of position dimensioning was widely used; an interchangeability gage is especially
useful in these situations. If the mating product was designed by using positional tolerances, the
interchangeability gage detects potential interference due to irregular weld beads, rivet heads, fillets, radii, or
chamfers. The interchangeability gage is designed to guarantee interchangeable assembly among both types of
products and, thereby, assure compliance with certain standing requirements, such as Requirement 7,
MIL-STD-454 (Ref. 1), for electronic equipment.

Mechanical comparators are devices that use mechanical indicators to compare a product dimension with a
preset dimension without making an absolute measurement. These comparators can be configured to compare

several dimensions of a product simulta.neously. A mechanical comparator is capable Ofgaging OnN a limited
range of dimensions and, therefore, is classified as a special gage.

9.2 GAGES FOR WEAPON CHAMBERS
Gages for weapon chambers are a set of predominantly male gages. These gages insure that the weapon

chamber will receive the round of ammunition and that the tapers in the chamber are in the correct direction,
i.e., not reversed. They also insure proper extraction of the cartridge case. Gages for weapon chambers are not
to be confused with the alignment gages, which are used in the inspection of ammunition and are covered in
par. 9.3.

The gages in the set usually are designed’to inspect the maximum and minimum material limits’ of chamber
features. Each of the gages consists of,a handl,e and a mandrel on’which one or more straight Or taPered Plugs
are mounted. The plugs of gages for small caliber chambers are solid, whereas those of gages for large caliber
chambers are hollow. Soft machine steel spacers are used for proper spacing of the plugs. In gages for large
chambers the alignment of gaging elements is insured by grinding the internal diameters of the hollow plugs
concentric with the outside diameter and by fitting them snugly on the mandrel. Maximum and minimum
steps are ground on tbe back surface of the plugs for small chambers to check the chamber length. A gaging
ring is used to provide the reference surface. Depending upon tbe gage design, the eird of the gage should lie
above or below the product for acceptance. Giges to inspect large caliber chambers are usually’ of the flush pin
type. It is a good practice to design all gages for weapon chambers so that the replacement of gaging elements
subject to extreme wear is easy.

9.2.1 CHAMBER FEATURES TO BE GAGED
The features of both small and large caliber weapon chambers are shown in Fig. 9-1. The’ sets of gages

required to inspect both small and large caliber chambers are id&itified in the next paragraph. A complete
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(B) Lqs Cdibsr

Figure 9-1. Typical Weapon Chamber Features

inspection of a chamber requires that the diameter and/or taper and location of each feature be inspected
individually. A complete gage that could inspect several features simultaneously is not practical because a
one-piece construction would only indicate a reject, not where the cause for the”reject is located.

9.2.2 DESIGN OF GAGES FOR WEAPON CHAMBERS
The design procedure for gages to inspect weapon chambers depends upon the particular chamber to be

inspected; however, a typical step-by-step procedure is suggested:
1. ldenl~~y Required Gages. Tables 9-1 and 9-2 identify the gages usually required for small and large

caliber chamber inspection, respectively. A set ‘of gages for a small caliber chamber is shown in Fig. 9-2. Fig.
9-3 illustrates the inspection of a barrel with a maximum material condition (MMC) gaging element and a
gaging ring.

2. Configure Ihe Gages. The gages identified in Tables 9-1 and 9-2 must be configured to suit the chamber

features being inspected. For small caliber chamber inspection, a gaging ring similar tn one of those shown in
Fig. 9-2 must be provided, if the rear face of the, chamber is unusable ss a reference iurface: The inside diameter
of this ring should be approximate y 0.002 in. larger than the diameter of the rear of the gage, and the length of
this ring should be closely held and must be taken into account in determining the lengths of the gages.’
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Figure 9-2. Gages for Small Caliber Chamber

kaging Ring

Figure 9-3. Inspection of Barrel With MMC Gaging Element and Gaging Ring
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TABLE 9-1. GAGES REQUIRED FOR SMALL CALIBER CHAMBER INSPECTION

Function ●
Location and upper size limit of front body diameter

Feature Gage

Body Maximum front bndy diameter gage

Maximum rear body diameter gage

Minimum complete body gage

Fkst Shoulder First shoulder depth gage

Neckn Maximum complete neck gage

Minimum complete neck gage

Second Shoulder Second shoulder depth gage

Bullet Seat Maximum bullet seat diameter gage

Minimum bullet seat diameter gage

Maximum bullet seat depth gage

Minimum bullet seat depth gage

Location and upper size limit of rear body diameter

Location and lower size limits of front and rear body
diameters. Because this gage spans the entire body, it also

checkstaper.

Location and taper of first shoulder.The front and rear
diameters are inspected. by the neck and bOdy gages,
respectively. Because tbe shoulder is short, the tolerance
on the taper is large and a single gage can verify both
location and taper.

Location and upper size limit of entire neck feature,
including taper

Location and lower size limit of entire neck feature,
including taper

Location and taper of second shoulder

Location and upper size limit of cylindrical portion of
bullet seat

Location and lower size limit of cylindrical portion of

bullet seat

Location of”tapered portion of bullet seat ‘‘ ●
Location of tapered portion of bullet seat.

“NOTE The neck could be inspected more accurately by using the same three types of gages used to inspect the body, but in small
arms chamhers the neck is usually too,short to permit separate gages (each 3/ 16 in. long) for the front and rear diameters.

3. Select MaferialofCmrstrucf iorr.The plugs and other gaging surfaces usually are made of hardened tool
steel.

4. Calculate Gaging Element Dimensions and Tolerances. A weapon chamber gage checks the various
diameters and lengths of a weapon chamber. General rules for calculating gage element dimensions, their
tolerances, and exceptions to their application follow:

a. Diameters:
Gage element diameter-at any point = Maximum or minimum weapon chamber diameter at that

point.

Size tolerance on these diameters is obtained from Table 7-6, Column 2 or 3, for gage element diameter and
tolerance on the weapon chamber feature. Ifjuatified by the inapeCtiOn quantity, the wear allOwance Obtained

from Column 1, Table 7-6 may be applied.

b. Lengths. The length of each gage element is chosen to suit the product requirement. Typically, the
least material condition (LMC) gage elements are a minimum of 3/ 16 in. long. MMC gage elements, on the
other hand, usually span the entire taper form of the chamber and aie slightly Iess’than the product feature in

length.

5. Provide Clearances Where Necessary. The gage should clear all radii and fillets inside the weapon
chamber, and clearance chamfers should be provided on the gage for this purpose.

6. SpeciJy Surface Finish, Hardness, and Knurling. Surfa6efinish valuea for all gage Krrfacea should be ●
9-4
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TABLE 9-2. GAGES REQUIRED FOR LARGE CALIBER CHAMBER INSPECTION

● Feature Gage Function

Gas Check Seat (on bag- Location Maximum and minimum Iocatinn of datum

loaded-type chambers) (flush pin type) diameter

Chamber Front Slope Location Location of breech or rear area of slope

(on cartridge-loaded- (flush pin type)
type chambers)” Location Maximum and minimum location of datum

(flush pin type) diameter

1 Location Location of muzzle or frnnt area of slope

(flush pin type)

Centering Slope 3 flush-pin-type location gages Rear area and front area of centering slope and
(same as chamber front slope, abnve) location of datum diameter. NOTEb alsn applies.

~
Forcing Cone8 3 flush-pin-type location gages Rear area and front area of forcing cone and

(same as chamber front slope, above) location of datum diameter

Complete Chamber Full form plug or tracer gage Alignment nf 41 chamber features

“NOTE Checking front and rear areas of the slope also checks that the taper is within prescribed limits.
‘NOTE Checking front and rear areas of the slope also checks that the taper is within prescribed limits. In chambers in which tbe

forcing cone is too short in length m use three locating gages, one datum location gage will suffice.

●
selected from Tables 7-8 and 7-9, and hardness values from Table 7-10. If necessary, knurling on handles may
be specified to facilitate handling.

7. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Spec!jica/ion$. Gage drawings, showing details of components and

assembly, must be prepared in accordance with DOD-STD-100, Engineering Drawing Pracrices (Ref. 2);
DOD-D- 1000, Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lists (Ref. 3); American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) Standard Y14.5M, Dimerisioning and Tolerancing, (Ref. 4~ and MIL-G-10944, Gtrges, Dimetiion@
Control (Ref. 5).

9.3 ALIGNMENT GAGES
Alignment gages are used to inspect the external features of ammunition to insure that the aasembled round

will fit into the gun chamber. The alignment gage simulates the weapon chamber into which the complete
round must fit. (Actually, the gage is smaller.) The nomenclature of the critical components of both small and
large caliber rounds is shown on Fig. 9-4. Both types can be procured either assembled (ready to fire) or
unassembled. In the case of the unassembled round, the projectile, primer, fuze, cartridge case, and propellant
must be assembled before the round is ready to fire. For this reason, two types of gages to check ammunition
are in general use. An alignment gage is used to inspect assembled rounds;,a cartridge case profile gage is used
to inspect cartridge cases only. Even if a round is procured and inspected unassembled, the round is
reinspected with a complete round gage after assembiy to insure proof of alignment.

Acceptance checks for alignment gages are accomplished by using separate check plug gages that simulate
the round to be inspected. Both small and large caliber alignment gages require check plug gages to inspect
diameter and taper. In addition, the large caliber gage requires a separate alignment check phrggage to inspect
alignment. Because of the construction of small caliber alignment gages, no separate alignment check is

e

needed. Acceptance checks are covered in further detail in the step-by-step design procedures that follow.
Alignment gages are subject to conditions that can cause significant wear. Consequently, a’wear-limit check

of the gage must be performed periodically. Although these checks can be made with measuring equipment,

9-5
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(A) Small CahtEr
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(B) Large Cali&,

Figure 9-4. Ammunition Nomenclature

wear-limit gages are routinely used for this purpose. Design of the required wear-limit gages is an integral part
of alignment gage design and is included in the step-by-step design procedures for complete round alignment
gages and cartridge case profile gages that follow.

9.3.1 DESIGN OF A C.OMPLETE ROUND ALIGNMENT GAGE FOR SMALL ARMS
●

AMMUNITION .’
A complete round alignment gage for small arms ammunition is a series of ring sections snugly fitted in a

tubular holder. The use of individtial ring sections facilitates manufacture of the gage in that the various
required rings may be ground separately. This method of fabrication also provides a convenient means of
replacing worn out ring elements. Because the rounds vary in shape and size, the design of complete round
alignment gages cannot be completely standardized. The following is a typical step-by-step design procedure:

1. Configure rhe Gage. The number of rings and the type of tube are determined in this step. Although
gage configuration is specific to the type of round being inspected, the following rings are normally required:

a. Complete body
b. Shoulder and neck
c. Bullet.

2. Silecf Material of Coni/ructimr. The rings usually are made of hardened tool steel. In cases in which

significant wear of the rings is expected, graphitic steel sections or carbide inserts are recommended.
3. Calculate Gage Element Dimensions and Tolerances:

a. Diameterx
Ring diameters for body and neck = Maximum round diameter, + 0.6 (minimum weapoir

chamber – maximum round diameter at the same point).

Ring diameter at bullet section = Maximum round diameter + 0,8 (minimum weapon
chamber diameter — maximum round diameter at the
same point).

Tolerance on diameters = 0.0002 in. applied minus.

. At the bullet lead-in angle. Because clearance is usually greater in the region of the bullet lead-in angle, a
tolerance greater than 0.0002 in.—but not to exceed 0.002 in.—may be used in that region. o
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b. Lengths
Minimum length to the datum = The greater of length to be maximum cartridge datum

diameter diameter – 0.05 (toierance on length to the cartridge
datum diameter)

or
Mean value of the corresponding length on maximum
profile cartridge case chamber gage.

(
r

Length to the end of neck section = Maximum length of the cartridge case + 0.6 (minimum
length of gun chamber – maximum length of the
cartridge case).

Tolerance on lengths = 0.10 (minimum length of gun chamber –maximum length
of cartridge case) but not greater than G.001 in., applied
minus.

Use of this procedure to calculate the minimum length to the datum diameter avoids conflict between the
complete round alignment gage and the maximum profile cartridge case gage, if used.

4. Specfy Tapers, Angles, and Radii. The shoulder angle and the taper on the gage body section should be
the same as that on the cartridge case. The angle of bullet lead-in should be the same as that of the weapon
chamber. The neck radius of the complete round alignment gage should be the same as the maximum radius of
cartridge case with a tolerance of —0.01 in. The absence of interference between the minimum gage and
maximum cartridge must be verified by calculation.

5. Set Guidelinesfor Acceptance Checks. Acceptance checks for complete round alignment gages are
performed with check plug gages. Acceptance check plug gages must be prepared for the body taper and
shoulder angle. An acceptance check plug gage may also be required for the tapered bullet seat when small
gage tolerances are necessary. These gages are dimensioned the same as the complete round gage. The rings
that constitute the complete round gage are fitted to the check plug gages individually, using the prussian blue
transfer process to mark areas of contact.

The tubular holder is sufficiently stiff so that alignment of the inside profile can be maintained by
dimensioning the inside diameters concentric and the faces square with the outside diameters of the various
ring sections. Therefnre, a separate alignment check plug gage is not required.

6. Set Guidelinesfar Wear-Linrir Checks. A wear-limit check detects gages wnrn beyond their wear limits.
Wear-limit checks must be prnvided for the tnp and bottom of the body, neck, and bullet seat. Dimensions of
wear-limit gages are calculated as follows:

Diameter of wear-limit gage at any = Minimum diameter of weapon chamber at that point.
point
Tolerance on diameters = 0.0002 to 0.001 in., applied minus.

Lengths to points at which diameters must be checked:
a. Bottom of Body:
Length to bottom of body of wear- = Length of body section of complete round chamber gage
limit gage – 0.1 in.

b. Neck
Length to neck of wear-limit gage = Minimum length of cartridge case – 2/3 distance to the

point where the neck radius and the neck are tangent.
c. Bullet Seat
Length of bullet seat of wear-limit = The greater of
gag; Length to intersection of bullet lead-in angle and bullet

diameter + 0.03 in.
or

Length tn intersection of bullet lead-in angle and bullet
diameter + 1/3 distance from the intersecting of bullet
lead-in angle and buliet diameter to the point at which the
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bullet diameter and bullet ogive radius are tangent.
Tolerances on wear-limit gage = 0,0002 to 0.001 in., applied minus.
lengths

7. Spec~~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9, and hardness values from Table 7-10.

8. Prepare Gage Manufacturing Drawings. Gage manufacturing drawings showing details of gage
components and assembly must be prepared in accordance with Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

9.3.2 DESIGN OF A COMPLETE ROUND ALIGNMENT GAGE FOR LARGE CALIBER
AMMUNITION

A complete round alignment gage for large caliber ammunition generally is made up of a series of ring
sections aligned and enclosed in a rigid, tubular-shaped body. Individual ring sections are preferred so that the
various tapers can be ground separately and thereby facilitate manufacture. This method of fabrication also
provides a convenient method of replacing worn ring elements. The ring sections usually are made from
hardened tool steel. A slide must be provided at the rear of the gage to ciieck the perpendicularity of the
cartridge case flange with the axis of the round. The following is a typical step-by-step design procedure:

1. Configure the Gage. The number of rings, the type of tube, and the”need for slides at the rear end of the

gage are determined in this step. Although gage configuration is specific to the type of round being inspected,
the following rings normally are required:

a. Complete body
b. Shoulder and neck
c. Bourrelet.

Because gages for self-propelling ammunition such as mortars and rockets are designed to check alignment
only’, the gage diameter is the same throughout its length and a slide “at the end of the gage is not required.

2. SelectMa[erial of Corrs[ruc~ion. The rings usually are made of hardened tool steel. In cases in which
sigriificant wear of the rings is expected, graphitic steel sections or carbide inserts are recommended.

3. Calculate Gage Element Dimensions and Tolerances

a. Diarireterx
Gage element diameter at any point = The greater ofi

Maximum round dimension at that point + 0.6. (minimum’

weapon chamber - maximum round diameter at the same
point)

or
Minimum weapon chamber diameter at that point –
0.002 in.

Exceptions to the rules are
●At the bourrelet, The 80% rule is applied as follows to calculate gage element diameter at this point

.,G?ge element diameter at bourrelet = Maximum round diameter+ 0.8 (minimum chamber
diameter – maximum round diameter).

● At the cartridge case neck:
Gage element diameter at the = The greater of
cartridge case neck Maximum round diameter + 0.6 (minimum weapon

chamber diameter — maximum round diameter)
.,

or
Minimum weapon chamber – 0.002 in.
NOTE: The maximum round diameter for purpmes of
this calculation is the larger of the neck of the cartridge
case of an assembled round or the rotating band of the

projectile.

●
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●

I

Tolerance on diameters = 0.10 (minimum weapon chamber diameter – maximum
round diameter) applied minus, but not less than 0.0002
in. nor greater than 0.0006 in.

b. Lengthx
Length of gaging element at any = Maximum length of assembled round at that point + 0.6
point (minimum length of gun chamber at that point –

maximum length of assembled round at that point),
Exceptions to the rules are:

. Cartridge Case Flange. To allow stamping of the flange and clearance in the gun, the following
rules are applied to calculate the length of the section of the gage receiving the cartridge case flange:

Length of section receiving brass = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.004 in.
cartridge case flange
Length of section receiving steel = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.006 in.

cartridge case flange
Length of section receiving = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.60 (maximum thickness
recoilless ammunition cartridge of flange – minimum head space of gun).
case flange

If the preceding rule results in interference between the round and the gage, a different gage ~ength must
be selected. If the gage is to function properly, the gage length must lie between the minimum length of the

! weapon chamber ;n~the maximum l&rgth of the case~The preparation of a large-scale layout of the point of
interference will assist in the selection process.

The tolerances on lengths may vary from 0.0001 to 0.001 in. depending upon the length. As a general
rule, however, the tolerance should not be greater than 10% of the maximum variatiOn Of the cOrrespOnding
dimension on the assembled round.

4. Set Guidelinesfor Acceptance Checks. The acceptance check is performed by check plug gages that
inspect the internal tapers on the body and shoulder rings of the complete round alignment gages. These plugs
are the male counterparts of the rings. The rings that constitute the complete round gage are fitted to the check
plug gages individually, and tbe prussian blue transfer process is used to mark areas of contact. Acceptance
checks for large caliber complete round alignment gages differ from those for small caliber alignment gages in
that a separate alignment check must be performed. The alignment check is performed with a check plug gage
that consists of the various straight and tapered acceptance check plugs mounted simultaneous y on a straight
mandrel. The assembly simulates the profile of the complete round and is dimensioned in the same manner as
the complete round gage.

5. Ser Guidelinesfor Wear-Limir Checks. A wear-limit check detects gages worn beyond their limits. For
large caliber alignment gages, wear-limit checks must be conducted for the top and bottom of the body, neck,
and bore-gaging elements. Dimensions of wear-limit gages are calculated as follows:

a. Diameters:
Diameter of wear-limit gage at any point = Minimum diameter of weapon chamber at that

point.
~” .Tolerances on diameters:

(1) For diameters less than or equal to 1.0 in. = 0.0001 in. applied minus
(2) For diameters greater than 1,0 in. = 0.0002 in. applied minus

b. Lengths to Points at Which Diameters Must be Checked:
(1) Bottom of Body:

Length to bottom of body of wear limit = Equivalent length to gun chamber –. 0. I in.

(2) Top of Body
(3) Neck:

Length to neck of wear-limit gage = Minimum length from the end of the round to
the rotating band, i.e. minimum length of
cartridge case.

9-9
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(4) Bore:
(a) For Projectiles With a Bourrelet Diameter Equal to Body Diameter

Length to bore of wear-limit gage = Minimum length to the point forward of the
rotating band + one third the minimum length
of the cylindrical portion of the body.

(b) For Projectiles With a Bourrelet Diameter Larger Than Body Diametec
Length to bore of wear-limit gage = Minimum length to the rear edge of the

bourrelet
(c) Tolerances on Lengths:

For lengths less than 6.0 in, = 0.001 in. applied minus
For lengths greater than 6.0 in. but less = 0.002 in. applied minus
than 25.0 in.
For lengths greater than 25.0 in. = 0.003 in. applied minus.

6. SpecI~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from
Tables 7-8 and 7-9, and hardness values from Table 7-10,

7, Prepare Gage Drawings andlor Spec@rtions. Gage drawings showing details of components and
assembly must be prepared in accordance with Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 5,

9.3.3 CARTRIDGE CASE PROFILE GAGES
The cartridge case profile gage is used to insure that the maximum profile cartridge case does not exceed the

maximum virtual size specified. The construction of this gage, which consists of several properly aligned rings
enclosed in a tubular shell, is very similar to that of a complete round alignment gage.

The design of the cartridge case profile gage involves calculating diameters and lengths for the rings required
for the particular cartridge case being inspected. A typical step-by-step procedure follows:

1. Configure the Maximum Cartridge Case Profile Gage. The number of rings and length and diameter of
the tube to suit the cartridge case being inspected are determined in this step. Slides will be incorporated in
cannon caliber cartridge case profile gages for the same conditions for which slides are used in complete round
gages.

2. Select A4arerial of Consrrucrirm. The rings usually are made of hardened tool steel. Graphitic steel
sections or carbide inserts are recommended when significant wear is expected.

3. Calculale Gage Dimensions and Assign Tolerances and Wear Allowance
The following relationships should be used to calculate the principal dimensions of the maximum

cartridge case profile gage:
Diameters of gage elements for body sections = Maximum virtual size of cartridge case feature

— wear allowance obtained from Table 7-6 for
cartridge case feature size and its tolerance.

Tolerance = Tolerance from column 2, Table 7-6, for
cartridge case feature size and tolerance, applied
minus.

Minimum length to the gage datum diameter = Maximum length to the cartridge case datum
(smaller caliber gages) diameter – 5’% of product tolerance on the

same length.
Length of section receiving brass cartridge case = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.004 in.
flange (cannon caliber gages)
Length of section receiving steel cartridge case = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.006 in.
flange (cannon caliber gages)
Length of section receiving recoilless = Maximum thickness of flange + 0.60
ammunition cartridge case flange (cannon (maximum thickness of flange – minimum head
caliber gages) space of gun),

Generally, no wear allowance is required on cartridge case profile gages for lacquer-coated cases
because the lacquer will reduce friction, which also reduces wear.
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4. ,Sei Guidelines for Acceptance Checks. Acceptance checks for cartridge case profile gages are

performed with check plug gages as previously described in the procedures for complete round gages. (See
Step No. 5, par. 9.3.1.2, for small caliber and Step No. 4, par. 9.3.2.2, for large caliber gages.)

5. Set Guiriehrresfor W’ear-Limit Check. Wear-limit checks must be provided for the neck and the top and
bottom of the bOdy. Dimensions of wear-limit gages are calculated as follows:

D]ameter of wear-fimit gage at the neck = Maximum cartridge case virtual diameter at the
neck + 0,05 (minimum weapon chamber
diameter at the neck – maximum cartridge case
virtual diameter at the neck).

Diameter of wear-limit gage at the top and = Maximum diameter of cartridge case at that
bottom of body sections point + 0.5 (minimum weapon chamber

diameter at that point – maximum cartridge
case diameter at that point).

Lengths to points at which diameters must be checked:
Length to neck of wear-limit gage = Minimum length of cartridge case – 2/ 3

distance to the point where the neck radius and
the neck are tangent.

6. Specl~y Surface Finish and Hardness. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be selected from

Tables 7-8 and 7-9, and hardness values from Table 7-10.
7. Prepare Gage Drawings and/or Specifications. Gage drawings showing details of components and

assembly must be prepared in accordance with Refs. 2,3,4, and 5.

9.4 INTERCHANGEABILITY GAGES
As the name implies, interchangeability gages are used to insure that products or assemblies are

interchangeable. In one instance such a gage is used for the special purpose of insuring interchangeability
between the product to be inspected and an older product that was designed and manufactured before the
relatively modern concept of position dimensioning was widely used. In this situation proper assembly is an
implied requirement and the gage designed must verify compliance with this requirement. Although an
interchangeability gage fulfills this requirement, it can guarantee interchangeability only in assembly; dynamic
performance of the assembly cannot be assured. In cases in which the product being inspected is to mate with a
prnduct designed by using positional tolerances; the purpose of the interchangeability gage is to detect
potential interference from features such as weld beads, rivet heads, fillets, radii, or chamfers that may not
have been inspected individually. The interchangeability gage simulates the mating part in all aspects and thus
encompasses all inspection requirements, both expressed and implied, Consequently, the interchangeability
gage is used for the final functional inspection of the product.

The major task in guaranteeing the interchangeable assembly of products is to establish the most critical

case—usually at minimum clearance—and to insure that the new product does not exceed the limits set by this
case. The 40V0 rule commonly is used for this purpose, and use of this rule leaves a minimum neutral zone of
20% of the minimum clearance between mating products and thereby guarantees proper assembly. The
step-by-step procedure for designing an interchangeability gage with the 4070 rule follows:

1. Determine the Minimum Clearance Between Mating Products. A thorough examination of the

functioning of the assembly is required to determine the minimum clearance between mating products because
the rest position is not necessarily the minimum clearance position.

2. Configure the Gage. The gage must be configured to suit the product.
3. Select Material of Construction. Usually tool steel is chosen for gaging surfaces, but other materials

may be selected from Table 7-1 for longer gage life and for other gage parts.
4. Ca[cu[ate Gage Element Dimensions and ToIerance~

a. For Male Product Features:
Basic female gage element size = Product male feature size + 0.4 (clearance) (the

40% rule).
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Gage maker’s tolerance should be calculated by taking 10% of the minimum clearance between the mating
products. The direction of tolerance should be negative (applied minus).

b. For Female Product Features
Basic male gage element size = Product female feature size – 0.4. (clearance). a

The gage maker’s tolerance is 10% of the minimum clear?n~e, The direct iOn of this tOleranSe must be Positive
(applied PIUS).

A positional tolerance equal to 10~0of the minimum clearance is also allOwed On Positioning of all gage
elements.

5. Establish Dimensions of the Nonfunctioning Parts. The dimensions of nonfunctioning parts of the gage
shOuld insure the structural integrity of the gage and alsO meet any additional Performance requirements.

6. Specl~y Surface Finish, Hardness, and Knurling. Surface finish values for all gage surfaces should be
selected from Tables 7-8 and 7-9, and hardness values from Table 7-10. If necessary, knurling on handles may
be specified to facilitate handling.

7. Prepare Gage Manufacturing Drawings. Manufacturing drawings that show details of the gage
corhponents as well as assembly should be prepared for these special gages in accordance with Refs. 2,3,4, and
5.

9.5 MECHANICAL COMPARATORS (COMPARATOR GAGES)
A mechanical comparator, or comparator gage, mechanically compares an unknown dimension with a

preset, known size. Most mechanical comparators are equipped with a base; one or more probes that make
contact with the standard, master, or product; and one or more devices that indicate the relative movement of
the probes. A single dial indicator mo,unted on a stand and used on a surface plate is basically a mechanical
comparator. The accuracy of mechanical comparators depends “on the accuracy of their bases, work-holding
devices, and indicators.

Several types of comparators are commercially available. Some are equipped with special work-holding
devices, and others have unique configurations to accommodate special products. The two principal types,of
commercially available mechanical comparators are the bench comparator and portable comparator both are ●
discussed in ~he paragraphs that follow:

9.5.1 BENCH COMPARATORS
As the name implies, bench comparators are setup for use.on a workshop bench. They are equipped with an

adjustable, base, a column, and an indicator. The base, whose flatness and surface finish are comparable to
those of a surface plate, also serves as an accurate reference surface. The base is known as the anvil, or platen,
and it provides a means for locating the desired product surface perpendicular; to the indicator spindle
movement. The position of the indicator is adjustable with respect to the base, and usrmfly the adjustment is
accomplished in two stages: A rough positioning of the indicator along the comparator columnjs followed by
a fine adjustment of the indicator within the indicator holder. Some comparators have an auxifiary adjustable
staging table for the fine adjustment. A comparator is preset by mounting a standard, master, or setting gage in
the same fashion as the product will be mounted and setting all indicator readings to zero. The most common
types of bench comparators, the C-frame and plate comparators, are discussed in the subparagraphs that
follow. ,,

9.5.1.1 C-Frarde Bench Comparators
The base, column, and arm mounted on the column ofa C-frame comparator—as shown,in Fig. 9-5—forms

the shape of a “C”. The indicator holder is mounted on the arm, which can be moved up or down along tbe
column and locked in any positiori by a screw or clamp, Movement of the arm is used for rough positioning of
the indicator, and the fine adjust ment is accomplished by moving the indicator within the indicator holder.
The common commercially available C-frame comparators have a vertical capacity of up to 11’in. and a
manufacturer’s claimed accuracy of between 0.01 to 0.00005 in.

The basic C-frame comparator, complemented by accessories, can accommodate several different product

configurations. Judicious selection of the accessories can substantially shorten staging time and improve ●
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accuracy. The most commonly used accessories are
1. Serrated anvils, which are used instead of flat bases to prevent penetration of dust or foreign particles

between the product and the reference surface
2. Work-holding centers, such as those shown in Fig. 9-6, which are used to allow the measurement of

I
runout; these centers can hold products up to 7.0 in. in d~ameter and 29.0 in. long.

I

I

Figure 9-5. A C-Frame Comparator

Figure 9-6. Work-Holding Centers for C-Frame Comparator
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3. Adjustable backstops, which are used to insure that the product and indicator spindle axis are in the
same vertical plane

4. V blocks, which are used for locating and aligning cylindrical parts.
Usually, the contact points or probes of bench comparator indicators are spherical hardened steel points. ●

Spherical points are preferred because they provide a point contact. Other point shapes—illustrated in Fig.
9-7—may be selected depending on the product configuration. The expected usage of the comparator
determines the material—chrome-plated hardened steel, cemented carbide, sapphire, or diamond—of the
contact points. The chrome plating improves the wear life of a hardened steel point by approximately 10 times;
and carbide, norbide, sapphire, and diamond points have a wear life of approximately 100 to 1000 times that of
a hardened steel contact point.

9.5.1.2 Plate Comparators (Plate Gages)
A plate comparator is a bench comparator with a slanted staging plate for locating and mounting the

product. This comparator commonly is used for rapid inspection of flat and relatively thin products that
require gaging in a plane parallel to at least one of the product surfaces. The staging plate is equipped with wear
surfaces in the form of strips or buttons of hardened steel or carbide to increase wear life.

The staging plates have slots equipped with sensing probes and adjustable locating stops that hold the
product securely on the plate. The plate comparator shown in Fig. 9-8 has slots in the shape of a cross. Other
coinparators have slots in the form of a Y,.an inverted Y, or a T. A mechanism that allOws quick retraction Of
the contacting members facilitates mounting and removal of the product. Centering is necessary for accurate
measurement of internal or external diameters of circular products. The T-slot configuration is preferred for
this application because measurements can be made by the contacting member s”inthe slots opposite each other
while the third contacting member automatically centers the product: Typical commercially available plate
comparators can measure internal diameters up to 9.0 in. and external diameters up to 9.5 in. with an accuracy
of 0~0001 in.

9.5.2 PORTABLE COMPARATORS ●
Portable comparators are hand-held comparators that can be moved to a product for gaging. These

comparators—classified according to whether they gage external or internal dimensions—consist nf an
indicator, contact points, and a handle.

8
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Figure 9-7. Various Shapes of Contact Points for Bench Comparators
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Figure 9-8. Plate Comparator

● 9.5.2.1 Portable Comparators for External Dimensions
Portable comparators for external dimensions consist of a fixed anvil, a movable contact mounted on a C

frame, and an indicator. The indicator senses and displays the magnitude of contact movement. These
comparators aresometimes known asindicating snap gages because of thesimilarity of construction. Unlike
the bench comparators, the portable comparators have the fixed anvil above, rather than below, the sensitive
movable contact. In some of the comparators the fixed anvil is also adjustable to increase the capacity of the
instrument. As shown in Fig. 9-9, the portable comparator is equipped with a backstop that has a face slanted
at 45 deg to hold the product in the same fashion as a V block. These comparators are preset with a standard,
master, orsetting gage inthesame manner asthe bench comparator.

9.5.2.2 Portable Comparators for Internal Dimensions
Portable comparators for internal diameters are equipped with a fixed and a movable anvil. This feature

allows contact with the surface of an internal feature at two opposite points. An indicator senses and displays
themovement of themovable anvil from its preset position. Aportable comparator for measuring internal
dimensions is shown in Fig. 9-10.

Portable comparators used for measuring internal diameters, such as holes and bores, are also known as
bore gages. Proper centering of the gage is essential for accurate measurement of bores; therefore, some bore
gages are supplied with two fixed anvils and a sensitive, movable contact point 120 deg apart.
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Figure 9-9. Portable Comparator for
External Dimensions

Figure 9-10. Portable Comparator for
Internal Dimensions
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CHAPTER 10
AUTOMATED INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

This chapterprovides an overview of automated inspection equipment. Considerations involved in selecting
or designing automated inspection equipment are highlighted. Con! rollers, analyzers, and dual systems are
described for computer-aided inspection systems. Software quality factors and related criteria to be used to
evaluate them are listed. Design considerations, quality assurance techniques, and soft ware testing techniques
also are discussed.

10.1INTRODUCTION
10.1.1 AUTOMATED INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

The use of automated inspection systems has increased tremendously in the last decade due to greater
manufacturing accuracy requirements, the econnmic benefits of reject-free production, the advantages of
in-process controls, and the need to keep up with the high stock removal rates of automatic machines with very
shnrt manufacturing cycles. The main function of an automated inspection system is to measure or gage the
final or specified parameters of mass-produced products. The system may also send signals to the production
line for necessary actions based on the measurements. The specific task the automatic inspection system must
perform usually depends on its location in the production line. Based on this location, the inspection is referred
to as in-process, stop cycle, in-line post-process, or post-process inspection; each is discussed.

In-process automatic inspection involves monitoring product parameters while the product is being formed
or machined and signaling for stoppage or resetting or readjustment of the prncess tn keep the product
parameters within the tolerance zone. This system virtually eliminates the need for rework, increases
throughput, and allows close control of the product parameters.

The second type of automatic inspection—stop-cycle inspection-is “used “most widely with external,
internal, and cen”terless grinding machines. The measuring or gaging device is employed at the beginning of the
manufacturing cycle, and it controls the speeds and feeds of the tools until the desired values of the product
parameters are reached, at which time it stops the cycle. ”

The third type of automatic inspection—in-line post-process inspection-is mostly employed in automatic
transfer line production where products are automatically transferred between workstations. In-line
inspection stations equipped with automatic inspection systems check to determine whether the previous
operations have been performed properly. These stations may also monitor production from multiple
production stations, i.e., keep track of the source station for each product and send signals for readjustment or
stoppage of any or all stations based on their findings.

In the fourth type of automatic inspection—post-process inspection—the inspection equipment is located at
the end of the production line. This type of inspection usually involves sorting of the products. Simple versions
of the siw.tem sort the uroducts into acceptable and reiectable units. Other versions can sort the products into

acceptable, rejectable, and salvageable products: More sophkticated machhes can separate the products into
size classes for selective assembly.

Depending upon the degree of automation, an automated inspection system may be able to load, orient,
transfer, and unload the product. It must be capable of either measuring or gaging product parameters to
determine whether the part is acceptable, it “also must be capable of protecting itself from damage by an
incorrectly oriented incoming product, and it must also he synchronized with the material handling cycle, so
that the inspection probes are advanced at the right time. It must be capable of interpreting the incomirig
signafs about product parameters and of sending out appropriate signaIs for proper response. These
capabilities may be built into an automated inspection system by using one or a combination of several units
that include mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, optical, electronic, and computer-aided devices.
Selection and procurement of an automated inspection system should involve an evaluation of design,
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acceptance, operating, and maintenance considerations. These considerations are briefly discussed in
Section I.

10.1.2 COMPUTER-AIDED INSPECTION SYSTEMS
Computer-aided inspection systems (CAIS) consist of positioning controllers, sensing devices, signal

generators, output devices, and the required hardware and software necessary to control the complete system.
The configuration, capabilities, and functions of the hardware and software are so integrated and varied that
it is essential to treat the combination of hardware and software as a system in designing or selecting CAIS.

The quality of computer software is a measure of how well it meets the user’s requirements when used with
the specified hardware. Quality depends on numerous attributes such as the significant aspects of
programming, style, complexity, data handling, and documentation. Therefore, in defining quality of
soft ware it is essential to address the combined effect of all the attributes on its usefulness. Thus software
quality can be defined as a composite of all attributes that describes its degree of usefulness and excellence.

SECTION L HARDWARE

10.2DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A brief discussion of the design considerations that affect the selection of automated inspection system is

presented in the paragraphs that follow.

10.2.1 “FAIL-SAFE” CAPABILITY

“Fail-safe” capability, as it refers to automated inspection equipment, means that the system should not be
capable of “accepting” a rejectable product under any circumstance. Because acceptance of a rejectable
product can be potentially dangerous or expensive, an automated inspection system should have a built-in
capability not to accept rejectable products even when a unit in the inspection system has failed. This can be
achieved by designing the system such that a positive action has to be taken to accept a product. Then in case of
a failure in the system, the positive action is not taken and no product will be accepted. An example of such a
system is a chute that opens when the inspection equipment sends a favorable “accept” signal and allows the
acceptable product to drop. In case of a failure of any unit in the system, the chute remains closed; therefore, no
products are accepted. Also the equipment should be able to count the total number of parts tested and the
number of rejects.

.10.2.2 MAINTAINABILITY

The inspection system should be designed for easy preventive and corrective maintenance and thus avoid
expensive down time. M odularization; simplicity in design; maximum use of standard, readily available
components; good debugging capability; easy accessibility; and adequate and easy-to-follow troubleshooting
documentation are some of the factors that improve maintainability. An analysis should be performed to
determine whether built-in test equipment (BITE) is cost-effective in meeting the system reliability,
availability, and maintainability (RAM) requirements. Several of the more important factors are d$cussed in
the paragraphs that follow.

10.2.2.1 Modular Design Concept
The modular design concept involves designing a system with separate and independent units that can be

tested and replaced without affecting the performance of or depending on other system units. Such modular
system irnits facilitate and speed up troubleshooting and maintenance and also reduce maintenance labor
costs

,10.2.2.2 Debugging Capability
Debugging—the process of isolating and eliminating the causes ofs ystem malfunction or failure at the time

of installation and acceptance—is an important step toward achieving the desired system performance.
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Therefore, debugging capability, i.e., features that make it easy to isolate and eliminate’’bugs”, should be built
into the system at the design stage, and the debugging procedures must be contained in detailed and
well-prepared documents. Also a sufficient number of points in the system should be identified for testing to
facilitate diagnosis of problems.

10.2.2.3 Simplicity
The automated inspection system should have the simplest possible design and configuration that will meet

the performance requirements. More sophisticating than necessary will cost more due to higher capital,
training, and maintenance costs.

10.2.3 INTERFACING

‘Automated inspection systems are usually used in automatic transfer lines that have loading, unloading,
and other materiaf handling devices that operate synchronously with the manufacturing operatinn, The
inspection system should be designed to synchronize correctly in the cycle and also connect and work properly
with the material handling system and with other electrical or electronic devices. The interface design should
be well-documented.

10.2.4 VERIFICATION AND CALIBRATION CAPABILITY
Accuracy is defined as the closeness of test measurements to the true (laboratory) measurement. Accuracy is

normally defined by two factors, systematic error (or bias) and precision (reproducibility y). Systematic error is
the difference between the average (mean) reading in a series of measurements and the true measurement.
Precision is a measure of the closeness of a series of measurements. For the purposes of this handbook,
precision will be defined as the standard deviation of a group of readings of a given characteristic.

The automatic inspection system should be designed so that its accuracy is readily verifiable. This includes

initial calibration, periodic verification, and recalibrating. Depending on the need, this capability could be
manual, semiautomatic, or fully automatic. A system that employs manual calibration and/or verification
must provide a calibration cycle to facilitate inspection and retrieval of standards. In semiautomatic systems
the verification and calibration functions are pe-rformed automatically on command from the operator. In a

~
fully automatic system these functions are performed automatically at a predetermined frequency without any
external guidance. During both semiautomatic and automatic verification or calibration, an incorrect
measurement should cause the unit to shutdown, signal line personnel, and cause all parts accepted since the I

/

last valid verification or calibration to be reinspected

10.2.5 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the causes of inspection system malfunction is error in adjustments done by unauthorized or

untrained persons. The controls used for permanent adjustments to the inspection system should be
adequately isolated and secured to prevent access by such persons.

10.2.6 INDEPENDENT CONTROLS
When the material handling system, the manufacturing system, and the inspection system work in tandem, a

malfunction or failure of one of these systems may necessitate bypassing the system and substituting an
alternate method. If all three systems are operated b y a single control, the malfunction or failure of ones ystem
would result in stoppage of the entire system. Providing independent controls for each system makes the
bypassing of one of the systems possible. If independent controls are provided in the design, redundant
subsystems or some other method of replacing the functions of the failed subsystem must be provided.

10.2.7 SYSTEM SAFETY
Safety of personnel, prnducts, and equipment should be prime considerations in automated inspection

system design. The principles of safety that are applicable to any otherhrdustrial equipment should also apply
to these systems. The system should be capable of protecting itself from damage due to an incorrectly oriented
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incoming product. This capability can be achieved by using sensors to determine part orientation prior to
entering the system and, if necessary, either repositioning the part or stopping the system.

10.2.8 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ●
To guarantee continuous and adequate performance, all the components in the system must work well even

under the worst environmental conditions expected at the work location. An automated inspection system

should be designed for the worst expected conditions, and automatic compensation for environmental
deviations should be incorporated where possible. When it is not possible to design such compensating
equipment, ways to control the environmental conditions at the place of use should be considered.

10.2.9 RELIABILITY
Reliability statements should be provided in the design criteria. This should be in terms of both the system

mean time between failures (MTBF) and the discrimination reliability (correct accept/ reject decision ratios).
Redundancy of inspection is a major means of improving discrimination reliability.

10.2.10 TESTING PRODUCTS AT LIMITS
Like conventional inspection devices, the probes of the automated inspection system will have some

manufacturing tolerances. To compensate for errors due to these tolerances and any other factors that may
contribute to inspection system inaccuracy, it is necessary to accommodate these tolerances withkr the product
tolerance zone. This may result in rejection of some acceptable products that are very close to the product
limits, but it will insure rejection of all bad parts. Depending on the type of probe, the manufacturing
tolerances will vary. A comprehensive qualification test should be conducted to ‘establish the operating
accuracy of tbe equipment.

10.2.11 FLEXIBILITY TO CHANGE
Most automated inspection equipment is designed for a narrow product range. If, however, the equipment

can be designed to accommodate changes in the product, material handling system, and/or manufacturing
system, the inspection costs will be distributed over more products and thus will result in a lower inspection ●
cost per piece. Therefore, the automated inspe.ctiorr system should have a flexible design that will
accommo-date such changes either “as is” or with minor modifications.

10.2.12 SYSTEM’ AVAILABILITY
The inspection system should always be available for inspection and never be a bottleneck in the production

line. To insure this feature, the inspection system should be designed with faster inspection rates than the

production rate or multiple inspection systems shnuld be used. Increasing the inspection rate by using multiple
systems is advantageous because of the redundancy provided, and the chances of a failure in both systems are
lower than with a single machine, However, the capital investment and operating and maintenance costs of
multiple machines may be higher.

10.2.13 DURABILITY
The automated inspection system must be capable nf withstanding the physical stresses of the production

process such as impacts with products, high temperatures, abrasiveness of product surfaces, and environmental
conditions. The useful life of the system should be long enough to be economically justifiable.

10.2.14 MARKING OF PARTS
Marking of parts is a very useful technique for follow-up and corrective actions in production processes.

The automated inspection system should be able to identify, mark, or separate acceptable and rejectable
products. When products originate from multiple production lines, it maybe necessary to identify the source
line of the product. Inspection equipment that uses color codes or other distinctive marks also can be
employed to identify the source production line for each product. This type of marking often is required to
identify the production line that is producing the defective products so that corrective action may be taken. ●
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10.3 ACCEPTANCE CONSIDERATIONS
The buyer is usually responsible for monitoring an automated inspection system during construction and

installation. The main purpose of this evaluation is to insure that the system performs in accordance with the
specified requirements. It is essential to conduct a vendor demonstration test and an acceptance test on the
actual system being procured rather than on a prototype. Usually the tests are performed by using
predetermined standards. The rationale, methods, and advantages of each of these tests are briefly discussed in
the paragraphs that follow.

10.3.1 VENDOR DEMONSTRATION TEST
A vendor demonstration testis performed in accordance with an approved test plan at the vendor’s plant

before the system is shipped to the user. The advantage of this testis that if the performance of the system is not
to the buyer’s satisfaction, corrective action can be taken before shipping and thus avoiding additional
transportation time and expense. This test may be performed on a test bed or under simulated working
conditions. When such a test is included in the contract, the vendor is responsible for demonstrating to the
satisfaction of the buyer that the system will meet the contractual performance requirements when installed at
the site. It is during this test that an extensive test to demonstrate the accuracy of the system is performed.

10.3.2 ACCEPTANCE TEST
The acceptance test is usually performed at the user’s site after system installation. The main purpose of this

test is to insure that the system meets the specified requirements under actual working conditions. These
requirements usually include design, operation, and calibration: The endurance, reliability, availability, and
maintainability of the system are usually also verified by performing the test for a sufficient period of time.

10.3.3 USE OF STANDARDS
The use of predetermined test standards in testing inspection systems eliminates tbe need for subjective

judgments and eliminates hias from the system acceptance decision. When using the standards, it may be
necessary to compensate for the differences between the test conditions and the actual working conditions,
e.g., the environmental conditions at the test site and the range of actual working conditions. Examples of test
standards include (1) verification standards that are used for verifying that the system will accept only good
products and (2) calibration standards that are used to set system limits prior to performing any testing or for
testing the self-calibration function of machines. having autocalibration features.

10.4 OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS
When designing or selecting a system, it is also essential to provide for efficient system operation.

Consideration, at an early stage in the process, of the operating attributes that follow will facilitate the

development or selection of the system best suited ‘to the user’s needs.

10.4.1 VERIFICATION TEST
The verification test, performed periodically after a system is put into operation, uses verification standards

to confirm that-the system is performing as desired. Verification standards simulate product shape at the
datum and dimensional zones. The standard dimensions should beat or just inside the part limits to be rejected
by the system and shall be rejected by the system with a probability compatible with the system accept/reject
reliability requirements. The verification standard must be able to withstand the rough handling of a
production conveyor and movement through the inspection system. During a verification test, a record of the
measured value and the value of the set point must be generated. Depending on the results of this test,

calibration may be ordered.

10.4.2 CALIBRATION CAPABILITY
The calibration capability of the system is the ability of the system to be. adjusted either manually,

automatically, or on command to predetermined standards to reset accuracy and reproducibility. Systems
with self- or autocalibration save time and do not require skilled operators but will involve higher capital costs.
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10.4.3 INDEPENDENT CONTROLS
Providing independent controls for the material handling, manufacturing, and @!JectiOn sYstems insures

that a malfunction in one system will not paralyze the entire production process. As stated in par. 10.2.6, such
independent controls allow bypassing of the defective system.

10.5MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
After the system is placed in service, periodic maintenance is imperative if the system is to remain

operational and costly downtime minimized. Therefore, the maintenance considerations that are outlined in
the paragraphs that follow should be given a high priority.

10.5.1 REPAIR PARTS
System parts or modules that have short or unpredictablelives should be identified and supplied with the

system to shorten expensive downtime.

10.5.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Preventive maintenance is one way of minimizing the potential of unpredictable and expensive breakdowns.

To enable the operator or maintenance personnel to perform preventive maintenance, a definite schedule and
detailed description of maintenance steps to be performed should be supplied with the system.

10.5.3 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

A troubleshooting guide with definite diagnostic steps and corrective actions should’ be supplied with the
system to enable the operator or maintenance personnel to expedite repair. and minimize system downtime.

SECTION II.SOFTWARE

10.6DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS
The function of the computer in a CAIS may be that of a controller, an analyzer, or both. A brief description

of each of these systems follows.

10.6.1 CONTROLLERS
Controllers, or control units, ”directall the operations in a computer-aided inspection system. They monitor

the inspection process, evaluate the observations, and control the process according to programmed
instructions. The controllers can be general-purpose or special-purpose. Some controllers are programmable,
in which case an operator can give control instructions and can design displays. Usually, controllers perform
the control function by reading instructions from memory, monitoring inputs, controlling the operations of
the arithmetic unit, storing the results, and producing output. Depending on their end use, the controllers can
be simple or very complex. Simple controllers may control a single variable, whereas a more complex
programmable controller may be capable of controlling several variables simultaneously.

Until recently only the continuous process industries—such as the metal, oil, and chemical industries—
enjoyed widespread use of computer-aided control systems. The discrete production industries such as
machine shops and fabrication workshops rarely used such control systems. The main limitation was that the
machines or work centers were smaller and more modular than those in continuous process industries, and
because these modular machines were often made by different vendors, it was difficult to design a common
control system. In addition, the machine tool, transfer line, and material handling equipment manufacturers
lagged behind in incorporating computer control technology. With the advent of integrated circuit technology
and inexpensive programmable controllers, however, transfer lines and other complicated manufacturing
systems are extensively using computer-aided controls.

The main components of a control system are the data collection and input peripherals, the communication
device, the processing unit, memory, and output devices. The data collection and input devices include
keyboards, push buttons, dial switches, badge readers, barcode readers, proximity switches, limit switches,
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photodiodes, and other types of sensing devices. The communication devices may include wires, telephone
lines with modems, and multiplexer. The processing unit may have an 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit central
processing unit (CPU) and ports for peripherals. Controllers can have large addressable memory as well as an
auxiliarv memorv in disk drives or tarses. Output devices may include display terminals and printers. Besides
these, peripherals such as graphics c~ntroller-boards and floppy disk controller boards may also be present.

10.6.2 ANALYZERS
Analyzers aredevices used for debugging software. The most commonly used analyzers trace and record the

path followed by the information through both the hardware and software. Some common types of anal yzers
are static analyzers, logic analyzers, and signature analyzers.

Static analyzers are methods used to observe the software listings (computer program). Their objective is to
evaluate the complexity of a program, the adequacy of comment lines, the module/subroutine sizes, and data
base/ variable definitions or consistencies.

The logic analyzers examine the functional modules of a program and the interactiori between these
modules during execution. These devices include data acquisition units such as sensors, counters, timers,
duration filters, and glitch detectors. In software analysis logic analyzers are used for detection and isolation
of software logic problems. The path of information is traced, and a count of looping and conditional
branching is recorded.

The signature analyzer is used for validating the integrity of data streams. The signature analyzer
compresses a large amount of data into a relatively short data word, known as the signature. The device also
has a reference signature stored in the memory. If the reference signature matches the new signature, the data
are valid; otherwise, they are not.

10.6.3 DUAL SYSTEMS
Dual systems include the functional features of both the controllers and analyzers. The data are acquired,

analyzed, and vafidated, and the software is analyzed. Depending on the results, control signals are sent to the
proper units in the system for necessary action.

10.7SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

‘o
In the past when computer-aided systems were custom designed and expensive, automated inspection

systems without the aid of a computer were common. The advent of more sophisticated computers and
microprocessors and developments in large-scale integration technology has significantly reduced costs;
consequently most automated systems now use some form of computerization. The acceptance considerations
pertaining to automatic inspection outlined in par. 10.3 also apply to all types of computer-aided inspection
equipment, whether automated or not. A brief description of factors to be considered when designing or
selecting a CAIS is presented in the paragraphs that follow.

10.7.1 ACCURACY
The accuracy of the inspection cannot be better than the accuracy of the least accurate component in the

system. A system should be able to read a dimension at least 10 times more accurately than the accuracy of the
specified tolerance. In other words, a system that has an accuracy of 0.0001 in. is desirable for inspection of a
dimension with a tolerance of 0.001 in. (This relationship between the product tolerance and inspection
equipment accuracy is the same as that provided by the 10’%rule in gage design.) AISO in accordance with the
principle of tolerancing the inspection equipment in the direction of safety, the system accuracy and tolerance
must be such that only products within the tolerance limit are accepted. In software this meanst hat the result
of numeric methods error accumulation in combination with hardware—i.e., analog/digital converters, CPU
word size, etc.—inaccuracies should be less than 10~0.

At the time of delivery of the inspection system, a system tolerance study or an error budget analysis must be
made available for review. These analyses include information about observed system accuracy at different
dimensions and help to insure that the system is within the accuracy standard.

Accuracy is improved by taking several measurements of a dimension and averaging the results.
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10.7.2 SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of an inspection system is the smallest change in dimension that it can measure. In CAISS the

computer contribution to resolution depends on word length, i.e.; the longer the word length, the more
subdivisions of the largest measurement can be stored. A systemwith an 8-bit word length and data path has a
resolution of about 0.470 of the largest dimension measured. A 16-bit system has a resolution of 0.02~o of the
largest dimension measured, and longer word lengths have even finer resolutions.

10.7.3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY
The hardware and software used in the inspection systems should be compatible with each other in the

following areas:
1, Input and output formats should be matched so that the hardware can correctly interpret the signals

generated by the software.
2. The execution speed of the hardware and software should be matched to the desired inspection rate and

to the required accuracy and resolution.
3, The iriitial system design should provide a Soqo reserve in computing capacity for future software

changes and improvements.
4. The hardware should have sufficient random access memory (RAM) to accommodate the data during

processing.
5. Read only memory (ROM) design criteria should allow for 50% growth.

To prevent the retrieval of erroneous data, it may be necessary to have a parity check with error handling
built into the system. Parity relates to the maintenance of a sameness of level or count. In a computer, parity is
achieved by keeping the sum of binary ones in a computer word either always odd or always even. A parity
check involves adding of binary digits in a character or word and checking them against a previously computed
parity. This is typically handled as a built-in test (BIT).

10.7.4 SELF-CALIBRATION
The calibration feature usually is built into computer-aided inspection equipment to make such systems

self-calibrating. There are two principal types of self-calibrating systems. In one type the operator activates the
self-calibrating feature periodically and the system recalibrates itself. The other type’is completely automatic,
and calibration is accomplished on a specified frequency.

The required calibration frequency is a function of system performance and product characteristics. For
systems already in use, the manufacturer may be able to recommend—or build in—the calibration frequency
based on past performance. For a new system it may initially be necessary to record system performance over a
period of time”through frequent use of standards of known dimensions, and based on this study, the proper
calibration frequency may be determined.

The system must allow for verification of the calibration function. This is usually done by introducing
standards into the product stream. If a system fails verification, all product accepted since the previous
successful verification or calibration must be reinspected. .

10.7.5 BUILT-IFLTEST EQUIPMENT
BITE enables the system to test its own performance periodically by checking each functional component of

the.system. A “fewtests for which BITE equipment is often provided in CAISS follow:
1. Wraparound Tes[. This test checks to determine whether there is any loss of accuracy while processing

information within the system by converting a digital word to an analog signal and then back to a digital word
that is then compared with the original.

2. Lamp or Siren Test. This test checks the various output devices—e.g., displays and printers and signal
malfunctioti—of the system.

- 3. Check Sum Test. This test checks the ROM of the system for correctness by adding groups of digits
together—usually without regard for overflow-and by comparing the sum with a previously computed sum.
This verifies that no bits have been changed since the previous check sum test.
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4. Wri/e-In and Wrife- Our Tetl. This test checks the performance of the RAM by storing, retrieving, and
displaying or printing information that is then compared with the original information.

,.

10.8 SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE

To achieve consistently good quality in software, it is essential that a systematic approach for incorporating
the desired specific quality factors in the software “be established and faithfully followed. This is most easily
accomplished by involving the software developer at every stage of the process—from specification and design
to completion and testing of the software. The objectives should be clearly defined;. and the desired quafity
factors should be enumerated before beginning the design. AIso, every effort must be made to incorporate the
desired quality factors during design and coding, and these quality factors should be verified during the testing
and validation stages. Lack of such a systematic approach may result in omission of some important
considerations and may not always result in good quality software. The significant quality factors, as well as
programming considerations and testing and documentation, are briefly discussed in the paragraphs that
follow.

10.8.1 SOFTWARE QUALITY FACTORS
10.8.1.1 Correctness

Correctness is defined as the extent to which software in combination with the available hardware satisfies
the specifications and fulfills the user’s requirements. Correctness includes tbe concept of “robustness” of
algorithms. “Robust” algorithms follow proper formulation practices and thus avoid errors such as

compounding or accumulation of roundoff errors and indeterminate results.

10.8.1.2 Security

To prevent unauthorized tampering, it is essential that software security be a prime consideration. Because
of the communication capabilities of computer-aided systems,physical security of the facilit y is not sufficient.
Accessto computer-aided systems must be controlled. The system should be able to keep an internal record of
tbe person’s name, the time, and the duration of each access. The criteria for measuring the effectiveness of

I sec~rity are access control and access audit.

10.8.1.3 Maintainability”

Good maintainability of software is defined as the ease of identifying, isolating, and correcting an error, or a
“bug”, in a working program. Consistent programming practices, simplicity, conciseness, and a modular
structure improve maintainability, and they are the criteria used for evaluating software maintainability.
Abundant use of clearly worded comments (self-descriptiveness) assists the operator (who may not have been
involved in the design phase) in maintenance of the software.

‘Although these aspects of a software program are keys to mainttiriability, the primary key is
documentation. The specifications should exist to describe fully the functional and physical configurations of
the software, and configurations must be under control.

10.8.1.4 Structure
Proper structure makes a software program easy to follow, debug, test, modify, and implement. Debugging

of large and structurally unsound programs can be a harrOwing and expensive experience. prOgram structure
affects testability, flexibility, and commonality of tbe software. Testability is the measure Of ewe of testing the

software and is measured by cyclomatic complexity, modularity, instrumentation, and self-descriptiveness.
Modularity relates to the existence of independent subprograms that can be separately tested and debugged,
and instrumentation aids in testing by flagging error conditions.

Another software quality characteristic affected by the structure is flexibility. Flexibility is measured by
modularity; generality, expandability, and self-descriptiveness. Modularity” fagjljtates modifications, and
generality makes tbi software applicable to rno~e, than one: type ,@fin?.pection. E:pi~dab}Hty is built intO the
program” to “accommodate additional steps or’rncidules. Self-descriptiveness add<to flexibility by making the
software easily understandable.
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Commonality is a measure of the extent to which a program can be used for other applications; it is also a
function of the structure. Commonality relates to the packaging and scope of the functions of the program.
This feature of software is measured by generalit y, modularit y, system independence, and self-descriptiveness.

System independent software does not depend on the hardware architecture and thus can be used on a variety ●
of systems. All of the previously mentioned software features in conjunction with the quality of the
documentation determine the maintainability of the software.

10.8.1.5 User Friendliness
user friendly software facilitates learning, requires less effOr!, and dOes not d?mand high skills Or a 10t Of

programming knowledge in order to use it. The criteria for measuring this software quality characteristic are
operability, documentation, and communication.

10;8.2 PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS
Use of the following programming techniques that follow will make a program more understandable, easy

to debug, flexible, maintainable, and efficient.

10.8.2.1 Top-Down Design
[n top-down software design a programmer starts from the macro level of program definition and

deductively programs his way to the micro of lower functional levels. This approach is applicable to any
problem-solving situation, it provides excellent organization, and it makes the program easy to understand
and debug.

10.8.2.2 Incremental Development (Modularity)
For large programs the only practical way to develnp a workable prOgram quickly is tO write it in several

Small independent modules, test and debug them separately, and then combine them into one complete
program. This method improves software organization and understanding, and it simplifies testing and
debugging. Programs developed by using this approach can be modified or extended easily. ●
10.8.2.3 Enforced Standard Programming Practices

Standardized programming practices reduce costs by making the programs more portable, easy to follow,
and understandable without extensive knowledge of system hardware. Therefore, standard programming
practices should be established and enforced.

10.8.2.4 Independent Testing

After testing and debugging by the programmers, it is often helpful to have an organizationally independent
team test a large program. This testing may identify bugs that the programmers themselves have overlooked
because of their deep involvement in the programmingeffort.

10.8.2.5 Recommended Programming Practices
Programming practices—and on a broader base, the entire area of software development—are covered in

two military standards: DOD-STD-2167, Defense Sysrenr Sofrware Development (Ref. 1), and DOD-STD-
2168, Defense Syslems Software Qualify Program (Ref. 2). The basic premise of both documerits is that a
Iabnr intensive product like software is best controlled through a disciplined approach, which, in
programming, means structural top-down methodology and, in quality assurance, means formal revieyv,
audits, and tests described in the paragraphs that follow (Ref. 3).

10.8.3 SOFTWARE TESTING
Software i; test~d at various stages to verify that it meets the desired objectives. A major, comprehensive test

performed on software is called validation and verification (V&V). The V&V activity systematically examines
the sources of requirements, evaluates the requirements as stated in software dncuments, and attempts tn ●
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evaluate their impact on the design of system and software. Requirements that have higher risk and criticality y
are identified for receiving higher priority when assigning V&V resources. Validation and verification is done
for the design as well as the source program. The design is examined for logical integrity, the extent to which it
meets requirements, mathematical operations, and timing in algorithms. Often, data base design, control
structures, task allocation, and architecture are also inspected. In program verification the program is
examined for syntax and structural flaws. Verification of the design and program can either be done manually
or by using automatic testing aids, which are discussed later. Large, complex prograrns’are almost always
tested by such automatic aids to save time and effort.

The. validation portion of the “V&V activity establishes whether the software meets the specified
requirements by using demonstration tests and built-in tracing meclianisms. Often bottleirecks or limitations
are identified during this process. Validation usually involves tests designed by the programmer as well as some
independent tests. The independent tests often go beyond the programmer’s tests and try to identify tbe “stress
point” (point of failure) of the system.

Another type of test usually performed on software to be purchased is the vendor demonstration test, or
software qualification test. By this test the software programmer, at his site, demonstrates to the buyer that the
program meets the objectives and quality requirements. Because this test is performed before shipping and
installing at the buyer’s premises, if there are any deviations from the specified requirements, the necessary
modifications can be easily done at minimal additional cost.

When developing and testing large, complex software, automatic software testing devices help save time and
effort, and several such devices are available. The most common types of automatic testing devices are the
automatic design checker, test coverage analyzer, test driver, environment simulator, and test data generator,
i.e.,

1. Au/omalic De$ign Checker. This device is a computer program that accepts a software design, analyzes
it, prints out any inconsistencies and flaws, and also provides other relevant information about the design.
Twrical flaws detected bv an automated desirer checker include inabilitv to terminate the process, unreachable
f~~ctions, functions wit~out successor funct~ons, and inconsistent rela~onships between }unctiofls. It can also
produce additional information such as a cross-reference list of referenced data items and the procedure cell
structure. Additionally, it can perform an audit to check adherence to design standards.

2. Tesf Coverage Analyzer. This devise is a computer program that counts and prints out information
about each occurrence of the execution of each logic segment in the program under test. The tables printed out
identify the logic branches not being used by a test case. They also identify the segments of the program that are
used more frequently and, therefore, that should be evaluated for optimization.

3. Test Driver. This device is a computer program that can automatically test another computer program
or its component. The test driver allows inputting sufficient data to test the components and the printing of the
resulting output.

4. Brvirmrment Simu[ator. This device is a special form of test driver. [t is more useful in the real-time
testing of software that involves external device interfacing, The environment simulator tries to simulate
faithfully the external world and observes the performance of the program under test. An example of an
environmental simulator is the instruction level simulator (ILS), a system that allows one computer to
simulate another.

5. Te$f Data Generator. This device is a computer program that automatically ~nd systematically
generates test cases and simultaneously tries.to optimize the number of tests in order to minimize the cost of
testing while insuring that sufficient test cases have been examined.

After the software is delivered, but before it is accepted, the buyer performs a test known as the acceptance
test, i.e., the software is again tested to see whether it meets the user’s requirements.

Brief descriptions of commonly used software quality assurance techniques are presented in the paragraphs
that follow.

10.8.3.1 Algorithm Evaluation Test
This test is performed before the design is finalized. Critical tradeoffs, such as speed versus precision or size,

are considered, and decisions are made based on requirements and resource availability. Simulation is often

performed on the trial source program to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, and robustness of”algorithms.
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10.8.3.2 Analytical Modeling,
in analytical modeling the relationships in the software areexpressed by mathematical equations. Although

th&,e models can capture the essence nf the relationship, they usually are inaccurate because they are based on ●
several simplifying assumptions. Therefnre, these models are used only to evaluate the software in the abstract.

10.8.3.3 Auditing
Auditing involves checking the status nf the program and its documentation or the adherence of

programmers to established standard procedures. Audits can be scheduled in various stages nf software
development or can be randomly conducted to check software quality and to verify configuration status.

. .

10.8.3.4 Walk-Throughs
Walk-through is a technique used by programmers to review the design or program with their peers: The

programmer takes the reviewer through the program step-by-step to identify any errors. At his discretion, the
programmer accepts or rejects the reviewer’s advice.

10.8.3.5 Program Inspection
1n program inspection the software program is systematically checked for errors. The inspections evafuate

the program against predefine criteria. Discrepancies are identified, and the program is mnditied. To insure
that all of the errors have been eliminated, a follow-up inspection is also performed.

10.8.3.6 Inspection of Programming Practices
In this inspection the software program is checked for prnper programming practices. Programming

practices that might cause confusion, make tracing difficult, accumulate errors, or result in indeterminate
solutions should be corrected at this stage.

10.8.3.7 Error-Prone Analysis
This anal ysis is performed during the development of a large program to identify areas of the program that a

are prone to errory these are the portions that required abnormal numbers nf correctiory and modifications
during program development. To improve program usefulness, these portions are either reworked or
extensively tested before implementation.

10.8.3.8 Functional Testing I

AS the name indicates, functional testing is performed to insure that the software meets the specified
requirements. Actual expected input values are read in, and the nutput is checked to identify any discrepancies.

10.8.3.9 Simulation
Simulatiori is a tool for predicting system performance under different operating conditions by using

variciusmodeling techniques and historic data. System capacities, timing, and performance constraints can be
studied. By performing simulations at various stages of the software life cycle, conceptual tradenffs can be
evaluated.

10.8.3.10 Static Analysis
A static analysis is used to identify any inherent weaknesses in tbe software program. The syntax is checked,

and statistics are generated by using predetermined input values arid following them through the entire system.
Program structure, relationships between modules, symbol and subroutine cross-references are checked, and
any violations of established rules identified.

10.8.3.11 Stress Testing
Stress testing is done to see how the system performs at the extremes of its designed capacity. The software

must operate and respond properly to a series of abnormal and illegal inputs. The system must also be able to o
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recover from a degraded state (at saturation) without operator intervention. For software that is to be used in a
field environment that involves synchronized or multiple input/output with other devices, a separate stress test
should be conducted under those conditions and with emphasis on proper continuous operation foraspecified
number of hours at heavier than normal data rates.

10.8.4 DOCUMENTATION

Software programs usually are quite dynamic in that they are modified often. A program maybe prepared in
one form, such as a high-order source language, and transformed into another such as an executable object
code. Depending on the type of hardware, application, and system environment used to create the object
program, several object program configurations can be generated from one source program. Also a source
program stored in any media is difficult to comprehend. For these reasons it is essential to have a formal

software configuration management program. Software configuration management is a system of identifying,
baselining (assigning name, specification, and technical documentation as a starting reference point),
controlling, and reporting changes to software’ products.

Software projects, especially the large ones, should be supported by well-prepared documentation both
during and after development. “Document as you go” is an excellent policy. A central program support
library—where software is stored according to configuration management principles—is very valuable for
software projects because it is both a repository for storing and processing program configurations and a
means of protecting their integrity. Only authorized and welldocumented changes to the software are allowed,
and different versions are clearly and uniquely identified. This isolation from unauthorized use protects the
integrity of the software. The documentation of changes is maintained so that any previous configuration can
be recreated if necessary. Documentation required in support of a software project depends on the task or
contract. The complexity of the software, its eventual ownership, and the responsibility for maintenance are
the primary factors that govern the need for documentation. In general, the support documentation of
software does not receive as much attention as it should. Good documentation is extremely vital for the user’s
understanding of the software; therefore, it should receive as much attention as the software itself.

The US Government and the Department of the ‘Army (DA) have clearly defined requirements for. .
inspection software documentation. The four broad categories they requme are the planning documents,
administrative procedures, software test procedures and reports, and support documentation. Table 10-1
presents a comprehensive list of data item descriptions (DIDs) and their associated source documents. The
DIDs to be supplied by the software vendor depend on the individual contract, eventual ownership of the
software, and the contract statement of work requirements identified by using the selection procedure
presented in Ref. 3.

10.9INTERFACE
Often it is necessary to trace stimuli from the computer to the unit under test (U UT) for investigative

purposes. Clearly worded documentation—describing hardware-to-hardware and hardware-to-software
interfaces that involve items such aa cables, custom interface boards, and switching mechanisms—is essential
to evaluate the result of a trace test.
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DID Number

DI-E-I 143

D1-A-7089

DI-A-7088
DI-T-21553A
DI-CMAN-80008

.DI-QCIC-80572
DI-MCCR-80012
DI-MCCR-80013
DI-MCCR-80014
DI-MCCR-80015
DI-MCCR-80017
DI-MCCR-80018

DI-MCCR-80019
DI-MCCR-80021
DI-MCCR-80022
DI-MCCR-80024
DI-MCCR-80025

DI-MCCR-80026
DI-MCCR-80027

DI-MCCR-80029
DI-MCCR-80030
DI-CMAN-80644
DI-E-I126A
DI-E-3108
DI-MCCR-80770
DI-M-30405
DI-MCCR-80307
D1-MCCR-80308

DI-MCCR-80309
DI-MGMT-80507
DI-H-5545
DI-MCCR-80306
DI-E-30 149
DI-MGMT-80618
DI-MCCR-80319

MIL-HDBK-204A(AR)

TABLE 10-1. DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION LIST

Title

Motl$cation of Changes to Commercial Equipment/ Compuier
Software and Documenrorion
Conference Minuies
Conference Agenda
Source and Object Program L;siing
System l.segmeni Specl@cotiOn
Software Qualify Program Plan
Soft ware Design Document
Version Description Document
Sof! ware Test Plan
Soft ware Tesi Description
Soft ware Test Report
Computer System Operator’s Manual
Software User > Manual
Soft ware Programmer k Manual
Firm ware Support Manual
Computer Resources Integrated Support Document
Soft ware Requirements Specification
Interface Requirements Specification
Interface Design Document
Software Production Spec1j7cation
Soft ware Development Plan
Engineering Change Proposal (Shorlform)
Notice of Revision/ Speci~cation Change Notice
Configuration Management Plan (CMP)
Software Independent Ver!jication and Validation Plan
Programming Manual
Soft ware Generol Unit Test Plan
Sof! ware System Integration and Test Plan
Software System Development Test and Evaluation Plan
Project Planning Chart
Computer Software Product
Soft ware Unit Development Folders
Research & Development, Computer Software
Soft ware Design Document
Soft ware End-Product Acceptance Plan

Source
Document

MI L-STD-1456
MIL-STD-1521 ‘
MIL-STD-1521

MIL-STD-2077
MI L-STD-490
DOD-STD-2168
DOD-ST D-2167A
DOD-STD-2 167A
DOD-STD-2 167A
DO D-ST f3-2167A

DO D-STD-2167A
DO D-STD-2167A
DO D-STD-2167A

DOD-STD-2167A
DOD-STD-2167A
DO D-STD-2 167A
DO D-STD-2 167A
DO D-STD-2167A
DO D-STD-2167A

DOD-STD-2t67A
DO D-STD-2167A
MI L-STD-481
MI L-STD490
MIi-STD-483

Statement of Work

DOD-STD-1703(NS)
DOD-STD-1703(NS)
DOD-STD-1703(NS)
Statement of Work

DOD-STD-1703(NS)

Statement of Work
DOD-STD-1703(NS)
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GLOSSARY

A

accuracy. Freedom from mistake orerror, i.e., correctness.

algorithmeua/uutiontest. Asoftware test performed before thedesign is finalized.

alignmentgrsge.A gage used to inspect the external features of ammunition to insure that the assembled round
will tit into the gun chamber.

a~ignmerstgrrge,comp/ete round. For small arms ammunition: a series of ring sections snugly fitted in a tubular
holder. Forlarge caliber ammunition: a series of ring sections afigned andenclosed in a rigid, tubular-
shaped body.

alignmenttelescope.A relatively inexpensive optical instrument used to establish a line of sight and to measure
~ertical and horizontal displaceme-nt from ~he line of sight.

afignmenttrarrsi(.A number of instruments—including the jig transit, transit squares, and cross-axis telescope
transit squares—that have thi basic function of establishing a plane vertical or normal to the line of sight.

arza[yser.Adevice for debugging software.

analyticalmodeling. The means by which the relations in the software are expressed by mathematical
equations.

angleb/ocks, An accessory that pr6~1des a perpendicular surface against which $ workpiece” may be rested or
clamped. Theaccessory isalsoknoivn asan angle plate.

angleplizte.See angle blocks.

arzgedargoge blocks: Blocks of precisely ’known angles that can be stacked to build angles between O and 90
deg. See gage blocks.

angrdurity.Condition in which a surface or axis is at a specified arigle-other than 90 deg—from a ditirm plane
or axis.

annukrgage. A plug gage, annrdar in shape, used formeasuring internal diameters greater" than 8.010 in.

anvil.A term used to designate the gaging member of a gage when constructed as a fixed nonadjustable block
or as the integral jaw of the gage.

auditing.’A test to check program status or the adherences of programmers to established pi6cedures.

autoco//imator. A sensitive optical device used to measure small angles and from which flatness and
parallelism can be determined.

automaticalignmentinstrument.See photoelectric alignment instrument.

automaticalignmentpofari~eter. An instrument that measures body rotation about tbeline of sight.

automaticalignmenttelescope. An instrument that measures the”translation of a remote body normal to the
line of sight.

automatic. design cfrecker..A computer program that accepts a software design, analyzes it, prints out any
incoizsistencies and flaws, and provides other relevant information about the design.

automaticinspectionequipment.Measuring or gaging instruments that make a pass or fail deterrqination of a
dimensional characteristic without human interaction.

automaticoptics/probe. An instrument that uses triangulation techniques to measure very Small changes in
distance to a nearby body.

availability.Ameasure of the degree to which” anitemis operabIeat the start ofanope’ratiori.

axle mirror.Afrontsurface mirror that is optically flat within one-quarter wavelength of light.

G-1
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B

backlash.Clearance or play between mating tooth surfaces.

backlash,rsorrrral.Backlash at the tightest point of mesh at the pitch circle in a direction normal to tooth
●

surfaces in assembled gears.

backlashvoriatiors.Difference between maximum andminimum backlash inagiven pair of gears.

base circle.The circle from which involute spline tooth profiles are constructed.

beam trammel,A multipurpose transferring device that performs the same functions as dividers and calipers
The device consists of a steel or wooden beam to which “trams” (sliding arms) are attached.

bench comparator.A mechanical comparator set up for use on a workshop bench.

betabackscattertestmethod. A technique for measuring the thickness of metallic and nonmetallic coatings on
metallic and nonmetalli csubstrate sbybet abackscatter.

built-intest equipment.Any device that is part of an equipment or system and is used for the express purpose
of testing the equipment or system.

buift-upsnapgage. A snap gage used primarily where a fixed-type gage is desired, and the part tolerance is
approximately O.003 in. It has extended anvils.

L

calibration.Those measurement services provided by a designated person or team, who by the comparison of
two instruments—one of which is a certified standard of known accuracy—detect and adjust any
discrepancy in the accuracy of the instrument being compared with the certified standard.

calipergage. Any gage with movable arms—or a combination of fixed. and movable arms—which transforms a
part feature inserted between or placed over them to an indicating mechanism.

calipers.Ameasurement-transferringdevicethatconsistsoftwoadjustablelegsjoined at the apex.

chombergage, weapon. Agagethat checks the various diameters and Iengthsof a weapon chamber. ●
combinationsquare.Basically a 12-in. steel rule equipped with several attachments to enhance its versatility y.

comrrrercialinspection equipment. Equipment readily available on the open market, i.e., from stock, to
measure some product elements or features.

commonality. A measrrre of the extent to which acomputer program can be used for other applications.

comparatorguge.Any gage that uses an indicator device to contact the work directly and indicate its departure
from a preset size with a minimum of auxiliary devices.

composite error.Total variation caused by more than one of the basic types of errors such as runout and by
variations inpitch, profile, and lead.

computer-aidedinspectimrsystem. Asystem that consists of positioning controllers, sensing devices, signal
generators, output devices, and the required hardware and software necessary tocontrol the complete
system.’ “

concentricity. Condition in which the axes of all cross-sectional elements of a surface of revolution are
common to the axis of tbe datum feature.

controller.Aunitthat directs alltheoperations inacomputer-aided inspection system.
coordinatemeasuringmachine.A device that locates, measures, and determines the size and shape of product

features ii two and sometimes three mutually perpendicular planes.

corrective maintenance.That maintenance performed to restore an item to a satisfactory condition by
providing correction of a malfunction that has caused degradation of the item below the specified
performance.

correctness. The extent to which software in combination with the available hardware satisfies the
specifications and fulfills the user’s requirements.

cordometricmethori.A method for determining coating thickness by measuring the quantity of electricity
(coulombs) required to dissolve the coating anodically from a known and accurately defined area.

cube mirror.See optical cube. ●
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o
cylindricalsteppedgage.A plain plug gage that also has a step ground perpendicular to its axis. Used in depth

gaging.

cylindricity.Condition of a surface of revolution in which all parts of the surface are equidistant from a
common axis.

D

datum. Theoretically exact point, axis, or plane derived from the true geometric counterpart of a“specified
datum feature. A datum is the origin from which the location of geometric characteristics of features of a
part are established.

dialindicator.Mechanical instrument used forsensing andmeasuring variations in dimensions.

diametralpitch.Number of spline teeth per inch of pitch diameter. The diametral pitch determines the circular
pitch and basic space width or tooth thickness.

dimension. Numerical. value expressed inappropriate units ofmeasure andindicated onadrawing andin
other documents along with lines, symbols, and notes to define the size or geometric characteristics, or both,
of a part or part feature.

direct-currentinduction system. An indirect measuring technique to measure the wall thickness of an
electrically conducting object.

divider.A transfer device used primarily as a scribe.

E

Eberhardtfine threadiest. A technique for measuring thread diameter based on the principle of optical
diffraction.

eddy currenttest system. An indirect measuring technique used tomeasure thethickness ofrelatively thin
conductive on nonconductive materials by eddy currents.

e[ectro-opticalsystem. Anarray ofphotodiodes used togage small parts.

ellipsometer.An instrument used to measure the thickness of oxide films to a few thousands of a wavelength.

engineeringchangeproptisal(ECP). A proposal to change tbe design or engineering features,of materiel
undergoing development or production.

error-proneanulysis.An analysis performed during the developnient of a large program tn identify areas of the
program that areprone to errors.

error,systematic.The difference bet ween the average (mean) reading in a series of measurements and the true
measurement.

expandability.A feature built into software to accommodate additional steps or modules.

F

fail-safecapability.For an automated inspection system, the term means that the system should not be capable
of accepting a rejectable product under any circumstance.

feature. General term applied to a physical portion of a part—e.g., a surface, hole, or slot.

Jeelergage. A set of metal leaves of known thickness used for measuring the widths of narrow gaps, slots,
recesses, or. clearances.

fiber-opticprobe. A probe composed of numerous coated glass fibers randomly arrayed, layered, nr arranged
otherwise in the common end. Applications include vibration monitoring, rotor dynamics, and surface
conditions.

fixed-/imit-type gage. A gage in which the tolerance should not exceed 10% of the product tolerance.

fixture gage.-A gage that either holds a product or is held on a product to allow certain operations to be
performed and gages the product. ,.
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flat cylindricalpluggage.A gage similar to a cylindrical plug gage insofar as application. The chief application
is on large-diameter holes where a full cylindrical plug would be impractical due to its weight.

flatness. Condition of a surface in which all elements are in one plane.

flatpluggrzge.A plug made in the form of a central axial segment of a plain cylindrical plug gage which usually o

is used in the inspection of the width of a slot or groove.

flexibility. A software characteristic that is measured by modularity, generality, expandabifity, and
self-descriptiveness.

flushpingage. A gage that uses a pin of known length which moves in relation to a reference surface to indicate
acceptability or nonacceptability. Has four designs for different size ranges—barrel type, bar type, large and
small bar-spanner types, and bar-countersunk type.

form circ/e. Ckcle that defines the deepest points of involute form control of the tooth profile.

form clearance.Radial depth of involute profile beyond the depth of engagement with the mating part. It
allows for looseness between mating splines and for eccentricities between the minor circle (internal), the
major circle (external), and their respective pitch circles.

ftirtypercentrule.A gage design procedure whose name is derived from the fact that the basic size of the gage is
related to 4070 of a known parameter.

frame. The body portion of a snap gage as distinct from the gaging pins, gaging buttons, anvils, and adjusting
or locking mechanisms.

front surfacemirror.A mirror that is flat to one-eighth wavelength of sodium light.

full indicatormovement (FIM). Total movement of an indicator when appropriately applied to a surface to
measure its variation.

functional gage. A gage that simulates mating parts and uses fixed elements such as pins and bushings to
inspect individual part elements; a gage to inspect several requirements simultaneously.

functions/.plug gage. A plug of a specified diameter and length that must pass through the part.

functions/ testing, A test performed to insure that the software meets the specified requirements.

●
G

gage. An instrument that “permits pass or fail determination of a dimensional characteristic without knowledge
nf the actual dimension.

gage blocks. Blocks of precisely known widths or lengths made of hardened alloy steel, tungsten carbide, or
chromium carbide. The blocks are usually square or rectangular in cross section, and their measuring
surfaces are lapped and polished until optically flat.

gaging button. An adjustable gaging member of an adjustable snap or length gage, which consists of a shank
and a flanged portion—the latter constitutes the gaging section.

gear.A cylindrically or conically shaped part that has on one surface a full 360-deg complement of teeth which
mate with and engage the teeth of another part nonconcentric with it. Motion is transmitted by means of
successive engaging teeth.

generality.A characteristic of software that makes the software applicable to more than one type of inspection.

!’Go’’ggge. A gage that must go on or into.

H

handle.That portion of a gage employed as a supporting means for the gaging member or members.

image dissector. An electro-optical system particularly suited for applications that require high-speed,
precision measurement; sorting and classification of parts. ‘0
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tirfex. Theoretical angular position of gear teeth about an axis established by a specified surface.

●
interchongesrfsifitygage. A gage that is used to insure that products or assemblies are interchangeable.

r%rte~erometer.Aninstmment that uses light interference phenomenafor the precise determination of distance
measurement; angular measurement, and optical component testing.

interrupteddiameter.A cylindrical or spherical part whose surface is not smooth.

J

jig. trrmsit. An optical instrument for establishing a vertical sighting plane. Its main application in optical
metrology is to determine the location of specific surface elements of a large object in relation to an optically
scanned verticaf reference.

K
I

keyway, porafle/. A square or rectangular slot of specified depth ‘and width.

keyway, toperesi. A keyway rectangular in cross section, but its depth is variable with a gradual taper.

L

hzverrarrge~irsder.An instrument that measures distance to’s body based on the round-trip time of light.

lead.Axiaf advance of a helix through one complete turn.

leud variation. Difference between the measured and specified lead traces that is measured in the direction

●
normal to the specified lead in the gear.

/cost “msrterbzlcondition(LMC). Condition in which a feature of size contains the least amount of material
within the stated limits of size—e.g., maximum hole diameter, minimum shaft diameter. LMC also refers to
a dimensioning concept—based upon the conditions—in which the allowable tolerance varies as the feature
size departs from LMC.

lens bench. See optical bench.

Ievelirrgmirror.A pair of verticaf parallel reflecting surfaces that can be used in place of an alignment-telescope
level.

line of sight. The straight line between an observer’s eye and other observed object or spot.

LMCguge. A gage to check positional or form requirements of product features when tolerances are modified
by an LMC callout.

I
M

I

magrretblrrrskmirror.An optically flat, circular front mirror within onequarter wavelength of light with 1 to 3
magnetic feet cemented to the back of the mirror.

magneticjiekftestirtg.An indirect measuring system that uses magnetic field strength to gage the thickness of
nonferrous metafs, glass, plastics, or similar materials.

magne(icprdf-ojjgage.A gage used to measure the thickness of a nonmagnetic film”that coats a magnetic base.
A spring is calibrated “to determine the force required to pull a permanent magnet from the material.

maintainafrifity. A measure of the ease and rapidity with which a system can be restored to operational status
following a failure or be retained in a specified condition.

mairrtenorrce.All actions necessary for retaining an item in, or restoring it to, a serviceable condition.

●
mq”orcircle.Circle formed by the outermost surface of the spline. It is the outside circle (tooth tip circle) of the

external spline or the root circle of the internal spline.
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master.A master is a device made to the highest degree of accuracy attainable and used mainly for reference or
calibrating purposes.

mastercheckgage. A gage that simulates. the product dimensions to be gaged. The check gage is made accurate
to within approximately 5~0 of the part tolerance and usqdly is made to either the maximum or minimum
conditions. Master check gages are used for setting, acceptance, or surveillance,

mastergage. A gage made to the specified-maximum or minimum— product limits within a high degree of
accuracy as related to product tolerance. A master gage is used as a referee gage to accept or reject products
that previously have been gaged and found to be borderline cases.

maximummaterialcorrdition.Condition in which a feature of size contains the maximum amount of material
within the stated, limits for size—e. g., minimum hole diameter, maximum shaft diameter. Also refers to, a
dimensioning concept—based upon the condition—to insure a noninterference fit between mating parts.

mechanicalcomparator. A gage that mechanically compares an unknown dimension with a preset, known
size.

micrometer. A precision measuring instrument, accurate within 0.0001 in., used for measuring internal and
external dimensions,

minorcircle,Circle formed by the innermost surface of the spline. It is the root circle of the external spline or
the inside circle (tooth tip circle) of the interrrd splirre. ,..,.,.,

MMC gage. A gage. to inspect positional or form requirements ,?f product ;;ature’s wheri tolerances are,
modified by an MMC callout.

modularity.A characteristic of software that facilitates modifications of the software,

modsdarization.The design of equipment such that its functional grouping, arrangement, and size improve
both the ability to test and ease of maintenance,

mrdtielemerrtphsggage. A device that includes all male gages composed of two or more gaging elements on a
common axis.

mrdtiple-piecegage. A device for inspecting several part e!ements simultaneously thaf is ,constructed so, it can
be disassembled.

., ,,... :.
~ : , “. -,. . ,.

nodalslide.An instrument that has the provision for moving a lens longitudinally with respect to t he vertical
axis of rotation.

“Not Go’’gage. A gage that must not go on or into or must notscrew on more than a specified number of turns.

o

open setup. An arrangement of standard measuring equipment used to verify the conformance of the
geometric characteristics of a product with the specified values.

opticalbench. An instrument for measuring focal length of a lens.

optica[comparator.A device that projects the enlarged image of an object on a viewing screen where it can be
compared .to a drawing or a master chart.

opticalcube. A device used to deviate the line of sight through a known angle in calibrating rotary table’.

opticalf/at. A highly accurate, transparent surface that gages by the use of Iight-.wave interference.
opticalsquare.A device used with an alignment telescope to establish a plane perpendicular to the Iirie of sight

through the use of a pentaprisrn that performs the same function as a jig t~WISit. ,.

optical tooling. “The use of manual alignmerit instruments and accessories for dimensional inspection.

optics/ toolinglevel. See sight level.

P

paral/e/ism.Condition in which all points of a surface are equidistant from a datum plane or all points of an
axis are equidistant from a datum axis.
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parul/els.There are three categories—bar, box, and taper. Bar and box parallels are used primarily to support
objects for inspection on a surface plate. A taper parallel is a transferring device,

pessetra[ingradiationtest system. An indirect measuring technique used for in-process thickness gagingand
the measurement of pipe or tube wall thickness.

perpendicularity.Condition in which a surface, median plane, or axis is at a right angle to a datum plane or
axis,

photoelectricalignmentinstrument.An instrument with the ability to generate an electric signal that indicates
the alignment error.

pi/et gage. A plug gage for measuring internal diameters when the combined effect of hole size and position or
form tolerance is such that a pilot is required to center and start the gage in the hole.

pilotp/ug gage. A gage used to measure holes where the combination of size and part tolerance is such that a
pilot hole is required to center and start the gage in the hole.

pitch. Theoretical distance between corresponding points on adjacent teeth of a gear and is the average of all
tooth-spacing readings in 360 deg.

pitch circle.Reference circle from which all circular spline tooth dimensions are constructed. Its diameter is
determined as the ratio of the number of teeth to diametral pitch. ,-.

pitch variation.Algebraic difference between the pitch and the tooth spacing.
plainadjustablesnapgage. A snap gage—with or without extended anvils—used for gaging part diameters,

thicknesses, and lengths when the part tolerance is 0.003 in. or greater.

p/sin cy/indrica/pluggage. The most common form of plug gage. It consists of a single, cylindrical diameter
plug attached to a suitable handle.

plainringgage. Any ring gage that verifies the size of a single male plain cylindrical surface.

plainstep ringgage. A plain ring that bas a surface ground perpendicular to its axis for use in gaging a length.
planergage. A versatile surface plate accessory that can be used as a transferring device or as an adjustable

reference surface.

plate comparator.A bench comparator with a slanted staging plate for locating and mounting the product.
p/ug gage. A gage that simulates a male part or has an outside measuring surface that tests the size of a bole;

plug gage,adjustable.A device that consists of a frame, a set of gaging buttons, and an adjusting mechanism.
The gages are usually applied to low-production items when the internal diameter to be inspected is large
and the part tolerance is less than 0.003 in.

plumbingmirror.A horizontal mirror used to establish an optical plumb line.
pneumaticgagingsystem. A pneumatic comparator or air gage that indicates whether a part is in tolerance by

measuring vibrations in airflow or pressure.

portable comparator.A hand-held mechanical comparator that can be moved to a product for gaging.

position. Location of features in relation to each other or to a datum.
precision. .4 measure of the closeness of a series of measurements.

pressureang/e. Angle between a line tangent to an involute and a radial line through the point of tangency.

~

preventivemaintenance.That maintenance performed to retain an item in satisfactory operational condition
by providing systematic inspection, detection, and prevention of incipient, failures.

product drawing.Primary document used to define the product.

product within~errupted”diameters.A cylindrical or conical product with a discontinuous circurnference—
e.g., serrated parts, knurled parts, splines, gears, bobs, and screws.

profile. Geometric shape of tooth from its root to its tip.
profilegage,cartridgecase. A gage used to insure that the maximum profile cartridge case does not exceed the

maximum virtual size specified.

progressive(coaxia~plug gage. A true position gage that his successive coaxial plugs of different diameters.
Used to inspect simultaneously location and form of successive coaxial internal diameters.

prajectedtolerancezone. Concept used to prevent alignment and interference problems between mating parts,
which can be caused by variations in perpendicularity of threaded or press fit holes.

protractor, A basic measuring instrument for measuring and transferring angles.
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R

receivergage.Any gage that receives the part and verifies its dimensions. The name is applied only to gages that
consist predominantly of surfaces or portions of surfaces arranged to verify part dimensions. See fixture ●
gages.

recessed-typeplug gage. A plug gage containing various types of slots, counterbores, and cutouts which will
clear protrusions in the hole being gaged.

reference dimension. Dimension, usually without tolerance, used only for information purposes. It is
considered. auxiliary information and does not govern production or inspection operations. A reference
dimension is a repeat of a dimension or is derived from other values shown on the drawing or related
drawings.

regardlessofjeaiure size(RFS). A dimensioning concept used when the tolerance is independent of the feature
size.

reliability.The probability that an item will perform its intended function for a specified interval understated
conditions.

RFS gage. A gage to inspect relative positions of product features when positional or form tolerance is
modified by an RFS callout.

ringgage. Any gage of circular cross section that verifies the size of a single cylindrical or tapered surface.

rirrggage,stepped.A plain ring gage that has a step ground perpendicular to its axis. Used in gaging a length to
an adjacent shoulder.

Rockwel/ hardness.Hardness of a material determined by the depth of penetration of an indent or under
certain arbitrary conditions.

roundness. Condition of a surface of revolution where (1) for a cylinder or cone, all points of the surface
intersected by any plane perpendicular to a common axis are equidistant from that axis and (2) for a sphere, .-

all points of the surface intersected by any plane passing through a common center are equidistant from that
center.

rureout.Composite deviation of a surface of revolution from the specified form and is measured normal to the”
su~ace by, full indicator movement through one complete revolution of the part about the datum axis. See. ●
also runout, circular, and runout, total.

runout, actual Total variation of an indicated surface from a surface of revolution measured in a direction
parallel to the axis of rotation of the indicated surface.

run,ouf, circular.Composite deviation of an individual circular element of a surface of revolution from the
specified form as measured through one revolution of the part.

runord,radial.Total variation of an indicated surface from a surface of revolution measured in the direction
perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the indicated surface.

rurrout,total. Composite deviation of all part surface elements from the true geometrical form, attitude, and
pos~tion. . ..

,,,

s

scarirdnglaser beans system. An instrument that can provide very accurate noncontact dimensional
measurements of very small objects.

segmentedgage. A measuring device with a segmented or discontinuous gaging surface.
s@f-&scriptiveness, A software feature that makes the software easy to understand.

sep.ritivity.The smallest change in dimension that the inspection system can detect.

sightlevel.A“rioptical instrument used to establish a horizontal line of sight, i.e., perpendicular t? the force due
. to gravity, and to determine small vertical displacements from it through the use of an opti.ial,!ooiing scaie.

Also referred to as tilting level or optical tooling level.

simulation. A tool for predicting system performance under different operating conditions by using vario,us
modeling techniques and historic data.

sinebar. An instrument used to measure or set acute angles. o
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snap gage. Any gage whose gaging surfaces are flat, parallel, and opposing, separated by a frame or spacer,
used for controlling external dimensions=e.g., outside diameters, lengths, and thkknesses.

srrapgnge,doubleended.A snap gage that has the “Go” and “Not Go’’gagirig members on opposite ends of the
same gage.

snapgage,progressive.A snap gage that has the “Go” and’’ Not Go” gaging elements in successiorr,on the same
end of the gage.

snapgage, singleended. A snap gage that has a single gaging member of one-piece ‘construction.

software. That portion of a system required in addition to personnel. and hardware. Software includes
computer programs and tapes.

so/id gage. A measuring device made of one-piece construction.

space variation.Algebraic difference in measurements of adjacent spacings.

space width,actual.Circular width on the pitch circle of any single space.

spacewidtlr,effective.The effective space width of an internal spline is equal to the circular tooth thickness on
the pitch circle of an imaginary perfect external spline that”wordd fit the internal spline without looseness or
interference considering engagement of the entire axial length of the spline.

spannergage. A true position gage designed to check the location of features such as plain holes, threaded
holes, slots, or protrusions when the form or dimensional tolerances are mndifled by an MMC caflout.

specia/ measuringequipment. Equipment that must be developed to measure some product elements or
features, i.e., not available on the open market. . .

spherometer. An instrument—by measuring the sagitta of a part of a sphere—used to measure the radius of
curvature of an optical surface. .

sp/ine. A machine element that consists of integral keys (spline teeth) or keyways (spaces) equally spaced
around a circle or portion thereof.

splinegage, composite. A spline gage with a full complement of teeth. ““

sp/ine gage,progressive. A spline gage that has two or more adjacent gage elements that perform different
functions.

sp(inegage, sector. A spline gage that has two diametrically opposite sets of teeth.

splinep/ug gage. A spline gage with a fuller partial complement of splines of appropriate dimensions’ for
checking internal splines.

sp/ineringgage.A ring gage with a frdl or partial”complem”ent of splines of appropriate dimensions that is used
for checking external splines.

split sphere gage. A measurement transfer. device used to transfer inside dimensions. The diirrension is
recorded by use of a. hollow split spher,e.

square. A device used for assessing the perpendicularity of interrelated or adjoining surfaces:

standardmeasuringequipmeirt(SME). Various mem”rrring instruments, devices for transferring dimensions,
surface plates and accessories, and coordinate measuring machines, i.e., commercially available measuring
equipment usually used in a machine shop.. ,.

staticanalysis,An analysis used to identify any inherent weaknesses in a software program.

stee[ rule. A basic measuring instrument for “making linear rneaskremerits~ ‘”

straightedge.A device, made of hardened steel, used, for checking the straightness’of.; surface’or the alignrnept. .
of distinct points. ,..

~~raightness condition in which an element:of a surface or axis iS in a straight lig - ., t

stridinglevel. An alignment instrument used for especially accurate work.

surfaceplate.A massive block of cast iron or granite that has been finished to a very high degree of flatness and
is used as a platform upon which to perform inspections.

symmetry. Condition in which a feature is—or features are—symmetrically disposed about, the axis or center
plane of a datum feature.
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T

taper plug gage. An internal gage in the form of a frustrum Of a cOne having diameter, taper, and length
suitable for internal gaging of taper dimension in accordance with the specifications of the prod uct—i.e.,
diameter, depth and angle, or taper.

●
taper ringgage. An external gage? the internal contour of which conforms to the frustrum of a cone having

diameter, taper, and length smtable for the gaging of external taper dimensions in accordance with the
specifications of the product.

taperlpckgage. A plug gage with a tapered shank that fits snugly into a tapered hole in the handle. Used for
gaging internal diameters 0.059 in. < diarkretir <1.510 in.

telescopinggage. A measurement transfer device used to transfer inside dimensions. The expandable portion
of the gage opens and closes in the same manner as a telescope.

templategage. Any gage that is merely a guide to the form of work being executed and has either a profile,
sighting surface, scribeline, or similar comparison feature.

test glass,An optical surface of a predetermined radius of curvature used as a standard.

test, vendor ~ernonstrution.A test performed in accordance with an approved test plan at the vendOr’s plant
before a system is delivered to the user.

test, verijieation.A test performed periodically after a system is p,ut into operation that uses verification
standards to confirm that the system is performing as desired.

theodolite. A surveying instrument used to measure angles in both the horizontal and vertical planes.

threadEonrparator.An optical comparator used to examine thread dimensions.
threadpluggage.A complete internal thread gage of either single: or double-ended type—comprising a handle

and threaded gaging member or members-with a suitable locking means.
threadringgage. An external thread gage employed for the size control of threaded work, with means of

adjustment p.ro.vided.
threadsnapgage.A gage with two sets of rolls with threads cut in them used to inspect threads. The “Go” rolls

inspect the threads for lead, maximum pitch diameter, and major diameter. The “Not Go” rolls check the
minimum metal limit and the thread form.

tiltinglevel. See sight level. ●
tolerance.Deviation from the specified (basic) size of the feature that will still permit the proper assembly and

functioning of mating parts. A tolerance is specified as “+” or “-” from the basic dimension.
toolmaker’sknee..An angle block used for small precision products. The sides and faces are ground square

within 0.0001 in. The legs are of different lengths to accommodate workplaces of different sizes.

too[mak#s,rr@roscope. An optical basic engineering instrument for measuring and inspecting small parts.
tooth clearance,actual.Circular thickness on the pitch circle of any single tooth, considering an infinitely thin

increment of,axial spline length.

tooth clearanee,effective.The effective tooth clearance of an external spline is equal to the circular space width
on the pitch circle of an imaginary perfect internal spline which would fit the external spline without
looseness or interference, considering engagement of the entire axial length of the spline.

tooth spacing.Measured distance between corresponding points on adjacent teeth of a gear.

tooth thickness,gear. Circular thickness nf a specified diameter or tooth height.
top-down softwaredesign.A program that starts at the macro level of program definition and is deductively

written to the micro or lower function levels.
trilockgage. A plug gage that is attached to a handle by three wedge-shaped locking prongs. Used for gaging

internal diameters 0.760 in. < diameter S 8.010 in.

trueposition gage. A gage used to check the location of a feature relative to a datum or to another feature
within a pattern of features.

twin ring gage. A ring gage in which the “Go” and “Not Go” elements are built into a single frame.

u

sdtrasonicmeasurementtechnique.An indirect measuring technique.to determine the thickness of a range of
materials. ●
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universalmeasuringmachine. A device that—in addition to coordinate measurement—can check product

●
contours, tapers, radii, roundness and squareness.

v

V b/ock. A precisely made parallelepipeds of hardened tool steel into which two V grooves have been cut. Its
major purposes are to restrain (hold) cylindrical products and to locate precisely their axes.

verificationand validationtest. A major, comprehensive test performed on software.

vernierca/iper.A measuring device that consists of a graduated rule known as a beam, a fixed jaw called the
base or cross beam, and a sliding jaw.

w

wa/k-t/srmsghs.A technique used by programmers to review the design or program with their peers.

wearabvarrce. Extra material left on gaging surfaces to accommodate the wear expected during its useful life.

wearlimit.The point, i.e., dimension, of wear at which the gage must be removed from service.

wire-typegage.A plug gage in which the diameter of the gaging member is small and cylindrical throughout its
length. Used for gaging internal diameters 0.010 in. < diameter< 1.010 in.

wire-typephsggage. A plug gage that comprises a gaging member of straight cylindrical section throughout its
length and held in a collet-type handle.

Woodruff keyway. A slot with the cross section of a circle.

worm. A short revolving screw whose threads gear with the teeth of a worm wheel or rack.

worm gear. A gear of a worm and a worm wheel working together.

x

X-ray spectrometryfor coatingthicknessmeasurement.A method for the determination of a film based on the
combined interaction of tbe coating and substrate when excited by incident X-radiation to cause the
emission of secondary radiations characteristic of the elements that compose the coating and substrate.
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INDEX

A

Aberration, chromatic and spherical, 4-8
Abuse of inspection equipment, 2-1
Acceptamx check plug gages. See Gages, types of

Addendum comparator, for measuring gear tooth
thickness, 6-35,6-36

AdiabeticaOy expanding perfect gas, 442.

Air gage systems, free flow and back pressure, 4-42
Algorithm evaluation test, 10-1 I
Alignment collimator, 4-15-4-16

definition, 4-15
Alignment gage. See Gages, types of
Alignment instruments, automatic and photoelectric,

4-25
Alignment polarimeter, 4-27

Afignment teIescope, 4- I I, 4-13
definition, 4- I 1 ,.
sensitivity of, 4-1 I

Alignment tranait, 4-13

cross-axis-telescope transit squares, ~13
description, 4-13-
jig trarrsit, 4-13
transit squares, 4-13

AOoying, 2-25, 2-2E, 2-29
Aluminum, 2-25
Ammunition

gagea for, 9-6-9-10
specification for, 1-3

Analyzers, for debugging software, 10-7
Analytical modeling, 10-12
Angle blocks

definition, 3-19
measuring irnn, 3-22,3-24
slotted, 3-22, 3-23
toolmaker’s knee, 3-22, 3-25
universal right, 3-19, 3-22 ,

Angularity, detinitinn, 2-2
Annealing methods, 2-25,2-27

full, 2-25
normalizing, 2-27
spheroidizing, 2-27

subcritical, 2-27
Auditing, 10-12
AutocoUimatimr, 4-16 . . .

with optical polygon, 6-16
Automated inspection equipment, Chapter 10

definition, 1-2
Automatic alignment polarimeter, 4-27,4-28
Automatic alignment telescope, 4-26

Automatic autocollimator, 4-25—4-26, 4-28
Automatic design checker, for software, 10-11
Automatic optical probe, 4-29
Autnmatic pneumatic gaging systems, 4-42
Automatic tooth-spacing checker or comparator, 6-10,

6-11
Autoreflection,4-16 ,,

Axle mirror, 4-16
Azimuth axis, 4-13

B

Back pressure airgagesystem,4-43
compared with free ffowgages,4-43

Backlaah,6-36,6-37
ingears, de finition,6-37
indicator methods for, 6-37
meaaurement0f,6-34
normal, definition, 6-37
useofgear-tonth vernier caliper for, 6-37. See also

Gear-tooth vernier caliper,

variation in, definition, 6-37. Sees/soGeara,gear
tooth form defects ,,

Backscattered radiation,5-19 ~~
method formeaauring coating thickness, 5-26

Barrel chambers, of small arms, 1-3,9- 1-9-5
Beam separation, 4-29 ;.,
Beamtrammels,3-11,,3-12

accessories, 3-12
detinition,3-11 .

Eenchcomparator,9-12,9-13,9-14
C-frame, 9-12 ,,

Beta backscatter method of.measuring material (rubber
andelaatomeric) thickness; 5-19-5-20. See also
Backscattered radiation

Bifurcated !iber-nptic prnbe,4-34,4-35
Black nxide, used incnrrosion preventiop,2-24,
Bosses, 2-2
Built-in test(BIT), 10-8

equipment (BITE), 10-2, 10-8
AutocoOimatinnc onverainnu nit,4 -19,4-21
Autncollimatnr,4-lo,5 -].l, $:]4. ~~ .C:’ :

definition, 4-10
PIUS aognment polarimeter, 4-27-4-28 Calibration system,2-32, ”2~33
sensitivity 0f,4-11 .- , OfinspectiOn equipment, 2-33
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of standards, 2-32
of;ltllorllalic inspectiorl syslem, 10-3
requirements, 2-f

Calipers
definition, 3-8, 6-32

firm joint, 3-8”
hermaphrodite, 3-1 I
inside ,3-8, 3-9

outside, 3-8, 3-9

screw-adjusting, 3-8
spring, 3-8
transfer, 3-8, 3-9
vernier, 3-7, 4-2

Cams, used. with damp, 7-67
types, 7-67

Car fmrizing, pack and gas, methodsof casehardening,

2-27
Cartridge case profile gage. .See Gages, ~ypesof

Chart gage. See Gages, types of
Chucks, magnetic and vacuum, 7-69
Clamps, 7-64–7-67

design and speci[icatitm of, 7-64
lever, classes of, 7-65

book, definition, 7-65, 7-66
power activated, 7-67
quick-acting, 7-67

with cams, 7-67
with knob, 7-67
with mggle, 7-67
with wedging parts, 7-67

screw, definition, 7-65
swing, definition, 7-65

nonmechanical, 7-69

strap or plate
definition, 7-65

Coating, 2-24
methods for measurernenc, 5-25

destructive methods
coulometricmetbod, 5-25
cross-sectional medlOd ,5-25

nondestructive methods

bem backscatter method, 5-26 . ..

magnetic melhods, 5-26 ,.

X-ray spectromemy,5-26 “
thickness, 5-25

Collimated light, 4-10.
Collimator

alignment. See Alignment collimator ,,

used with ellipsometer, 5-18
used in the measurement of focal length, 5-2, 5-3

Comftinmion square, definition, 3-2
Commercial inspection equipment, 2-19

Commonality, OfsOftware programs, IO-9
Comparators, rnecbanical. See Gages, types of

Comuosite error
definition, 6-29
measurement, 6-29

Composite spline gage, 8-3. See also Gages, types of
●

Computer-aided inspection system. (cAIS), l-f, 2-18,
10-2—10-14

controllers for, 10-6 —10-7
definition, 10-2, 10-6

factors in selection of, 10-7– 10-9
Concentricity

definition, 2-3
requirement, conformance to, 2-3

Conditioning, textiles (for testing), 1-4
Configuration

control, 1-1, 1-2
management, 1-1, 1-2

Control system, components of, 10-6—10-7
Coordinate measuring machines (CMM)

advantages and disadvantages, 3-35
definition, 3-35
elements of

staging table, 3-35
movable member (“gage head”), 3-35
displacement measuring device, 3-35

equipped with dial indicators, 3-35
Moire fringe concept, use of, 3-35
universal measuring machines, 3-37, 3-39

definition, 3-37
lVDCS Of. 3-37 ●—

with autornati cprintout, 3-35
with computers, 3-37, 3-38
with electronic measurement and digital readout,

3-35
with optical comparators, 3-35

Corrective maintenance (for automated inspection
systems), 10-6

Correctness. of software used in automateif inspection
equipment, 10-9

Corrosion
of inspection equipment, 2-1, 2-24
during use, 2-24
during storage, 2-24

,.

costs
inspection, 2-23
maintenance, 2-23
material selection, 2-23
of manufacture, 2-28
replacement, 2-23

Cross-axis-telescope transit squares. See Alignment
transit .“ ~

Cube mirror. See Optical cube
Customary units, US, 1-2
Cyaniding, method of case hardening, 2-27
Cylindricity, definition, 2-2

I-2
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D

Datum
definition, 2-2
feature, 2-2, 2-3, 2-21,2-23
reference frame, 2-19, 2-20, 7-59
specification of, 2-5

Depth, 24
Design

of inspection equipment, 2-1, 2-5, 2-2 I—2-33
principles of gage design, 2-1 9—2-23
product rebuild, 2-21

Dial bore gage, 7-2. See also Gages, types of,
mechanical comparator

Dial indicator, 5-20,6-21

as a mechanical comparator, 9-12
definition, 3-33,3-34

Diameter

external, 2-9
internal, 2-9

Dimension(s), 2-3

ANSI standards, 2-1
characteristics, 2-1, 2-21

inspect~on of, characteristics, 2-5
product, 2-29

Direct current conduction method, 444
Dividers, 3-9,3-10

definition, 3-9
Documents on design of inspection equipment,

1-2—l-3
Drawing practices, uniform, 1-2

engineering and associated lists, 1-2
product, 2-3, 2-I, 2-21

.E

Eberhardt fine thread measurement
method, 5-22
device, 5-23

Economic considerations, 2-10

Eddy current test system, 4-43,5-26
Elastomeric materiak, 5-19

Electric current, asatestmethod,443
Electronic column sphirometer, 5-8, 5-9
Electronic microindicator, 3-37

Electro-optical
instruments, 4-34

systems, 4-36

Electroplating, 2-25
Ellipsometer, 5-18
Engineering change proposal (ECP), 2-5

Environment simulator, IO-II

Environmental factors

dust, 2-8
fumes, corrosive, 2-8
humidity, 2-8
temperature, 2-8
vibration, 2-8

Error-prone analysis, 10-12
Errors

alignment, 3-2
associated with the use of steel rules, 3-2
correcting, foropen setup inspections, 3-37
dueto manufacturing tolerances, IO-4
identification of, using RFS gage, 7-43
in single-flank testing: transmission, profile, and lead,

6-3 I
in software programs, 10-12
in surface plate use, 3-15
percentage and costs, 2-18

space width tolerances for, inaringgage,8 -19
sources of, in laser scanning measurements, 4-38,

4-39

with use of coordinated measuring machines, 3-33
Expandability, of software, 10-9
Eyepieces, 4-19,4-20

F

Fail-safe capability, of automated inspection
equipment, definition, IO-2

Feature, definition, 2-2
product, 2-4
relation gaging, 7-52
size, 7A7

Feeler gage. See Gages, types of
Fiber-optic probe, 4-34

bifurcated, 4-34
First-order optics, 5-2
Fit allowance, 7-21
Fixed-limit-type gages, 2-29
Fixture gage. See Gages, types ‘of
Fixtures, staging, 4-5,4-8

rotary base with self-centering jaws, 4.5—4-7
rotary glass staging fixture, 4-5, 4-7
V blocks, centers, and riser blocks, 4-5

Flatness, 2-2
definition, 2-2

Flexibility, quality ofsnftware, 10-9
Flush pin gage. See Gages, types of
Focal collimator

definition, 5-2
Foolproofing, in location during”inspiction, 7-64

Form, requirements, 2-2
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Forty percent rule, 2-18, 2-30, 9-11, 9-12. See also
Gage, “Not Go”

Frame, datum reference, 2-20, 2-21, 2-22,7-59
Free flow air gage system, 442
Fringe distortion, 4-32
Fringe shift, 5-16
Front surface mirror, 4-16

Full indicator movement (FIM), 2.3
Functional gage. See Gage, functional

Functional testing, 10-12
Functional tooth thickness, measurement of, 6-30—6-34

G

Gage
definition, l-l

‘depth, 3-1
design, 1-1, I-2

philosophy of, 2-19—2-22
functional, 2-19,2-20,,2-21,2-29, 7-43,7-47,7-70
general-purpose, 1-2

“Go”, 1-3, 2-20,2-21,2-22
composite, 2-21

master, 2-29

definition, 2-32
multi-piece, 2-18
“Not Go”, I-3, 2-20, 2-30

functional, 2-19, 2-20,2-29
fixed element, 2-20
4094 rule, definition, 2-29,9-1 I

required for spline inspection, 8-3 ,,
segmented, 2-10

special, 2-5
threadsetting, 2-32
vernier depth, 3-1, 3-2

Gage, American National Standard External Threads,
1-3
unified standard, 1-3

Gage blocks
~CCUKaCy Of, 3-16
angular, use of, 3-16, 3-17 ,
classification criteria. style, grade, class, and type,

3-16 .
definition, 3-15 .,,

proper alignment of, 3-17
Gag: maker’s tolerance 7-1,7-11,8-13
Gages, types of

acceptance check plug gage, 9-11, 9-9
for cartridge case profile gages, 9-11
for alignment gages, 9-6

in small cahber weapon chambers, 9-7
in large caliber weapon chambers, 9-9

alignment gage, 9-5—9-1 1

acceptance checks for. 9-6. 9-7.9-9
com~lete round alignment” gag’e, definition, 9-6
conditions causing significant wear, 9-6

definition, 9-5 ●
for large caliber ammunition, design procedure,

9-8—9-10
for small arms ammunition, design procedure, 9-6—
9-8

cartridge case profile gage, 9-5

design of, 9-10—9-1 1
definition, 9-10

chart gage, 4-5—4-8
definition, 4-5
overlay, 4-5
overscreen, 4-5
replacement, 4-5

standard, 4-8
feeler gage, 3-7

as a “Not Go” gage, 3-7

definition, 3-7
fixture gag., definition, 7-64

clamping on, 7-64
design of, 7-64,7-69,7-70

example, 7-70, 7-71,7-72
with inspection requirement, 7-7,1

“Go”, 7-64
hardware used with, 7-69
“Not Go”, 7-64
product location and, 1-64

flush pin gage, 2-30, 7-28—7-38
design of, 7-30, 7-34—7-35

example 7-35—7-36
principles of operation, 7-29

types, 7-30—7-34
special, 7-35

built-up, 7-33
design criteria for, 7-35
for drilled holes, IT32
for tapped holes, 7-34
internal, 7-33., ,-.-,.’ ..; ,
multiple-pin, 7-32 ..?.
spring loaded, 7-33
taper, 7-33 - . . ‘ .,

standard, 7-30
bar, 7-31
barrel, 7-30
bar-spanner, bar-countersink ,7-3 1‘ ,

height gage, 3-1,3-2,3-16,3-17,3-18

aCCUKiZCy Of, 3-18

definition, 3-16
surface plates, 3-16
uses, 3-17
with Vernier scale, 3-17, 3-18

interchangeability gage, 9-1, 9-11 —9-12 ●
I-4
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I definition, 9-11

‘o designof, 9-1 I—9-12
keyslotgages,8-22

design of, 8-22
plug gages, 7~2
tVKICS.8-22., =..,..
Woodruff, 8-22,8-23

magnetic flux gage, 5-26
magnetic pull-off gage, 5-26

mechanical comparators (comparator gages), 9-1,
9-12–9-16

bench
definition, 9-12
shapes of contact points for, 9-I 4

C-frame type, 9-12, 9- I 3,9-14
work-holding centers for, 9-13

definition, 9-1,9-12
intemaf (dird bore gage), 7-2
plate, 9-14,9-15

definition, 9-14,9-15
portable

definition, 9-14
for external dimensions 9-14,9-15,9-16
for internal dimensions 9-15,9-16

pinhole location gage, 2-21
planer gage, 3-30,3-32,3-33
plug gages, 1-3,2-25, 7-2—7-15

design of, 7-7,7-16
example, 7-14

“Go” elements, 7-I, 7-2,7-3,7-4,7-5,7-7, 7-8,7-10,
7-12,7-14,7-15,7-16, 7-17,7-19,7-20,7-22, 7-26,
7-27

“Not Go” elements, 7-1,7-2,7-3,74,7-5,7-7, 7-8,
7-10,7-14,7-15,7-16, 7-17,7-19,7-20,7-22, 7-26,
7-27

progressive (coaxial). See Gages, types of, true

position, progressive plug
special, 7-5

cylindrical stepped, 7-6
flat,2-30,7—5-74

for internal diameters, 7-5
for slots and norrcircular holes, 7-5

pilot, 7-5
recessed, 7-7
taper, 2-30, 7-5, 7-7

standard, 7-2
annular, 74, 7-5
taper lock, 7-3, 7-t
trilock, 7-4
wire-type, 7-2, 7-3

recciver gage. See Gages, types of, true position,

receive~ gage
ring gage, 2-25, 7-16, 7-20, 7-21

design of, 7-19,7-20,7-21
example, 7-20, 7-21

“Go”, 7-16,7-17,7-18.7-19, 7-20
“Not Go”, 7-16, 7-17, 7-18,7-19,7-20
special, 7-17

twin, 7-17

taper, 7-17, 7-18
stepped, 7-18, 7-19

standard, 7-16
flanged, 7-17
flanged, with ball handles, 7-17

solid, one-piece, 7- I 6, 7-17
solid, with busbings, 7-16

snap gage, 7-20, 7-22—7-28
built up, 7-23,7-24
design of, 7-25—7-28

example, 7-26—7-28
fixed nonadjustable

double ended, 7-22
single ended, 7-22

“Go”, 7-20,7-22,7-25,7-26, 7-27
“Not GoW, 7-20,7-22,7-25,7-26, 7-27
plain adjustable, 7-22, 7-23
progressive, 7-22
speciaf,7-25

spline gage, 8-3
composite, 8-3
sector, 8-3, 8-I
progressive, 8-3

spline plug gage

definition, 8-5
types and uses of, 8-5

composite, 8-7
sector, 8-7
major diameter, 8-IO
tapered tooth composite, 8-10
tapered tooth sector, 8- I I

design of, 8-6, 8-12—8-14
example of, 8-12, 8-14

spline ring gage
definition, 8-14
types, table of, 8-3,8-10

composite, 8-15
tapered tooth master for, 8-17
major diameter fit, 8-16

sector ~Not Go”), 8-17
tapered tooth master for, 8-18

design of, 8-19—8-21
example, 8-20—8-21

tapered tooth plug gage, 8-5, 8-10, 8-13
template gage, 7-39—7-42

design of, 7-39, 7-4 —7At2
example, 742

for depths, lengths, and widths, 7-39,740
alternate designs for, 741

for profiles, 7-39
product configuration and. 7-30

I-5
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true position gage, 743—7-63
design, 7-44 .
“Go”, 743
Least Material Condition (LMC) special true

position gages, 7-43, 7,61-7-63

definition, 7-43
design, example of, 7-6 I—.7-63

with inspection requirement, 7-62
“Go” elements, 7-61, 7-63
“Not Go” elements, 7-61, 7-62, 7-63

Maximum Material Condition (M MC) special true
pOsitiOn gagc,2-22,743,744

definition, 743
design, example of, 7-59, 7-60

with inspection requirement, 7-59
inspection of weapon barrel with, 9-3
pinhole location gage, 2-22

“Not Go”, 7-43
progressive (coaxial) plug gage

definition, 7-44
design of, 7-44,7-46

example, 7-46—747
with inspection requirement, 7z15

“Go”, 7-46, 7-47
“Not Go”, 746, 747—7-5 1

receiver gage, 2-20, 2-2 I, 747—7-5 I
definition, 2-20
design of, 747—7-5 I

example, 749 —7-51
with inspection requirement, 7-49

“Go’’,7-48>7-5I
“Not Go”, 7-48, 7-51

regardless of feature size gage (RFS),
743—7-44 !,

spanner gage, 2-21, 7-52—7-60
definition, 7-52
design of,7-52,,7-54

examvles
two-pin gage for feature relation gaging,

7-54.7-55
with inspection requirement, 7-54, 7-55
mdtiple pin, gage, forfeiture relation and

location gaging, 7-55, 7-59

with inspection requirement, 7-56
fcmale,7.-52
“Go”, 7-52, 7-53, 7-54, 7-55, 7-56, 7-59, 7-60,

7-63
male, 7-52
“Not Go”, 7-52, 7-53, 7-54, 7-S5, 1-56, 7-59, 7-60

weapon chamber gage, 9-1 —9-5
design procedure for, 9-1, 9-2
plugs for, 9- I
required for large caliber chambers, table, 9-5
required for sm’all caliber chambers, table, 9-4, 9-5

wear limit gage

checks of alignment gages, 9-6
guidelines for,9-7 ,9-9 !{ ., . . ,

Woodruff keyslot gage, 8-22,8-23 ,

Gages, split sphere. .See Transferring devices
Gages, telescoping. See Transferring de,vices

Gaging
compared with measuring, 3-I. !

element, 7-43,745 . ., ,.
functional, 2-3, 2-22,’7-70 .,. .

pneumatic. See Pneumatic gagingsystem
use of,8-3

Gears, 1-2, 2-9
blanks, I-4
classification of,6-2, 6-4.
composite action method of gear inspection, 6-29,

6-30 ..

advantages and disadvantages of, 6-3 I
composite action gear checker, 6-29
definition, 6-2
gear tooth profile

nomenclature, 6-3
tolerance, 6-19

geartoothf ormdefects,6-4 ~~
backlash variation, 6-36; 6-37
lead variation, 6-21 ,.. !

measuring methods, 6-21. ‘.
checki”g machine, 6-23 ~~

pitch variation, 6-9, 6-10
profile variation, 6-17

measuring methods, 6-17, 6-18
interpretation of results, 6-19.

runout, radial and axial, 6-4
methods formeasuring, 6-4,6-5

indicating overpins, 6-4

probe check
single, 6-4, 6-6 ,.

double, 6-5,6-7 ~~
rolling checks, 6-5, 6-8
contact pattern check, 6-8

inspection of, 1-3, 6-4 ,
major types of,6-3
performance tests of, 6-4
process control in manufacture of, 64

single-flank testing, 6-31,6-32
tooth contact pattern, 6-36 ..

for spur, helical, and herringbone gears, 6-36
for bevel and hypoid gears, 6-36

tooth thickness variation, 6-32, 6-34

methods of measurement, 6-32
Gear roll. testing. See Gears, composite action method

of gear inspection..
Gear-rolling fixture (composite action gear checker), 6-

29,6-30
Gear-tooth vernier caliper, 6-37
Generality, of software used in automated inspection

I-6
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equipment, IO-9

Geodetic survey triangulafion,4-12 ,
“Go” and “Not Go’’~aging members

definition, 7-2
“Go’’gage elements, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 7-4, 7-5, 7-7,7-9:7-

10, 7-16, 7.17, 7.18, 7-19, 7-20,7-22,7-25, 7-27, 7-28,
7-43, 7-45,7.47, 7-48, 7-50, 7-51,7-52, 7,54, 7.55, 7.61,
7-64,8-2,8-3, 8-5,8-6,8-7,8-10, 8-13, 8-14, 8-15, 8-20,

8-22,8-23

Goniometers. See Precision spectrometers
Grid chart gage, 4-8
Grounding. See Safety

H

Halation effect, 4-2
Hand method, for measuringfabric length, 5-20
Hardening

definition, 2-27

methods
full body, definition, 2-27
case, 2-27

techniques, mentioned, 2-23, 2-25

Hardness, 2-23, 2:25, 6-2,6-3
anddegree oftemper,2-28
and surface finish, 2-32
design precautions to aid heat treating, 2-26
heat treating, 2-25
in gear classification, 6-2
recommended values, table of, 7-13’

specified in gage drawings, 2-25
Height gage. See Gages, types of
Helium

lamps, light, 4-8
Hermaphrodite caliper, definition, 3-11. See also
Calipers

Holes, 2-2
counterbored. 2-9
counterdrilled, 2-9
countersunk, 2-9

press-fit, 2-3

I
,,

Image dissector, used in e[ectro-optical syitcm, 4.36,
4-37

accessories for, 4-37
accuracy of, 4-37
advantages of,4-37

Index, measuring methods, 6-13
algebraic summation of pitch variations obtained

from tooth-to-tooth measurements, 6-17
index measwi”g machines, 6-13,6-14

indexing heads or rotary tables, 6-15

optical polygon with autocollimator, 6-16
theodolites, 6-1 6—6- 17

Index error, 6-15, 6-17

results of, 6-15
I“dexvariation, 6-15,6-16

Indicator method, for measwing backlash variation,
6-36, 6-37

Indirect measuring equipment, 4-43

direct current conduction, 4-44
eddy current test system, 4-43
magnetic field testing, 4-44
penetrating radiation, 444
ultrasonic measurement, 4-43

Infinite thickness, definition, 5-19

In-fine post-process automatic inspection, 10-1
In-process automatic inspection, 10-1
Inspection

by attributes (gaging), 2-8,
by variables (measuring), 2-8
costs, 2-23
method used for specific element, 2-9, 2-}0

plan, 2-18
sampling, 2-18

speed of, 2-18
Inspection equipment

commercial, 2-19
considerations in selecting, 2-10

special purpose, 2-19
useful life of, 2-18

Instruction level simulator (ILS), 10-11
Instrument stands, 4-22,4-23
Interchangeability gage. See Gages, types of
Interference bands .4-8, 4-9

Interferometers, 4-30
laser, 4-30, 4-31

pointing, 4-31,4-32
compared to autocollimator, 4-31

systems, 4-32
accuracy of, 4-33, 4-34

lnterferometry, 4-1
uses of, 4-32

International system of units (S1), 1-2
Interrupted diameter, 1-2,
Involute profile-measuring instruments, or machine,

6-17

J

Jig transit, 4-13,4-14

K

Keyslotgages. See Gages, typesof
Keyways, 2-9,4-8, 7-2,8-22

I-7
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parallel, 8-22
spaces,8-2
standard,4-8
tapered,8-22
Woodruff, 8-22

Knurls, I-2, 2-9,8-2,8-24
Knurled

cylindrical body, 7-35
external surface, 8-21
handle, 9-3,9-5,9-12
pal’tS, 6-1
SUtfilCX., 7-16, 7-19, 7-20, 7-29

L

Laser alignment system, 4-30
Laser interferometer, 4-30
Laser range finder, 4-28,4-29

definition, 4-28
Law of Rectilinear Propagation, 4-2
Law of Reflection, 4-2
Law of Refraction, 4-2
Lead variation, definition, 6-21
Least Material Condition (LMC), 2-22,345

definition, 1-2
gage elements, 9-4
tolerancing sizes, 74f

Least Material Condition (LMC) special true position
gage. See Gages, types of, true position

Lens bench (opticallxnch), 5-3
techniques for measuring focal length, 5-2, 5.3

Leveling mirror, 4-16, 4-17
Life span of inspection equipment, 2-18
Light sources, 4-8
Location, 2-10

at the machine, 2-3
coaxial, 7-44
feature, 7-43,744,7-52,7-53,7-55, 9-2
in assembly area, 2-IO
in the inspection department, 2-8
in receiving department, 2-10
of test lens, 5-2
of pins, 344, 3-t5, 7-32, 7-52
of product during inspection, 7-64
of gage elements, 2-19, 2-20
of remote gage head, 4-41
requirements, 2-2

M

Magnesium fluoride interference films, 5-18
Magnetic field testing, 4-44
Magnetic flux ga8es, 5-26

Magnetic pull-off gages, 5-26
Maintainability, of automated inspection equipment,

10-2
factnrs that improve,

debuggirigcapability, IO-2, IO-3
modulardesign cnncept, 10-2
simplicity, IO-3

Manual alignment instruments, 4- [0
Master check gages, 2-29, 2-32
Material selection, 2-23, 2-29
Maximum Material Condition (MMC), 2-1,2-5,2-20,

2-21,2-22,345,747, 7-48, 7-50,7-51, 7-54, 7-55, 7-57,
7-58,7-59,7-60,7-61

advantages and disadvantages, 2-22
Callouts, 2-20, 2-2 I
compared to RFS, 2-22

definition, 1-2
gaging element, 9-I, 9-4
product, 2-29

Maximum Material Condition (M MC) special true
position gage. See Gages, types of, true position

Measurement methods, for coating thickness, 5-25
Measuring equipment

standard, characteristics and applica~ions, 2- I I, 2-17
special, characteristics and applications, 2- I I, 2-17

Mechanical comparators. See Gears, types of
Micrometers

i3CCU1Wy Of, 3-9, 3-12, 5-13
anvil, 3-5
definition, 3-5, 3-7
supermicrnmeter, 3-5
indicating micrometer, 3-5
inside micrometer, 3-5, 3-6, 5-6
inside micrometer calipers, 3-5
outside micrometers, 3-5
slide, 5-3
sources of error associated with the use of, 3-5

spindle, 3-5
thimble, 3-5

Minimization, as a de,sig”principle,2-20
Minimum clearance, 9. I I, 9.12
Minimum neutral zone, 9-I I
Minimum number nf hits, 3.35, 3-36

definition, 3-35
Modularity, of software, 10-9
Moire fringe concept (“wc+ i“ electronic coordinate
measuring machines), 3-35

Monochromatic light, 4-8

N

Newton’s rings (Newton’s fringes), 5-8
Nitriding, method of case hardening, 2-27
Nndal slide, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5

I-8
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Nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques, 4-44, 5-1
methods, 5-25

“Not Go” gage elements, 7-1,7-2,7-3,7-4,7-5, 7-7,7-8,
7-[0, 7-II, 7-[2, 7-14, 7-I5, 7-16, 7-17, 7-18, 7-19, 7-20,

7-21,7-22,7-24,7-25, 7-26,7-27,7-28,7-43, 7-45,747,
7-48,7-50,7-51,7-52, 7-54,7-55,7-57,7-58, 7-61,7-64,
8-2,8-3, 8-4,8-5,8-8,8-9,8-10, 8-13,8-14,8-15,8-17,
8-18,8-20,8-21,8-22, 8-23

0

Open-jet method of air gage sensing, 4-40,4-41
Open setup inspections

applications, examples, 3-40, 341, 3-42, 3-43, 3-44
definition, 3-37
procedures for, 3-37,3-39,3-45

Operator
error, 2-22
skill, 2-22

Optical bench (lens bench), 5-3
Optical comparator. See Optical inspection instruments
Optical components for fire control instruments, 1-3
Optical cube, cube mirror, 4-17
Optical elements and system parameters, 5-2

angles, 5-13
comparison standards, 5-14
divided circles, 5-13

focal length, 5-2, 5-3,5-5
nodal slide, 5-3, 5-4

optical bench (lens bench), 5-2
optical coating thickness, 5-15, 5-18
radius of curvature, 5-5

autocollimator and interferometer, 5-1 I
interferometer, 5- I 1, 5-12
microscope and lens bench, 5-6

spherometer, 5-7, 5-8
template, 5-6
test glass, 5-8

surface quality, 5-19
thickness, 5-13, 5-15

Optical equipment, 4-2
classification of, 4-2

Optical flat. See Optical inspection instruments
Optical inspection instruments, 4-2

toolmaker’s microscope

definition, 4-2
sources of error in application, 4-2

optical comparator, 3-35, 44, 4-5, 7-39, 7-64
definition, 44,4-5

optical flat
definition, 4-8
disadvantages of, 4-g

Optical magnifying device, 3-37
Optical measuring techniques, uses of, 4- I

Optical micrometer, 4-19
Optical polygon with autocolfimator, 6-16
Optical sensor, 3-35
Optical square, 3-26, 4-} 7
Optical staging fixtures, 2-24
Optical tooling

accessories, 4-15
instruments, 4-21, 4-22
scales, 4-21, 4-22
systems, de finition,4-10
targets, 4-20

Optical tooling level. See Sight level

P

Paddle gage, See Gages, types of
Parallax, 4-2
Parallelism, 2-2

definition, 2-2
Parallels, categories of, 3-19

bar parallels, 3-19
box parallels, 3-19,3-20
tapered parallels, 3-19, 3-21

Part, geometry, 2-8
size, 2-8

Peadite, 2-25
Pentaprism, 4-17,4-19
Perpendicularity (squareness), 2-3, 2-10,2-22,3-26,3-
28,3-30,7-52, 9-8
definition, 2-2

Photodiode array, 4-36
Pins, used to measure gear teeth, 6-34,6-35

press-fitting, 7-44
Pitch checking instruments, for measuring gear tooth
spacing, 6-9, 6-10

Pitch variation, 6-9,6-10
Planer ga8es, 3-30,3-32,3-33

definition, 3-30
as transferring device, 3-30, 3-33

Plate comparator (plate gage). See Gages, typ~of
Plate, surface, 1-2
Plating, use of chromium, 2-24

electroplating, 2-25
Plug gages. See Gages, types of
Plumbing mirror, 4-16

Pneumatic comparator, 4A10
Pneumatic gaging system, 440

applications 0f,4-40
back pressure system, 441,4-42
contact method, 441
free flow system, 4-41,442
open-jet method, 4-41
principle elements of, 440

Pointing interferometer, 4-31,4-32

I-9
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Portable comparator, 9-12, See also Gages, types of
definition, 9-14

Portable pitch-checking instruments, 6-10
Portable profile-measuring instruments, 6-19
Position requirements, 2-2

definition, 2-2
Positional tolerance, 7-48,7-50, 7-51, 7-54, 7-55,7-57,

7-60, 7-62
Post-process automatic inspection, IO-1
Precision spectrometers, 5-13
Press-fitting pins, 744
preventive maintenance, of automated inspection

systems, 10-6
Process control, 6-3

Product
assurance-mission, 1-1, 2-1
design

definition, l-l
principles of, 2-19,2-20
dimensions, 2-29

drawing, 2-I
feature size, 747
tolerance, 2-29, 7-15, 8-5

concepts, 2-20. See also Maximum Material
Condition and Regardless of feature size and Least
Material Condition

with interrupted diameters, definition, 6-2
Profile

definition, 2-2
irregular, 2-9
measuring, 6-17

symmetrical, 2-9
witharcs, 2-9

Progressive plug gage. See Gages, types of, true
position, progressive plug

Progressive spline gage, 8-3. See also Gages, types of
Projected tolerance zone

definition, 2-3
use of, 2-6, 2-7

Protractors, 3-2, 4-8
plain, 3-2,3-3
universal bevel, 3-2, 3-4

Q

Quality assurance, 1-1,2-1
provisions, 2-3,2,10

Quality control and reliability, I-4, 10-2
Quenching, 2-26,2-27,2-28

R

Radiation, as a test technique, 4-44,5-26

Radius chart gage, 4-8
Radius, internal andexternal,2-9

Recalibration, 2-22
Receiver gage. See Gages, types of; true position,

receiver
Rectilinear Propagation, Law of, 4-2
Referee decisions, de finition,2,19 ~

Reflection, Lawof,4-2 .,

Refraction, Law of, 4-2
Regardless of feature size (RFS), 2-1, 2-21, 2-23

advantages and disadvantages of, 2-22
definition, 1-2
special true posi~ion gage, 7-43

definition, 7-43
advantages and dkadvantages ‘of, 7-43

Reliability, 10-2, Seealso Quality control
Remote monitoring facility. See Safety

Retitles, 4-2, 6-16
calibrated, 5-2
collimator, 5-2
illuminated, 4-10, 4-11,4-15
image, 6-16 ,,. ,
prism nose, 4-26

Reticle plane, 4-25
I

Right-angle eyepiece, 4-20
Ring gages. See Gages, types of
Rods, 2-9
Roundness, definition, 2-2
Runout, definition, 2-3, 6-4

circular, definition, 2-3
measuring methods, 6-4—6-8
total, definition 2-3—2-4

s

Safety, 2-33
explosion-proof design, 2-33
grounding, 2-33
remote monitoring facility, 2-33

weight considerations, 2-33
Sagitta, 5-8

effective, 5-8
method, 5-15

Sampling procedures, I-3
Scanning laser beam systems, 4-37,4-39

accessories and options, 4-39,4-40
accuracy of, 4-38, 4-39

Screw threads, 2-28, 8-2
determination of acceptability of, 8-2
elements of,8-2
external, 2-9
factors considered in inspection of, 8-2
gaging of, 8-2
internal, 2-9

1-1o
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measuring pitch diameter of,345,3-46 .,
reference documents, 8-2

standards, 1-3,2-32
Sector spline plug gage. See Gages, types of, .spline plug

gage
Self-dkscriptiveness, of software’, IO-9
Sensing and indicating devices, 7-69
Sensitivity ofanautomated inspection system,
definition, 10-8

Sharp edge, definition 2-33
Shirley Yarn Diameter Projector,,5 -21 ,.
Sight level, 4-13,4-15

definition, 4-13
Simulation, 1O-I2
Sine bars, 3-30

definition, 3-30
,.

Size
of any feature, 2-2,7-47
limits, 2-3

Size tolerance, 7-50, 7-52,7-53, 7.54, 7.60
Slots>2-3
Snap gage. See Gages, types of
Snap ring gage, 8-3, 8-4. See also Gages, types of, spline

ring gage
Spacing variation. See Gears, pitch variation
Span method, for measuring gear teeth, 6;33, 6-34
Spanner gages. .See Gages, types of, true position
Spectrometry, measurement, 1-4,5-26
Spherometer, 5-6—5-8
Splines, 1-2, 8-2

definition, 8-2
external, 2-9, 8-4, 8-5
gages required for, 8-3
“Go” and “Not Go” gages for, 8-2,8-3
inspecticm of, 8-3
internal, 2-9, 8-3
internal and external, 8-4, 8-5

involute, I-4
methods of dimensioning, 8-3
terms, symhols, anddrawing data for, 8-3
types, 8-2

Spline gage. See Gages, types of
Spline plug gage. See Gages, types of
Spline ring gage. See Gages, types of
Squares

cylindrical squares, 3-27, 3-28, 3-29, 3-30
direct reading, 3-30

definition, 3-27
granite blocks, 3-27,3-28

optical square, 4-17, 4-18
steel squares, 3-27, 3-28
transit square, 4- I3

Staging fixture, 4-6, 4-8
optical, 2-24
types of

1-11

rotary base with sell-centering jaws, 4-6, 4-8
rotary glass, 4-6, 4-7
V blocks, centers and riser blocks: 4-6

Standard measuring equipment (SME), 1-2, 2-10,’3-1,
3-35 ,.

criteria for selecting, 7-1
definition, I-2

Static analysis of software, 10-12

steel

dlOy, 2-25 ,,,
carbon, 2-25
fully annealed. See Annealing, ‘,

Steel rule, 3-1
errors associated with, 3.2

inaccurate alignment, 3-2
parallax error, 3-2
wear on the ends. 3-2

advantages and disadvantages of, 3-2
Stop-cycle automatic inspection, IO-I
Straightedges, 3-3o, 6-22

definition, 3-30
leveling straightedge, 3-30
used i“ profiie-measurement/ checking, 6-16, ”6-19,

6-22
Straightness, ,definition, 2-2
Stress, 2-27
Stress testing, of compuler snftware, IO- I2
Striding level, 4-22,4-24 ,,
Surface plate, definition, 3-13. See al.w Height gages

cast iron, 3-14

granite, 3-[4, 3-15
Surface quality, optical component, 5-[9
Surfaces, of solid materials

definition, 5-22
errnr of form, definition, 5-25

flaws, definition, 5-25
lay, definition, 5-23

measured surface, definition, 5-23
nominal surface, definition, 5-23
roughness, definition, 5-23

surface texture, definition, 5-23
waviness, definition, 5-23

Surface, texture, 2.9
Symmetry, definition, 2-3

System independence nf snftware, IO-9
Systematic error, in automated inspection equipment,

10-3

T“

Tabs, 2-3
Taper gages, 2-3o, 7-17, 7-18. See also Gages, types of
Tapered tooth plug gage, 8-5, 8:10, 8-13
Targets, used in optical tooling, 4-20,4-21

1
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TDP (technical data package), l-l
Temperature, changes, 2-23
Tempering, 2-28
Template gages. See Gages, types of
Test coverage analyzer, IO- I I
Test data generator, IO-1I
Test driver, IO- I I
Theodolite, 4-II, 4-12, 4-13, 4-15, 6-13, 6-16
Thermal coefficient of expansion, 2-23
Threads, 1-2. See also Screw threads
Tilting level. See Sight level

T!me-modulated measurement methods, 4-43
Tight mesh, measuring center distance of gear teeth it,

6-34
Tolerance, 2-3, 2-22, 2-28

applied to knurls, 8-24
bilateral system, definition, 2-28
circular runout, 2-3
concepts, 2-l
definition, I-2
gage, 2-29, 7-1, 7-42,7-44
gage maker’s, 7-1,7-11,8-13
geometric, 2-22
manufacturing, 4-2, 10-4
positional, 2-1, 2-3, 2-21,7-45, 7-46,7-50,7-51,7-52,

7-53

product, 2-29,7-1, IO-7
requirements, 2-22
size, 7-44, 7-47
specified, 2-1, 2-21, 2-8, 2-30
system; IO-7, IO-8
tables, 2-30—2-3 I
unilateral method, 2-28
zone, projected. See Projected tolerance zone

Tooling bars, 4-22

horizontal, 4-23
vertical, 4-24

Toolmaker’s knee, 3-22,3-25
Toolmaker’s microscope. See Optical inspection

instruments
Tool room chart gages, 4-8
Tooth spacing

measuring methods for, 6-9
pitch-checking instruments, 6-9,6-10

automatic tooth-spacing checker or comparator,

6-11,6-12
portable pitch-checking instruments, 6-11
tooth-spacing tester, 6-12

Tooth thickness, 6-32
methods of measurement, 6-32, 6-34

Tooth-to-tooth composite variation, measurement of,
6-29

Top-down software design, 10-10
Total composite error, measurement of, 6-30
Tracer attachment, 4-8

Tracer fixture, 4-5
Transducers, 4-t2, 5-19

differential, 4-42
electric, 4-42
linear displacement, laser interferometers functioning

as, 4-30
optics and electronic image, 4-34
variation, 442

Transferring devices, 3-4, 3-5
planer gage, 3-30, 3-32
split sphere gage, 3-11, 3-12
telescoping gage, 3-11, 3- I2

Transit squares. See Alignment transit
Triangulation techniques, 4-29

Trihedral retroreflector, 4-26
True position gages. See Gages, types of
Tubing, and pipes, 2-9
Tungsten halogen light sources, 4-8

u

Ultrasonic measurement techniques, 4-43
Unit under test (UUT), 10-13
Universal measuring machines, 3-37, 3-39. See also
Coordinate measuring machines

definition, 3-37

v

Validation and Verification (V&V), 10-10
V blocks, 3-22, 3-26,4-6
Vendor demonstration test, for acceptance of

automated inspection systems, 10-5
Verification test, for automated inspection systems,

10-5
Vernier scale, 5-6, See also Gages, types of, height gages
Vernier tooth calipers, 6-32,6-33

w

Walkthrough, review of computer programs, IO-12
Weapon chamber gages. See Gages, types of
Wear

allowance, 2-30, 7-1, 7-11, 7-15, 7-18, 7-19, 7-21, ‘7-26,
7-44,746,748,7-50,7-64

definitions, 1-2,2-28,7-10
inspection equipment, 2-1, 2-25
limits, 2-21,2-30

definition, 2-28
resistance, 2-23,7-48

Wear limit gages

checks of alignment gages, 9-6

1-12
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guidelinesfor, 9-7,9-9 x

●
Wedges, used in clamps, 7-67, 7-68
Weight X-ray spectrometry, 4-44,5.26

considerations, inspection equipment, 2-33

light, 2-24 z
Woodruff keyway, 8-22
Woodruff keyslot gages, 8-22,8-23 Zero tolerance, 747

design of, 8-22,8-24 Zone

straight handle, g-22 how defined, 2-3
V-shaped handle, 8-22 projected tolerance. See Projected tolerance
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